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INTRODUCTION 
Since its foundation in 1981 the Brisbane History Group has established an enviable reputation for sponsoring 
seminars on researching local history. The fruits of these popular sessions have been published in earlier collections 
of papers, especially the Archives and Approaches titles (BHG 1983, 1988). 
In keeping with this tradition, the current volume includes practical papers on four main themes: local history 
approaches, oral history applications, placename history analysis and local history archives. 
The first and last themes were explored at the Local History Day held at the old Toombul Shire Hall Nundah on 
24 June 1989. 
The second theme of oral history was the subject of a full day seminar organised jointly with the State Library of 
Queensland on 25 June 1989, followed by a workshop conducted by the Oral History Association of Australia 
(Southeast Queensland Branch) at the University of Queensland on 24 March 1990. 
The third theme was examined at the Placenames Day on 23 June 1990 at the Sunmap Centre Woolloongabba. 
To papers delivered at those seminars have been added several others submitted on the same themes as well as lists 
of references on local, oral and placename history. 
Since most of these topics were prepared as talks, the tone is more relaxed than research papers, especially the oral 
history contributions, some of which were transcribed from tape. Nor have specific examples, including the 
placename suburbs, been exhaustively researched, because of the practical aim and broad scope of the papers 
concerned. Hopefully others will be encouraged to apply these suggestions to their own research and presentation 
of local history. 
Altogether this volume represents another advance in researching local history - also the indebtedness of the BHG 
to those individuals and organisations who have contributed to its composition. The table of contents should speak 
for itself. 
LES 
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PART 1 
LOCAL HISTORY APPROACHES 
Illustration 1: Land sale advertisement, 1915 (Templin Historical Village, Boonah) 
5 
CHAPTER 1 
IDSTORICAL RECORDS IN THE COMMUNI'IY: 
OSCAR BADKE AND THE CI1Y OF TROY 
by Angela Collyu 
There are large collections of historical records in Brisbane, such as the Queensland State Archives, John Oxley 
Library, church and corporation archives, university libraries, genealogical societies and history associations (see BHG 
1983, 1988). However, out in the community and especially in country towns like Boonah where I live, there is a 
wealth of historical sources equally as important as those held in the capital city. 
The subtitle of this paper, 'Oscar Badke and the city of Troy' refers to two important principles I wish to stress. 
Oscar was a Boonah character who collected local history all his life. Most importantly he talked to earlier 
generations and walked over the terrain·concemed to formulate his own opinion. He then wrote down everything 
who he talked to, what they told him, where he walked and what he saw. He had seen this sort of thing disappear 
too often with the death of old characters before him. Oscar might not have been right all the time, but he recorded 
his observations to preserve them and share with others. 
The other principle in the subtitle, 'the city of Troy', is a hangover from my early love of ancient history. In the 
1870s Heinrich Schliemann set out to prove the truth of the legend of the Trojan War. He dug at the reputed site 
of Troy and found a dozen ruined cities, one atop the other. Digging down he discovered a burned city that 
contained treasure and declared that he had found the Troy of the legend. He was wrong. We now know that one 
of the other levels was the legendary Troy and Schliemann had destroyed much of it in his quest. Remember that 
community records have not been researched much as yet and others will want to use them later. In your quest do 
not destroy the history. 
Before setting out to use the primary sources listed below, it is best to begin with secondary sources local history 
books, school and church centenary books, family histories and so on. These published works are a guide to what 
you will find and whether your findings fit into the accepted pattern. 
WCAL GOVERNMENT 
Councils, like the state government, can have an amazing array of information from early rate books, minute books, 
valuation registers and letter books to cemetery records, maps and public work plans. We are lucky in Boonah. Our 
council is particularly committed to history and has all of the early records. Not only this, but they have 
computerised the first quarter-century of rate books (1880-1905), so they now have an alphabetical list of all 
ratepayers for this early period. They used the same computer programme that records modem rates' assessments 
(see illustration 2). 
The first column in the printout is the owner's name, then property description (almost always portion number and 
parish), then first and last years that rates were paid and finally the size of the property in acres, roods and perches. 
Obviously this information indicates when land was purchased and sold through the first and last year of rates. It 
can give other indications too. For example, land passing into the possession of a different owner with the same 
surname may indicate the distribution of assets after the first owner's death. This is proved when "estate or 
appears in the ownership details. Unfortunately rate books do not exist for Brisbane itself. 
The Boonah Shire Council has also established an archives at its offices in Boonah. It is staffed by volunteers who 
are cataloguing the collection they already have (such as the late Oscar Badke's papers), acquiring new material by 
public donation (e.g. local history books) and answering queries. The archives has a copy of the printout of 1880-
1905 ratepayers which may be consulted there. They also answer queries by mail if a stamped self-addressed 
envelope is included, and will photocopy a page from the computer printout if costs are included. 
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HISTORICAL ORGANISATIONS 
There are many organisations which are concerned with preserving history. They are valuable in two ways. rll'st 
for their own collections and secondly for their members, who are often aware of other sources within the 
community. 
Genealogical societies 
These have sprung up in the last decade or two and as they are very popular, most people know what sorts of 
records they hold. Briefly they collect cemetery headstone transcriptions, local history and family history books, 
microfiche of birth, marriage and death, microfilms of overseas parish records and so on. They often publish a 
magazine for members. Genealogical societies are, of course, most useful for tracing individuals and families. The 
two major organisations are the Genealogical Society of Queensland and Queensland Family History Association 
(see Brisbane phonebook). 
Historical societies 
Nick Vine Hall (1986, pp.l83-8) lists 65 local historical societies in Queensland, and no doubt they are all very 
different. They often have a small museum or library staffed by volunteers. Naturally they suffer from lack of 
workers, though they do an enormous amount of good work in preserving the relics of local history. For example, 
I belong to the Fassifern District Historical Society in Boonah. 
The local collections, while historically valuable, are usually uncatalogued, which is a barrier to their wider 
dissemination and use. One notable exception to this is the pioneering work at the Pomona Museum by the 
Cooroora Historical Society. They purchased a small computer and printer and a programme called Minark. This 
programme was developed by and archaeologist, Ian Johnson, specifically for cataloguing historical materials. Minark 
is available from Quantitative Systems, 62 Rochford Street, Erskineville NSW 2043, telephone (02) 516 1352. It costs 
$700 or $1 000 including a year's updating (1989 price). 
Using Minark, the Cooroora Historical Society entered all their items and now can provide a printout of the entire 
collection or only the items in a particular category such as all toys, or all photos, or all items donated by one person, 
or all items kept in a particular display case. There is space on the printout for a short history of the item as well. 
The sample provided gives an idea of some of the categories included within Minark. It is able to handle indexing 
of books as well (see illustration 3). 
Besides running database programmes, a desktop computer within a historical society can be used to handle minutes, 
accounting, newsletters, etc. with wordprocessing and spreadsheet packages. 
Historical societies try to preserve the physical artefacts of local history and are particularly useful in recreating the 
nineteenth century way of life. Simply reading about a slab hut cannot be compared with actually experiencing the 
gaps between the slabs and the possum that lives in the roof at the Templin Historical Village, Boonah! Societies 
endeavour to help researchers interested.in their local history, either in person or by mall (with a stamped self­
addressed envelope). 
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS 
Communities have had a huge range of voluntary associations over the last century, such as progress associations, 
trade unions and farmers union branches, Red Cross societies, scouts and guides, patriotic and war committees, 
naturalist clubs, temperance leagues and others. They usually kept minutes, correspondence books, financial and 
bank accounts, etc. and sometimes we are lucky enough to have these records preserved. 
The use of local records in general histories is limited because they are so parochial e.g. the main concerns of the 
Boonah Progress Association in 1906 were a nightwatchman, the railway station, shade trees and the provision of 
a lavatory car on the train (Fassifem Advocate 24 March 1906, p.2 col.4). Despite this, local associations are rich 
in social history - showing what most concerned the ordinary people, how they believed legislation would affect them, 
what effect world affairs (e.g. war or depression) had on communities and so on. In fact these records can be 
analysed to look at any number of social concerns. For example, the Milford Farmers Union, at its first meeting 
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Murdock 
Mr Michael 
20May19a5 
8 
IC = Irene Christie 
16 = Earthernware/Glass 
Jug, Pottery 
Dug from pottery site in 
Pomona in 1975 
farm at the end of Rai·lway Pa�ad� 
Brown terra-cotta unglazed. Evidently 
firing. 
·I ..;)_ 
a reject after ·H �st1 
5 = Permanent Loan 
To be returned to donor if Society is 
F case 10 
Page 
Mr GeorQe 
00Jun1985 
IC = Irene Christie 
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22 = Dairy Industry 
dissolved. 
Boot� Butter Maker's ... 
Found in ceiling of old Butter Factory, Pomona._May h•v•�een1 
hidden as a practical joke. Probably belonged to Mr Schreiber, 
Wood�n sole to keep wearer out of hot water used to wasn.�lom 
with, and metal conkers to prevent slipping on butter�or•a••�'­
Lace up boot with thick wooden sole and toe � heel conkers.�;.;./ 
1 = Gift ,.-::,,�,,� 
F Shelf 5 
Maher 
Mrs Iris 
20Jun1985 
BM = Betty Maher 
9 = Books 
10 =· School 
"Century Reader II" 
In use at Federal State School 14 February 1910 
Red covered "Century Reader II" printed by Blackie and Son 1 = Gift 
D desk 2 
Illustration 3: Minark database printout, Pomona Museum 
9 
advocated a cooperative body to seU produce and so do away with speculating middlemen; and they denounced the 
demands of the Rural Workers Union as oppressive because 'parents would not be allowed to let their own children 
milk until they were 15 years of age' (Minute Book 17 July 1912, Boonah Shire Archives) (see Illustration 4). 
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One association which existed in most communities was the school of arts. This body worked for education and 
entertainment and usually owned the only public building in the area · the school of arts ball and reading room. The 
government was likely to give aid to this body in view of its educative and self-help approach (e.g. the Boonah School 
of Arts was built on land donated by the government). Because the schools of arts are usually still operating, they 
tend to have their records including minute books, cash books (receipts/accounts), building plans (both prospective 
and actual), building contracts, library registers (lists of borrowers and books held), early photographs of buildings 
and committees, and much more. They also have what the big libraries kindly call 'ephemera' such as movie 
posters. programmes for local productions and concerts (often with advertisements for local businesses), leaflets by 
or about commercial enterprises and their owners, and even prospectuses for proposed local companies. 
Where local voluntary associations still exist, the obvious first step in using old records is to approach present office 
bearers. Where a society has ceased to exist, the trail is difficult to follow. The Milford Farmers Union turned into 
the Milford Cattle Dip Co. and folded in March 1921 after nine years. Even if records were not destroyed, they have 
usually been put away and never see the light of day again. One way to look for records of local voluntary 
associations and other similar documents (e.g. leaflets and certificates) is to attend centenaries of local schools, 
churches, schools of arts or other commemorative events. Often old records are produced for the day and put on 
display or used to write a souvenir booklet. 
WCAL BUSINESSES 
Local businesses are an invaluable source of history if they have not destroyed their records. In Cribb & Foote 
minutes for 31 October 1905 is recorded a decision to 'destroy all papers, books and ledgers, even the very old 
ledgers that are over 20 years old'; fortunately a few books survived. But if a business is still operating, the old 
financial accounts may have been kept either for curiosity or to preserve the firm's history. If a business has closed 
down, family members may have retained old books or donated them to an historical society or archives. Old post 
office directories can be used to determine which businesses were operating in the area and who the leading 
businessmen were (on microfiche at QSL and other libraries). From here it is necessary to interview those most 
likely to know what happened to these materials. 
Most surviving records are financial books, and these have advantages and disadvantages. Through very dry and 
uninteresting they date precisely the transaction in question. For example, Bruckner's sawmill at Boonah used a 
journal for day-by-day purchases, cross-referenced with a register of customers in a different volume. There was an 
alphabetical index at the front of the register to make it easy to locate an individual Unfortunately the first page 
of the index (containing names beginning with A or B) has been lost. Close reading of these account books reveals 
some events of local significance (e.g. it is noted that this particular purchase was to build so-and-so's new store). 
The sawmill papers include a business diary for 1900 kept by Miss llma Bruckner, daughter of the founder of the 
firm and virtually the manager of the mill. The diary for the most part contains brief notes about operations and 
working times, but also refers to small industrial disputes, social picnics, dances, the opening of the hospital and other 
day-to-day occurrences in Boonah at the turn of the century. These Bruckner Family Records are very useful and 
easy to use for genealogy and have been put onto microfiche at the University of Queensland Library (FIC 6420). 
Business records may be analysed to determine how well that firm was progressing - invaluable and almost 
unobtainable information since it was very private at the time. They can also be used in researching other firms with 
which it traded, its suppliers, the cost of cartage, who the customers were and how they paid. There is plenty of 
evidence of a cashless society in the Bruckner account books of the 1890s, with many customers 'paying' in goods 
while the local flourmill run by Edward Iker exchanged flour for timber. These business records have the added 
advantage of showing up poor people who did not own property or money and so were invisible to most government 
records. 
BANKS 
F"mancial institutions are a particularly fruitful source of history since they, like governments, kept extensive records. 
In the old days, accounts were written into large leather-bound volumes rather than on looseleaf papers, so they 
generally kept well Some of the books that were kept are: 
• Security Registers, for items lodged to support borrowings 
• Signature Books, recording specimen signatures, still useful today to establish identity or correct spelling of 
the name 
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• Term Deposit Registers, for sums lodged for longer terms on higher interest 
• War Bond Registers, records of bonds held for safe keeping in the bank 
• Ledgers, for individual accounts. 
Unfortunately, as with most other sources, these registers are uncatalogued. Staff do not know, nor can they be 
expected to know, exactly what is held from the early years. Some banks, for example Westpac and the National 
Australia, have archives at head office, usually Sydney or Melbourne (see BHG 1988, ch.6). 
Transactions of individual bank customers generally have been retained at the branch where they were created. 
There is a concern for privacy and bank managers have to be sure of the integrity of a researcher before access is 
granted to financial records. Probably the older the record, the easier it is to gain access. 
Before contacting modem bank branches, check published histories to decide exactly which bank to approach (i.e. 
check which banks were operating in the target area at the time and what modem bank represents that original one). 
The Queensland National Bank, which opened branches in many early Queensland towns, is today part of the 
National Australia Bank (see Blainey 1958). 
To take a particular example of bank holdings, the security register contains statements of financial holdings of a 
bank customer as security against borrowings, such as a mortgage or overdraft. Where a new business opened, it 
may have been backed by letters of guarantee from others such as relatives, the head office of the firm or local 
worthies. Usually the security consisted of a description of the property put up as security in case of default, along 
with the date of the transaction, the amount borrowed, and a description and valuation of the property. For example, 
Thomas Griffith the blacksmith at Boonah in the late 1880s had land described as 'Allotment, Boonah, well situated 
and improved. Carrying Mr Griffith's private residence and blacksmith's shop, Chemist shop and store. Also a neat 
little cottage in occupation of Mr Thee. The land should be worth £200 and the improvements say £600'. This 
information is undated but the transaction it concerns is dated June 1889. 
Thus the security register overcomes the biggest drawback of using government land files - no record of 
improvements. The Titles Office in Brisbane can also give the exact allotment that Thomas Griffith owned, but there 
would be no mention of buildings. The bank is concerned not only with the piece of land but also the improvements 
thereon. 
Non-profit organisations were also bank customers and usually had a loan to build their edifices such as churches, 
schools of arts or halls. In these cases, rather than a property description as collateral (they could hardly mortgage 
the church!), banks were given a letter of guarantee signed by local worthies. The Scandinavian Church of 
Woolloongabba and the United Methodist Free Church of East Brisbane produced letters of guarantee signed by 
members of the congregation in September and November 1889, evidently when the churches were established (see 
Illustration 5). 
Security registers have an added advantage in that they were updated every few years with new details such as further 
land purchases (including the former owner and the price), new buildings or new tenants. These notations are 
usually dated, an added bonus for historians. 
Bank records are, naturally, most useful for financial history but give insights into social history as well. For example 
when Margaret Farley, nee Johnson, mortgaged one of her properties in 1 891 the notation 'Husband's consent 
given' was made beside it (ON security register, Boonah National Bank). 
The main drawback to using bank records is their lack of availability. Unless there was only one local bank, the 
records could be scattered among different banks, especially if the particular branch has closed down. Nevertheless, 
the rewards for local history and genealogy researchers using bank records are great. 
\ I 
J:Jo.ture o£ �ccurity 
a.uc.l 
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COURT HOUSES 
Local court houses are a major source of information for both genealogy and history. There are about 110 civil (i.e. 
civilian) clerks of the court in Queensland. In places where there is no civil clerk, the local police officer carries out 
the duties of the clerk of the court. 
The type of records held by each court is dictated by its local history, so before looking for records, it is necessary 
to examine the general history of the area. For example, the Lands Department established and controlled some 
court houses and the clerk's primary function was to act as land agent, controlling the resumption of big squatting 
runs. These places such as Inglewood, Taroom, Emerald and Gayndah, have large numbers of land files. The Mines 
Department established and controlled other courts and the primary function of these clerks was to act as mining 
warden, issuing mining licences, submitting annual mining reports to the department, etc. Naturally these places such 
as Herberton, Georgetown, Gym pie, Mt Isa and Cooktown have large runs of mining licence applications. The court 
houses which were established by other departments have come under the control of the Justice Department in the 
last decade. This department now controls all court houses in Queensland. 
Some court houses which are of minor importance today were established when the towns were in their heyday, even 
rivalling Brisbane. Good examples of this are Cooktown, Mt Morgan, Clermont and Cloncurry, which had 
populations numbering in the tens of thousands in the early days. There would have been much more work, and 
many more records created, in these places than there are today. Other places have very few records. For example, 
Beaudesert was settled very early but in the beginning all registrations were controlled from Brisbane. The court 
houses at near-Brisbane centres like Noosa were established only in recent times. 
When the government established the Queensland State Archives, most of the old papers were removed from the 
court houses. It would be best to check the QSA before contacting distant clerks of the court (see BHG 1988, ch.1). 
Since most historical papers were transferred to the QSA, most records held are modem. Court records are kept 
at the local court house for twenty years, after which all are sent to QSA Access is restricted and only persons 
concerned with the case can obtain information. The press is allowed to be present at trials and useful summaries 
of court cases (both this century and last) appear in newspapers. Proceedings are recorded and transcription does 
not take place except at the request of parties involved in the case. Transcripts cost $4.50 per page (1989 price). 
District register records are the births, marriages, and deaths which were registered at a local office. A copy of 
these is held in the Registrar-General's Office in Brisbane and the original indexes have been microfilmed (see 
microfiche at QSL and other libraries). 
These records are especially useful for genealogists but have great application in local history too. It is often easier 
to fmd the particular item needed in a local office because there are fewer volumes to search. As fees applicable 
in the Brisbane Registrar-General's Office also apply to district registers, searching is expensive. 
In former times, licences were required for practically everything from slaughtering, selling tobacco and liquor, to 
operating a billiard room or maintaining a business name. These licences were handled by the clerk of the court. 
However, records of historical signillcance have been transferred to QSA. Again, these licences were reported in 
the newspaper and can be tracked down in that way (e.g. liquor licences were renewed each April). 
DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES 
The DPI has operated in Queensland under different titles for a full century, and many country towns have DPI 
offices. Generally they hold little historical material. They regularly 'tidy up', so that items of historical 
importance may be passed on to the Brisbane head office, which also houses a library. This library has annual 
reports from the first year (1888) and many detailed accounts of country life. For example, when travelling dairies 
were introduced about 1890, each manager reported the names of suppliers and the quantity of milk. If a meeting 
was held by a DPI officer in a locality, a report was made to head office of who said what and reasons behind 
decisions. Of course this means painstaking searches of reports to ftnd individuals and places. 
Local DPI offices may have information which gives a better picture of life in former times. For example, maps of 
soil conditions delineate scrub portions and indicate water sources. 
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SCHOOLS 
Though the policy is to lodge educational records at QSA, some schools still hold their own. Schools often have 
collections of published local histories (e.g. church or school anniversary booklets), which it may be possible to copy. 
CHURCHES 
Church records are most valuable for genealogical research but may also be useful in other branches of history. The 
types of records held and their accessibility differs between denominations and even between branches of the same 
denomination. For example, churches which encourage local decision-making such as the Methodist, Lutheran and 
Salvation Army, often keep minutes of these meetings or chronicles of decisions; churches such as the Roman 
Catholic which are hierarchical and centrally governed, usually have no local meeting records. Most churches have 
baptism, marriage and burial registers but they may be closed to researchers (see also BHG 1988, chs.4-5). 
Before approaching a local church for early information, it is necessary to check with published histories to establish 
whether the church had been established at the required time. For example, the Boonah Catholic church centenary 
book published in 1987 shows that the local parish was not established until 1910, and before that its records were 
kept at Ipswich and Beaudesert. 
NEWSPAPERS 
Newspapers of course are a widely-used historical source, but are under-utilised in local history due to inaccessibility. 
Unless the papers have been microfilmed, the newspaper's custodians will usually not allow them to be used, even 
if the early issues still exist. Where this is the case, it is necessary to use the metropolitan newspapers such as the 
Queensland Times and the Brisbane Courier which regularly published reports from country correspondents. There 
exists a very limited list of QT country reports prepared by Railway Historical Society members. 
We are lucky in the Boonah Shire because the local papers have been microfilmed. The Fassifem Advocate began 
in July 1901 and the Fassifem Guardian in April 1904. The two rivals amalgamated in November 1912 as the 
Fassifem Guardian. Reasonably complete runs of the papers begin in 1905 and continue to the present (on microfilm 
at QSL and other libraries). 
You will be familiar with the range of articles in newspapers - birth, marriage and death notices, obituaries, current 
news, advertisements for local businesses (especially change of ownership), social news (dances, concerts, etc.), sports 
reports, summaries of local society meetings (e.g. progress association, school of arts, etc.), court reports, feature 
articles and more. The problem is, of course, extracting the relevant information from the large volume of other 
material. 
This problem is alleviated, but not completely solved, in the case oftheFassifem Guardian andAdvocate. Margaret 
Oppermann, one of the volunteers at the Boonah Shire Archives, has produced a manuscript list of articles of 
historical interest (beginning in 1933) such as weddings, obituaries, formation of societies, major news items, feature 
articles and so on. It is NOT indexed and there are only a couple of copies extant. In the future this list may be 
computerised, but until then it does make using the Advocate and Guardian a little easier. 
PRIVATE INDMDUALS 
Private individuals can be very rich sources of local history. First, there is oral history - those who live in the area 
can show exactly where the old road went or where the house and sheds stood or tell how people lived and worked 
in the early days. 
Secondly, people often have documents lovingly preserved for years. Oscar Badke, the character in the subtitle of 
this article, had in his private possession the only copies of some of the earliest Fassifem Advocate and Guardians 
dating from 1905. He eventually allowed them to be microfilmed so they could be used extensively and no� 
deteriorate. Other primary sources held by individuals may be: 
• Letters; descendants of one Boonah squatting family have letters dating back to 1850 
• Title deeds, with names of earlier owners and dates of land transfers, mortgages, subdivisions, etc. 
• Maps and photographs of the property in former times 
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• Family business papers 
• Historical research carried out by the present generation, especially genealogy. 
Thirdly, people often collect published works dealing with the local area. Books such as Matt J. Fox's three volume 
History of Queensland (1919) or Rosa Campbell Praed's My Australian girlhood (1904) are available in large libraries 
such as John Oxley, but it is possible to use copies held in private hands at a more leisurely pace or at more 
convenient hours. Small local centenary books are more likely to be found out in the community than in Brisbane 
libraries, despite the law which requires copies of all books published in Queensland to be lodged in the State 
Library. Local scrapbooks can prove to be excellent sources of history too. 
CONCLUSION 
It is probably fair to say that the same variety of sources found in archives and libraries can be found in the 
community. The problem with records out in the community, however, is to locate them. The benefits for 
researchers prepared to look can be great, and it is a good idea to repay the community. Try writing an account 
of the information in an article for the local newspaper. This is always appreciated. Try arranging for historical 
papers or photographs to be copied by an archive or library if possible for the benefit of both yourself and those 
who will follow the same path later. Remember Oscar Badke who wrote down and collected history to preserve it 
and Heinrich Schliemann who, in his quest for the city of Troy, destroyed part of it. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AN URBAN IDSTORY CASE STUDY: 
INVOLVING THE COMMUNI'IY IN LOCAL IDSTORY PROJECTS 
by Patsy Cloake 
Primarily this paper is designed to be of practical assistance to the reader who is undertaking a local history study. 
Underlying that practical assistance are insights the reader should get from the experiences of the Windsor-Grange 
History Project. 
The use of nursery rhyme headings is not a total whimsy of mine. It is related to the perception that the community 
at large loves nursery rhymes, feels comfortable with them, continues to teach them to their children, but often has 
no idea of the history or politics underlying those rhymes. The analogy to a local study is that people are very often 
superficially interested in display material, but this interest rarely motivates them to become more involved in a 
project. 
THESIS 
Central to the success of any local study, history or otherwise, is active community interest, participation and 
commitment. By community I mean not only local residents, business owners and administrators, but also a wider 
network of interest and expertise from people outside the local area. This community is the well from which people 
and resources are drawn to carry through the study and make it meaningful for future generations. Like any well 
the community is prey to the vicissitudes of nature. Sometimes the well is full, sweet and productive, at other times 
empty, muddy, bitter and unproductive. Vicissitudes in the nature and dynamics of people involved with any project 
dictate how the project will journey. 
If a study is to be productive, a high level of commitment from at least a few competent people is required. Often 
these competent workers are highly committed in other aspects of their lives. It is, therefore, essential to be able 
to manage ALL human resources so that the best is received from both the fickle and the dedicated. By all, I mean 
all contacts the study makes. Welcoming, happy and concerned contact may produce new volunteers for the study. 
To keep a group of people happy with each other, organisers of a project will have to consider a range of issues 
related to the dynamics of groups such as: 
• The effect of the personalities of the major workers 
• Acceptance of the motivation for each individual's involvement 
• Acceptance of what people are willing to give 
• Acceptance of the need for people to express their dissatisfaction. 
As it is not always possible to be sure of the level of community involvement in any project, the second prerequisite 
to any enduring local study is sound planning. A well produced study will always interest the community. 
Involvement in the study may go out of popular favour. However, if the study is well done initially, it will be 
preserved until it is once again taken up by a group of involved people. 
BACKGROUND TO THE WINDSOR-GRANGE HISTORY PROJECT 
The project was initiated by the Grange Progress Association, an association with a long historical traditio� having 
operated continuously since 1913 in halls located on the comer of Wilston Road and Daisy Street, Grange. Since 
1982 the GPA has run a Christmas party for local shut-ins. Prompted by the wealth of oral history that flowed at 
these gatherings, in 1985 the association decided that some attempt should be made to capture this living history 
before it was lost. The prime mover for this idea was the association's president, Pat Comben MIA. In 1983, as 
part of his election campaign, he and Lyn mounted a local history display in the old Windsor Town Council 
Chambers. Apart from Lyn and Pat there was no other member of the GPA who was actively interested in working 
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on the project. However the GPA as a group was very supportive, being motivated by the hope that any project 
would attract new members. 
In 1986 the Australian Bicentennial Authority was canvassing submissions for local projects. The GPA married their 
expressed wish for recording oral histories to the possibility of funding through the ABA. From the start the GPA 
needed to draw on motivation and expertise outside its ranks. Consequently Pat Comben asked me to help write 
a submission to the ABA (see Illustration 6). 
RING A RING A ROSIES A POCKET FULL OF POSIES 
In February 1987 our submission was approved in part; that is, we were allocated $7 500 for a coordinator/trainer, 
photography and development of a tourist brochure. This was half the budget we had submitted. 
All our guidelines were geared to community involvement. We were sure that we could interest the community but 
very unsure as to whether we could motivate members to help. Therefore our rationale for a coordinator was related 
to the second prerequisite for success: that of having the whole project well planned and achieving its commitments. 
PAT A CAKE PATE A CAKE BAKER'S MAN, BAKE ME A CAKE AS FAST AS YOU CAN 
What we did may provide some practical assistance and useful insights for other groups. Our two goals were to 
involve the community and to make sure we met the ABA guidelines. 
Steering committee and coordinator 
To establish and guide the planning, a steering committee of the GPA was formed. I was appointed the project 
coordinator. Immediately, the act of appointing a coordinator affects community involvement. 
The dichotomy is that as I was the coordinator it became my cake with my ingredients and my method. My 
appointment ensured that the commitments were met, but how much of the cake was marked with a •p• and how 
many people did I inadvertently put off from involvement just because I am who I am? To illustrate this point, one 
of the tools I found essential to my planning was a project map. It meant nothing to the steering committee except 
that my rigidity in wanting to stick to the plan caused some minor problems. 
The major decisions of the steering committee (Pat Comben, George Ward, John Minnery and myself) were to 
define the boundaries of the project, plan the project launch and create the resource room. The minutes of the 
steering committee reveal an early and persistent concern with the lack of community involvement. By 13 May 1987 
there were eight people interested in doing the local history course, four in assisting the project, ten requesting 
interviews and ten wanting to be contacted. These early figures set the scene for the whole project. Very few 
volunteer workers, but a very large number of people wanting to be interviewed. 
By the end of 1987 the steering committee ceased to operate. During that time it had functioned very well in 
supporting me. There were both pluses and minuses emanating from the minimal involvement of the steering 
committee in the project. The plus was that I coordinated without opposition. The minus was that at the conclusion 
of the project I was the only one of the committee with any vested interest in the project continuing. 
Networking 
One of the ftrst tasks we tackled was to establish a network of contacts in the wider community. This network of 
forty-two contacts included the media, politicians, historical societies and museums. Regular newsletters were sent 
to inform the recipients about the status of the project (see Illustration 7). From the network we were able to collect 
useful information and publications which have provided a great resource for local borrowers (see BHG 1983, 1988; 
LHCP 1986-1988; RAHS). The corollary was that our project assumed a profile which in tum added to the enduring 
nature of the project. 
T i t le :  
Propo s e r : 
Loc a t ion : 
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THE AUSTRAL I AN B I C ENT ENN I AL AUTHOR I TY 
QUE ENSLAND COUNC I L  
B I CENTENN I AL HER I TAGE P ROGRAM FUN D I NG 
RECOMMENDAT I ON 
THE H I STORY OF W I NDSOR/GRANGE 
The Grang e  P rog r e s s  A s s ocia tion 
Grange , B r i sbane 
B H P  QLD 4 5 
2 0 . 1 . 8 7 
PROJECT DESC R I P T I ON :  
AI M r  
COMMUN I TY 
IMPACT & 
EDUCAT I ONAL 
EXPERI ENC E :  
To deve lop and hou s e  a d a t a  ba s e  o f  the 
comp l e t e  h i s t ory o f  the a r ea cov e r ed by 
the or i g i na l  W i nd s o r  Sh i r e Coun c i l ,  and 
produce in w r i t t en and ora l form a 
h i s t ory o f  the a r e a wh i ch w i l l  be r e a d y  
for pub l i ca t i on i n  1 98 8 . 
The propos e r s  w i l l  -
1 .  C i r cu l a r i s e  the who l e  a rea a sk i ng f o r  
mat e r i a l s , r e s o u r ce s , i nt e r e s t ed peop l e  
and pos s i b l e  con t a c t s  t o  enhance the 
co l l e c t i on . 
2 .  T r a i n  vo l u n t e e r s  and any r e c r u i t s  tha t 
th ey get f r om ( i )  i n  the 
techn i q u e s  o f  d a t a  co l l ect i on a n d  
organ i s a t i on ; ora l h i s t or y  i n t e r v i ew i ng 
t e ch n iques ; and pub l i c  speak i ng t o  promote 
the p r o j ec t  on a mor e  per sona l l e v e l  
i n  oth e r  commu n i ty g r oups , p r i ma ry a nd 
s econda r y  s choo l s . 
3 .  Deve lop d i sp l ay ma t e r i a l  tha t i s  i n t e r e s t i ng 
and mot i va t e s  oth e r  peop l e . Th i s  w i l l 
be u s ed i n  l oc a l  l i b r a r i e s , s ch oo l s  or on 
requ e s t s  f r om other organ i s a t i on s . 
4 .  Ana l ys e  the a r ch i t e c t u r e  o f  the who l e  
a r e a , and deve lop a n  Hi s to r i c  D r i ve f o r  
S a tu rday/ Su nday s i gh t s e e i ng or w e e k  d ay 
' tou r i s t s • - i n t e r e s t i ng o th e r  
Au s t ra l i a ns a nd ov e r s e a s  v i s i to r s  
i n  s ome a s pe c t s  o f  the i r  loca l h i s t o r y ­
They w i l l  p r ep a r e  a nd lodge a broch u r e  
w i th the var i ou s  S t a t e  Tou r i s t  B u r ea u x .  
5 . De v e l op a s e t  of g u i d e l i ne s  tha t  cou l d  b e  
u s ed by o t h e r  loc a l  g r oups who a r e  
i n t e r e s t ed i n  unde r t ak i ng s i m i l a r  p r o j ec t s . 
6 .  Work i n  con j unct i on w i th the H i s to r i c  
Recor d s  Sea r ch and any oth e r  B i ce n t en n i a l  
pro � ec t s  wh i ch a r e  comp l e men t a r y  t o  the 
pro J ec t . 
1 .  Orga n i s e  and col l a t e  a d a t a  ba s e  s o  tha t  
i t  w i l l  r epr e s e n t  a u s e f u l  co l l e c t i on t o  be 
hou s ed i n  a l i b r a r y -
a .  Deve lop enough i n t e r e s t ed sk i l l ed membe r s  
o f  the commun i t y s o  th a t  the p r o j e c t  w i l l  
be ongo i ng a f t e r  1 9 88 . 
9 .  Pub l i sh a H i s t ory o f  the a r ea by 1 98 8 . 
illustration 6: ABA submission by Grange Progress Association, 1987 
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N E W S L E T T E R I .  
The H i s t ory o f  W i ndsor -Gr a nge P roje c t . 
May 2 5 t h  1 9 8 7 
The G r a nqc Proq re s s  A s s oc i a t i on has und e r t aken t o  wr i te a 
h i s t o ry o f  t h e W i n d s o r - G r a n g e . The As soci a t i on h a s
.
been 
f unded by t he B i c e n t e n n i a l  A u t ho r i ty to comp l e t e  t h 1 s  
p r o j ect hy J a n u a r y  1 9 8 8 .  
The proj ect wa s o f f i c i a l l y  l au n ched on sunday l O th May . 
Ma n f red C r os s , the Fede r a l  Membe r f or Br i s b a n e  l a un ched 
t h e  proj e c t .  He i s  a we l l  k n own ama t e u r  h i s t o r i a n  who 
h a s  been col l ec t i n g  l oca l h i s t ory ma t e r i a l  for h i s  l oca l 
a r eas s i n ce t h e  1 9 50 ' s .  P r o f e s s o r  John Laver t y  f rom t he 
U n i ve r s i t y of Queen s l a n d  wa s t h e  gues t lec ture r . He i s  
a n  em i n en t l o c� l u r ban h i s to r i a n  w ho i s  i n v o l ved wi t h  
t h e M a s t e r s  o f  Ar t s  ( Loca l H i s t o r y )  Cou r s e  a t  t h e  
U n i v er s i ty o f  Queen s l a nd .  
Pro f e s s or La v e r t y  s poke o f  t he n eed t o  a n a l y s e  the 
pro j ec t  i n  the fol l o w i n g  way : 
1 .  Grow t h . I n  B r i s b a n e ' s  c a s e  th i s  wa s v e r y  r a p i d . 
7 .  pjrr�i c a l  Deve l opmen t .  Pa r t i cu l a r l y  i n  con j u n c t i on 
wi t h  pub l i c  t r a n s por t ,  wa t e r  s u p p l y  and h ou s i nq 
d ev e l opmen t .  
3 .  Loca l Governme n t . 
4 .  Commun i ty Deve l opmen t .  
Ma n f red < r o s s  emph a s i sed the n eed for hones t y  a n d  the 
h i s t o r i a n ' s  n eed t o  mak e  s u r e  t h e  i n fo rma t i on u s ed i s  
a cc u r a t e . 
B o t h  s peake r s  wer e e n t hu s i a s t i ca l l y  r ec e ived by an 
a u d i e n c e  o f  a bou t 4 5 .  
WORK DONE TO DATE -- ----
The w ho l e  a r ea ha s been c i r cu l a r i sed ( See c i rcu l a r  
a t t a ched ) 
2 .  A cou rsP i s  t o  run i n  con j u n c t i on w i t h  B a l d  H i l l s  
Co l l ege o f  TAF E .  Commencemen t d a t e  i s  f o r  June 1 5 t h . 
( See cou r s e  ou t l i n e  a t t a ch ed . )  
3 .  A s t a r t  h a s  been made on t he da t a  b a s e . 
4 .  A n e t wor k i s  be i ng deve loped . Th i s  news l et t e r  i s  
u s ed to con t a c t  t h e  n e t wor k . 
5 .  Ma t e r i a l i s  be i ng f i l ed from wh i ch t o  deve l op a mode l 
for o ther l oca l h i s t o r i e s . 
DO YOU WANT OUR NEWSLETTER ? 
P l ea s e  l e t us know i f  you do n o t w i s h  t o  r ec e i v e  a n y  
f u rt h er news l e t te r s . 
illustration 7: First project newsletter of Grange Progress Association 
(also including Illustration 6), 1987 
Contacting all residents 
Our next task involved contacting all residents through a letter box drop of 10 000 (see illustration 8). The result 
was that fifty people attended the project launch, forty-eight contacts for interviews were made, and thirty-five other 
contacts were made, all of these offering some form of assistance or participation. 
�' 1788 1988 Dear Resident I CO R N E R  D A I S Y  STR EET A N D  WI LSTON ROAD G R A N G E  
This  is your opportunity to be part of the Austral ian Bicentennial  
Programme in 1 988; to take an active part i n  recal l i ng and record ing the history of 
Windsor/Grange. 
You can donate pictures and documents. 
You can take a course at the Grange Progress Association Hal l  i n  Developing Skills in Local 
History Techniques. This course is to be run i n  conjunction with the Bald H i l ls TAFE Col lege. 
You can recount stories of the area onto tape. 
You can help promote this exciting community activity by ta lki ng to others about it. 
AREA COVERED by the PROJEG a combi nation of 1 887 and 1 925 boundaries as a core area. 
PROJECT LAUNCH: SUNDAY 1 0TH MAY 1 987, 2.00 p.m. 
Grange Progress Association Hall, 
Cnr. Daisy Street & Wilston Road, Grange. 
l 
� I 
Project Launch by Manfred Cross, MHR, himself a 
local historian. 
Guest Speaker Dr. John Laverty, - noted local h istorian. 
ALL WELCOME 
·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -3>{ -· 
Yes, I am interested in assisting the Bicentennial History Project of Windsor/Grange. 
by attending project launch. 
by talking about my recollection of local history. 
by partici pating in  col lecting and collating local history. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
Please return to Patsy Cloake, 
· ·· · · ·· · · · · · · · · . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·  · ·· ·· · · · ·· ··· ··· ···· 
5 Alderley Avenue, 
ALDERLEY OLD. 4051 . 
Telephone: 356 8827. (Association President) 
Illustration 8: Advertisement for the GPA project launch, 1987 
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Tar&et letters 
Keeping in mind our goals of community involvement and meeting our ABA commitments, we wrote to all schools, 
major businesses, sporting groups, churches, service organisations, government instrumentalities, real estate agents, 
and several small businesses. In all we got five replies from this mail out. Schools were the most interested 
respondents, for the obvious reason that we could offer them resources. Since then a number of requests to mount 
displays, loan material or give talks has come from these letters. No return in terms of interested workers flowed 
from this exercise. We assumed from the response that the community was aware of the resources available. To 
that end we continued to inform schools of new acquisitions to the project. 
This whole exercise of freely sending out information would have been cost prohibitive had we not had the material 
support of the local Ml.A. My advice to any &roup is to have a friendly state member of parliament. 
Trainina volunteers 
We thought to attract numerous volunteers by running a course in conjunction with Bald Hills TAFE on 
'Developing Skills in Local History' (see Illustration 9). It attracted only eight participants, despite being widely 
advertised in the local media and in the T AFE listings in the state newspapers. Of these eight participants, two 
continued to be active in volunteering for the project. The participants enjoyed the course and the project was 
assisted by my preparation. 
Focussina the project 
There were over 120 contacts to conduct the oral history interviews and only three interviewers (Shirley Clements, 
Marie Phillips and myself). We had acquired two other volunteers, Sheila Cartner and George Burne. The reality 
was that a number of jobs had to be done by very few people. 
In August 1987 we decided to devote our energies to three aspects of the project that would most positively meet 
our goals, namely oral histories, a historic drive tour and a video. 
Oral histories 
The long exhausting process of taking oral histories produced one new volunteer. Allowing six to eight hours for 
each from start to typed finish, we completed forty (see Illustration 10). After December 1987 we did very few 
interviews as the information was gathered by only three people, all doing tertiary study. At the time we stopped 
we still had 103 names to be contacted for interviews. 
Historic drive tour 
The historic drive tour was produced at the end of 1987 (see Illustration 11). This leaflet created wider community 
interest including a feature in the Sunday Mail Magazine (7 February 1988) from which we received only twenty-three 
inquiries. The first print run of 500 leaflets sold out. The second run of 1 000 has been much slower to move. 
Video 
George Burne came to the project via an early oral history interview. He was a retired cinematographer who had 
lived and worked locally since 1922. He motivated us to think about presenting the project in a video or film format 
rather than in a booklet. A History of the Windsor-Grange was produced in conjunction with final-year film and 
media students from the Queensland College of Art. We were pleased with the result, which can be borrowed from 
the Grange Progress Association or the Windsor and Districts Historical Society (phone 356 8827). This was our 
enduring piece of work in that it is constituted an early video on local history and incorporated a number of 
interviews as well as photographs. 
PAT A CAKE PAT A CAKE BAKE A 1988 CAKE 
The back-to-the-pioneers fad of our bicentennial year should be exploited, we thought. Consequently we planned 
three activities that would add to our community proftle and hopefully gain new volunteers. 
COnNEn OJ\f9Y S TnEET 1\NO WILS TON nol\0, G ni\NG£ 
f/1�. 
COURSE ON DEVELOP ING SKILLS IN LOCAL H ISTORY 
6M'� 
AIM : 
OBJECTI VES : 
To pres en t an ove rvi ew i n  1 2  hours o f  s k i l l s  
n eeded i n  co l l e c t i n g , r es ea r ch i ng , s to r i ng , 
promo t ing and presen t i n g  a loca l h i s t ory . 
V o l un teers w i l l  have a cqui red s ome s k i l l s to 
e n a b l e  them to s e l ect areas they wi s h  to 
pa r t i c i pa te/wo rk in wi th in the maj or pro j ec t ­
" H i s tory o f  W i n ds o r/Gr a nge . "  
P le a s e  No t e : I f  t he r e  i s  express ed i n t e res t ,  
i t  i s  pl a nned to run f u r t h er s em i n a r s  t o  
deve l op these i n t e r e s t  a r ea s . 
COURSE LENGTH : ( 1 )  I n i t i a l l y 1 2  h our s . 
4 weeks x 3 hour s . 
2 days x 6 hours . 
+ Proj ec t As s i gnme n t . 
( 2 ) Pos s i bi l i ty o f  f u r t h e r  s em i n a r s . 
COURS E OUTLI NE : Co l l ec t i ng 
R e s e a r ch in g  -
& 
S tor i ng 
P romo t i ng 
P r e s en t i ng 
Wh e r e  do I qo f rom h e r e ?  
s o u rces for loca l h i s to ry . 
type o f  s o u rce . 
s ou r ce s  for s ou r ce s . 
do cumen t s , w r i t i ng then a n d  now 
ora l h i s tory -
n e two rk i ng 
resea rch s k i l l s  
s e l e c t i on 
organ i s a t i o n  
pres erva t i on . 
commun i ca t i on & pub l i c  re l a t i on s . 
s choo l  & club promo t i on . 
con t a c ts wi th adve r t i s ing , f i n an cia l 
s uppor t . 
pre s s  r e l ea s es . 
bes t ope r a t i on wi t h i n  a budge t .  
ongoi n g  proj ects . 
Vi s ua l  - d i s p l ay s , arran g i n g  and 
organ i s in g .  
a u r a l  presen t a t i on s  ( t apes ) . 
ora l presen t a t i on s  ( s pe e che s ) . 
wri t ten p res en t a t i on s . 
co-ord i n a t i ng . 
I n vo l vemen t i n  t h e  proj e c t . 
More S em i n a r s . 
F u r t h e r  Edu ca t i on .  
Illustration 9: The GPA local history course curriculum, 1988 
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ORAL HISTORt£5 �f ,lNSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVlEWERS . 
Read a l l  t he qu�a t i ons . Di scuss the method you w i s h  to use w i t h  
the i n t erv i ewee , e . g . an i ntervi ew ,  a convers a t i on a monologue etc . ' 
Make s u r e  that the in forma t i on covered by these que s t i ons i s  on 
t he tape . 
l i n t h e  f i r s t  few m inutes check the tape) . 
Name 
Add ress 
Age 
How l onq h a ve you been in t he area ? 
Have you s h i f t ed to the area ? 
Why d i d  you come to l iv e  here? 
Were you born here? 
Did you go t o  school h er e ?  
W h a t  w a s  i t  l i ke? 
Phy s i ca l l y ,  wha t  s t ands out i n  you r m ind i n  t h i s a rea -
Bu i l d i ng s ?  Transpor t ?  
A r e  there any peop l e  w hom you r emember wel l ?  
What sor t of recrea t i on d i d  you pursue? 
Were you invol ved in any spor t ing a c t i v i t i es or any other l ocal 
act ivi t ies '? 
Do you r rmember any ma j or even t s  happen i n q 7  
D id you w n r k  i n  the a r e a ?  
I f  not , h o w  d i d  y o u  get t o  wor k ?  
Wa s your �pou se f rom t h i s  a rea ? 
I f  n o t  where? 
in:j 1 .  
I . ,  : l 
their growi ng up years ? 
we w i l l  l e�9� t � tape wi t h  you overn ight . 
Pl ea s e  f ee l  f ree to add a nyt hinq you wan t .  We wi l l  pick i t •up 
t 0111or row a t  .. • • •  ' • . • • . . . • . .  
Illustration 10: GPA oral history interview instructions, 1987 
Resource room 
Our resource room, �ocated undemea� the ?PA hall, has been opened religiously every Monday from 1.00 to 
3.00 p.m. except public and school holidays, smce December 1987. In all that time we have serviced forty-eight 
inquiries. A catalogue of our holidays is available on request. 
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··H ISIORIC DRIVE TOUR·· 
WINDSOR I GRANGE 
Be a local tourist and revive the Sunday 
afternoon drive. 
There 1s a wealth of architectural sights. city vistas and pleasant 
parks to explore in the Windsor/Grange area. 
You will need a car or be prepared for a full day's hard walking 
Starting point old Windsor Shire Council Chambers. Lutwyche 
Road. Windsor. For walkers. catch 1 7  2 or 144 buses in Adelaide 
Street. City. 
A potted history of the major sights appears next to each 
photograph The map shows how to make a circular tour. 
Should you wish to explore further. more details can be obtained 
from 
The Grange Progress Association's 
History Resource Room, 
Cnr Wilston Road and Daisy Street. Grange 
* Opened 1 p.m .  3 p.m . * 
every Monday or by arrangement 
Telephone (07) 3 56  8827. 
Illustration 11: Cover of GPA tour brochure, 1988 
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Historical walk 
The July walk was an extremely successful one-off event (see illustration U). It was the brainchild of Mick Hayes, 
a long-time resident with a fund of local stories. The walk stimulated good media coverage, in particular (Sunday 
Mail Magazine 3 July 1988). In all we had 470 contacts from the media coverage. In terms of community 
participation, it was an overwhelming success. Ftve hundred people participated in the walk, seventy-four of whom 
indicated their intention to join a proposed historical group. The focus of attention on the old Wmdsor Town 
Council Chambers as a possible museum site emerged out of the walk. 
Art show - video launch 
The art show, we hoped, would lay the foundation for an ongoing community activity. In 1988 the show was also 
the vehicle to launch the video and the Spring Hill Bicentennial Folio (available for purchase from the BHG). 
Thereafter the event was to be continued as an art show with a community oriented theme. Although the function 
was a numerical success, the revenue was so small in relation to the effort that the art show has lapsed into a 
biennial event. 
A TISHOO A TISHOO WE ALL FALL DOWN 
As 1988 wore on the means by which we could fulfil our last ABA commitment, that of the continuation of the 
project, led to the proposed formation of a local history group. On Z7 September 1988 the Wmdsor and Districts 
Historical Society was formed. Initially this group was preoccupied with its charter and rules and trying without 
success to acquire the Old Wmdsor Town Council Chambers as its home. No fundraising or membership-gathering 
functions were initiated by this society. While the resource side of the project has continued to service requests for 
information and displays, no other resource material, except for Grace Beecher's contribution has been collected. 
The reality was that, while we stimulated community interest, we still had no significant volunteer base on which to 
draw. This poses the question: What if anything was lacking in our approach which meant that community 
involvement never eventuated? My answers are firstly that while the community was interested, community 
participation and commitment was not there. Secondly, the number of people involved in the Windsor and Districts 
Historical Society has diminished since the initial group of fifty. 
PUSSY IN THE WELL WHO PULLED HIM OUT? 
Despite the GPA's initiatives, certain negatives have arisen: the interviewing was curtailed, no sizeable written 
publication was produced, and no community-gathering function was organised in 1989. However, the well has not 
dried up completely. The collection continues to be used and a framework for future use has been well established. 
The writing and presentation of this paper is part of the endurance of the project. The WDHS has maintained part 
of the wider community network. Mick Hayes opens the resources room each Monday. Sixteen community requests 
including a display at the Holy Rosary School have been fulfilled. One of the original motivations for the project 
has been achieved: membership of the GPA has doubled since 1988. 
At present the legacy of the project is unclear, but nothing is static. Clarity will come: firstly, through the continued 
operation and revitalisation of the WDHS; secondly, through a proposed community initiative involving the use of 
the GPA hall as a community centre each Monday. If this eventuates the history resource room will be used and 
viewed by many more people. They may provide new membership and stimulation for the WDHS to take off 
thereafter. An enduring, well documented collection awaits these enthusiastic people. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DOING THE HERITAGE WALK (OR RIDE) 
by Rod Fisher 
For any history group, the surest way of involving people is to organise tours of 'history on the ground'. These 
may focus upon any number of heritage venues, ranging from select sites or structures to a whole region or more 
geographically scattered items. Various forms of transport may be used, especially car, bus, train, boat, bicycle and 
shanks's pony. As heritage tours abound these days, including an increasing number of commercial packages, it 
seems worthwhile to consider some of the main principles and procedures involved, hopefully so that history groups 
may get more mileage out of their efforts (see Appendix for examples). 
The principal benefit of any heritage tour is that the combination of artefact, activity and audience can get people 
of all ages and all walks of life personally involved. This includes not merely persons who are attracted to such an 
event, but also those who organise it - so that group cohesion and membership may be enhanced, as well as historical 
and community awareness generally. Further benefits may include an archive of research material collected in 
preparation for the tour, and a booklet of some historical merit for reference thereafter. Whether the venture shows 
profit or loss financially, might hinge more on publicity and the weather! 
Having decided to stage a heritage tour, the organisers need to ascertain its specific focus. As many historical 
societies are locality oriented, the first and most obvious choice is around the home base. All groups should, of 
course, arrange tours dealing with their specialties. Even then further decisions need to be made regarding the 
geographical extent (which area, suburb or precinct/s?) and the heritage coverage (which items and timespan?). 
Simply including all of the prominent features might not be the best way to proceed, particularly if they are scattered 
widely in time and space. 
What needs to be clarified, therefore, is the aim of the exercise. If little more is intended than a pleasant, historical 
day in the great outdoors then so be it! But if the aim is to illustrate the historical development of a particular 
locality by examining its living remains, that exercise requires more careful consideration. Instead of lumping 
everything together, a thematic approach might be more effective dealing with businesses (shop, hotel, industry), 
institutions (church, schoo� club), housing (varying types) inhabitants (settlement, society, individuals) and other 
aspects as select themes (e.g. placenames), whether throughout the tour, at particular stages, or as separate ventures 
altogether. For example, the BHG tour of Petrie-Terrace developed a simple typology for timber housing, while the 
Queensland Institution of Engineers concentrated on inner city industrial sites and structures. For that matter it is 
possible to select a significant period or year, such as the BHG tour of Brisbane in 1888, or even to convey an 
important message about the future of heritage and human values within a community. If the tour is to be serious 
in historical intent, what is important is either to choose themes which illustrate the history of the favoured locale, 
or a locale which illustrates the history of selected themes and to make this a conscious decision, not a hit and miss 
affair. 
Though this aim should be the most important criterion for determining which items are ultimately included in the 
tour, the most practical starting point might be to list all of the possible sites, structures or features within reach of 
the designated aim and locale. Since this item list is likely to be shuffled, selected and sorted many times, it needs 
to be entered on cards or computer for the utmost flexibility. If demolished or mutilated structures were of some 
significance, these may be of interest; but the inclusion of too many 'has beens' is likely to be counter-productive. 
Though the organisers might be sufficiently familiar with the locale to compile a preliminary list from memory, the 
full list can only be compiled after a physical inspection of the whole area, inch by inch if necessary, adding and 
subtracting relevant items and noting queries for later consideration. If time permits, this survey may be conducted 
more purposefully by keen members of the group, using suitable maps, site analysis forms and sketches or photos 
to record relevant information (see Illustration 13). 
At the same time the organisers need to begin plotting a feasible route, keeping in mind the various transport 
alternatives and traffic conditions to, from and during the tour. If items are clustered together, walking is obviously 
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Illustration 13: Site analysis form, Petrie-Terrace Survey, 
National Trust of Queensland, lfY/7 
-] 
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the best means, though transport for disabled and elderly persons needs to be considered. But if the route is more 
than several kilometres in length, or the start and finish are some distance away, transport should be arranged for 
everyone, whether by bus, train or car. In this case, walk and ride loops may be combined in the one tour and a 
shuttle service provided from point to point However, the likely traffic conditions always need investigation, 
particularly any danger spots, traffic lights, pedestrian crossings, parking problems, setdown points, traffic restrictions, 
bottlenecks and big vehicle limitations (e.g. viaducts, trees and turnabouts). Obviously a walking route should cross 
roadways at legitimate points, while vehicles need to move into the most appropriate carriageways to avoid blocking 
traffic or turning across oncoming laneways (usually anticlockwise movement around a block). To prevent practical 
difficulty and poSSlble disaster, the route must be thoroughly checked, tried out on some unsuspecting guinea pig, 
and the most explicit instructions given at the time (see lliustration 14). A possible variation is to affix arrows along 
the route as incorporated in the Brisbane City Council's heritage trail, and even explanatory plaques as seen at 
Montville or old Maryborougb Town. Tours involving railway, boat and bicycle transport might have their own 
requirements, but the basic principles are much the same. Whatever the locale, a detailed on-the-spot survey of 
possibilities and practicalities is essential. 
Another early issue concerns the audience involved. Is the tour to be directed towards an historically aware interest 
group, to students at whatever leve� to a local community, to unsuspecting visitors or to the public as a whole? The 
approach might vary in each case, ranging from serious and scholarly to bright and breezy, with or without historical 
documentation, entertaining anecdote or eye-catching illustrations. In terms of content, the commentary might be 
fully researched or highly selective. However, some tours are so limited information wise as to be quite artificial 
if not inaccurate, whereas others pack in so much miscellaneous detail to the detriment of interest and even 
intelligibility. To cater simply for the lowest common denominator of the man in the street (or woman?) is generally 
an insult to the intelligence of participants. On the other hand, to concentrate on relics and omit people is contrary 
to popular taste. Unless serving an interest group in need of specialised treatment, the best approach might be to 
pitch the commentary at the level of the gener� educated and interested participant, thereby providing sufficient 
historical matter spiced with human interest to attract most people concerned. 
At the same time important decisions need to be made regarding the actual commentary throughout the tour, 
assuming that some oral interpretation is necessary. There is no harm in capitalising on herd instinct and leadership 
ap� but trying to move a large mob in one go might be detrimental to any aim other than camaraderie. If using 
a single guide, this person may be either an informed amateur or a trained profession� both of which are fortunately 
thicker on the ground now. Another alternative might be to procure the services of experts on particular sites, such 
as departmental officers at heritage parks, conservation architects of particular structures, or even run-of-the-mill 
historians. A further possibility is to divide the commentary amongst several persons who have boned up on 
particular segments, using them at relevant stages of the tour, and possibly stationing them along the way for all 
comers. By all means use local identities and resident historians who have been involved one way or another in the 
past; but their role might need circumscnbing somewhat to avoid rambling for longer than time permits. Whatever 
personnel are employed, the organisers need to ensure that guides are keen, well-informed, personable, selective of 
salient information and able to engross their audience. 
Another matter to consider at the planning stage is whether to produce a publication of some kind to accompany 
the tour. The advantages certainly outweigh the difficulty of preparation and cost of production. Various points may 
be elaborated for those wanting more information than provided by the commentary, and details may be checked 
at any time during or after the tour by participants themselves. Furthermore the publication may be used thereafter 
as an important historical resource, especially if lodged with libraries and schools, or made available to individuals 
and groups who wish to do a self-guided tour. For that matter, if guides are in short supply, if people prefer to tour 
on their own or if private transport is used, a publication of some kind is essential. At the last Petrie-Terrace tour, 
one keen participant arrived equipped with helmet and pushbike. On the other hand, if there is much printed 
material already available for such a venue as St Helena, any supplementary information might be superfluous, unless 
of a documentary and enlightening nature. For educational purposes, participants might be required to enter their 
own findings on questionnaires or survey forms a kind of heritage hunt without any doubloons at the end. The 
moral in this case is to consider whether a publication will facilitate the principai aim of the tour at the time and 
on any continuing basis; if so in what form whether a booklet, a brochure, a questionnaire or simply a map to the 
historical treasure. 
If the general purpose is to enhance historical awareness during and after the scheduled tour, a heritage booklet or 
brochure is a fundamental medium. Based on principles already mentioned for the commentary, this publication 
should be shaped thematically in accordance with the specific aim of the tour. Much historical information may be 
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3 6  N0 . 1 09 PRINCES S STREET . 
W i t h i t s  Eng l i sh inf l uenced or i e l  window , s t r apwor k and s tucco , t h i s  pre-war 
house at the bot tom of the s t r e e t  s t ands out f r om t r ad i t ional t imber housing 
a l l  around . 
(� 
3 7  
TURN LEFT ( SOUTH ) INTO HALE STREET . 
TURN S ECOND LEFT I NTO CRI CKET STREET . 
NOS 6 9  AND 7 3  CRI CKET STREET c early 1 8 80s . 
The two adj acent and overgrown gable roof ed dwe l l i ng s  on the l e f t  a r e  a l most 
iden t i c al , including s i de wa l l  ven t i l a tors f o r  the roof spac e . The i r  l arger 
s i z e  than ord inary Type 1 cot t ages and cast iron balus t r ading s ugge s t  greater 
a f f luence of the builder or res iden t s . 
(� 
3 8  
TURN FIRST LEFT UP AUBURN STREET TO PRATTEN STREET 
TURN R I GHT UP PRATTEN S TREET AFTER N0 . 3 8 BELOW . 
PRATTEN STREET , s ince 1 8 6 5 . 
The f i r s t  large a l lotment a long the f ar ( northern ) s id e  o f  t h i s  n a r row s t reet 
was subdiv ided and sold f rom 1 8 6 5  onwards by George Love P r a t t e n , a down town 
surveyor Many of i t s  old t ype 1 and 2 dwe l l ings have been rejuven a t ed in 
recent years , mos tly according to the f ancy of the own e r s  f o r  specu l a t ion .  
Closest t o  the or iginal f or m  i s  no . 6 7 ,  a gable roo f ed , wide cham f e rboarded , 
mul t ipaned Type 1 co t t age near the bo t tom o f  the s t r e e t  - b u t  w i thout its 
wooden shingles . 
(� 
3 9  
TURN RIGHT INTO S HANNON STREET AFTER AVON STREET 
PARK YOUR VEHICLE ( IF ANY ) FOR NEXT WALKI NG LOOP . 
WALK RIGHT INTO CRICKET STREET . 
NOS 2 2  AND 24 CRI CKET STREET , c . 1 8 8 9 . 
On the other s i d e , squeezed on to a s i n g l e  block o f  l an d  f orme r l y ,  a r e  t wo eye­
c a t ch i ng dwe l l ings . The f i r s t  appe a r s  to be a t yp i c a l  Type 2 house of the 
l a t e  1 8 80s f r om the f r ont , but is nar rower in width and ext ended in l ength to 
accommodate s ix rooms bene a t h  a s ideways h ipped roof , and has los t i t s  cent ral 
f ront s t eps . The dol l s  house t o  the right is mor e  char a c t er i s t i c  o f  e a r l ier 
bui ld ings , expe c i a l ly s hop-houses , wh i ch were o f t e n had a t t i c s  and were 
s i tuated gab l e -end towards the s t r eet on nar row f rontages . Though this 
cot t age might have been shi f t ed s i deways on the b l o c k  in the l a t e  1 8 8 0 s , it 
was mos t l i k e ly shi f t ed here f rom e l s ewhe r e  in the l a t e  1 8 8 0 s  ( a  common 
prac t i c e ) ,  wh en widow Anna Dyne was the owne r  C on t r ary to l e gend , no 
drayma s t e r  is r e corded as l i ving he r e , but t h e r e  was one nex t door 
Illustration 14: Explicit instructions, Petrie·Terrace Walk/Drive Tour, BHG 1989 
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incorporated in the text, but this needs to be enlivened by various means including writing style, historical anecdote 
and human interest. If necessary, basic information on each item might be separated from further details, by using 
an introduction for the historical overview and an appendix for more specific detail or by making this division within 
each item of the text itself (see Illustration 15). 
1 3  E DEN V I L L A  c .  1 88 9  
Address 
Use 
Form 
Ma ter ial 
E x terior 
I nterior 
275 Grey St reet 
Double a t tached residences ; Salvat ion Army qua r ters ( a f ter Wor l d  War 1 1 ) ; 
rooming house ; an E xpo 1 88 s i t e .  
A gable- roofed pair of terrace- type houses forming a U shape , wi th an open 
cour tyard in the centre ; two storeys and doub le verandah in fron t ; single­
s torey service wings with verandahs facing courtyard a t  the r ea r .  
Rendered brick wa l ls ;  l imber verandahs now boxed i n ,  and original dorme r windows 
replaced. 
Harsh t rea tment has a lmost ob l i tera ted a most decora t ive t imber f acade , of which 
only the hea v i l y  panel l ed f ront door rema ins and the turned verandah pos t s ;  the 
or igin�! dormer windows wilh orna te ba rge boa rds and f in i a l s  remai n  at the rea r ,  
and the l a rge t r iple f l ued chimney s lack s ;  the lower f ront windows were very 
wide sashes a l most to the f loor , whi l e  F rench doors ups t a i rs opened onto a 
spacious verandah ; sunshades on s ide windows were p robably added l a t e r . 
E ach f loor has two rooms ei ther side of a cen t r a l  corr idor and s t a i rwell ( f or 
each residence ) ;  plastered brick wal l s ;  high l a th and plaster c e i l ings and an 
occasional cen t r a l  rose ; e tched glass f a n l ight s ;  cedar s ta i rcases wi th turned 
balusters and acorn shaped knobs ( vanda l i z ed ) ;  a t t ic s  damaged by f i re ( 1 984 ) 
and the interior vanda l i z ed .  
By 1 889 Michael Foley h a d  Eden Vi l l a  bui l t  a s  a pair o f  spacious terrace- type houses . A t  this 
t ime they were ev iden t l y  run a s  boa rding houses , w i th Mrs Hall a s  manage r .  Foley himse l f  resided 
there from 1 895 to 1 901 , the i r  name being changed therea f ter to ' Ches tnu t '  
Contrary t o  presen l appea rance s ,  a photograph o f  1 892 shows a n  inc redibly ornament a l  f acade , 
featuring two s toreys o f  turned joinery with a central port ico and dec o r a t ive dormer windows lopped 
by fancy i ron f in i a l s  a l l  of which made i ts nex t  door neighbour look a lmost commonplace. 
Illustration 15: Description separating basic information from further detail, 
South Brisbane Civic Precinct Walk, BHG 1985 (building demolished for Expo 88) 
Illustrations which reinforce the message of the tour may also be included, especially historical or modem line 
drawings which reproduce better than photographs. If nothing else, a map of the area is essential, showing clearly 
the route covered, the location of each item and any potential hazards, such as one way streets and no parking zones 
(see Illustration 16). To prevent cluttering of the map, numbers should be added to match items in the text itself 
(rub-on 'Letraset' type symbols are available from good art or stationery shops). If money is no obstacle, the 
booklet can be prepared in entirety and then submitted to a printer for costing. But since most groups have limited 
resources, it is better to work out the form, size, run, process, cost and schedule of production beforehand, in 
consultation with the printer (see production paragraph below). To avoid later difficulty, the whole process of 
publication needs to be thought through from the beginning to end. 
If the commentary and publication are to be of a high standard, historical research is also required. Even if some 
expert crawls fortuitously from out of the local woodwork, various details will need checking and supplementing by 
visits to the most likely repositories, especially the local libraries, local government departments, John Oxley Library, 
State Archives, Sunmap Centre at Woolloongabba and National Trust. The collections and procedures of most 
repositories have been described in various publications, including in-house guides and Brisbane History Group 
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papers. These should be consulted beforehand (see References below). As usual in any research, the major problem 
is where to draw the line. Since time is generally the essence in preparing heritage tours, it is necessary to start with 
the most important items on the preliminary list already prepared and with the most relevant sources of information. 
If some items have been covered previously by a reliable authority, such as a heritage body or research historian, 
other items may be tackled from further down the list of priorities. Even then many sources of information need 
to be checked against documentary material, especially newspaper articles and oral testimonies, which might be very 
evocative and readily available, but quite inaccurate nonetheless. Furthermore, if one of the aims of the tour is to 
place items within developmental context, whether historical, architectural, geographical or whatever, that kind of 
background information also needs to be found for both the text and introduction. 
In researching a heritage tour, the following categories of sources are relevant in most cases, arranged roughly in 
order of preference and difficulty: bibliographies ( esp. Johnston & Zemer 1985); catalogues ( esp. online at the State 
and University Libraries); printed books, articles, etc. (esp. general area, selected aspects and individual items, incl. 
buildings); cuttings and other subject ftles (esp. Oxley Library and Brisbane History Centre); cuttings books (esp. 
Oxley Library, incl. historic houses); heritage report ftles (National Trust/Heritage Commission); local and state 
newspapers (specific references and dates, as indexes are rare); diaries, letters, memoirs, etc. of specific individuals 
and families (esp. Oxley and Fryer Libraries); oral testimonies (local identities and families); modern maps (esp. 
local government departments and Sunmap Centres); historic maps and original survey plans (esp. Sunmap Centre); 
estate maps (Oxley Library); historic photographs (Oxley Library, newspaper companies, local and state government 
authorities, family albums); government publications (esp. parliamentary reports, blue books); early colonial 
secretaries' correspondence (index and microftlm at Oxley Library); state government archives ( esp. person, place 
and building information e.g. immigration, schoo� company, inquest records); property search for specific sites (Titles 
Office); directory search for specific structures, streets or precincts (microfiche);  biographical indexes (esp. family 
history society publications). These printed, manuscript, oral and visual sources are additional to the detailed physical 
examination of the area, sites, structures and artefacts already commenced. As research proceeds, the sources 
consulted for each item can be entered onto the item cards mentioned above. At the same time the relevant 
identification details of each source must be noted whenever any record is made, whether handwritten, photocopied 
or photographed (e.g. repository or owner, call number, type of source, names of persons involved, general coverage, 
full publishing details, date). If this work looks too daunting for a single individual, it may be conducted on a group 
basis, by allocating specific items or sources to those who have the time and interest. 
Altogether this research process is likely to unearth a lot of otherwise buried information and produce a useful 
collection of various materials, especially transcripts, photocopies and photographs, and hopefully some original 
sources. Consequently the organisers should consider how all of this material is to be stored for immediate use and 
whether it would be worthwhile turning it into a more permanent archive in the future. Having such an area or 
subject based collection of information at hand would obviously save the time of later researchers, provided the 
material is well organised, properly stored and accessible to users. If the group has no suitable venue or custodian 
of its own, the municipal or school library might be glad to house the collection ultimately, or the Brisbane History 
Centre (see Chapter 22 below). Any original sources should, of course, be brought to the attention of the John 
Oxley Library or some other regional repository. Whatever its ultimate resting place, the material needs to be ftled 
systematically as research proceeds. A foolscap sized folder or envelope may be used for each of the tour items on 
the priority list and arranged alphabetically in a vertical cabinet, archival box, concertina ftle or cardboard box. 
Written, printed and photocopied material should be kept uniformly in A4 size (folded if necessary), including 
newspaper articles which need to be photocopied for conservation reasons (reduced as necessary). Photographs may 
be kept in a separate series of envelopes, pie bags or expensive conservation products, but never in supermarket type 
alb�s or rapid deterioration will result. A flexible storage system like this ensures that material relating to each 
tour 1tem can be ftled, found, extracted and rearranged at will, and with the minimum of frustration thereafter. 
Now comes the moment of 
_
trut� the �tiog, at long last! The text of the commentary or publication can be 
commenced as soon as suffiaent informat10n has been collected on any of the items and not when all sources have 
been exhaust� . that nirv�a is never reached: :he more esoteric sources can �ways be followed up if really 
necessary and if tlme perm1ts. When gaps remam, 1t is better to admit ignorance or raise mysteries for participants 
themselves to puzzle over than to cause delay. Though one or two persons should have the responsibility of 
compiling the fmal draft, various items may be farmed out for keen and capable members of the group to draft on 
the understanding that these are written according to general principles mentioned above, as well as a set leo� 
and returned with research folders by the requisite deadline (e.g. BHG Brisbane in 1888 tour). The compilers can
then arrange the final draft of the commentary or publication, and edit the first drafts (as ruthlessly as necessary).
... . , , ... -
--. ' -
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If for publication, their job is to ensure consistency of style and presentation, as well as inclusion of the route map, 
illustrations, explanatory preface with legal disclaimer in case of accident, and instructions regarding the movement 
of people and traffic (see illustration 17). A short historical overview might also be included, as a means of tying 
together the major theme/s scattered throughout the tour (e.g. BHG Petrie-Terrace tour); also a list of references 
and any appropriate advertising. The whole draft should then be checked letter by letter to ensure that everythiug 
is set out preparatory to the next stage. 
If the process of production has been planned beforehand, as suggested above, the final draft should now be ready 
for publication. Several options might have been considered, including photocopying a typed text or typesetting from 
a handwritten manuscript But these means are generally laborious, costly and inflextble. WJth the advent of 
personal computers and wordprocessing packages, the final draft can be entered onto disk and output as a camera 
ready copy by laser printer, for printing by means of a good quality offset printer with high resolution graphics. 
Though a spelling cheaer should be run through the text automatically, there is no substitute for careful 
proofreading at least twice before the final printing. Many an admirable amateur publication has been marred by 
hurried production. Some obliging member with access to modem technology might undertake the publishing job 
cheaply; but the cost in time and frustration might well be greater than employing a professioual service which 
handles the production expeditiously from beginning to end. Better to shop around first, and weigh up all of the 
costs, than rue some penny-pinching later. Ideally the outcome should be a well produced and attractive publication 
costing no more than several dollars per copy (depending on size and volume), as well as a text file on computer 
diskette which can be updated at any time. Unfortunately heritage publications soon become outdated, necessitating 
revised editions, the insertion of update pages or reprinting with 'Demolished' stamped across vanishing items. 
Whatever format is preferred, modern readers expect any publication to be as accurate, well written, attractively 
presented and commensurately priced as posst.ble. Simply banging something out on the old typewriter and 
duplicator will not suffice in these days of electronic media and desktop publishing, though this might be better than 
nothing. 
At the same time, planning of the actual programme should be proceeding apace. When to hold the event will no 
doubt hinge on various factors: weather prospects at different times of the year; the seasonal presence of unwelcome 
hordes, whether mosquitoes, boaties or bus loads of excursionists; inclusion in the National Trust's heritage week; 
possible dashes with the activities of other historical groups; the availability of venues, transport and guides. The 
timetable itself needs detailing from the beginning or backwards from the finishing time if this works better: where, 
when and at what historic venue to start marshalling or briefing; whether to have everyone together as one big, happy 
family, or divided into small groups going in different directions at staggered times, or able to drop in and proceed 
on a set path at any stage; what talks, displays or audio-visual presentations should be scheduled; when to have 
refreshments, the victuals themselves, and whether professionally catered for, group prepared, takeaway purchased 
or simply BYO; what form of transport to provide, as outlined already; and which individuals to be responstble for 
each task at specific times, on roster or otherwise, and who to coordinate the whole programme. Alternative 
arrangements are also needed for wet weather or, heaven forbid, ali absolute washout. 
· 
When the programme has become more settled, the cost of every .item can be checked, particularly for venues, 
transport, personneL food, equipment, typing, printing, postage 4�'phone calls. Extras may include a cheap accident 
insurance from Suncorp, some compensation for free berths, cancellations or other contingencies and a profit margin 
for group effort or some other worthy cause. There is no reason' why the best things in life should always be free, 
in this case as long as value is provided for money. All of th��sts should be totalled and then divided by the minimum number of people likely to participate. If, however, . sortl'e ooncession is to be made for special categories 
such as members, pensioners and fulltime students, the calculation of per capita cost becomes more complex. 
Careful planning like this should prevent a financial flop, and even provide a pleasant profit if two further steps are 
taken. 
The first is good publicity, amongst the membership and further afield. Even if members or locals are given first 
choice through newsletters, other means need to be used if historical outreach is one of the functions of the· tour. 
To this end members may invite others, details may be forwarded to kindred organisations, press releases �-be 
issued, advertisements may be placed in newspapers, and radio or television might be e.xploite:d (especially through 
media contacts). Whatever the outlets used, an attractive brochure giving full details of the'·toUit..�th a teat-off, pre­
paid booking form is a most effective means of disseminating information to all and sundry ·WJ.d. getting resultS with 
the minimum of fuss (see illustration 18). Though receipts or tickets may be issued in return, it is simpler to instruct 
people otherwise. The most problematic business is getting the num�rs right ; , � 
. � ·  
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I NTRODUCTION 
Thanks t o  the almighty automobile and some shortsighted development , CORONATION DRIVE 
from town to Toowong is but a sorry remnant of its eminent past : once a shaded rural 
road for two miles along the river reserve to the village of Toowong , and lined by fashionable 
abodes of the Brisbane eli te; now a 2 . 5  k i lometre five-laned exi t  to the ever sprawling 
western suburbs , exhibiting a hotchpotch of low ,  medium and higher rise domestic , commercial , 
industrial and governmental buildings . Apart from the occasional relic of its past , 
the only redeeming feature of Corona tion Drive today is the misnamed Bicentennial Bikeway , 
which has somewhat restored the riverbank for people to wal k ,  relax and enjoy the sights , 
as well as ride , since 1 985 . 
This HERITAGE TOUR along the riverpath was compiled by Rod Fisher and John Smi th , 
with the assistance of Nancy Foote , Evan Richard, John Laverty , Helen Hansen , Denis Conomos 
and Ross McKinnon , as the BHG activity for Heri tage Week during the 1 Year of the River ' 
( April 1 987 ) . It takes about 2 hours if you stroll , read and reflec t .  I t  includes 
fea tures, old and new , along both sides of the river , f rom BOOMERANG STREET on Coronation 
Drive to the new Toowong Village complex . F rom there , buses or t rains may be caught 
back to town ( check timetables first ) .  The tour might also be done in reverse , f rom 
Toowong to town ( see Map ) .  
In particular this tour recreates THE RIVERSIDE AROUND 1 890, following the booming 
' eighties , just before the grea t floods and f inancial crashes of 1 893. At this time 
JOHN B. FEWINGS , a prominent educationalist and longtime resident of T oowong , recorded 
for English relations , the names, achievements , homes and estates of the social and political 
elite of his beloved Shire. Though Fewings envisaged sailing f rom town to Toowong , 
excerpts from his ' Memoirs ' are interwoven with other records and observations to provide 
a firsthand appreciation by walking ( or pedalling ) along the riverside . 
Please WATCH YOUR STEP, keep to the paths, avoid the pushbikes , cross roads only 
at pedestrian walks and enjoy this heritage tour . 
For further copies and details please contact the BRISBANE HISTORY GROUP , 
c/- 36 Rose Street , Wooloowin , 4030 , or phone 369 1 24 2 .  
BRISBANE HISTORY GROUP 
® 1 987 
illustration 17: Introduction, Town to Toowong Riverpath Tour, BHG 1987 
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B r isbane History Group 
HERITAGE TRIP TO THE BEAUTIFUL I SLE OF THE DAMNED 
PEEL I S LAND 
Saturday 21 Apri l  1990 
L i ke St Helena and S t radbroke I s l ands , P e e l  has in the pas t se r ved as a 
recep t a c l e  f o r  the outcas t s  of Queens l and s oc i e t y , in t h i s  c a s e  the 
qua r an t ined imm i g r an t s , the ineb r ia t e s  and par t ic u l a r l y  the leper s . Today i t  
i s  be t t er known a s  a haven f o r  weekend ' bo a t i e s ' - but on t h i s  occas ion you 
can not only v i s i t  t h i s  beaut i f u l  i s l and w i t h  a f r i endly h i s t or i c a l  group , but 
a l s o  become f am i l 1 ar w i t h  its f a scinat ing pas t and its remaining s t ru c t ur e s . 
8 . 1 5am Board ' C a t -0-Nine-Tai l s ' ,  Man ly Je t t y  
9 . 3 0am Arr ive Western Jet t y ,  Peel I s l and 
l O . OOam Morning t e a , Rec r e a t i on H a l l  o f  the f ormer Laz aret 
1 0 . 1 5am H i s t or i c a l  t a l ks , in the Recr e a t i on H a l l : 
Leprosy ( Dr John Thear l e , Snr Lecturer in Chi l d  Heal t h ,  UniQld )  
Lazaret ( P e t e r  Lud l ow , h i s tor ian o f  P e e l  I s l an d )  
l l . OOam Guided tour of the f ormer La z ar e t  
1 1 . 3 0 am Tour of the Lazaret ceme t e ry 
1 2 . 3 0 pm Barbe cue lunch ( or sandwiches i f  pr e f er r ed ) , R a inbow Beach 
1 . 3 0 pm Tour of Qua r an t ine S t a t ion & Inebr i a t es Home area , the B lu f f  
2 . 3 0pm Af t e rnoon t e a , k i o s k  at Rainbow Beach 
3 . 00pm W a l k  a l ong Rainbow Beach t o  W e s t e r n  J e t t y  
4 . 00pm Depart P e e l  I s l and 
5 . 00pm A r r ive Manly J e t t y  
* P lease not e that t h e  tour 
involves walking for some 
ki lometres on the i s l and . 
PLEASE REPLY BY FRIDAY 13 APRIL : IF WEATHER IS FOUL , PHONE 369-1242 ON THE DAY 
No receipts will be issued un less requested - just turn up at Manly 
PEEL ISLAND BOOKING FORK 
To : Paul Sayer , 14 Wonersh S t reet , Camp Hil l , Q . 41 5 2  
:::::: ::::::: � 
My cheque f o r  � 
places at $2 5 per per son ( a l l  inclusive ) 
per sons wi t h  sandwiches i n s t e ad o f  the b a r be c u e  l unch 
NAME/ S  . .  
ADDRE S S  . .  
is  t:nc l o s ed ( payab l e  t o  " B r i sbane H i s tory Group" ) 
. . . . PHONE / S . . . . . . . . 
. . . . POSTCODE . • .  
Illustration 18: Publicity brochure and booking slip, 
Peel Island Tour, BHG 1990 
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The second of these final steps before the big event is prayer, or at least the steadfast hope that after everyone has 
gone through all of these preparatory hoops the weather will be propitious. There is nothing worse than taking an 
evening cruise down river in a howling gale or watching the April showers for some hours before the riverpath tour 
from town to Toowong, as some longtime BHG members will attest. Unfortunately acts of God can hardly be 
prevented by plotting and planning, though there might be boxes of superfluous publications to cling to after any 
storm. As we say increasingly in this country, 'Have a nice day' - doing the heritage whatever! 
APPENDIX: HERITAGE TOUR PUBLICATIONS 
The following items are held at the Brisbane History Centre (see ch.22 below) and copies may still be obtained from 
the originators. The author is currently preparing a comprehensive Brisbane and suburbs heritage guide. 
1 Brisbane North and South 
Brisbane: 4 walks and a drive. National Trust of Queensland, 8 pp. booklet, n.d.. [1. South central business district; 
2. West central business district; 3. East central business district 4. North central business district; 5. Residential 
areas of Spring Hill, Petrie Terrace and Kangaroo Point]. 
Brisbane 1888 heritage drive. Brisbane History Group, 100 pp. booklet, 1988. 
Brisbane's engineering and industrial heritage: A walk/drive tour. Queensland Division of The Institution of 
Engineers, Australia, brochure, n.d. 
Brisbane Lookabout. Brisbane City Council tour booklet, 19 pp., n.d. 
Brisbane sculpture guide: A walk around public sculpture in the city. Society of Sculptors, Queensland, 33 pp. booklet, 
1988. 
Heritage trail: Brisbane city centre. Brisbane City Council, 8 pp. booklet, n.d. 
'Lookabout' souvenir. BCC tour booklet, n.d. 
7.-ove you, Brisbane!� Explore Brisbane. BCC brochure, n.d. [Walk 1. North-east city; Walk 2. Ann and 
Wickham Streets; 3 drive tours further afield]. 
7.-ove you, Brisbane!� Historical Brisbane. BCC brochure, n.d. [selected museums and sites]. 
2 Brisbane North [additional to 1. above] 
The Allan and Stark heritage walk. National Trust of Queensland, 10 pp. typescript, 1986 [incl. Queen and Adelaide 
Streets]. 
Brisbane buildings: Two walks of historical and architectural interest. NTQ brochure, n.d. [1. incl. William, George 
and Edward Streets; 2. adding lower Queen, Creek and Eagle Streets]. 
Brisbane: A map guide to the architecture of the city. Royal Australian Institute of Architects, Queensland Chapter, 
13 pp. booklet, 1983 [1. central city; 2. western suburbs; 3. north-west suburbs; 4. northern suburbs]. 
The Captain Logan heritage walk. NTQ, 8 pp. typescript, 1986 [esp. William Street]. 
Colonial days heritage walk. NTQ, 8 pp. typescript, 1986 [esp. City Botanic Gardens, William and George Streets]. 
The Colonial George Street Festival heritage guide. Premiers Department booklet, 1989. 
'Days of sail heritage walk', NTQ journal (February 1987), pp. 25-28 [esp. lower Edward and Eagle Street precinct]. 
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The Doctor Sir David Hardie heritage walk. NTQ, 10 pp. typescript, 1986 [Wickham Terrace). 
'The dream palace heritage walk', NTQ journal (August 1987), pp.25-28 [esp. Albert, Elizabeth and Edward 
Streets). 
The Finney Isles heritage walk. NTQ, 10 pp. typescript, 1986 [ esp. Queen Street mall). 
The Governor Bowen heritage walk. NTQ, 10 pp. typescript, 1986 [George Street]. 
Lady Bowen's Botanic Gardens heritage walk. NTQ, 10 pp. typescript, 1986. 
'The Mayor William Jolly heritage walk', NTQ journal (July 1986), pp. 18-19 or 10 pp. transcript, 1986 [esp. Ann 
Street]. 
A walk through Brisbane: Ann Street, Wickham Te"ace. NTQ brochure, n.d. 
A walk through Brisbane: North east city. NTQ brochure, n.d. 
3 Brisbane South [additional to 1. above] 
South Brisbane civic precinct heritage walk. Brisbane History Group, 16 pp. booklet, 1985, update 1986. 
Southbank suburbs heritage drive. BHG, 27 pp. booklet, 1985, update 1986 [incl. South Brisbane, Mater Hill, 
Highgate Hill, Hill End, West End]. 
4 Brisbane River 
'City river walk'. Courier-Mail (1 September 1987), 1 p. [City Botanic Gardens to Milton). 
Town to Toowong riverpath heritage walk. Brisbane History Group, 42 pp. booklet, 1986 [Milton to Toowong]. 
5 Brisbane suburbs [additional to 1. to 4. above] 
The churches of Bardon. Bardon Interchurch Fellowship, 15 pp. booklet, 1988. 
Camp Hill Ward heritage: A heritage tour. Camp Hill Ward Heritage Committee, 
19 pp. typescript, 1988. 
Eastern suburbs placename tour. Brisbane History Group booklet, 1990 (East Brisbane, Norman Park, Hawthorne, 
Balmoral, Bulimba) 
Heritage trail Fortitude Valley, 12 pp. Brisbane City Council, 13 pp. booklet, 1990. 
Walk into history: A history of Fortitude Valley. Queensland Women's Historical Association, 30 pp. booklet, 1981. 
Walk into history: A history of Kangaroo Point. Queensland Women's Historical Association, 22 pp. booklet, n.d. 
Heritage trail New Farm south. Brisbane City Council, 9 pp. booklet, 1989. 
Heritage trail New Farm north. Brisbane City Council, 7 pp. booklet, 1990. 
The ups and down of Petrie-Terrace heritage walk/drive tour. Brisbane History Group, 1981, 25 pp. booklet, 2nd edn 
1989. 
Sandgate heritage saunter. Brisbane History Group booklet, 1990. 
'Spring Hill ... revisited'. NTQ journal (June 1987), pp.20-23. 
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'A walking tour through Tenerlft'e'. NTQ journal (June 1986), pp.18-19. 
Town to Toowong riverpath heritage walk. BHG, 27 pp. booklet, 1986. 
Guided tours of the memorials to Irish heroes & pioneers: Brisbane General Cemetery, Toowong. Genealogical Society 
of Queensland Irish Group brochure, 1989. 
Toowong; A guide to exploring a 19th century cemetery. The Young Trust, NTQ, 10 pp. typescript, 1986. 
Windsor Bicentennial historical walk. Grange Progress Association brochure, 1988. 
Wmdsor/Grange historic drive tour. Grange Progress Association brochure, 1988. 
6 Further afield 
Golden Boulder historic mines circuit walk [Brisbane Forest Park). Ivan Storey, Aspley State High School, 1987. 
Caboolture to Kilcoy heritage drive. Brisbane History Group, 16 pp. booklet, 1986. 
Ipswich city heritage trails. Ipswich City Council brochure, 1987 [6 walking and driving tours]. 
'Brisbane to Ipswich trip'. NTQ journal {April 1987), pp.17-18. 
Maryborough herita� city: . Walk and drive. Maryborough City Council 10 pp. booklet, 1987. 
Original Maryborough site. MCC brochures, n.d. 
Montville memories: A pictorial journey. Montville Historical Group, booklet incl. heritage trail map, 1987. 
Mount Morgan, Rockhampton and Toowoomba walk/drive booklets. NTQ, n.d. 
Redclift'e heritage walk. Redcliffe Historical Society brochure, 1988. 
Townsville tourist trails. Townsville City Council. 10 pp. booklet, 1985. 
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J t  � - A full day seminar sponsored by the B risbane H istory Group & Th e H istory of Queensl a n d  E d u ca t ion Society 
DATE: 
V E I\J U E: 
PROGRAMM E: 
8 .30 9.00am 
9.00 9 .20am 
9 .20 1 0.4."iam 
1 0. 4 5  1 1 . 1 5a m  
1 1 . 1 5  1 2.30pm 
1 2.30 1 .45pm 
1 45 3.00pm 
3.00 3.30pm 
3.30 4 .30pm 
SUND AY, 26 AUGUST, 1990. 
G EHRMAL"'-TN THEA mE, B R I S B Al'.'E G I RLS' G RfuvtMAR S C H O OL, 
GREGORY TERRACE. S P R I I\J G  HILL 
Regis tra t ion 
W�ome by john La verty, Presiden t, Brisbane H i s tory Grou p 
Schooling in N ineteenth Century B risb ane: Develop ing the Con text 
Spea ker and Cha i rperson for the morning sess i o n : j a ne W i l l i a msc,n-Ficn 
P r imary C h i l d ren in the N o rm a l  School  
Spea ker:  Tom W a tson 
1\:egl ected C h i l d ren and H c form S c h o o l s  
Speaker :  Abn Sa v i g e  
M orn i ng Tea (S ta ff  Cen tre, Brisbane G i rl s ·  Gra m m a r  Schoo l )  
Pu p i l  Teachers i n  Bris bane Schools 
Spea ker:  Greg Logan 
T e chnical  A p p re n tices at  the B risbane Techn ica l C o l l ege 
Spea ker : E d d i e  Clark 
Lunch a n d  Displays ( S t a ff Centre) 
B risb ane G rammar Sch ool an d B risban e  G irls' G ramm ar School 
Spea kers : Pam Ba rnet t  a n d  Sue Pechey 
Chai rperso n :  Beverley Fa r ley 
Afternoon Tea ( S ta ff Cen tre) 
Tours of B ri sbane Grammar School and B ri sbane Gir l s '  Grammar 
School a re p roposed 
ALL WELCO M E  FOR FURTHER I N FO R MATI O N  P H O N E  369-1242  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B O O K I N G  F O R M :  Schoo(i..n.g i.. n. N i..n.ete.en.th C entury B r i.s b an.e 
TO : P a u l  Sayer, 1 4  Wonersh Stree t ,  Camp H i l l , - 4 1 25 
B Y: M Ol': DAY, 20 A U G U S T  ( i f wa n tmg l u nch)  o therwise TH L'R S D A Y, 23 A U G US T  
Please enro l .  . . . . . . . . . . .  persons @ $ 1 6  ea c h  ( mcludes semmar, b a s k e t  l u nch & tea s )  
Please enro l .  . . . . . . . . . .  persons @ $ 8  ea c h  ( a �  above wi thout  l u nch)  
Pavmcn t for  S . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i s  enclosed . (Cheques tci Brisbane Hi story G roup, no receipt  u nless req ues ted ) 
" A  'v1 E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·: . . . . . . P H O  1\: E C S  ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A D D R E S S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P/ C O D E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Illustration 19: Draft of coloured flyer for Education Day, BHG 1990 
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CHAPfER 4 
COMMUNICATING WITH THE MEMBERSHIP: 
EDITING A LOCAL HISTORY NEWSLETTER 
by Jane Williamson-Fien 
Newsletters usually constitute the main mode of communication between an organisation's executive and its 
membership. The crucial role played by newsletters means that they need to be, as Les Robinson (1989) has put 
it, 'reader friendly publications'. In other words, they must provide information that is at once accessible, 
interesting and visually pleasing. Newsletters, as their name implies, are publications bearing news about an 
organisation. They should not be confused with journals, historical papers or academic theses, although some 
organisations, to their cost, try to combine these functions in their newsletters. How often have you received a 
'newsletter' and decided that it required more concentration and/or effort to read than you were prepared to give 
it at that moment? Such publications are usually put aside and never looked at again, with potentially costly 
consequences for the organisation involved. 
Of course, it may well be argued that most local history groups have neither the time nor the money to produce 
newsletters that vie with those of the more 'well-heeled' professional organisations. Nevertheless with a little 
imagination it is possible to move away from the production of densely-typed, unreadable publications and those with 
boring or predictable formats. So, what helpful advice can be provided on putting together a local history newsletter? 
As a result of my experiences as a past editor of the newsletter of the Brisbane History Group, I suggest there are 
four areas to be considered: 
• Do not over-economise on newsletter production. 
• Seek to achieve variety in both content and layout. 
• Give yourself enough time to do a good job. 
• Develop good relationships with your typist/computer operator/layout artist/printer. 
DO NOT OVER-ECONOMISE ON NEWSLETTER PRODUCI'ION 
Although many local history groups often have little in the way of fmancial resources, and may be tempted to 
economise on newsletter production, it is a mistake to try and cram too much information into one newsletter. 
Members and, importantly, potential members are likely to be put off by pages of solid and dense text. As Les 
Robinson (1989) says: 'Think like the reader; ask - why should I read this page?'. This means that you must be 
prepared to allow for a few more pages than might have been the case in the past. If you have a vast amount of 
information to convey to your members, then it may be necessary to publish a few more newsletters each year. 
Remember that you need to produce at least four newsletters per year to attract the lower postal rates, so why not 
consider publishing six or even eight a year? I suspect that regular, readable newsletters will pay off in terms of an 
increased and interested membership. 
Apart from the newsletter itself, there are other ways of providing members with important information and these 
may reduce pressure on the amount of space available in the newsletter. For example, the Brisbane History Group 
regularly uses coloured 'Dyers' to advertise forthcoming functions (see Illustration 19). These consist of single 
sheets of information which are posted with the newsletter but are not stapled into it. Members can then advertise 
the function further by passing their flyers on to interested friends or by placing them on noticeboards at home or 
at work. Additionally, if a booking slip is required for a function, it can be included in the flyer rather than on a 
page in the newsletter, thus ensuring that the newsletter remains intact. Flyers can also be used to advertise books 
or other publications. They are eye-catching and relatively inexpensive to produce in substantial numbers. 
SEEK TO ACHIEVE VARIE1Y IN BOTH CONTENT AND LAYOUT 
My experience suggests that local history associations attract people from diverse backgrounds with a range of 
different local history concerns. To maintain and expand the membership, therefore, a local history newsletter needs 
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to provide for many interests via variety in article content and the use of different types of articles. In attempting 
to achieve an appropriate mix of items, The Brisbane Courier, the Brisbane History Group newsletter, usually 
includes: 
• Reports from executive members re BHG concerns including annual reports, BHG committee meetings, BHG 
functions, personal profiles, etc. 
• Information on future BHG functions 
• Details of the activities of other local historical associations with which the BHG has reciprocal membership 
• Recent newspaper /magazine articles relating to Brisbane's history 
• Information on books and other resources of interest to local historians 
• Local historical vignettes. 
Obviously, in some instances the tone and content of the articles are serious but attempts are also made to balance 
this element with more light-hearted if not humorous items. The regular report from Brisbane History Group 
committee meetings is a case in point. The reporter presents a very personalised version of the meetings which often 
highlights some of the more absurd and laughable aspects of those sessions. These reports help to humanise the 
activities of the committee for the general membership and they present a very different picture of meetings from 
the formal minutes of these occasions. 
However, developing a successful newsletter is not simply a matter of acquiring a variety of items. Consideration 
needs to be given to the organisation of items so that the reader's attention is caught and held. This involves 
breaking up the text, spreading it out and sign posting it with interesting headings, subheadings, etc. One of the best 
ways of preventing readers from being overcome by textual information is to use illustrations such as pictures, 
photographs and cartoons. Most of the newspaper items used in The Brisbane Courier include photographs and 
although they do not always reproduce well, they do sustain interest, especially if thought-provoking mood-setting 
captions are used to capture attention. Illustrations can also be developed to attract attention to particular events. 
For example, an attempt is often made to identify an appropriate picture for each Brisbane History Group function. 
This illustration becomes a graphic signpost of the event and can be used again when the post-function report is 
published. 
In addition to using illustrations, it is also useful to adopt a policy of starting a new page for each article (where 
articles are more than one page long) and to allow no more than three short articles per page. The basic principle 
here is to spread things out For example, a one and a half page article is spread over two pages, thus allowing 
room for eye-catching headings, illustrations and providing a 'breathing space' in the newsletter. Simple design 
features such as the provision of space, or 'white space' as the graphic artists term it, help to improve both the 
readability and the appearance of the newsletter. 
An alternative way of breaking up the text and signposting it is to use a number of fonts or type-faces. The font can 
be changed from one article to the next, for example, thus reducing the uniformity of the format. If you have access 
to a personal computer with a variety of type-faces, changing the font can be fun, but you need to avoid overdoing 
this as readers may find the practice irritating and distracting. My experience suggests that no more than two fonts 
should be used on any one page and there should be no more than three fonts throughout the newsletter. If you 
do not have access to a variety of fonts, then try experimenting with upper and lower case lettering, underlining, more 
subheadings and symbols like stars or arrows to break up the text and attract attention. One professional technique 
you could adopt to promote interest is the use of 'breakouts' or 'pull-quotes'. These are quotations taken from 
an article and emphasised in the middle of the article using enlargement and boxing (see Robinson 1989). 
GIVE YOURSELF ENOUGH TIME TO DO A GOOD JOB 
The generation and publication of a good newsletter takes time and attempts to rush the job may lead to less than 
satisfactory results. It is imperative, therefore, to allow plenty of time and to incorporate safety margins into the time 
frame to allow for unexpected or potential difficulties, such as the breakdown of the printing equipment or the postal 
delays associated with weekends and public holidays. Having said that, I should confess that almost all the 
newsletters I edited for the Brisbane History Group were affected by difficulties associated with deadlines. Perhaps 
such things are the occupational hazards of being an editor! 
Nevertheless, it is always useful to identify the various tasks to be completed (e.g. approaching contributors 
collecting, editing and proof-reading articles, designing the layout, etc.) and develop a time-line working backwar� 
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from the proposed date of publication or the day members are to receive their newsletters. In this way you can 
establish deadlines for yourself, other contributors, the printer, etc. In working out these deadlines it is helpful to 
remember that: 
• All the parties concerned, from the contributors to the printer, must be aware of what the deadlines are. 
• All the parties concerned, including the editor, are unlikely to complete their various tasks in the time initially 
anticipated. 
• There are always one or two contributors who want to make late changes or additions to the newsletter. 
In voluntary organisations, such as local history associations, it is not always easy to apply the pressure to get 
newsletter material written, typed and printed on time. At the same time, it is difficult to resist the demands of other 
members for late changes to copy. One way of addressing these problems, at least in part, is to set deadlines at the 
beginning of the year for all the newsletters in that year and advertise these widely, perhaps in a snappy, little article 
in the first newsletter of the year. Additionally, you must be firm about these dates even if it means that an item 
does not appear at the time initially planned for it. In order to ensure that you are not bothered by last minute 
changes or additions, try and make yourself inaccessible, take the telephone off the hook and hope that the proposed 
changes are not crucial usually they are not! Fmally, if you have set deadlines and been firm in their application, 
try not to feel guilty and responsible if a newsletter still fails to appear on time. Instead, politely point out where 
you believe the difficulties lie and ask for assistance to remedy them. 
DEVEWP GOOD RELATIONSHIPS WITH YOUR TYPIST/ COMPUTER OPERATOR/ LAYOUT ARTIST/ 
PRINTER 
In many cases, of course, the editor of a local history newsletter combines that function with the jobs of typist, layout 
artist and even printer when photocopying is used to produce the final copies. However, if as an editor you are 
dealing with other people either on a commercial or voluntary basis, it is necessary to develop and maintain a good 
relationship with them. 
In the first instance, this means making your requirements clear and, if necessary, explaining the nature and 
objectives of the group. Taking these actions is particularly important as your assistants, particularly those from the 
commercial arena, may have little understanding of what a local history group is all about and, consequently, little 
appreciation of your needs. Poor communication at this point can see all your efforts to produce an interesting and 
readable newsletter come to naught. Additionally, when dealing with commercial operators you need to ensure that 
they recognise: 
• The essentially amateur status of your association and that conditions they have for other commercial 
operations may not be applicable to your group. 
• That you are operating on a limited budget and that many 'normal' commercial layout or printing practices 
may be beyond your budget. 
• That you expect reasonable service despite your voluntary, amateur status. 
When working with voluntary helpers, it is important to ensure that: 
• They are aware of what is required and fully committed to completing the task/s within the deadlines. 
• They know how much you appreciate their assistance. 
Apart from signalling your requirements, it is always useful to listen to the advice of others, particularly if this is your 
first foray into the editing of a local history newsletter. Your voluntary assistants, for example, may have had 
previous experience in newsletter publication and may constitute a reservoir of untapped ideas. Additionally, it is 
important to consider the opinions of commercial operators, such as layout artists and printers, as they often have 
considerable experience of what works in the printed media. Printers, for example, can give you advice on the size 
of your print run, the types, size and weight of paper available to you and whether to fold and/or staple your final 
product. Talking with experts in the field can also provide you with useful information that may reduce your 
overheads, for example, the possibility of reduced postal rates. Ultimately, the production of a newsletter depends 
on a lot of goodwill, hard work and humour. If, as editor, you attempt to embody these characteristics, you will find 
others happy to work with you. 
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CONCLUSION 
Despite the potential for frustration, editing a local history newsletter can be a highly satisfying activity. The advice 
provided here is based on my own experience and, as such should not be seen as prescriptive or exhaustive. It is 
necessary to be aware, however, that in the process of making contact with the members of the organisation, you 
are not necessarily communicating with them. As a consequence, it is desirable to monitor the 'reader friendliness' 
of your newsletter constantly and address and adjust the content and presentation where appropriate. 
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CHAPTER S 
ORGANISING A LOCAL HISTORY SESSION 
by Rod Fisher 
Most of us have been to sessions run by historical bodies whether good, bad or indifferent. By 'session' I mean 
a purposeful activity of some duration involving one or more facilitators and a degree of audience participation. If 
of a practical nature, with a limited number of participants, this may be called a 'workshop'. Otherwise the term 
'seminar' or ·symposium' is used for a broader sharing of views, and even 'conference' or 'colloquium' for 
greater gatherings. Academically speaking a seminar should comprise a group of advanced students for systematic 
study guided by a teacher, while a symposium meets to discuss the opinions of a number of persons; but the former 
term is popularly used for the latter. What makes any of these sessions 'good' might be the quality of the 
programme and the people involved, but that in turn depends upon organisation. The aim of this paper, therefore, 
is to set out some guidelines for organising a successful session or event of this kind (cf. Moss 1988). 
CONCEPTION 
Needless to say the first step is to decide on the subject of a session. In local history there is no shortage of topics 
dealing with the locality itself, a broader theme or the nature of historical research. If some need is not immediately 
apparent, a quick glance through issues of the Brisbane History Group papers, Royal Australian Historical Society 
booklets and Locality bulletins will reveal a wide range of subjects (see Reference list below). However, the subject 
should relate to the aim of the session. Is it to develop historical awareness or expertise or something else? At this 
point the question of audience is also involved. Is the seminar to attract an in-group of experts, the membership at 
large or the wider community? These options should be thought through, canvassed amongst members and written 
down, especially the aim of the exercise. Copies of working papers and correspondence need to be filed from this 
point onwards. 
PLANNING 
Though one person might have responsibility for organising the event as coordinator, it is usually beneficial to gain 
the input of others, whether a management or sub-committee. They can provide additional ideas and oversight. If 
the coordinator gets on with the job efficiently, the committee should need to discuss each session at only two or 
three meetings: initially to raise ideas and decide upon the concept; next to finalise the actual programme presented 
in draft by the coordinator and to ensure publicity; and finally to fine tune the event if necessary. Any committee 
which goes over the same ground at every meeting leading up to an event is wasting valuable time and trying the 
patience of members. Apart from the coordinator and possibly a sub-committee, another person directly involved 
might be the programme coordinator or secretary who has general oversight of the society's programme for the 
current year and forward planning for the next. 
TIMING 
It is best to start planning early, ideally six months or more in advance, establishing a timetable of tasks by working 
backwards from the chosen date to the publicity release, newsletter notification to members, committee programming 
session and planning period. The date itself needs careful consideration, including possible clashes with holiday 
weekends, school/ university vacations, untimely weather conditions and other scheduled events, historical or 
otherwise; likewise the stage of the week, whether evening or week.�nd, znd duration in hourly terms. A couple of 
alternatives might be necessary during the preliminary stage. A working title is also needed, possibly a simple 
description at first (e.g. Placenames Day) which may be glamourised later for publicity purposes. 
PROGRAMME 
Having noted the title and aims of the event, it is now possible to outline the programme as a framework for more 
detailed planning. The approximate timing from beginning to end should be written down, working backwards from 
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the closing time if this proves easier. Though it is often necessary to have the main sessions in mind before finalising 
the programme (see next), there are various components which can be blocked in at this stage, as included in the 
following outline for a full day seminar: 
8.00 Opening time (at least 1/2 hour for preparation of venue, etc.) 
8.30 Registration (1/2 hour for payments, nametagging, latecomers, etc.) 
9.00 Introduction to event and Session 1 (incl. welcome, aims and outline) 
9.05 Session 1 (maximum of 75 mins attention span, incl. 10 mins discussion) 
10.25 Announcements (tea arrangements, displays, toilets, next session, etc.) 
10.30 Morning tea (1/2 hour needed for refreshment and chit-chat) 
11.00 Introduction to Session 2 
11.05 Session 2 (as for Session 1) 
U.25 Announcements (lunch arrangements, next session, etc.) 
12.30 Lunch (1 hour normally needed for refreshment and chit-chat) 
1.30 Introduction to Session 3 
1.35 Session 3 (as for Session 1) 
2.55 Announcements (as for session 1) 
3.00 Afternoon tea (as for morning tea) 
3.30 Introduction to Session 4 
3.35 Session 4 (as for Session 1) 
4.55 Announcements (incl. final thanks) 
5.00 Conclusion 
5.00 Clearing up (1/2 hour) 
5.30 Closing time 
An outline or draft programme like this incorporates a number of components which are often overlooked, thereby 
minimising the risk of hitches, lateness and frustration. After blocking in the optimum time for preparation, 
introduction, discussion, announcement and refreshment, the actual session periods can be devoted to the meat of 
the matter, and the provisional times adjusted to special requirements later. 
SESSIONS 
As variety is the spice of historical life, interesting and appropriate ways of presentation need to be considered, 
particularly for full day events and to either side of any general business session (e.g. the AGM). These may include 
displays, demonstrations, slide-tape productions, videos, poster papers, quizzes and questionnaires, as well as audio­
visual aids for talks, especially pertinent slides and overhead transparencies. A walk, drive or bus tour may be 
conducted to illustrate the theme of the event, particularly if the venue is appropriately chosen. Even if oral delivery 
is the main medium, speakers may be bracketed according to selected themes or featured as a panel discussion. 
Special attention should be given to audience participation, such as question times, discussion periods and group 
buzz sessions. Once the major sessions have been planned, including their sequence and timing, the draft programme 
can be adjusted accordingly. 
PERSONNEL 
At the same time a personnel list needs to be drawn up, either on or attached to a copy of the draft programme. 
This should include the names of people to carry out each of the following roles: 
• Coordinator (and possibly sub-committee members) 
• Publicity person/s 
• Equipment person/s 
• Registration person/s 
• Sales/information person/s 
• Refreshment person/s 
• Set-up/clean-up persons 
• Chairperson for each session 
• Speakers and other facilitators. 
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Depending on the scale of the operation, people may take on more than one role. However, it is best to spread the 
workload, including the separation of coordinating, chairing and speaking as far as practicable. Some roles may be 
allocated at the relevant committee meeting or be already accounted for by committee positions (e.g. president, 
treasurer, publicity secretary). All of these persons, especially seminar speakers and workshop leaders, will need to 
be contacted in advance of that meeting. 
FACILITATORS 
Sometimes the most appropriate speakers, lead.ers and other facilitators are obvious and available. At other times 
they are difficult to obtain. The best means is to discuss possibilities at the initial committee meeting, if necessary 
delegating members to sound out likely prospects. When they have been canvassed, the coordinator should talk with 
facilitators about their role in relation to the overall aim and timing of the event, and ask for further suggestions 
regarding their contribution. A written synopsis and a self-description might be elicited at this stage or the next, 
as well as special equipment requirements. Details regarding any likely publication or remuneration also need to 
be discussed (see below). After the committee programming meeting, this information should be forwarded to each 
facilitator in the form of a written brief, enclosing a draft programme and publication style sheet (if available). 
Particular emphasis should be placed on the time limit imposed, with or without any discussion period, if necessary 
indicating a lesser duration than actually scheduled, since most facilitators run out of time. 
REMUNERATION 
Whether a society can draw upon a large or small pool of facilitators depends on various circumstances, including 
the status and membership of the society itself and the broader resources of the local community. It may also hinge 
upon remuneration of some kind. Too many societies assume that because they are voluntary bodies, facilitators 
will serve without recompense of any kind. In that case, societies may only expect amateur results. On the contrary, 
a well organised society should establish a remuneration policy according to its needs and capacity to pay. At the 
very least the out-of-pocket expenses of coordinators, speakers and other main facilitators should be paid, including 
the cost of materials, travel and the event itself (including refreshments). The possibility of publishing the text in 
a professionally presented journal or volume of papers should be considered as an incentive. A tuition fee may also 
be paid to speakers and especially workshop leaders, particularly if they are professional historians. Simply offering 
some token of appreciation, such as the society's emblem, a free publication or the year's subscription may not be 
enough, though better than nothing. Once a general policy has been established, the coordinator can discuss this 
generally with facilitators, who may refuse monetary payment but appreciate the gesture. Then the particular 
recipients and cost of recompense can be considered at the committee stage for each event and built into the overall 
charge to participants. 
VENUE 
Another important consideration at the committee stage is the particular venue. Even if the society has its own 
quarters, this might not be the most appropriate location for the kind of exercise involved. Whereas the customary 
after-business talk might be given in any old room with sufficient seats, a workshop generally needs more space and 
movable tables while a fully-equipped conference venue might be required for an ali-day seminar. For the sake of 
variety and interest, different venues might be preferred, especially premises which are either related to the theme 
of the day either historically or geographically. For example, in 1990 the BHG Placenames Day including a bus tour 
of neighbouring suburbs was held at the Sunmap Centre W oolloongabba and the Schooling in nineteenth century 
Brisbane seminar at old Girls Grammar. For voluntary associations there are plenty of free, donation-only or cheap 
venues around Brisbane, and any fee can be spread over the charge to participants. Once again the criteria should 
be the aim and audience of the event, as well as cost and convenience. Whatever the preferred venue, this should 
be inspected by the coordinator before the committee stage for the following facilities, depending on the event 
concerned: 
• Space (for registration, small/large groups, refreshments, sales, etc.) 
• Furniture (e.g. seats, movable tables, display boards, lectern) 
• Equipment (e.g. overhead projector, slide projector, screens, blinds, video player and monitor, public address 
system, power points) 
• Lighting (e.g. switches, controls, lectern if room darkened) 
• Ventilation (incl. winter heating and out-of-hours airconditioning) 
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• Kitchen (preparation and cleaning up provisions, incl. urn, utensils) 
• Toilets. 
Missing equipment which cannot be begged or borrowed may be hired for the occasion (see Yellow Pages). Other 
costs apart from the venue itself may include deposit, caretaker's and cleaning fees, though these might be waived 
by agreement. Permission may be needed for outside caterers or specific activities planned. Opening and closing 
times should include preparation and cleaning up (see above). These arrangements need to be put in writing after 
the committee planning stage and confmned just before the event. 
CATERING 
Since most societies begin on a shoestring budget, much of the catering is carried out by the party faithful. This 
causes little difficulty for morning and afternoon teas, as long as an urn is available and someone remembers the 
box of provisions and especially the milk. Disposables may be used to save washing up, though it is preferable to 
have crockery on special occasions and the occasional home-baked brownies instead of supermarket pap. Victuals 
may be arranged in keeping with the chosen theme, such as rock buns and cornish pasties for the BHG Mining Day 
in 1989. Lunches and other meals are obviously more difficult. For most events BYO food causes undue clutter 
and group fragmentation when large numbers of participants are involved. The alternative of self-catering places 
strain on personne� usually committee members, who are entitled to enjoy themselves just as much as anyone else. 
Moreover, equipment may need to be borrowed from a company such as Bobs Hire Service. Consequently it might 
be preferable to order sandwiches or platters from a local outlet, find a local auxiliary which provides wholesome 
food or hire a caterer to supply the goodies. For mobile occasions the BHG has had basket lunches brought to 
venues, including Toowong cemetery, by Margaret Groom Catering for about $8 per person. Some bargaining may 
be required regarding the food supplied (brown/white bread, real/sickly juice, vegetarian/meat?) and the price per 
head (with or without drinks, serviettes, utensils?). If numbers need to be stated in advance, there should be scope 
to adjust numbers up or down a day or so before the event. Having reached agreement, the coordinator should put 
these details in writing and confirm numbers by the due date. The total cost per head can then be added into the 
charge for the event. 
TRANSPORT 
If bus transport is needed to, from or during the event, this also needs to be booked well in advance and confirmed 
a week or so beforehand. Details to be checked include the maximum number of seats (including free berths for 
facilitators), hours duration, public address system, cost per vehicle and means of payment. The BHG has found 
Brisbane Bus Lines very efficient in this regard. If a particular route is planned, bus parking, turning and clearance 
need to be investigated, including low-level bridges and trees. Even if most participants are likely to arrive in their 
own cars, the availability of public transport should be considered and included in publicity for the event. Another 
possibility is shared transport, if participants known to be without a vehicle can be put in touch with those who do. 
This may be ascertained by booking forms and phone contact. 
PUBLICITY 
Without publicity any event, however well organised, is likely to be a flop. As well as being attractive and pertinent, 
publicity needs to be directed towards the audience concerned. If members only are targeted, the society's bulletin 
may suffice, preferably including a coloured flyer as well as a news item. Even then a reminder notice might be 
necessary just before the event. If other historically-minded people are to be drawn, information should be circulated 
to outlets such as libraries, educational institutions and kindred societies, requesting them personally to publicise the 
event (at least two months in advance for newsletters). If appealing to the local community, public media need to 
be tapped, including newspapers, radio and television. Though the advertising campaign should to be designed for 
each occasion, if the society already has a general publicity policy, including a publicity secretary with various 
contacts and procedures, this can be adapted to the particular event. 
FUNDING 
The society might decide to subsidise the event, to gain sponsorship or to make a profit; but generally the intention 
is to cover costs. There is nothing wrong with making a profit if value is provided for money. In fact a society 
should plan upon recompense for its efforts, to offset possible losses on other occasions, to keep subscriptions low 
and to mount less appealing but worthwhile ventures. Another decision to make is whether concessions will be 
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offered to any defmed groups, especially members, pensioners and full-time students. Charity begins at home. Thus 
the fmancial basis of each event should be determined at the committee planning stage, and every possible cost 
included in a budget presented to that meeting by the coordinator. The following may be used as the basis of a 
checklist: 
• Venue (incl. deposit) 
• Cleaning fee 
• Caretaking fee 
• Teas 
• Lunch, etc. 
• Equipment hire 
• Secretarial assistance 
• Postal/telephone expenses 
• Publicity (incl. flyers) 
• Printed material (incl. programmes, handouts, miscellaneous copying) 
• Display material (and fixtures) 
• Subsidies (free places for facilitators, patrons, bus drivers, etc.) 
• Gratuities (e.g. gifts, prizes) 
• Remuneration (to facilitators) 
• Transport (e.g. bus) 
• Insurance (e.g. accident, especially unincorporated associations) 
• Administration (or booking) fee 
• Incidentals (e.g. nametags, pens, tapes). 
The cost per head can be calculated by dividing each item by the minimum number of likely participants and totalling 
the lot. The actual charge per person may then be adjusted up or down according to the criteria already mentioned, 
including subsidy, sponsorship, profit and concession, as well as the degree of financial risk involved. 
BOOKINGS 
For casual and inexpensive occasions, bookings are likely to be more trouble than they are worth. But for more 
formal and costly events it is advisable to take bookings with money before the event or accept the consequences. 
A booking system ensures that everyone is catered for, that money is in hand before the event and that there is a 
minimum of fmancial business to be transacted on the day. Whether the handful of people who do not turn up 
should have refunds might depend upon committee policy and circumstances at the time, including the reason for 
non-attendance and the fmancial situation. For workshops with a limit on numbers, a participant may receive a 
refund only if replaced by another booking. If a society stands to lose money needlessly, it is entitled to retain 
whatever has been outlaid on the absentees' behalf and an administration fee at the very least. If the event is 
cancelled, registrants may receive a full refund if unable to attend on an alternative date. What is important is for 
the management committee to formulate a booking policy, and to state as much of this as necessary on the flyer 
(with booking slip) for each event. A system of mail bookings is recommended, with general information set out 
on the top of a coloured page (both sides if necessary) including: 
• Society's name and logo, etc. 
• Appropriate illustration (preferably a line drawing) 
• Title of event in bold lettering 
• Words of invitation to whatever audience ("all welcome'· if applicable) 
• Short summary of purpose and scope of the event and/or programme 
• Time (start and finish, day, date, year) 
• Venue (room, building, institution, street address, suburb) 
• Transport provisions (incl. parking, public transport and possibly a map) 
• Cost (respective rates if applicable) 
• Items (included in cost or excluded, esp. refreshments) 
• Statement re receipts/tickets (easiest to state "none unless requested") 
• Special provisions or requirements (including cancellation) 
• RSVP date (up to seven days beforehand depending on other deadlines) 
• Phone number for further information. 
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BRISBANE HIS TOR Y GR O UP 
%e :J{ow and Wliy of Loca{:J{istory 
�- -
WHERE? TOOMBUL SHIRE HALL 
Sandgate Rd, Nundah 
Uust past Toombul Shoppingtown) 
WHEN? Saturday June 24th 
[p> IRl ©@ IRl & !MHMJ � � 
9.00-1 0.00 
Registration, morn ing tea, displays, sales 
1 0.00-1 2.1 5 
0 Pat Fairhall How can local history societies contribute 
to the research ing and writ ing of h istory? 
0 Patsy Cloake - An urban local h istory case study : 
i nvolving the community in a h istory project. 
0 Angela Collyer Locating and using h istorical records 
in the local community. 
1 2.1 5-1 .30 
Lunch 
1 .30-3.00 
0 Robert Longhurst · Dating and preserving old photographs. 
0 Ros McCormack You too have archives 
an introduction to organizing documents. 
3.00-3.1 5 
Afternoon tea 
3.1 5-4.00 
0 Dan Robinson Presentation and preservation of local h istory 
collections. 
COST? $ 10  including lunch, morning and afternoon tea. 
INFORMATION:  (07)369 1 242 Directions ( .. 
BOOKING ESSENTIAL please send from to address below, 
to arrive no later than June 20t h .  
Post to : Paul Sayer, 14 Wonersh St, Camp Hi/1 4 152 
Name 
Address 
No a t  t end I ng 
Cheque• psysble to "Brl•bsne Hl•tory Group " (no receipt• J .. ued unl•• reque•ted). 
Illustration 20: Publicity brochure and booking slip for Local History Day 
BHG 1989 
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The booking slip at the bottom of the form should contain only the information needed by the organisers including: 
• Title of event 
• Name and address (with postcode) of person taking bookings 
• RSVP date (as above) 
• Number of places to be reserved (space) 
• Individual cost per person (respective rates if applicable) (space) 
• Total payment enclosed (space) 
• Name of account for cheques 
• Name/s and phone/s of persons booking (spaces) 
• Address (including postcode) for contact (space). 
For phone inquiries, a supplementary booking list of names and phone numbers may be kept of callers who agree 
to mail or deliver payment with the salient details, and this list checked against the master list. The really difficult 
decision to make is whether to accept last minute phone bookings followed by payment on the day. This might 
depend on many factors, including whether the advantage will outweigh the disadvantage monetarily and otherwise, 
as some people are bound to default. 
COUNTDOWN 
For the last two weeks before the event, the coordinator should make a diary of all of the confirmations, checks and 
chores which need to be fulfilled in relation to equipment, speakers, chairpersons, printers, caterers, transport 
operators and other facilitators. The whole programme should be double checked for possible flaws, and a list of 
tasks prepared for the whole day as well as an attendance list for registration. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
If the above steps have been followed with necessary adaptations, the programme should run like clockwork barring 
garrulous speakers and acts of God. Though little may be done to prevent the latter, speakers need to be controlled 
by strict instructions beforehand, a two minute warning and then the guillotine by the chairperson. Having everything 
set up and running by the registration time is also essential, including the equipment, stage, seating, registration table, 
sales desk, signs and handouts. Even if the coordinator is moving around keeping an eye on everything, instructing 
here and filling in there, the best programmes have been so well organised that they appear to run effortlessly. 
AFI'ERMATH 
Even after the cleaning up, a coordinator's job is never done. There are thankyou letters to be written, bills to be 
paid, goods to be returned and papers to be filed. Hopefully the president, secretary and treasurer will handle some 
of these tasks in accordance with society procedure. Even if there is no questionnaire to analyse, a post mortem 
is likely at the next committee meeting. If the only complaint made is that someone got only one piece of cake 
instead of two, you can finally relax in the knowledge of a job well done. After all, anyone with an eye for detail 
and the hide of an elephant can organise a successful local history session. 
"" .. �%�� 
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PART 2 
ORAL HISTORY APPLICATIONS 
16 
I 'M AWFULL\( 5DR RY BUT 
GAN WE- START AC7A ) N ? • 
Illustration 21: A trap for the unwary oral historian (OHAA 1985, p.5) 
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CHAPTER 6 
ORAL HISTORY AND LOCAL HISTORY 
by Roberta Bonnin 
There are at least three types of historical writing where oral history is commonly used. 
In the flrst type, oral history becomes one of many sources, including parish and council records, newspapers, 
archives, memorabilia, books and other publications. It is just an optional source to be used in historical or 
biographical writing. An example of this is Lorna McDonald's excellent history called Gladstone: City that waited 
(McDonald 1988). As explained by the author: 'I found it most useful in supplementing documentary research and 
conveying feeling to what otherwise might be "bare facts", and also in rescuing me from the sterility of the ivory 
tower' (McDonald 1982, p.38). 
The second type is where oral history is used as the main source of information and is interpreted by the writer­
historian. This type is sometimes referred to as an author-centred oral history. Wendy Lowenstein's Under the hook 
exemplifles that type, where the writer does many interviews and puts them together as a collage with editorial 
comment (Lowenstein 1982). Another example is No man's land, a history of the Northern Territory and the women 
who have been part of it. In this book the author, Barbara James, put material together according to her 
interpretation of oral and documentary sources (James 1989). 
There is a third type where oral history is the primary source, the only source, and individuals or characters speak 
for themselves. This version includes Full and plenty: An oral history of apple-growing in the Huon Valley (Watson 
1987). It is a beautiful book made up of oral history interviews, which have been edited, together with photographs 
of the Huon Valley and informants. Here the labels of apple crates have been used as endpapers of the book itself. 
The book that I have just had published for the Queensland Teachers Union, 'Dazzling prospects', is another 
example. It contains the interviews that the women gave me and stories they wrote themselves or memorabilia they 
collected (Bonnin 1989). I haven't in any way interpreted their material; but you will notice the book does not claim 
to be a history it is subtitled Women in the Queensland Teachers Union. The 'authorised history' of the Union 
has also been recently launched. Another example of oral history-anthology style is the book that I had the pleasure 
of doing with a local community called Women of the Redlands (Bonnin 1988). This comprises interviews with 
women recorded and edited by members of the Redland Shire community and they also wrote the stories based on 
interviews. So the outcome is of fairly accurately transcribed autobiographical interviews that have been edited, or 
accounts that have come from the interviews, or even fictionalised stories inspired by the material. Again this is 
unedited by me except to make it acceptable in terms of prose the type of editing that any outside editor would 
do. I have not interpreted the material in any way though I have written an introduction to explain the context and 
process involved. 
These three different types of writing pivot on the degree of interference there has been by a writer-historian using 
the oral source material. But why use oral history at all for these sorts of local history projects? 
There is a history of the Redlands by Derek Townsend which has not used oral history at all (Townsend 1986). 
Unfortunately this book has not been accepted by the Redlands community. It had a print run of 20 000 copies, 
which is very high by Australian standards. Sales of the book have been poor and there are many thousands of 
copies in a warehouse, and more copies are rumoured to have been sent to America for remainder sales. It is 
basically about some place somewhere, but very little to do with Redlands as a community. The lack of local sales 
or acceptance of this book would indicate some of the advantages to be gained by doing oral history, as well as 
exemplifying some of the problems which might arise. 
When we use oral history for local history projects, there is a change in the focus of the history itself: it opens up 
new areas of inquiry. With the example of women in the Queensland Teachers Union it is obvious that oral history 
in itself has changed the focus. Women were invisible in Union records. The few times they were mentioned were 
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in lists of people who attended committees which said 'And also Mrs So and So, So and So and So and So were 
there'. But such references are few and far between. 
Another way in which oral history can change the focus of a local history is by interviewing people to find out what 
might have been the real effect of historical events. I have just finished a twelve week project in Gladstone which 
was an Australia Council funded developmental project teaching people how to write local history through oral 
history. Gladstone's history in recent times has seen the closure of the meatworks in the 1%0s. Until then it was 
a little coastal town reliant on meatworks. Within three years Comalco came in and built an aluminium refmery and 
smelter which altered the whole town. Everyone said the closure of the meatworks was a tragedy for Gladstone. 
But once the oral history interviews were started, we discovered certain things. Meatworkers were seasonal; 600 
people in a town of so many thousand relied totally on six months work a year. There wasn't very much money in 
Gladstone. In fact the closure of the decrepit meatworks that paid badly on a seasonal basis was a good thing for 
the city in the long run. That is the judgment of the people who lived there, after they were interviewed and started 
to think and talk about it. This isn't something that comes out in any of the history books based on the standard 
printed source materials. 
Oral history also fills in gaps in historical knowledge, especially concerning people who do not normally fmd their 
way into recorded history or do not write history books. These include women, migrants and Aborigines, as well 
as young people and children. In Gladstone the history books tell us that the Aboriginal people died out from 
typhoid in the 1930s; but we discovered plenty of Aboriginal people who are direct descendants of original 
inhabitants. Children are also very important in filling gaps in historical knowledge. In the Gladstone project we 
made a point of interviewing young people about local entertainment. Young people do not write letters very often 
nor keep diaries; instead they telephone each other, or even their grandparents interstate. In some ways the records 
of that age group, contributed by themselves, do not exist. If you think back to when you were children, you wrote 
or were forced to write to your grandparents about what you did on holidays. That becomes a bit of historical source 
material, which is unlikely to exist as a genre any more. By interviewing young people, the outcome contributes to 
historical knowledge. Even if the material might not be used for another twenty years, it is an avenue to be 
considered. 
There is also a corrective element in using oral history in local history. Lorna Macdonald refers to the people who 
changed conditions in the Gladstone meatworks as 'red-raggers' (McDonald 1988, p.167). But when those who 
worked in the meatworks are interviewed, you discover that the people who changed conditions were not all 
communists; they were returned soldiers from World War I who expected better �onditions of employment. Many 
of them may well have been communists, but to label a whole movement as 'red-raggers' is not really acceptable 
historically. It is not a good historical fact. That fmding came out of oral history material -the corrective element. 
In Gladstone during the late 1970s and the 1980s the town and its facilities went berserk from thousands of people 
moving in. It was like a disaster, and the city had to cope. The history books commissioned by the Gladstone 
Council (McDonald 1988) and the Gladstone Port Authority (Kerr 1988) give an account that reads like an 
authorised version of the views and opinions of the commissioning authorities - compared with oral history interviews 
which give personal experiences of historical events or time periods. From the latter we learn about the Gladstone 
Ratepayers Association. This was a community action group formed in order to force both the council and the state 
government to do something about the disaster and its repercussions in Gladstone. But the Association hardly 
receives a mention in the commissioned histories. 
Another of the benefits of oral history is that it promotes community interest. When people are asked to participate 
they are keen to take some role. They want to say, 'Oh you must go and talk to so and so'. Their attitude is 'If 
you asked me if I would help you with some information about your project, I would be thrilled, but I might also 
tell you about some people who would be better than me'. That is the reaction of almost anyone who is asked to 
participate. 
Oral history also alters people's feeling about published works. I mentioned how the official Redland book is not 
accepted in the locality. In comparison the book on women of the Redlands is a limited-circulation book of only 
a hundred copies; and it needs to be reprinted so that more of the community can have access to it. Basically it 
was done with the community and the library. It is on loan at all of the libraries and it is owned by the whole 
community. Quite a different feeling. And the same can be said about the Huon Valley local history. 
Another benefit of doing oral history for local history is that people - our original sources and storehouses of 
information die. An obvious one! I was asked to interview a gentleman in Gladstone who was eighty-five and had 
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worked in the meatworks since 1917. He was really the only living informant in Gladstone who could talk about what 
it was like in 1917. It should also be noted that, in one of those peculiarities of fate, old people seem to have very 
good memories of their early lives. 
On the other hand there are problems using oral history. It is extremely labour intensive five hours to do a 
transcription of a one hour interview that took several hours to set up, compared with walking into the State Library, 
grabbing a whole heap of books from a shelf and following up those sources. 
There is also the problem that people tend to enhance the past or even to minimise it: for example, Aboriginal 
people minimising their ill-treatment when moved from the town where they lived, and their children being 
discriminated against in the schools {Goodhall 1987). 
This raises the question of objective and subjective reality. There is a difference between people's perceptions and 
the events themselves; but does that necessarily matter? As bas been said in a discussion on the use of oral sources: 
'When people are asked to recall their past, they may not accurately recall what happened or what they felt, but 
what they perceive to have happened or felt' (Douglas & Spearritt 1981, p.65). Even so, there is a case to be made 
for saying that people's perceptions of events and attitudes are as important as the events and attitudes themselves. 
For example, at some social function, when you are nurt by a comment overheard about yourself, was this an 
intentional slight or was it the way you felt about the comment which is the important reality? The historian has 
to judge what is the important part. 
I believe that it is important for oral historians to pay particular attention to rumours - those unconfirmed reports 
in general circulation. Historians tend to operate on the basis of what they consider to be substantiated fact; but 
rumours often give a very true picture of what is actually happening in a place. The rumours of condominiums and 
property prices in the Redlands are a true indication that the area is no longer the market garden of Queensland; 
it is now becoming prime real estate. The Redlands is only half an hour from Brisbane, with the attraction of 
climate, canal estates and so on. Despite the still-existing strawberry farms and market gardens, that is what is going 
on in the Redlands - what people are talking about and are concerned about. 
We can look at rumours in a wider context and say that they are part of a town's local history; but they are rarely 
taken notice of or recorded. When the people doing the project in Gladstone were asked to record rumours, many 
greeted the task with absolute horror, as if I was involving them in some scandalous activity. But I was trying to push 
them towards paying attention to what was going on in the local community - as historians purporting to work and 
keep their ears open. When the job was done, when people bad recorded rumours, it became clear that the real 
concern in Gladstone was with industrial expansion: What's being built next? What new pipeline? What gasline? 
What smelter? What chlorine plant? What Hungry Jacks (for the kids)? That was what the community cared about 
and debated. In the light of historical precedents, how was Gladstone going to develop? This was all encompassed 
by rumour. 
The presence or absence of rumours in a community may be an indication of how much people are in control of 
their environment. In a local community where you might be doing a local history, and the council keeps a very 
tight-lipped policy, there might be a lot of rumours, and people may need to work off rumours. In the Redlands 
there was a rumour of an aerial link between Coochiemudlo Island and the mainland which set up much protest. 
This was said to be just rumour - until it turned out to be true and the protest was necessary. Rum our as it affects 
families and generations of families also needs to be kept in mind by local historians. Altogether this reflects a 
complete shift in emphasis a shift in interpretation of material concerning rumours. 
In using oral history there is also a shift in the interpretation of place. Many local histories are geographically sited 
and become a history of a particular place. The official Redlands history book located the district geographically 
by an extraordinary combination of references to Ptolemy, the Greek geographer, to Magellan and Cook and other 
explorers, to social upheavals in the northern hemispheres, and finally to Genesis: 'And God made two great lights 
to divide the night from day ... (and God said) "let living creatures of the day and night multiply to fill the seas and 
multiply in the earth .. ." (Genesis 1:14-25). A great deal of wildlife can still be found throughout Redland Shire 
including the much loved koala' (Townsend 1986, p.26). In contrast the other two examples from the Huon Valley 
and the Redlands are histories of communities in locations - what communities make, what people do in a location 
and using oral history completely changes the interpretation of a location. 
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There is another shift, the shift of ownership of material, that people own their own history, and they are the ones 
that have made the history. They like to see that their history is the history that is printed, not the history of 
Gladstone City Council or Gladstone Port Authority. 
But there is also a shift in responsibility, which has been hinted at already, when you use oral history. If a history 
is based on people's own words and their stories, then it could be argued that they are responsible for these. So if 
a historian like Wendy Lowenstein uses the words of the waterside workers, does she have to judge whether the 
stories are true or not? Or can she simply set those words and stories against the words and stories of other 
speakers? Why is it up to godlike historians to decide on truth? Surely it is up to people to get it right. If it is Viv 
Flannery in 'Dazzling prospects' telling her story, it is Viv Flannery who is responsible for the accuracy of her 
words. Roberta Bonnin is only the person holding the microphone which records her speech. 
However, the historian using oral history has a great responsibility as a writer -and I use the term 'writer' quite 
deliberately in the context of oral history. That responsibility is to get it right on paper for the person interviewed 
or the community concerned. For example, take an interview with Garry Foley, a well-known Aboriginal activist. 
He may be talking about where he grew up in Richmond or Fitzroy. Garry is a highly articulate urban Aboriginal 
person who can make decisions about how he wants to be presented for different types of publications or media. 
Now Garry will say to you, 'What's this for? I want to know how you intend to use my material'. And you say, 
'It's a local history of Fitzroy'. Garry says, 'O.K. When you put me in print I want to sound like all the other 
Aboriginal people that grew up in Fitzroy. I want my words to have the nuance of those people. I want to sound 
like an Aboriginal person'. Let us suppose you say, 'I want to use this article for a sociological study on Fitzroy'. 
He says, 'Right. I want to sound like a sociologist' which he could. Or, he wants to sound like a radical 
Aboriginal activist, which he also is. He is those three things. As a writer the way I edit his material on paper can 
make him sound like any of those three things; but it is my responsibility to find out from him how he wants to be 
conveyed, and I have to do it to meet that responsibility. And that is terribly important. 
The English television playwright Alan Plater spoke at an Australian Writers Guild workshop (Brisbane, August 
1988) about fmding the secret music of the original story teller; and there is no question about the music of the 
speaker in the film of Loyal tub-thumper, it is so obvious. But if we transcribe Minnie Appleby and then turn her 
into print we have to work to get the music that she particularly wants, and it might differ. There is that 
responsibility owed to the informant. 
There is also a responsibility to get it right in terms of what is done with the transcripts. Something did go wrong 
in the Redlands project. There were six different workshop groups involved, including a group of students from 
Alexandra Hills Senior College. They, along with everyone else, went out with tape recorders, release forms, training 
in oral history ethics and techniques, and good intentions about interviewing members of the community for the 
purpose of writing stories regarding local women. Two girls interviewed a very elderly woman, one of them coming 
up with an account of her life based on the transcript, the other with a lovely fictionalised piece about her life. When 
the book came out, the woman rang up and said, 'It's all lies and fabrication'. And I said 'What's going on?' 
She said, 'It's all been made up. None of it's the truth'. I then did more study. It turned out that the students 
had not used a tape recorder because the old woman did not want to be recorded. But some of the material in the 
truthful version, the actual factual account, could in no way have been fabricated by two fifteen year olds, including 
a very interesting, complex story about what she did during the war selling chickens to the Americans because they 
loved chickens and so on. Because there wasn't the tape there was no way of checking that material. Concerning 
the fictionalised account, they had not obtained her permission. They had not taken either piece of work back to 
her for approval, which is an essential procedure for inclusion in a release form. Adherence to correct procedure 
is another aspect that makes oral history extremely labour intensive, but you still have to let people correct their 
materials to get it right. 
Some fmal points need to be made about the use of oral history. There is a question of the purpose in doing your 
history. That purpose needs to be established very clearly, particularly if it is local or family history. What do you 
want to achieve and who do you want the material to reach? Working out your purpose is extremely important. 
Doing a local history for the community is quite different from doing a history for the council. Or doing a family 
history for your grandchildren will be quite different from doing a history of your family because they have had a 
major role in the development of Queensland. You need to work out your purpose. 
Following on from your purpose, it is essential to work out what structure your material is going to take. Whatever 
the medium radio, ftlm, print, theatre it has to have a structure, a form, a package. A thesis is a package. A 
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book where it is clear that I am the interviewer has a structure of its own. Even an exhibition with photographs and 
commentary must have some internal structure - chronological, thematic, culturally based. 
And what style is it going to take? Is it going to be academic writing? Or is it going to be writing that the 
community responds to (which may be quite different). What's the best style to use for the particular piece of 
writing that you want to do? 
Then there is one other major point to consider, and that is the context of all this oral history material that you have 
been collecting. Sue Pechey taught me a very important question that she asks herself 'How unique is that one 
person' so that you then ask what is the context of all the material, all the interviews. What are the forces that 
affect the people that you have interviewed the economic, geographic, political and social forces so that you are 
not doing and using interviews in a vacuum. Can those forces be altered by other individuals or groups? 
There is an historical imperative to this sort of work: Why are we doing it? My answer is to increase the historical 
consciousness of specific communities, communities in which I work, in order that we can learn to ask questions, to 
test assumptions that are being made about our communities: for example the assumptions that women as unionists 
have never had anything to do with improving the role of teachers; the assumptions about the effect of the meatworks 
in Gladstone; the assumptions about what there is for young people in Gladstone. We analyse events. We learn 
to avoid repeating mistakes from the past. And we learn to recognise alternatives. 
I would like to close with a poem from Bertolt Brecht, which is very relevant to oral history work because it 
highlights the importance of oral history to our knowledge of the world (Brecht 1976). The poem is called 
'Questions from a worker who reads': 
Who built Thebes of the seven gates? 
In the books you'll fmd the names of kings. 
Did the kings haul up the lumps of rock? 
And Babylon, many times demolished 
Who raised it up so many times? In what houses 
Of gold-glittering Lima did the builders live? 
Where, the evening that the wall of China was fmished 
Did the masons go? Great Rome 
Is full of triumphal arches. Who erected them? Over whom 
Did the Caesars triumph? Had Byzantium, much praised in song 
Only palaces for its inhabitants? Even in fabled Atlantis 
The night the ocean engulfed it 
The drowning still bawled for their slaves. 
The young Alexander conquered India. 
Was he alone? 
Caesar beat the Gauls. 
Did he not have even a cook with him? 
Philip of Spain wept when his armada 
Went down. Was he the only one to weep? 
Frederick the Second won the Seven Years' War. Who 
Else won it? 
Every page a victory. 
Who cooked the feast for the victors? 
Every ten years a great man. 
Who paid the bill? 
So many reports. 
So many questions. 
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CHAPTER 7 
ORAL HISTORY AND FAMILY HISTORY 
by Jennifer Harrison 
'My dear fellow', said Sherlock Holmes, as we sat on either side of his fire at Baker Street, 'Life is 
infinitely stranger than anything which the mind of man could invent'. 
So begins one of the first short stories Arthur Conan Doyle wrote about the exploits of his famous detective. Its title 
appropriately enough was 'A case of identity'. 
The other day I was conducting an interview with a rascally old uncle. Finally he said to me, 'I can't get away with 
anything - you've followed every angle just like a blinky detective'. Well, I don't smoke opium and can't play the 
violin. I don't even know a Watson, but with a bit of practice you too can learn to extract and then follow up clues 
to fmally arrive at an informed and almost accurate version of family events. And we are blessed with the largest 
source of informers our own relations. 
A full audio tape takes on all sorts of connotations to we Holmes-imitators. Although our motto could be 'Give 
us the clues, we'll give you a total family', oral interviews provide insights into personalities to fmd those identities; 
they give us a chance to ask questions which might prove difficult in a letter; tapes create a memory bank and record 
of those interviewed; and the information can lead into more conventional research repositories. Most importantly, 
they can transform the genealogist's tool of trade, the drop-line chart, into real people - not merely names with a 
few dates. Further, events which were formerly only 'historical' the gold rushes, political upheavals, sporting 
triumphs or distant placenames, take on new importance when they can be identified with your family. Oral history 
can also establish, hopefully, rapport with far-flung branches of the family who may have always wondered how 
Maisie's granddaughter turned out. 
Family historians have one advantage, or disadvantage, when compared with other oral historians familiarity. This 
attribute can be used effectively to elucidate information about the most marvellous family stories or, in the words 
of the classics, can breed contempt. Familiarity can be responsible for missing out on some of the best reminiscences 
or even creating or perpetuating family feuds. So from the start the basic premise of family history must be 
emblazoned on the mind of any would-be interviewer. THE PURSUIT OF FAMILY HISTORY IS NEVER 
INTENDED TO HURT ANYONE. But before we embark upon techniques to discover how closely Aunty Nell 
really danced with Sir Robert Menzies, if Cousin George's horse did win the Melbourne Cup, and whether Maudie's 
photograph was in more bedrooms in the 1940s than Betty Grable's, we need to quickly restate some of the golden 
rules. These are applicable to all interviews despite the closeness of association. 
ARRANGING THE INTERVIEW 
Make an appointment, don't ever just drop around in case. 
Indicate the type of questions you'll be asking. Even with some relatives, it could be worthwhile following a 
particular theme, and especially with the descendants of Uncle Charlie who was imprisoned with Breaker Morant. 
Try to limit the number of people present at the interview unless the topics involve shared experiences. If Uncle 
Henry has all the stories but Aunt Hilda has her versions, try to arrange a separate interview with her and tell her 
how much you'd love a cup of tea out of her famous Spade cups ... yes, now, please. You may never plan to use 
her tape, indeed may fmd it a complete waste of time but a. it is worth it to preserve Uncle Henry's patience and 
get his information, b. she just might offer hearsay stories which only a 'relative by marriage' chats about and 
these can be followed through elsewhere, and c. you can be sure the tea will be delicious. 
' 
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Don't take over the storytelling by recounting Uncle Harold's memories of the same item Henry always thought 
Harold had them wrong anyway. Do your evaluation at home. 
Be perceptive and flexible. If a subject can be usefully explored further, it could be worth abandoning Henry's 
thoughts on Slim Dusty because he was always too busy digging for gold to listen to radio or records. Get the gold 
stories country music will await another day or subject. 
Be prepared. Know something of the time period, the geographic area, and that Henry will never discuss politics 
... well, not so far anyhow. 
Ask in advance, when setting up the interview, about family photographs, papers or mementoes. You may then be 
told about the fire which swept the property, the floods which finished the job and that dreadful second wife of Jack's 
who destroyed everything before giving the family Bible to the church fete. On the other hand, shipboard diaries, 
letters from home and other treasures beyond the wildest escapades of any Moriarty might be yours. 
Don't have long interviews. Older people can find the whole experience with all that new-fangled machinery a bit 
overwhelming; young ones might have short concentration spans. Better to come back. Often with family members 
we have the opportunity for more than one interview. If not, postal contact can be maintained. 
• Certain of my elderly relatives all of whom have been interviewed, of course - have been trained to add a 
year's update on births, deaths and marriages in their part of the family in their Christmas card to my mother. I 
drew up a form, sent them several copies which they promptly lost, which were intended to be IDled in during the 
year or in a rush in early December. Even if only a couple of them filter through each year, it is better than nothing 
and any non-arrivals can be followed up with a card on St Patricks Day, August 1 Horses' birthday or 25 July which 
is Constitution Day in Puerto Rico - any excuse to maintain contact and communication. 
• If the relatives are previously 'unknown, just discovered, yet still mobile', it could be worth arranging to meet 
at a mutually non-territorial space. For example use the old 'Let's share a thermos and a chat in the park at 
Annerley and then drive past the family home or school' technique, before inviting eight people to lunch on a 
Sunday with twelve of your own family. Unhappily, you may discover the real reason behind why 'We've never had 
anything to do with that side of the family' 
It is better not to borrow family items without making a definite date for their return, or making an appointment 
to come back and copy or photograph them or arranging with Henry to have them copied and leaving him some 
money to at least start it. Also if it is marked, blotted or tom make a comment to draw this to the owner's notice 
before taking it. Not 'You haven't taken very good care of this', but more 'Isn't it remarkable that this has 
survived for sixty years with only this one small blemish'. 
Both parties should agree on how information will be treated when completed. Perhaps a copy of the tape can be 
arranged or Henry could be invited to read a written record and offer amendments or suggestions. If it is decided 
to proceed with material which will offend or annoy Henry, it is better he knows in advance. Forward a copy and 
the reasons why it has been decided to proceed in this way enclosing, if appropriate, evidence of the other version. 
Henry might then remember that the local newspaper editor was sweet on his competitor's sister which is Henry's 
version of why the item in the paper appeared that way, then at least this could be added as a footnote. 
Distribution of the proposed record nearly always proves useful. Other memories are stirred and incidents 
remembered. It may then be necessary to arrange another round of interviews which might prove frustrating if 
printing or family reunion deadlines are imminent. However, if publishing or reproduction must proceed before 
amendments can be made, include statements in the preface such as 'This record is intended as a starting point for 
information on this family. A master copy is being maintained and all criticisms and amendments should be 
forwarded to: .. .'. New pages can be circulated. In the main it is better to look upon such projects as long term 
with interim looseleaf versions preceding a published edition. Most importantly, get accepted as the family historian 
you will either be sought out or studiously avoided. 
If certain information is imparted in confidence such restrictions must be observed and 'telling tales' will only 
create dissension. Everyone is entitled to privacy and goodwill should be preserved despite curiosity. 
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Don't ignore younger family members. Today's children can provide wonderful insights which contrast wonderfully 
with those of Great-uncle Robert's. Just think how thrilled you would be to discover an interview with your aged 
relative when a boy. You are creating for the future as welL 
SOME INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES FOR FAMILY MEMBERS 
Bring along some 'evidence' photographs, mementoes, a list of school pupils at Kenilworth in 1939, names, 
incidents and maps. 
Break up the interview into sections. For family interviews it is appropriate to divide a person's life into sections, 
maybe covering only a couple each session e.g. 
• life before school 
• school days/maybe childhood diseases 
• life between school and marriage or career development 
• marriage and children years 
• social activities, including special birthdays, Christmas celebrations 
• retirement 
• places of residence 
To record a special personality, questions can be devised such as: 
• What do you still want to accomplish - skydiving? 
• What makes you laugh often leads into entertainment 
• Where would you most like to visit sometimes quite close and arrangeable, City Hall Tower, Tamborine etc. 
• What were your favourite toys/dresses? 
• What were the turning points in your life? 
• Who have been special friends? 
• What was the nicest thing ever said to you? 
As a rule it is better always to pose questions positively. Rather than asking, 'Tell me how you brought shame to 
the family name when you left that job', being aware of rumours that Henry had a personality clash with the mine 
manager which culminated in an argument at the local hostelry determining that no member of Henry's family could 
live north of the Tropic of Capricorn again, you could more successfully approach the subject with, 'Did your change 
to Ipswich in 1952 provide new job challenges?' It is likely that an account of the fight will be in the Bullamakanka 
Bulletin anyway or at the very least the assault charges in the Court of Petty Session records. Henry might even 
be encouraged to give you his version which infers that the manager, the policeman and the magistrate were all 
womout wowsers anyhow. 
Use memory joggers: 
• What were you doing when Kennedy was assassinated, when Whitlam was sacked or when Australia won the 
America's Cup? 
• Were you involved with Expo, the Commonwealth Games, the advent of television in Australia, perhaps the 
Coronation? 
• Did you travel before marriage/leaving school etc.? 
• Did any famous personalities visit your school, workplace? 
• Who were the idols of your childhood Kingsford Smith, Ray Lindwall, the Beatles, little Sister Maria from 
the local convent; or Mum, especially on baking day? 
• Do you remember butter pats, butterfly clips, travelling salesmen and the smell of permanent waves issuing 
from hairdressing establishments; or jug covers with shells/beads hanging from the crocheted edge; going the 
·messages' after school, weevils in the flour or when Mum got her first 'mod con'? 
• What were 'trendy' words - were exciting events described as 'grouse', 'good-oh', 'fab' or 'super'? 
• What sad times do you recall? Be careful here. Start with the death of the budgie or a favourite dog, work 
through a school friend who died from infantile paralysis, or the effects of an economic depression before 
embarking on the devastation caused when Brad rejected his wife, two children and his promising real estate 
career, to abscond to the northern rivers area of New South Wales with the go-go dancer who wanted to grow 
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her own vegetables. Never underestimate the power of memory to rekindle tears or sorrow. Some griefs even 
several decades old are only just under the surface. 
HOW TO HANDLE PERSONAL QUESTIONS 
Here we are on a 'sticky wicket'. One person's idea of privacy can be quite different from another's. There might 
be times when it is thought appropriate to discuss quite personal issues. At a family gathering recently a cousin and 
her boyfriend announced their intention to wed. During the course of the evening the potential bride's mother felt 
it necessary to reveal that some distant relatives, at least two generations back, had epilepsy, whilst the guy's mother 
confessed that two of her nieces had married Catholics. Such revelations might be treated light-heartedly but both 
mothers felt that such information needed to be known before 'the big day'. 
Ex-nuptial births always prove a sensitive area. Anyone undertaking family history will know that this has proved 
an age-old preoccupation and in fact, one or more can usually be found in any family if the line is taken far enough 
back or far enough sideways. A study of parish registers in the highland areas of Scotland with their huge numbers 
of births to single women in September-November quarter prove the efficacy of the traditionally accepted way of 
keeping warm during a Scottish winter. Still it is always different when it occurs in YOUR family. 
Here we run up against two opposing lines of thought. First there is the purist who says that the event happened, 
therefore it must be recorded. Secondly, the more sensitive approach might be to pass over the question but then, 
can the issue be ignored? Maybe the solution lies with soft options. When charting family connections we all know 
that m. or marr. is used to denote a marriage and a date inserted. We also know that if we can't determine an exact 
date for such an event no date can be used. Therefore it is quite in order to use another key for a union i.e. = or 
even an addition sign, + ,  between the couple's names, and leave out the date. Most people would not notice the 
difference but perhaps the purist might be satisfied. On the other hand the wriggly line or double broken lines to 
indicate illegitimacy might be validly used if the event occurred over 100 years ago and no one in the present 
generation would be offended. However, do bear in mind that Great Aunt Charlotte might not appreciate knowing 
that her parents were never married and that despite childhood reassurances her father's name cannot be found in 
the list of casualties for the Boer war. 
The same kind of question arises with issues such as insanity and adoption. The latter is a twentieth century problem 
and much sensitivity must be shown. In interviews such areas properly should only be discussed if they are raised 
by the subject few questioners have the right to impose embarrassments. It can be argued that insanity and medical 
conditions should be recorded. As is often quoted, every incidence of Huntingdon's chorea in Australia can be traced 
back to one Tasmanian couple - it then spread through their descendants. 
It must be recalled that even one generation ago, medical diagnoses were not as sophisticated as those available 
today. People who had a thyroid condition in western New South Wales a century ago probably died quite oblivious 
of the fact but physical manifestations such as 'pop-eyes' might be considered a family characteristic until it is 
fmally diagnosed. One researcher I know uses pencil notations on his charts which can be erased or hopefully 
misunderstood by others, for example '19/6' beside someone not the full quid. 
A FEW TECHNIQUES TO AVOID ARGUMENTS 
Most people can recall their grandparents reasonably well. Some can even go further back. Henry maintains that 
his grandmother had a sister and came from Lancashire in a sailing boat. You know that she had two brothers and 
although the ship sailed from Liverpool, the family originated in Durham. First rule: don't argue. Use reverse 
psychology. 'Oh, so that's where the Lancashire connection came in. You have solved a riddle for me. Look here 
is the shipping list of the Santa Maria. It says they were a Durham family who sailed from Liverpool in 1871. Now 
where's this sister? The shipping list here mentions only Thomas and William and grandma Rose.' Henry then 
tells you that the two brothers, with their father, were lured by adventure to Patagonia and never heard of again. 
After a while, great-grandmother went as a housekeeper to Mr Lindsay who was a widower with a daughter Alice. 
Alice and grandma spent their teenage years together as sisters. 
What a goldmine, Watson. The indexes from the registrar-general did not contain any references to Queensland­
born children, which is why Alice had never been claimed as a family member. Recently published books on the 
Australian contingent to Patagonia sure enough revealed the names of father and sons and also recount the incident 
which caused their deaths. And the cousins who kept claiming relativity tum out to be descendants of Alice. If 
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Henry's statement had been rubbished, he may well have decided to be perverse and not offer such gems. In the 
end, we know more than great-grandmother ever did! 
For this to be effective, though, you need your own 'props', (memory joggers) or at the very least, throw out clues 
of your own. When writing to set up the interview, end your letter or telephone call with an offhanded postscript. 
'Do the names Richard, Charles or an old schoolteacher with a beard mean anything special to you?' Now every 
elderly person had a schoolteacher with a beard. What we want to know is about the one who married Aunt Ethe� 
banned tea drinking, read Shakespeare to the natives and carried an umbrella everywhere. 
Sometimes this suggestion of information reaps benefits quite unexpectedly. I was explaining to a Somerset 
connection that I had given up on the brick wall on their line to concentrate on Sam's Galway one. Now I was 
referring to my husband's Irish lot. This distant aunt exclaimed, 'Fancy that story getting to the colonies! Yes your 
greatgrandfather's brother Sam went to Galway for some years and brought home a wonderful girl before settling 
down here again and resuming the exact life from which he had run away'. Subsequent searches of the 1851 census 
revealed this Galway Sam and sure enough, his wife had been born in the Aran Islands in Galway Bay. The aunt's 
memory had been jostled and she went on to reveal some wonderful family tales which might never have been 
recalled. 
If you are unsure of the credibility of any story, state that it could not be thoroughly checked in a footnote. Blood 
is thicker than water; stories which enhance the family will always be remembered more readily. Remember Watson, 
we are seeking clues. Most stories or rumours contain some elements of truth. Many of those who claim their 
ancestors owned part of Queen Street can be found as at least renting premises there. Graziers owning acreages 
the size of Europe often did lease vast areas. Someone had to be the first white child born in the Blackall area and 
your storyteller's relations may well have been very early settlers, if not actually the first. Beware though of Henry's 
exaggerations, which having been told at numerous family barbecues, have been transformed from fiction to fact. 
You will know which of your relatives might be proficient 'embroiderers'. 
Thankfully, the days of covering up earlier mishaps such as a convict past are receding. While relatives are more 
likely now to accept that 'he was one who just went off the rails' rather than attributing actions to high jinks, 
remember Ned Kelly, Lee Harvey Oswald and Hitler all had mothers. Families are MEANT to support most of 
their brood so do allow for some sentimentality. On the other hand, there are always the occasions when you hear, 
'What can you expect, she married into a bad lot!' Once again, be aware that taping an interview can often inhibit 
stories. Some become reluctant to pursue family skeletons or prefer to talk 'off the record'. Despite professional 
authenticity, sometimes it is more discreet - and illuminating - simply to turn off the tape. Accept the story in the 
mood it is offered. Evaluation can come later. 
Tapes or interviews are valid sources of information. They must be footnoted like any other source. There are 
various ways to do this - consult any of the handbooks. It can also be useful to use adjectives or descriptions which 
effectively evaluate the storyteller's veracity. For example, 'As told to JH on 31 May 1967 by her grandmother Mary 
Elizabeth, who retained a wonderfully accurate memory until old age'. This could contrast with 'This story was 
regaled by Uncle Henry, who delighted in the escapades of his family and has been known to exaggerate slightly in 
the quest of a better tale'. Citing sources can prevent, or at least redirect, criticism. 
Dates often confuse many people, in particular the eldest daughter when required to furnish chronological details. 
Often she could not believe she could possibly have attained the years revealed by subtracting her birth date from 
the present year so this w� 'adjuste�'· Unfortunately her good intentions to present the family with such a young 
aunt, run aground when trying to fit m all the younger brothers and sisters, bearing in mind that the minimum gap 
between each child is usually about nine months. Rather than suggesting in the footnote that Aunt Maria was a 
fi�ber, f� better to sugg�st that dear_ �unty, ":hile expert at making sponge cakes, was not quite as proficient at 
anthmellc. However don t be patromsmg. It IS better to merely record the source of the information and allow 
readers to make their own deductions. Again, an argument might be avoided. 
CONCLUSION 
Re�e�ber th� �asis of g_ood intervie�g techniques. Don't ask questions which can be answered with either 'yes' �r . no unless It IS to redirect the sessiOn. Instead ones which might entice a story should be used. For example: D1d you go to Humpybong school from 1947?' might only elicit a 'yes' or 'no, 1948'. Try, 'Tell me about 
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the years at Humpybong schoo� what did you do at lunchtime, did you have a favourite teacher, were the windows 
still sticking plastered up after the war, did you get special merit stamps?' 
One maxim is never to put words in your subject's mouth. I think that is precisely what we want to do, but not OUR 
words. As an example: 'Everyone talks about the local show Aunt Edie told me how she won the best jam 
competition, Uncle Bob raved on about the pumpkins and cattle but what did you do there? Was there really the 
fattest lady in the world, did the horse have two heads and did Billy the Bully win the boxing every time?' You 
may never find out about five ton Tessie but you might be reminded about potato sack races, clown mouths that ate 
ping pong balls, toffee apples and discover that Sally met Arthur while square dancing and had to wait a whole year 
for the next show to finish learning how to 'do-si-do your partner' 
Don't waste the interview on subjects you already know quite a bit about. Pay your relative the compliment of 
finding out about them. Time can be valuable and you may not get another chance. By the same token, don't open 
an interview with THE SUBJECf, the thing you really want to know. Lead up quietly, ask matter of factly and 
casually. If it is particularly embarrassing or personal (and perhaps just not your business), offer the option of not 
answering. 'Do you feel like talking about your divorce or is that a closed book?' 'It's a closed book all right 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde has already been written!' Aunt Beatrice mightn't say much more but you can guess the 
tone from that! However perhaps it could be approached by talking about the subject, not the actual incident. For 
example, after the above, you could say, 'Well, divorce must have been quite unusual in those days. How did 
people treat you?' This takes the heat off Dr Jekyll but provides an opportunity to hear about social mores of the 
period which might have contributed to the whole unhappiness. 'Well, father couldn't come to terms with it no 
one in his family could get divorced although he was quite happy for me to take up gun running in Alaska'. 
Your conduct, tone, choice of words and general attitude will determine just what comes out of each interview. On 
the whole, the examples I have given might appear quite flippant but most of them have their origins in interviews 
I have had with my own family or those of clients. They have been selected to indicate that most questions can 
evoke answers which will provide many clues to provide a solid basis for your record. Oral history might enhance 
some local or social history, create an unperceived interest in the East India Company or lace-makers from 
Nottingham, but best of all they give all those names some identity. 
Just in case you are wondering, Aunty Nell did dance with Menzies at a Liberal Party dinner but trod on his toes 
so much that it wasn't too close. Her version: He couldn't rhumba. Well it may not be a great revelation to find 
out about the terpsichorean inhibitions of a former prime minister, but it was wonderful to discover that Nell of the 
antimacassars, aspidistras and hall-runner protectors had been known to do a mean Latin American turn. Cousin 
George was not 'Harrison who made his pile when Pardon won the cup' of Paterson's Man from Sno� River fame, 
but newspaper accounts verify that this was not through lack of investment. By the way, that cup was the South 
Australian Minindie Cup, not the Melbourne. And Maudie? Well of course her picture was in all those bedrooms 
dufmg the war. Her face was used for the nurse on the front of the Red Cross magazine! How do I know these 
things? Elementary, it's all on tape! 
Come on Watson, home to that fireside at Baker Street. 
�:---·· 
I' _: 
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CHAPTER 8 
VOICES ON THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON: 
ORAL RESEARCH AND ABORIGINAL INFORMANTS 
by Thorn Blake 
Aboriginal achievement 
Is like the dark side of the moon 
For it is there 
But so little is known. 
Ernie Dingo's poem is a poignant reminder that until recently at least, so little was known about the history of 
Aboriginal Australia. Aboriginal history was 'like the dark side of the moon', present but ignored (in Gilbert 
1988). At best it rated a footnote in the standard texts of Australian history. The past two decades has seen that 
picture changing with a growing number of publications that have focused on the history of Aboriginal-European 
relations. A notable feature of many of these works has been the extensive use of oral sources (e.g. Reid 1988; 
McGrath 1987; Rosser 1985). Indeed, oral testimony played a vital role in the reinterpretation of Aboriginal­
European history. 
When undertaking an oral history project involving Aboriginal informants an immediate question is raised. Does 
the cultural background of the informant influence the way in which an interview is conducted? Is an interview with 
an Aboriginal informant any different from a white middle class informant? 
This paper consists of two parts. In the first, I wish to examine aspects of interviewing that require particular 
attention when Aboriginal informants are involved. In the second part some examples are cited from my own 
research, involving Aboriginal informants, to briefly illustrate some of the uses and value of oral sources. 
INTERVIEWS 
Obviously, when conducting an interview, there are many aspects of the process that are the same regardless of the 
cultural background of the informant. For example, it is important that the issues to be discussed are thoroughly 
researched beforehand. It is equally important to have reliable equipment. At the same time, there are features 
of the interview which do vary depending on the cultural and social background of the informant. While the 
following aspects need to be heeded in every interview situation, they are of particular importance when Aboriginal 
informants are involved. 
Establish trust: Who you are is more important than what you are 
While establishing trust with the informant is a necessary ingredient in any interview, it is of vital importance with 
an Aboriginal informant. A key feature of Aboriginal society is the stress placed on kinship ties and relationships. 
The willingness of an informant to share information is dictated by who you are rather than by what you are. 
To illustrate, white informants are more likely to divulge information to a stranger if that person happens to be for 
example, a professor of history working on what he claims is the definitive history of Australia. On the other hand 
a white informant most probably would be less impressed with a first year student who is just doing a 2 000 word 
assignment. By contrast, within Aboriginal society, titles, status - what you do - is less important. Being a professor 
of history or PhD student is not as important as being for example a good friend of the informant's nephew. A 
personal introduction to an informant by someone whom the informant trusts is of far greater value than introducing 
oneself as Professor X or Dr Y. 
Because of the importance of establishing trust, it is not always possible to begin an interview soon after being 
introduced. The time necessary to establish trust can vary greatly. It may only take an hour before an informant 
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is prepared to divulge all. On the other hand it may take years to establish rapport to the point where the informant 
feels confident the knowledge they are going to divulge will not be misused. 
Chat - don't inteiTogate 
Careful attention needs to be paid to the way in which the interview is conducted. In a recent study Diana Eades 
(1982) has examined the dynamics of information exchange among Aboriginal people in southeast Queensland. The 
study reveals that there are important differences in the way Aboriginal people share and exchange information 
compared with middle class white Australian society. 
Eades found that southeast Queensland Aboriginal people, when seeking to elicit what she calls •substantial 
information', do not use direct questioning. Instead a variety of strategies are employed including 'triggering', 
interjections and repetitions. To illustrate the problems with direct questioning Eades gives a number of examples 
including the following: 
DE: Do you know any stories in the language? 
A: No, I forget about all the stories ... 
A: Do you know anything about Grandfather X's father? 
B: 0 no, not much. 
A: Where did he come from? 
B: Wouldn't know. 
IK: Station Owner, was he? 
B: He's something to do with the station up there (1982, p.75). 
In both these examples direct questioning failed to elicit the information required. In the latter example the 
informant began to provide some information when a less direct question was asked. 
Put simply, this study highlights that with Aboriginal informants the interview should be approached as a 'chat' 
or 'yarn' rather than as an interrogation. The interview should not be a one-way process. The interviewer should 
be prepared also to share information, tell stories, etc. 
The work undertaken by Eades confirms other research undertaken into the dynamics of information exchange and 
learning patterns in Aboriginal society. Stephen Harris (1984) reached similar conclusions in his study of Aboriginal 
learning strategies in northeast Arnhem land. Both studies are most relevant for anyone engaging in oral research 
with Aboriginal informants (see also von Sturmer 1981). 
A familiar environment: The interview location 
The location of the interview is another factor that requires careful consideration. Within Aboriginal society, the 
·place' for the exchange of information is also important. 
Attempting to interview an Aboriginal informant in a location where he or she des not feel comfortable is fraught 
with difficulties. I have always tried to interview people at home or in a situation where they are most at ease. Of 
course, this might mean having to contend with a less than ideal environment for recording. Interviewing someone 
in their backyard poses problems of background noise and other distractions. But it is worth risking a recording that 
may be deficient technically but results in a most revealing and productive interview. 
The importance of location is well illustrated in Bill Rosser's Dreamtime nightmares. This book is based on a number 
of interviews Rosser conducted with Aboriginal people in northwest Queensland. He did not invite them to a studio 
or an office but went to where they lived, whether it was Mt Isa or a remote town like Dajarra. For example, a 
Dajarra resident Jack Punch, was interviewed while he sat 'on a battered oil drum at the back of the house' 
(Rosser 1985, p.65). 
Location is important not only to put the informant at ease but also to evoke memories of events. With another of 
his informants, Ruby de Satge, Bill Rosser not only talked with her in her home but also took her back to the 
country where she grew up. He describes the incident: 
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Later, when I drove across Oban territory with Ruby, the country came to life through her skilled and 
practiced eyes. The scrubby nondescript bush was no longer useless - it harboured edible grubs among 
its roots; the barely visible dip in the distance was a soak, and kangaroos would congregate there in the 
early mornings and evenings; on the horizon was a windmill above a bore and you would be sure to find 
birds and cattle (Rosser 1985, p.20). 
It is not always possible to take an informant to the place where events occurred. But undoubtedly, being in situ 
can prompt an informant to a more vivid recollection of the past. 
EXAMPLES 
The validity of use of oral testimony as a source in history is still by no means universally recognised. Sceptics will 
still dispute the value of oral history and question the results of research based on oral evidence. Not infrequently, 
such criticism is based on ignorance of how oral sources are actually utilised in the research process. In the past 
few years I have been researching the history of the Cherbourg Aboriginal settlement. An important part of my work 
has been gathering oral testimony. The following examples from my research are presented first to dispel some of 
the myths about oral sources, and secondly to illustrate how such material can enhance historical research and 
writing. 
The 1919 'Spanish flu' epidemic: Filling in the picture 
In 1919 Cherbourg (or as it was then known Barambah) was severely affected by the influenza epidemic that swept 
the world and was commonly known as the 'Spanish flu'. I managed to locate and obtain some of the 
correspondence from the government medical officer concerning the numbers of deaths each day on the settlement 
from the flue. An item appeared in the Brisbane Courier at the end of the epidemic, noting that it had claimed 'i!fl 
victims on the settlement. While I recognised this was, by any account, a large number of deaths, I did not fully 
appreciate the impact of the epidemic until two people had been interviewed who recalled their experiences of the 
events. Both informants recounted in great detail, and at times with considerable emotion, the circumstances of the 
epidemic. Ettie Meredith (1982) recalled the following: 
Well, they were dying in fives, sixes and sevens. Sometimes twelve in one night, twelve dead people. 
They would have to spread them in a blanket, roll them up in the blanket and stitch it up with a bag 
needle because there was no time to make coffins. They couldn't have enough coffins ready, so they 
used to put six into one trench... They would dig a couple of graves. They would count them before 
they went out to dig. They might dig two trenches, three in one and three in the other or three in 
there and four there. Mr Peterson [assistant superintendent] used to stand in the middle and say the 
burial service for the two graves at once. It was sad in those times. The people used to hit themselves 
on the head. 
The vividness with which they recalled the events prompted me to examine more seriously the impact of the 
epidemic. It was not just that 87 deaths occurred in the space of five weeks, but that the epidemic had a devastating 
impact on the settlement. Those who survived were undoubtedly traumatised by the events. Seeing mass graves 
being dug must have prompted those remaining to think whether they would be next. With the epidemic claiming 
one in every seven persons, almost every individual would have lost at least one family member or close relative. 
It was akin to a mini holocaust. 
From just examining documentary sources it would be easy to ignore or underestimate the social impact of the 
epidemic on the settlement. Oral testimony gives an insight into the trauma and devastation that did occur. 
Dormitory language: Exploring uncharted waters 
Undoubtedly one of the most obvious benefits of oral sources is that they present a perspective not easily gained 
from documentary so�ces. In the previous example, oral sources were seen as complementary to the documentary 
sources. But oral testimony can do more than this; it can open a window onto events and circumstances that are 
rarely found in documentary sources. 
During the course of an interview with three women who grew up in the dormitory on the Cherbourg settlement 
reference was made to use of 'dormitory talk'. As this was something I knew nothing about, I pursued the issu� 
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in the interview. As the informants explained, dormitory talk was used when they wished to exclude others from their 
conversation. Ruth Hegarty (1988) gave this explanation of the system: 
H you wanted a smoke off someone instead of saying 'smoke', you would say, 'have you got any 
sus-mum-o-kuk-ee'. H you wanted 'milk', it would be 'mum-u-lul-kuk'. People thought it was a 
language we were talking. We used to have fun with it. It was only putting different sounds to the 
alphabet: a, bub, cae, dud, eek, fuf, gug, huh and so on. You just spelt the words out like a sounding 
thing. It was marvellous. It was something we had - nobody could take that away from us. 
While various documentary sources had given me some insight into the dormitory system, this was something I had 
found no reference to. Indeed, it is most unlikely that even if all the records pertaining to the administration of the 
dormitories survived, I would have discovered a reference to 'dormitory talk'. It was something about which the 
staff knew nothing or at least very little. Yet the use of such a 'language' or 'code' gives an insight into the 
dynamics of the dormitory. In an institution where inmates were prevented from owning any personal items and 
almost every facet of their behaviour was rigidly controlled, 'dormitory talk' was something that was their own and 
could not be taken away from them. 
The existence of 'dormitory talk' was an unexpected discovery. It was not on the list of issues and questions I had 
prepared beforehand. Regardless of how well prepared I might have been, I still would not have thought to ask 
whether dormitory inmates had devised their own language. I stumbled onto the issue via the discussion of a quite 
unrelated matter. This example highlights the potential of oral testimony for raising issues that were not originally 
contemplated. As well it demonstrates that there is value in the open-ended or unstructured interview. By not 
adhering too rigidly to the topic, there is greater scope for the unexpected response. 
The interaction of sources: How oral testimony can enrich documentary research 
In a research project involving the use of oral sources, the normal procedure is to begin with some preliminary 
documentary research. Good interviews just don't happen by turning on a tape-recorder. Thorough preparation is 
vital to conduct a meaningful and constructive interview. The usual process is one of going from the documentary 
evidence to oral testimony. But historical research should not be limited to this process. Just as documentary 
evidence can enrich research based on oral testimony, so the latter can lead to a more thorough examination of 
documentary material. 
Let me give an example. During the course of an interview with a former Cherbourg resident, I was told how one 
official had been cheating the residents of their money which was held in trust by the settlement administration. 
While other informants had told me similar stories, in this particular instance I was struck by the details in the story. 
The informant described to me in particular detail how an investigation was made into the matter and as a 
consequence the official in question was dismissed from his position. My informant even mentioned the name of 
the person undertaking the enquiry, a detective Dunlop. 
Until the interview, I had found no specific evidence in the documentary material relating to this incident. Certainly, 
there was not a hint of such corruption in the chief protector's annual report. I re-examined some of my material 
to see whether I had missed a vital clue. Because my informant had referred to the investigator as 'Detective 
Dunlop', I had naturally assumed the matter had been placed in the hands of the police and began looking in police 
files. After finding no reference in police files to the incident, I began to wonder whether I had been misled by my 
informant. As a last resort I replayed the tape and discovered my informant also referred to the person Dunlop as 
an auditor. I thought again. Was the matter investigated by the Auditor-General's Department? After looking 
through a number of bundles in the Queensland State Archives from the auditor-general, I eventually found the 
material I was after. There was a comprehensive report on the investigation. My informant was right. The 
particular official had been defrauding the residents and was dismissed from his position. As well, although my 
informant was a little confused by the investigator's title, she had correctly remembered his name, fifty-five years after 
the event! The report was signed A.G. Dunlop, Audit Inspector. 
As a consequence of this find, I began to look for other material in the series relating to the settlement. To my 
surprise, I found numerous other examples of officials involved in misconduct. Such evidence confirmed the widely 
held view by older Cherbourg residents that at least some of the staff were ·on the take'. 
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The steps involved in the 'discovery' of this invaluable material began with comments in an interview. When finally 
writing about corruption among the staff, the documentary sources proved to be more than adequate to state my 
case. In fact, I did not refer to the oral evidence, but that does not mean it was not valuable. Without the initial 
oral material, I doubt whether I would uncovered the more comprehensive documentary material. 
It is perhaps regrettable that in some of the debates about the reliability or virtues or value of 'oral history', the 
impression is conveyed that a choice must be made between 'oral history' or 'documentary history'. I have used 
this example to demonstrate that oral and documentary sources should not be seen as competing with each other; 
nor that one is intrinsically superior to the other. They should be regarded as complementary, thereby enriching the 
writing of history. 
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CHAPTER 9 
ORAL HISTORY EXPOSED 
by Ross Johnston 
My exposure to oral history has been in three different spheres. First of all, round about 1980 I began doing some 
work on a town called Monto not Monto, Dublin unfortunately, but Monto, Queensland. I thought, 'My God! 
There won't be much written, archival and primary source evidence about Monto. I'll certainly need to rely on oral 
history'. 
There was a Monto Historical Society, and they were quite keen on the idea of using oral evidence. They themselves 
did quite an amount of interviewing, and I also set up my own interviews. 
Two things came out of my frrst real exposure to interviewing. First, and this will come through all of the examples 
talked about, there are real problems for an outsider coming into a community, whether it be Monto or wherever. 
Jennifer Harrison has given the familial side, when you are so much part of the family, which may make it easier. 
But when you are an outsider coming into a community, there is certainly suspicion and hesitation. The frrst thing 
is to get a good local linkage such as Roberta Bonnin has spoken about. In my case it was primarily the Monto 
Historical Society. 
The question then of whom to interview. How do you get your list? If you are commissioned to do something, shire 
councils or local authorities always have their list. This is, of course, a list of worthies, the eminences of the 
community. By and large, many of those tend to be useless in the interview situation, especially the shire chairman, 
who does not really want to tell you how bad the shire fmances are and why they are so bad, or why they have too 
many airconditioned cars and not enough graders; he really wants just to have you as a very cheaply paid public 
relations agent. Nevertheless you have to interview b.i.r:l, and then put this aside. Some chairmen are good, but there 
really is that problem of those people who, being suggested for their eminence and worthiness, turn out to be quite 
disappointing. 
In fact the Monto Historical Society committee was quite horrified when I ended up interviewing a person whom 
most of the community regarded as the town drunk and virtually the village idiot. The doctor was scandalised that 
I was going to talk with such a person. When I interviewed the doctor, that was almost a waste of time too, because 
all he wanted to tell me was how good the medical practices were in Monto and how everyone was so healthy. But 
the other person gave me the inside. So you really must spread your people around as widely as possible and try 
to fmd the town drunk, who normally will be quite loquacious. There will be a lot that you cannot accept, but as 
a trained historian you must decide how you are going to use some of that information. 
The other thing that was particularly useful, which might sound sexist, is that it was much better to talk with women 
than with men. The wives in the community, the working women, seemed to be able to remember so much better 
all the details and give a better gloss upon what life was like in Monto at that time. If you look at the interviews 
used in the book, the most fruitful ones come from the women (Johnston 1982). 
The third sort of person to be somewhat wary of is the resident historian. I spent quite a long time with one or two 
resident historians of Monto. When interviewing these people with your trusty tape recorder, what you hear from 
the other end is the sound of rustling paper! 'Wait till I find this page. Oh! yes here it is, the Monto Herald of 
1950', then you get it read to you, when you could or should have read it yourself already. Often the resident 
historian is only good for the hearsay evidence, or what happened in 1890 about which he knows absolutely nothing 
first hand. And here I might take issue with Jennifer, in that for local history I do not like going beyond anything 
that people have directly known or experienced to what they have learnt at mother's or grandmother's knee. It may 
be different, however, in the family history situation. This is where you should be seeing these contrary approaches. 
What did I do with this evidence? Well, I took advantage of what has been called licensed edit. AU those tapes 
should still be available in the Monto Historical Society or Shire Library, which is where I sent them. What I did 
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with the information was the in between version of Roberta's trilogy, so that the book certainly is not all oral history. 
But I would write a chapter, and then at the end put two or three of the good interviews, which pertained primarily 
to that theme. Let's say I was writing about the coming of different forms of communication in that case I would 
get the roadworker and a railway driver or whatever and put in his full story, from where and when he was born, 
even if it was not in the Manto area. I wanted to get all of that. What I cut out in my editing was repetition 
about the main street of Manto being a boggy morass - and again I would push things together when matters became 
too repetitious; so there was that degree of editing the transcript. It did not worry me if what had been said in the 
earlier part was totally contradicted by the informant at the end. It was people's impressions about Manto that I 
wanted. They are just as important as what some professional historian finds in the archives. Those beliefs are as 
valid as my sense of reality, which is only a belief after all. Consequently in each chapter the oral testimony is sitting 
there as well, alongside the more orthodox historical treatment. That was my first exposure to oral interviewing. 
My second experience was quite a disastrous one. Oral history is fraught with disaster. This was in connection with 
work for the Police Department. My experience has not necessarily been that of Commissioner Fitzgerald in the 
recent Queensland corruption inquiry. 
I know there is one policeman who cannot remember absolutely anything, even with aids memoir that he himself 
collected. My experience was quite the contrary. I went along to various policemen who did not ever want to stop 
talking. The first interview went on for three hours until I fell out of the chair and ran out of tapes. By that stage 
we had only covered five and a half years of his life. So he said, 'Come along the next time'. His wife did make 
good tea and provided scones that I was not very partial to. He said he would do some homework · and he did. 
He not only had a good memory but his policeman's daily diary, which he began to go through minute by minute. 
I remember there was one murder he wanted to talk about out in the middle of some lake in central Queensland, 
and we started from Clermont in a vehicle borrowed from the undertaker. He told me of every property passed, 
every gateway opened. It took him five and a half hours to get there, and it took us half an hour to get there on 
tape. 
What I began to realise was that oral history does not work with police, because what we look for is not only details, 
but also impressions - the way they feel about things. That is what I never got, even after nine hours of interviews. 
Perhaps military people are the same. I could not get impressions, or even an opinion about a commissioner long 
gone I dared not ask questions about current commissioners. I thought the informant might at least have given 
praise. This he would not do, let alone any condemnation. So my second exposure was totally disastrous. 
The other experience concerning oral history is an ongoing one. This is with the Greek community of Queensland. 
Problems and pitfalls: a. I do not speak much Greek; b. the problem of an outsider is very hard to overcome I 
repeat, you need a very good linkage. In this case I could establish linkages. If one knows anything about the Greek 
community, the church, although becoming less important today, has been paramount. As a result one needs to work 
through the church. That began opening up doors for interviewing. I always had a Greek speaker with me so that 
if we got into difficulties, if the interviews lapsed into Greek, that person might help. But normally most people 
could speak English reasonably well. Language turned out to a lesser problem than initially feared. 
Where the problem was, in working with a non Anglo-Celtic community as an outsider, was that they tended to close 
up, to shut up shop. The Greek community was certainly centred around the church. But what if there was a 
breakaway movement and there was - the Evangelical Church, not part of the Orthodox structure. Somehow or 
other I managed to track down the evangelical group; and then I almost became persona non grata, because that 
was not what the Greek community thought I should be on about. Also, when I began asking questions, even of 
people who did not seem to be very closely wedded to the church, who seemed to be much more dispassionate, one 
could feel them closing up in their responses. They knew there was more than the official orthodox line, but they 
did not really want to give much help or give many clues or many leads that might open it up for me. 
There is that very distinct problem of obtaining information from an ethnic community, especially if you are not part 
of it. But the problem arose exactly for a similar person who was part of that community and wanted to go beyond 
the regular orthodox story as well. So outsiders are not necessarily excluded, and insiders may also be excluded if 
they want to push further than what is regarded as the traditional line about that ethnic community. 
Where oral history is particularly useful in dealing with ethnic communities is on three of the major themes that we 
always look at when dealing with those communities: the question of discrimination by the mainstream; the question 
of assimilation/integration by the ethnic group coming into the Anglo-Celtic community; and the question of the 
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preservation of their traditional culture in this new 'alien' homeland. To get an accurate answer on discrimination 
is not necessarily easy. Don't try the direct approach: 'Tell me about any forms of discriminatory behaviour that 
were displayed towards you', or 'What sorts of persecution or discrimination have you suffered?' Chances are 
if you use such an open-ended question you are not going to get much of an answer. You will possibly get 'Yes', 
because that is what everyone says nowadays. But sometimes you will be surprised to get 'No'. Roberta gave the 
example of Aboriginal women not wanting to say how they had been mistreated. Why would they give 'No'? 
Sometimes because they think you want that, since you are an outsider; sometimes because they feel embarrassed 
and do not want to talk about it; but it is just as likely they feel that if they say 'No' you will think they have been 
the cause of the negativity, that they are an inferior person, that somehow or another it is their fault, their blame, 
and so they won't want to give that information. 
If you are interested in talking about a matter like discrimination, you would be better off saying: 'Oh, you went 
to school here at Woolloongabba or South Brisbane'. 'Did you like school?' 'Yeah', or more frequently you 
get 'No'. And then you begin to ask, 'How did you get along with your schoolmates? What did you play? Did 
you find you were playing rounders with everyone else?' Slowly the answer will come out: they were being ignored; 
they were pushed aside; they had to stand out in the comer if the teacher did not like them. What is very important 
in dealing with these specific themes is only occasionally to use your very broad open-ended questions. 
The great advantage of oral history is getting down to specifics, to details, to particulars. Be as detailed and as 
particular as possible, and work from one particular example through to the next. At the same time it may be 
necessary to hector informants. You might have to keep barraging them on a particular theme from a variety of 
different angles. When ABC interviewers and George Neguses keep pressing away at little Johnny Howard or Andy 
Peacock or someone or other, they ask the same question and almost the same question and almost the same 
question ... You almost have to do that too, except you have to know when to back off. But we are doing it for a 
different reason. 
The ABC-type interviewer tries to prick the informant to get that person to make some sort of admission, 
confession, contradiction or whatever. And they are talking very much about the present or the near present. What 
we are trying to do, why we need to keep hectoring, is to unlock memories of the past that may have become either 
obscured or confused or indeed even forgotten. That is why we have to keep pressing - ask it this way, ask it that 
way, keep moving it around. What we are doing is slowly unlocking that past. Remember the memory is a very 
faulty faculty that needs gentle but persistent prodding, massaging, even barraging. It needs to be exercised for 
results to come out of that mind. 
Also I want to partially differentiate myself from what some of the handbooks say should be the ideal interviewing 
situation. In this kind of study it often helped to have two people in the room at once, a husband and wife, or a 
mother and daughter, so that they could prompt one another. That has been more often advantageous than not 
when asking, for example, 'How many people came out on the boat?' 'Four hundred'. 'Oh no, one hundred 
and fifty .. .', and they slowly work through it themselves. By the time of the second interview they will have thought 
about it even more, and slowly you begin to work it through. They may contradict each other, but then they sort 
it out. If there was a husband and wife, I said 'Yeah, sure I want you both there'. And it normally worked quite 
well. 
The other thing I found advantageous was always to forward the transcript to informants. Marvellous additions 
would usually come back upon the transcript. They would keep adding, thinking of more things and correcting errors 
because suddenly they had become alert to what it was in there locked away and suppressed, but now released. And 
they wanted to add to it. Occasionally there was that one loss, someone who decided 'Oh no, I shouldn't have said 
that', and wanted to scribble it out. At least you know what they said, and may be able to use it in another format; 
but you certainly have to respect their desire then, and that the 'truth' has changed in the interim. 
Those are a few of my experiences, my pot-pourri of exposure to oral history and some of problems along the way. 
It is an invaluable tool, and I wonder that some people still cavil at its use. The information obtained from an 
interview can be fraught with errors and misinformation but so can the regular, written word. 
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CHAYfER 10 
ORAL HISTORY AS A METHOD OF CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH 
by Helen Fridemanis 
Oral history as a methodology has a variety of applications which cannot be substituted by other methods of research. 
The purpose presented here is one which aimed to acquire factual information and individual perceptions to 
supplement a dearth of documentary material in the particular area of research. The approach is applicable to any 
defmed topic of contemporary research, though the advice given may not accord with conventional wisdom about 
oral technique. 
This research considered aspects of modernism in art in Queensland and the formation in 1961 of the Contemporary 
Art Society, Queensland Branch. A postwar time frame was established resulting in more than fifty participants 
being available for interview. Most of the interviewees were artists or people associated with galleries or art societies 
during the 1950s, '60s and early '70s in Brisbane. When CAS folded in 1973 all minutes and committee reports were 
destroyed. Nevertheless some artists had kept newsletters, exhibition catalogues and newspaper reviews. As 
documentation on executive aspects of the CAS was minimal, primary source information relied heavily on interview 
material. 
The relative significance of documented material can primarily be assessed through the responses to questions put 
to selected interviewees. Similar responses to 'Which exhibition or artist had the earliest impact on the modernist 
elements in your work?' indicate the importance of particular documented events. Individual perceptions concerning 
the parochial nature of postwar Brisbane can be recognised in newspaper articles but reinforced through interviewees' 
personal recollections. Oral history therefore plays an important role in the assembling of non-factual but relevant 
material, including perceptions, ideas and emotions. 
In relation to gathering factual material, there are concerns about the validity of oral history and the reliability of 
memory. These issues have been discussed by authors like Michael Frisch, Paul Thompson, Raphael Samuel, Luisa 
Passerini and others who have recognised that 'memory does not constitute pure recall; but that the memory of an 
event is refracted through layer upon layer of subsequent experience' (History Workshop 1979, p.iii). In fact, to 
conduct an interview while having some background knowledge of the topic, will quickly prove the unreliability of 
memory. The point is that no single person has the full and correct version of any sequence of events but by the 
time many people have been asked the same questions as with a quantifiable questionnaire it is possible to 
compare and synthesise the taped or transcribed responses and arrive at an acceptable version which does correspond 
with contemporary newspapers and other documents. An astute researcher will even fmd partly correct oral 
information sufficient to lead to some documented source. 
It is generally recognised that the written word often needs to be substantiated also. Few people can recall correct 
dates in their lives, other than birthdays. Biographical dictionaries and articles which have relied on material given 
to them by the entrant, have been found to be quite unreliable. Correct dates can often be determined by cross­
questioning and comparing doubtful chronology with known information during an interview. 
The techniques of interviewing are clearly outlined in the Oral history handbook (1985). Having read the appropriate 
material, it is necessary to assess one's goals. It may be essential to sacrifice aspects of methodology which might 
hinder or obstruct the accumulation of historical facts and perceptions which are meaningful to the researcher alone. 
As a general rule, taped interviews should be archivally deposited. However, a tape might be more suitable for 
producing an edited transcript than to be placed in an archival repository in its original state. That must be 
considered a serious sacrifice due to a conflict of purpose a pristine taped interview, or an edited/transcribed tape 
with maximum information on the topic being researched. 
To suit the latter purpose the tape can record discussions of paintings or photographs of paintings (on the walls or 
in albums) but the conversation, when replayed, would inevitably be meaningless to any listener other than the artist 
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or researcher. Similarly, in attempting to determine correct dates the conversation might be directed onto unrelated 
events such as 'was this painting done before or after the birth of your child?' Irrelevant conversation might follow 
but an acceptable date for the painting would be determined. 
Being an unobtrusive interviewer might not stimulate the interviewee into revealing attitudes such as those held 
towards art styles and philosophies. Debate or even 'interrogation' can sharpen the senses of both parties and 
result in a soul-searching reappraisal of artistic aims by the artist. For the researcher, the unedited interview might 
reveal greater insights into the artist's attitudes, perceptions and artistic output. 
The place of interview is ideally a quiet room but this might have to be compromised. To acquire oral evidence, 
'the historian comes to the interview to learn: to sit at the feet of others who ... know more about something. The 
reconstruction of history itself becomes a much more widely collaborative process' (Thompson 1988, p.ll). Having 
entered as an intruder into this sensitive and private world of a potentially busy person, the interviewer should not 
presume to have the right to silence the Chinese bells, or the dog or magpies that call to be fed. If the interviewee 
is an artist painting in a warehouse at Pier Two next to the Sydney Harbour Bridge where trains drown the 
conversation every two minutes, the interviewer can only concentrate on content as research material and neglect 
the clarity of the recording. 
It has been suggested that the interviewee should be visited prior to the interview to discuss the topic and place of 
interview. A telephone call several days ahead of the proposed interview time may be adequate. The topic should 
be discussed for no longer than fifteen minutes or too much ground is covered before the interview. Notes should 
be taken at the telephone while the person reminisces and these used to form specific questions for that person. 
Other questions can be framed on the questionnaire concept for comparisons between interviewees to validate factual 
information and to form a consensus of opinion on perceptions. 
It is extremely useful to take contemporary ephemera as 'prompt' material to the interview - such as newspaper 
reviews, newsletters and catalogues relevant to that person. Some people have their own scrapbooks which can be 
photocopied. These in turn become prompt material for other interviews. Questions are not always enough to 
stimulate the memory. 
Another important resource necessary to initiate recollection is the interviewer's own general knowledge · in this 
case, names of people who were in positions of authority, names of galleries, other societies, Australian and 
European artists and so on. The homework for this research situation was provided by an initial project to 
photocopy and arrange chronologically thirty years of newspaper articles on cultural events in Brisbane. Familiarity 
with this 'textbook' was frequently able to provide the interviewer with vital information which stimulated further 
recollections. The relevant newsletters and catalogues also provided compulsory homework before an interview. 
The recommendation has been to transcribe the tapes then return the transcriptions to the interviewees for 
corrections and additions. This is an ideal situation although not always practicable for researchers who are 
employed outside their field of research and have no access to secretarial assistance. Although a thankyou letter is 
adequate for both parties, a thankyou telephone call can produce further information as most interviewees continue 
to reminisce after the interview but few will ring or write with the newly recalled information. 
While taping interviews and using oral material, there is the concern for the ethical aspect of oral history. Before 
(or after) the interview the interviewee is presented with a legal release form which states the purpose/s for which 
the material will be used and gives the person the option to have the tape placed in an archival repository, if possible 
assigning copyright to the interviewer or corporate body. The interviewee's decision to sign all categories will often 
depend on the content of the tape. One artist who had been interviewed in New York by an Australian writer was 
livid when the interview appeared as a chapter in a book of 'conversations' with artists. It is tempting to do that 
with such oral material which is in demand, but to highjack words for profit is clearly going beyond the agreement. 
Some people even refuse to be taped due to the perceived abuse of material by a previous interviewer. 
Although the interviewees will assume they will be quoted and their words acknowledged, they can be reminded that 
an advantage in taping the conversation and reading the transcript is to eliminate the possibility of quoting out of 
context. Again, that can be seen as a moral responsibility to the interviewee. Although the commitment is to 
acknowledge quotations, there are some who prefer to remain anonymous, and that also needs to be respected and 
should be noted on the legal release form. 
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The challenge of interviewing on a topic which is of mutual interest to the informant and interviewer is a stimulating 
and satisfying experience. The oral history methodology presented here is applicable to the programme of any 
researcher requiring contemporary factual or non-factual information on a defmed topic. 
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PART 3 
PLACENAME HISTORY ANALYSES 
Illustration 22: Petrie-Terrace graffiti, 1981 
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CHAPTER 11 
WHAT'S IN A PLACE NAME? 
by Jennifer Harrison 
According to Shakespeare, 'That which we call a rose, By any other name would smell as sweet' a notion which 
Christina Stead would interpret as a rose is a rose is a rose, whilst Ginger Mick's mate, the Bloke, felt that the name 
Doreen covered much the same territory. 
This disparity between interpretations of names has been going on for years. If the experts on English placenames 
are consulted, it only takes a page or two to find that the path to discovering origins is quite dangerous and full of 
traps for the unwary. No longer is it sufficient to be a trained philologist capable of determining the nuances and 
differences between the old English, Scandanavian, French, Latin, Norman, Norse, Celtic or Gaelic prefixes, suffixes, 
and stems (let alone the syllables which have been elided through usage), the seeker of placename origins must also 
be a topographer, archaeologist and historian. A knowledge of religious practices including the supernatural, 
architectural styles, agricultural developments and sociological connections will assist as well. And these requirements 
are only defined for locality placenames. Streets, houses, estates and buildings have not even been considered. 
Almost three decades ago P .H. Reaney (1961, p.1) announced: 'More nonsense has been written on place-names 
than on any subject except, perhaps, that of surnames. Nor is this surprising. Names, whether of persons or places, 
are a perpetual source of interest but their interpretation demands a knowledge of languages, and of the sound­
changes which took place in them'. Margaret Gelling (1978, p.13) further cautions: 'Because place-name 
etymology abounds with snares, it is not possible to invite general participation in the process of suggesting 
etymologies. The rules have been objectively established; they are not arbitrary, but they are intricate, and few non­
specialists master them well enough to be on safe ground in this branch of the study'. 
In recent years the whole understanding of placenames has been undergoing a revolution. 'Place-names are like 
fingerprints in words: they are personal, positive, may prove a vital clue, but are limited in use unless they can be 
identified in a bank of examples, and are not indestructible' (Ravensdale 1982, p.132). 
Bearing in mind the degree of expertise being demonstrated by these scholars and applied by the English Place Name 
Society, we may consider the placenames of the Brisbane region. Here it is found that other considerations have 
taken priority. Little were we bothered whether the 'ham' at the end of a name has a topographical or habitative 
connotation. If we were early settlers from a particular district across the world, we used it without any compunction 
for applicability. Normanby and Normanton in England denoted Norwegian or Norman origins: in Brisbane and 
Queensland we were honouring in the first instance, a governor, and in the second, a sea captain. Time and time 
again we renamed streets in honour of celebrations, we changed names which were politically unacceptable, or we 
thought we knew the local history and immediately superimposed a name although the earlier one was probably more 
appropriate to a street or suburb. It would be interesting to know whether a future researcher will interpret the 
naming of streets in the Mandalay area as paying tribute to Italian masters of art or the current television series of 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. So instead of the categories which determined the names in England we adopted 
other approaches. 
Despite such eclecticism, placenames still fall into recognisable divisions though individual researchers might devise 
classifications to suit their own purposes: 
First there are directional names. Not only do locality names such as West End and South Brisbane come into this 
group but also streets such as Bulimba Road, (i.e. the road leading to Bulimba) and Lytton Road (the one to Fort 
Lytton). 
Further geographical elements can be identified with ethnic areas where a series of Scottish, Welsh or Aboriginal 
names might be used. 
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Next there is the group indicating obvious topographical features such as Pine Mountain Road, Church Street, Pier 
Avenue or Creek Parade. So many districts have a Railway Hotel near the station, with a Mill Road and an Oaky 
Creek. 
One of the largest sections involves the use of personal names, both forenames and surnames. Sometimes these 
reflect early settlers, politicians or simply all those royal christian names even if we didn't always spell them 
correctly. 
Yet another category covers those which commemorate events. A western suburb of Brisbane reflects the Scout 
Jamboree held there as the area was being subdivided. Coronation Drive and Anzac Avenue were used to rename 
River Road/North Quay and Brisbane Road/Redcliffe. 
But this examination does not stop at the names of suburbs or areas. In fact, quite an emphasis may be placed on 
street names, estate subdivisions and the names of structures such as houses and buildings. 
In order to present this kind of evidence, a wide variety of sources is tapped in the following papers. In the first 
instance the problem of Aboriginal placenames is considered, followed by several case studies of different suburbs 
of Brisbane. Finally the application and potential of placename research are examined. You, yourself, may wish to 
continue this exercise by taking the Eastern Suburbs Placename Tour (BHG 1990) and conducting your own 
placename project. 
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CHAPTER 12 
ABORIGINAL PLACE NAMES IN BRISBANE: 
'MISPLACED, MISPRONOUNCED AND MISUNDERSTOOD' 
by Elizabeth Dann 
There has been continuous human occupation in the Moreton region for at least 20 000 years BP, a date which 
actually comes from a site on Stradbroke Island (Neal & Stock 1986). Sites in the inland parts of the Moreton 
region have been dated to around 4 500 years BP (Hall 1980). 
Moreton Bay itself came into existence around 6 000 years ago. The area supported a rich marine habitat that 
archaeologist Jay Hall has described as a potential ·seafood supermarket' for human populations to exploit. 
Dispersed throughout the region were a number of local groups whose population sizes were flexible for any given 
time of the year. Probably the best way to characterise these groups is by language (see Blake 1981). 
It would appear that usage of the language of the Brisbane area Aborigines extended along the coast from the 
Caboolture River (and possibly further north) south to the Logan River, and west to the Range around Gatton 
(Tindale 1974). Within this area there were probably a number of distinct dialects of the language being used. 
There are numerous names given in documents and many variations on the spelling of those given for the group of 
Aborigines and their language or dialects. Perhaps among the most familiar are 'Yugarabul', 'Jagara', 
'Turrabul' (possibly a dialect from north of Brisbane River) and 'Undanbi' (also possibly a dialect from north 
of Brisbane River) (Tindale 1974; Watson 1947; Petrie 1904; Steele 1983). 
At the time of the European invasion of Australia, there were at least 200 different languages being spoken 
throughout the country, each with many separate dialects. Only about fifty are still considered to be living languages, 
that is with a group of people regularly using the dialect (Tindale 1974). The language of the Brisbane area 
Aborigines certainly does not fall into this category. In addition there exists scant documentation of the language 
of this area. 
There are, however, two notable sources on the language of the Brisbane area Aborigines, and later discussions of 
this language will often be seen to rely heavily on one or both of these sources. The first is Tom Petrie's 
reminiscences, as written by his daughter Constance Petrie (1904). The other is Vocabularies of four representative 
tribes of South Eastern Queensland written by FJ. Watson (1947). 
Petrie describes many of the customs and lifestyle of the Aborigines of her father's day as well as providing some 
word lists and translations, including the meanings of various placenames. Tom Petrie knew the local Aborigines 
as the Turrabul and apparently spoke the dialect well. 
Watson compiled vocabularies for four Southeast Queensland groups, including that of the Brisbane area, which he 
called Yugarabul. His work on the Yugarabul was based chiefly on the work of the Rev. W. Ridley (1875), as well 
as that of Petrie. He also obtained information from Enid Bell of Coochin Coochin, whom Watson describes as the 
last full-blooded Yugarabul. She died in the late 1920s-early 1930s. Watson's work is notable for its thoroughness. 
There are a couple of other sources for Yugarabul words, including the work of Thomas Hardcastle (1947) and 
Archibald Meston. Hardcastle's grandparents were early settlers in the Boonah district, and as a boy, living on their 
property, Thomas collected words and their meanings from the local Aborigines. 
Meston's information is available from his many booklets and articles, in particular a series in the Brisbane Courier 
of the 1920s, called 'The Lost Tribes of Moreton Bay'. Unfortunately not all of Meston's work is completely 
reliable, as the evidence suggests that he tended to generalise over large areas, and not take proper account of 
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regional variation. Tom Petrie is said to have felt that Meston's knowledge was limited, even though in his day 
Meston was considered a leading source of information on Aboriginal languages and customs (Thorpe 1978). 
With that brief introduction to the Aboriginal language of the Brisbane region, I would like to move on to a 
consideration of the placenames themselves. What is the key to understanding the Aboriginal placenames that we 
do have? 
A name is an identity, no matter what form it takes, and to be given an identity involves being assigned a specific 
place in the world (Berger & Luckmann 1966). Placenames thus fix a place in space and time. They also serve to 
distinguish among places and classify them, producing a framework of order and familiarity across the landscape. 
They also provide 'spatial strategies' for going to, or referring to, places beyond the vision. 
So, naming a place can be seen to bring that place into existence as a separate entity, infusing it with meaning, and 
giving the place significance. In effect, names may be seen to create places. They may also be seen as a key to a 
place a key to understanding the land, the inhabitants, their place in the land, and their responsibilities toward the 
land (Stanner 1956). The network of names across a landscape exists as a system of symbols in which relationships 
with the land are established, enunciated and perpetuated. 
Placenames form an integral part of Aboriginal religious, political and social life. The system of naming that was 
and still is used is intricately related to the way the Aboriginal people perceive space, the people's place in that space 
and their relationship to the land. 
While this is probably true of all Australian placenames, perhaps the difference between Aboriginal and European 
based naming systems lies in a spiritual element, present in both the Aboriginal relationship to the land as well as 
in the role of placenames. 
This spiritual element is not always easy to understand. It goes beyond a simple affinity or closeness to the land. 
Anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner suggests that 'In aboriginal understanding land was much more than property in 
our sense; ownership was more intrinsic; title, right and possession were embedded in different doctrines; and use 
and occupation were articulated into a highly distinctive body of social habits ... .' (Stanner 1969). Aboriginal 
placenames are very closely linked to this ownership of land and to the validation of rights in land. It has been 
shown that amongst some Aboriginal groups, to indicate that something possesses a name is tantamount to asserting 
that it is owned (Williams 1986). A group of people may be considered to own a name, which in turn reflects their 
ownership of the land to which that name pertains. 
Placenames are elements of many nations myths and/or origin stories, and numerous, perhaps all, Aboriginal 
placenames have their origin in Aboriginal lore. Such names imbue the landscape with a sense of continuity, 
establishing contact with the mythological past. Hence placenames are a way of connecting spiritual reality to 
everyday life. That is the spiritual link with the land is reflected in placenames. The effect is to link myths to living 
peoples through placenames. 
Thus the essence of Aboriginal placenames is spiritual, whereas the essence of European names in Australia could 
be seen as secular. More than anything, this reflects a different perception of the land and a different relationship 
with the land. 
Since early colonisation of Australia there has prevailed a clear acknowledgment that Aboriginal placenames strongly 
reflect the particular characteristics of the Australian landscape. Aboriginal placenames have been adopted, adapted 
and often altered to as to blend into the idiom. They have become, a characteristic feature of Australian English 
(Atchison 1985). 
The actual collection and use of Aboriginal placenames throughout Australia has had a varied history. Occasionally 
the names recorded and used are true to the local Aboriginal usage, and recently Aboriginal communities have been 
playing an increasingly active part in recording and bringing into official use locally relevant placenames. However, 
Aboriginal words and names are generally used out of context, and possibly many hundreds of kilometres from the 
land to which they once pertained. 
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Part of the explanation for this often haphazard adoption seems to lie in differential power relationships. Simply 
put, there is a power in placenames and a power in the right to name. This power stems from the close connection 
between both identity and placenames and ownership of land and placenames. 
It was in the immigrant Europeans' interests to deny or at least downplay the Aboriginal ownership of land, whether 
maliciously or not, and to effectively make the land their own. This is reflected in the placenames that the 
immigrants gave to the landscape as well as in the assumption of the right to name. 
By ignoring indigenous placenames a ruling group can effectively wipe out, or at least devalue, both a spiritual link 
and the history of a people with their land. In fact, such 'ignorance' can deny a people's possession of the 
landscape. The disregard of Aboriginal names has reflected white people's disregard of Aboriginal people. Dorothy 
Tunbridge is a linguist who has done considerable work on placenames with the Adnyamathanha people of South 
Australia. She contends that 'By largely ignoring the names we Europeans have managed to wipe out that history 
in a few short decades' (Tunbridge 1987). 
The fact that some legitimate Aboriginal placenames have survived bears witness to the power and strangeness of 
the Australian landscape. 
In the late 1820s, New South Wales Surveyor-General Thomas Mitchell was influential in instigating a trend toward 
the retention of Aboriginal placenames. Mitchell saw the Aboriginal names as more appropriate to the country than 
transposition of English names. Perhaps he also recognised the need to make a break with the mother country and 
forge relationships in the new home land. His instructions to surveyors included the statement that the 'Native 
Names should be continued or adopted when it can be conveniently done' (in Atchison 1985). 
The collection of such names, however, often left much to be desired. There are many factors that serve to 
complicate the Aboriginal placenames picture. 
In the early days of settlement, Aboriginal names were usually collected by surveyors in the field, from white settlers 
who had collected them from the Aboriginal inhabitants, sometimes many years prior to a survey. Over the course 
of time the names became the victims of foreign pronunciations, shortening, adaptation for easier pronunciation or 
more 'euphonious' rendering, misunderstanding or simply lack of interest on the part of settler or surveyor. In 
addition, knowledge of the features to which the names actually referred was often lost, or in the first instance the 
Aboriginal inhabitants may well have deliberately or jokingly misinformed the white settler. It is also likely that 
names of excessive length, those considered difficult to pronounce or unpleasant sounding, or whose meanings were 
not considered 'nice', were changed or not used on the final map, and thus were commonly forgotten. 
Due to this manner of collection, at best we can generally only suggest that a placename is generally 'derived' from 
a particular Aboriginal word or words. For instance, I have collected at least nine different words from which the 
suburb name Enoggera is said to be derived. 
Developers have at times been responsible for some of Brisbane's placenames. They sometimes chose Aboriginal 
names or words for their housing estates. So too the Railways Department sometimes chose Aboriginal words or 
names for their railway stations, and over time these names often became placenames. The chosen words commonly 
came from Aboriginal word lists, with more regard given to pleasant sounds and meanings that to a word's origin 
and legitimate placing. 
For instance, the name Bellbowrie is said to be of Aboriginal origin, meaning place of the red flowering trees. No 
doubt the developers saw it as a pretty sounding name for a suburb. However, it came from an Aboriginal word 
list and bears no connection to the local Aboriginal names or language. Similarly Jindalee is a word from a NSW 
dialect, chosen by the developer from an Aboriginal word list 
The Railways Department was originally responsible for many of our Brisbane placenames. For instance, the station 
name Banyo is said to be an Aboriginal word meaning a small ridge or hill, and while apparently of the local dialect, 
there is no evidence to suggest that it was used by the Aborigines for that location. Keperra, meaning tomahawk, 
was also apparently first applied by the Railways Department to a station. This word came from a word list collected 
in the Gilbert River area at the turn of the century. 
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A few Brisbane placenames, such as Inala, are derived from the Aboriginal language to the south of Brisbane (south 
of the Logan River). This language Bundjalung is far more extensively documented than Yugarabul, and there 
are living speakers of one or two of the southern dialects. The Bundjalung dialect directly south of the Logan River 
is generally known as Yugumbeh (Sharpe 1988). The name Inala is apparently derived from a Yugumbeh word 
'yinahla', which means a camping place or resting place; literally a 'lie-down' place. 
Other Brisbane placenames are possibly derived from the language to the north of the Brisbane area, which is 
generally known as Kabi. Kabi is one of the languages documented_ by Watson (1947). 
In addition to the misunderstandings and misplacements caused by the manner in which Aboriginal placenames came 
to be collected or given, there is a further complicating factor concerning naming itself. European and Aboriginal 
notions of naming of features are not necessarily of the same order. For example, European notions of giving the 
length of a stream the one name, or delineating a range by one name, are not necessarily held by Aborigines. the 
landscape is not understood or read in the same manner. 
The earliest reference to the word Enoggera appears to be connected with the creek. The word. or rather the word 
from which it is said to be derived, was apparently of the local dialect and used in the general area in which it now 
appears. However, did it refer to the creek from top to tail, to a part of the creek, to a site near a part of the creek, 
to a particular spot in the creek (relevant to some story, perhaps)? Or was it a common word used for various 
similar sites (in appearance or function) in the locality? 
If we then attempt do discover and understand 'meanings' for the Aboriginal placenames, the picture is further 
complicated. 
It is not uncommon for there to be given, in the literature, numerous different meanings for a single Aboriginal 
name, for which there are various reasons. One placename may well have had different meanings to different 
Aboriginal people. There may have been different names in use for the one location, from different dialects. In 
addition, different 'categories' of Aboriginal people (for example uninitiated versus initiated men), may well have 
had different names for the one place, and perhaps the two meanings but not the two words have come down to us, 
or vice versa. 
There can also be different 'levels' of meaning for different names. First, there are the supposedly 'literal' 
translations. Such translations may well reflect little of the true 'meaning' and significance of a name to the local 
Aborigines or the relevance of the place. Even for living languages, literal translations of words or phrases often 
do little justice to the meaning of the word or phrase to the people in whose language it is given. The difficulties 
are almost overwhelming when dealing with a few remnants of an extinct language. 
Then there are what could be called the 'social meanings', that is, the relevance or use of a place, such as a 'place 
to take the sick'. For example, Moggill appears to be derived from the word for the water lizard 'magil'. 
However, some sources suggest that Moggill means 'healthy place'. This may well be true, but it is probably a 
social meaning rather than a literal translation. 
Placenames may also have 'religious meanings', whereby unless the whole story or myth is known, a proper 
understanding of the meaning cannot be obtained. 
Lack of understanding such levels of meaning can lead to some curious translations. Perhaps an analogy can be used 
here. If I were to ask a Brisbanite of the 1990s 'What does Woolloongabba mean to you?', he or she may well 
answer 'Cricket'. Imagine some 200 years later reading in the latest book on placenames that W oolloongabba 
means ·place of crickets'! In fact who can say whether Woolloongabba is derived from a word meaning whirling 
water, fighting place, or the whip-tailed wallaby. All three meanings may be legitimate on different levels. 
As John Atchison noted in a recent lecture to the Royal Geographical Society, 'Each Aboriginal place name needs 
to be understood within a particular language and as part of a local or regional culture' (Atchison 1990). 
Some fairly major problems also arise when dealing with pronunciation. 
A particularly common confusion concerns the ·u' sound. Early writers with some classical or linguistic training 
may have transcribed the 'oo' sound (as in book) as a 'u', whereas the ·u• sound (as in dull) was transcribed 
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as an ·a'. This is accepted practice in linguistic transcription today. However, those early writers with no such 
training may well have used 'oo' for the 'oo' sound (and ·u• for the ·u' sound) in their transcriptions. Petrie 
used the classical transcription, hence she spells a word Tumbal and gives the pronunciation as Toombul. Because 
of these variations in transcriptions, the current pronunciation of many Brisbane Aboriginal placenames may be well 
removed from the way in which the Aboriginal inhabitants pronounced them. 
There are numerous other sounds in the local Aboriginal language which, on transcription of words by Europeans, 
have been variously spelt and consequently now probably sound quite different to the way the Aborigines pronounced 
them. One such sound is the ·n� sound, common to many Aboriginal languages throughout Australia. It is 
pronounced as in singer, though it is often the initial sound in a word and frequently difficult for an English speaker 
to master. Early translators sometimes rendered this sound simply as 'n' or·� (Watson 1947). 
Another such indeterminate sound is that close to 'dh', variously rendered by early translators as 't' or 'd' or 
'ch' or 'j' (Sharpe 1988). 
There is a particular grammatical key to some of the Brisbane placenames that assists in understanding; Aboriginal 
languages of southeast Queensland often tend to be 'affixing', that is, variations of tense or other such grammatical 
changes are, in many instances, indicated with a suffix or prefix. The 'locational suffix' or 'locative comment' 
is a grammatical term for a suffix added to a word to denote place or location. It does not literally translate as 
'place or, but for place names that is generally a valid way of translating the suffix. 
This suffix often turns up in words of Aboriginal derivation as ·pa', 'ba', 'ga', ja', 'bah', ·gab' and so forth. 
There are three main reasons why such variation occurs. First, the local dialect may not have differentiated between 
the 'p' and 'b' sounds (or they varied depending on position in the word) (Sharpe 1988). Secondly this locative 
comment may sometimes vary with the sound the word ends in, and possibly with different tense. Thirdly, the 
European transcribing the word may not have been able to distinguish between which was said, and/ or was not alert 
to the subtleties of the changing sounds. Look, for instance, at the tails of Pinkenba, Tingalpa and Yeronga. 
So it is that the Aboriginal placenames in use in the Brisbane area today bear little or no relationship to those used 
by the Aboriginal inhabitants 200 and more years ago. They are on the whole misplaced, mispronounced and 
misunderstood. For most people the Aboriginal meaning has little relevance other than curiosity. they are perhaps 
best thought of as Australian rather than Aboriginal placenames. 
But please do not think that I am opposing their continued use. The names embody much social history. Their use 
over time documents changing attitudes toward Aboriginal people as well as changing attitudes to, and relationships 
with, the land. Above all, they still serve to remind us that Brisbane was not terra nullius before the Europeans 
arrived. 
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CHAPTER 13 
PLACENAMES OF THE NUNDAH DISTRICT 
by Denis Cleary 
In preparing this paper, two main sources amongst others have been used: the placenames records and survey plans 
held by the Division of Information, Department of Lands at the Sunmap Centre Woolloongabba. The Nundah 
district is to be taken as that area comprising the original Division of Nundah, established in 1879. This area today 
forms the northern quarter of the city of Brisbane and extends along the shores of Moreton Bay from the mouth 
of the Pine River to the Brisbane River. Its northern and western limits coincide with the present city boundary, 
which follows in part the South Pine River and Albany Creek. On the south the area under consideration is bounded 
by Kedron Brook, Bonney Avenue, Sandgate Road, Breakfast Creek and the Brisbane River. 
Apart from the two rivers and their tributaries, the area is drained by Cabbage Tree Creek, Downfall Creek and 
Kedron Brook. In comparison with some other parts of Greater Brisbane, especially the western suburbs, the 
western half of the wider Nundah district is moderately hilly. Much of the land in the suburbs of Chermside West, 
McDowall and Stafford Heights is more than 60 metres above sea leve� with Milne and Sparkes Hills each exceeding 
90 metres. The eastern half, except for some bills at Hamilton and Clayfield and rising ground at Wavell Heights, 
Northgate, Nudgee, Shorncliffe and Brighton, comprises a low-lying estuarine plain interlaced by tidal creeks and 
until recent years covered with numerous lagoons, both saltwater and freshwater. 
The original Division of Nundah was reduced in size in 1880 when the borough of Sandgate was established. Further 
fragmentation of local government occurred when Toombul was excised from Nundah in 1883 and Hamilton from 
Toombul in 1890. F"mally in 1901 the remaining Division of Nundah was re-named Kedron. 
The topography has been considerably modified by European occupation of the past 150 years, especially since the 
beginning of the twentieth century. Reclamation along the northern bank of the Brisbane River and the construction 
of the new Brisbane Airport (opened 1987) have massively altered the landscape and affected the local geographical 
nomenclature a few names have disappeared entirely. The rest of the area has been mostly subjected to suburban 
residential development, with considerable industrial development - especially in the east and also pockets of 
commercial and retail development. 
The first people to use placenames in the area obviously were the Australian Aborigines, who are thought to have 
lived there for over 40 000 years. European explorers arrived early in the nineteenth century, German Lutheran 
missionaries in 1838 and European farming settlers, many of them Germans, in the second half of that century. The 
rural atmosphere lasted until the first world war, after which suburban expansion proceeded in earnest, following 
a tentative beginning in the fust decade of the twentieth century. Perhaps because of the relatively unspectacular 
landscape and the small size of the region, not many natural features are named. The nomenclature nowadays 
generally reflects the prevailing land use and the most obvious named geographic features on maps are therefore 
suburbs. The names of these recall in an incomplete manner the European history of the area and almost none of 
the Aboriginal. European settlers and their descendants are most often remembered in the street and road names 
and occasionally park names, but some deserving early residents have been forgotten even in this field. Where 
Aboriginal names have been adopted for streets and roads, they have been drawn almost exclusively from dialects 
that were or are spoken far from the shores of Moreton Bay and have no relevance to the Aborigines who once lived 
in the Nundah District. 
ABORIGINAL OCCUPATION 
Recorded Aboriginal nomenclature in the wider Nundah district is sparse. According to pioneer Tom Petrie and 
others, the local Aborigines spoke Turrub� the language of the region now covered by the cities of Brisbane and 
Ipswich, the Bremer River catchment, the Lockyer Valley and the lower Brisbane Valley (Petrie 1904, pp.4-5). Other 
authorities, however, give the name as Yugurabul and this is now accepted as having been the language name 
(Watson 1947, p.4). 
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Petrie used the term 'Duke of York's tribe' to describe the clan which occupied that area north of the Brisbane 
River now forming part of the city of Brisbane. The early residents of Brisbane town conferred the mock title on 
a leading warrior and elder of the clan. 
It has been suggested that the Undanbi language of the Sunshine Coast was spoken along the western shore of 
Moreton Bay as far south as Sandgate. It also has been suggested however that this may have occurred only from 
about 1850 when the Ningy Ningy clan of the Undanbi moved into territory which had been left vacant by the 
collapse of tribal life among the Duke of York's clan following contact with European society. 
The centuries-old coastal trade route of the Aborigines passed through the area. This is why German missionaries 
in 1838 chose Toombul as the site for their station, which was established on the track in the hope that this would 
allow more widespread contact among the Aborigines (Sparks 1938, p.17). Those coming from the south would cross 
the river at Eagle Farm. The ancient route then led north-westerly, probably skirting the eastern boundary of 
Doomben racecourse. It crossed Nudgee Road somewhere between Gerler Road and Hedley Avenue and passed 
through the area now covered by the bulk stores built during the second world war. The 400 metre section of Hedley 
Avenue that led south-easterly from Walkers Way (now closed by the East-West Arterial Road) followed the old 
route exactly. 
One old plan shows a track leading north-west from the mission site, more or less through the present Nundah 
shopping centre to cross Cabbage Tree Creek eight kilometres farther on near the present bridge at Lemke Road. 
From there the track headed more westerly, roughly along the present alignment of Telegraph Road. This track was 
noted on the plan as leading to the settlement at Bald Hills. On the northern side of Cabbage Tree Creek another 
track branched off to the new settlement at Sandgate. Although these tracks were used by the settlers it is most 
likely that at least the main track from Toombul to Bald Hills formed part of the ancient Aboriginal route (Survey 
plan M31.48). 
In 1861 lands in the northern section of the land parish of Kedron (now the suburbs of Boondall and Taigum) were 
surveyed. As part of this exercise the road now known as Sandgate Road was also surveyed. At the same time a 
bridge was built across Cabbage Tree Creek at the northern end of Sandgate Road, thereby shortening the route 
between Brisbane and Sandgate. The old track now passed through freehold land and could no longer be used. 
ABORIGINAL NAMES 
The most notable Aboriginal placename in the wider Nundah district is the name Nundah itself. As a district name 
it did not exist until the railway from Brisbane to Sandgate was opened in 1882. Before that the district around the 
old German mission site had come to be known as German Station. The German Station National School opened 
in 1864 and the German Station post office in 1866 and both had their names changed to Nundah only after the 
coming of the railway. 
In a plan of the Brisbane area drawn by surveyor McLean in 1853 the name Nundah Creek is shown as that of the 
stream now known above the tidal influence as Downfall Creek and as Nundah Creek only in its saltwater reaches. 
A land parish of Nundah is shown encompassing the area now included in the parishes of Kedron and Nundah. 
Apparently Kedron parish had not then been excised from Nundah. The area now forming the suburb of Nundah 
was not specifically named but appeared merely as part of the parish of Toombul (survey plan M1079h). 
It seems therefore that the name Nundah may have been used by the Aborigines to describe the present creek or 
some smaller feature either on it or near it. The parish name would have been adopted from the name of the 
natural feature. Petrie (1904, p316) gives the meaning of Nundah as 'chain of waterholes' and the Aboriginal form 
of the name as 'Nanda' or 'Nunda'. Interestingly, FJ. Watson (1947, p.105) states that the name as now used 
is derived from the Yugarabul word 'Nyan/da', meaning water-holes or lagoons. This spelling suggests that the 
Aborigines' pronunciation might have been rendered better as 'Ngun/da' (the stress falls on the syllable preceding 
the stroke). The Railways Department gives the same meaning as Petrie and was of course responsible for 
transferring the name to its present site. In the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, post offices often 
were located at railway stations, the railway staff also acting as postal officials, and residents used to visit the stations 
to collect and to post their mail. Thus the names of districts frequently were governed by those of the railway 
stations. If the name of a new station differed from that being used for the district, the name of the latter sometimes 
would be changed to agree with the former. This happened in the case of Nundah. 
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As there were many waterholes in the low-lying country east of the railway at Nundah, the latter certainly was not 
a misnomer. The name also had in its favour the fact that it was derived from the local Aboriginal language. 
From 1951 to 1978 there was an unattended railway station named Nyanda at the Beaudesert Road crossing on the 
Beenleigh Railway, between Rocklea and Salisbury. The name as chosen because of the proximity of the station to 
Rocky Water Holes Creek, which had also inspired the name Rocklea in 1885- another Railways Department 
creation. 
Toombul is a local Aboriginal placename which has been in continuous official use for one purpose or another 
almost since the first European settlement in the area. Petrie (1904, p.316) stated that 'Tumbul' was the 
Aboriginal (Yugarabul) name for the site of the German mission station but gave no meaning. Surveyor James 
Warner surveyed the parish of Toombul in January 1840 and is believed to have been responsible for the adoption 
of the name. The parish is shown in surveyor McLean's plan of 1853 (survey plan M1079h). The name was next 
used officially for a railway station. When the Sandgate Railway opened in 1882 the only station between Nundah 
and Nudgee was located where the present Toombul Road (1990) crosses the line and was named Toombul. Some 
years later, after the North Coast Railway was opened in 1888, a railway station named Nortbgate Junction was 
opened about 300 metres south of Toombul and the latter station was closed. H this had not happened the locality 
around the original station could in time have become known as Toombul. 
The Division of Toombul was created in 1883 and kept its name until it was absorbed in Greater Brisbane in 1925, 
having been re-designated a shire in 1902. 
In 1920 increasing residential development led to the opening of a new railway station between Eagle Junction and 
Nundah which was given the name Toombul. The locality around the railway station, on the northern bank of 
Kedron Brook and Schultz Canal, soon became known as Toombul, and as this included the site of the former 
German mission the name may be said to have come home again. 
Lauterer gives 'toombul' or 'dhumbul' as the Aboriginal name of a species of araucaria, possible the hoop pine 
(Placenames records). Hardcastle (1947, p.27), in a published article on the Yugarabul language formerly spoken 
in the Boonah district, gave �une bul' as the name for the hoop pine. It would appear from these renderings that 
the word correctly should begin with the dental consonant peculiar to Aboriginal languages and difficult for most 
English speakers to pronounce. 
It is known that before European settlement the hoop pine grew in profusion in the scrubs along the banks of the 
Brisbane River near tidewater (Steele 1972, pp.111-3,120). It was noted growing on Toorak Hill and local traditions 
in the Nundah area speak of hoop pine. It may not have grown in the open forest that once covered much of the 
area but could well have occurred in the rich scrub soil of the high northern bank of the Kedron Brook flood plain 
that was the site of the German mission. 
The accepted meaning of Toombul of course may not merely indicate the presence of hoop pines. It may have been 
a mythical site in a story which in some way involved the hoop pine. As far as we know, no myths have been 
recorded. Thus we are left with the tantalising scrap of information the Toombul means 'hoop pine'. 
A third local Aboriginal name which has survived or rather revived is Taigum. In McLeans' 1853 map Cabbage 
Tree Creek was shown throughout its length as Tighgum Creek and, until very recent years, maps published by the 
surveyor general showed Tighgum in parentheses as an alternative name for Cabbage Tree Creek. Petrie (1904, 
p.38) gave 'lawyer cane' as its meaning. 
In February 1891 the Nundah Divisional Board asked the Queensland government to change its name to Tyghum 
Divisional Board because of confusion with the township of Nundah which was situated in the Toombul Division 
some kilometres away. No action was taken, however, until 1901 when the Division of Nundah was re-named 
Division of Kedron, to become the shire of Kedron in 1902 (Teague 1974, p.59). 
In the closing years of the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth Frederick William Drew operated the 
Tyghum dairy at Beckett Road, Bridgeman Downs, then in the Shire of Kedron (Teague 1974, p.25). 
In 1975 the Queensland Place Names Board created the new suburb of Taigum, which lies north of Zillmere and 
is bounded on the west and north by Cabbage Tree Creek. 
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It is interesting to note that in the suburb of Watedord West, City of Logan, there is a large lagoon known as Tygum 
Lagoon which is enclosed by a loop of the Logan River. An old road leading into this pocket has long been known 
as Tygum Road and it is understood that Tygum was the Aboriginal name for the locality. 
A further interesting point is the appearance of the name Tygum as that of a residence and private estate at 
Hamilton on a Brisbane map published by the surveyor-general in June 1904. Tygum is shown on the southern side 
of Hamilton Road (now Kingsford Smith Drive) between Seymour Road and Nudgee Road. The side is now 
traversed by the Cold Stores Branch Railway. 
According to Watson (1947, p.105) the well-known Aboriginal placename Nudgee is a corruption of the Yugarabul 
'Nardha', meaning 'place of black ducks' (from 'nar', meaning 'black duck', and the locational suffix 'dha'). 
This meaning is borne out by long-established local tradition and up to forty years ago almost could have been 
deduced from the large numbers of these birds in the local waterways. There is some likelihood, however, that the 
name originally did not refer to the suburb which has grown up around the Nudgee railway station but to the district 
once known as Lower Nudgee which has now disappeared under the extensions to the Brisbane Airport. 
The original site of the Nudgee State school (1875-1928) lay on the western side of Nudgee Road between Tufnell 
Road and Crockford Street, about a kilometre south of the present site. The former school reserve, now the Banyo 
Recreation Reserve, Nudgee Waterhole, with its adjacent bora ring, lies 1700 metres to the north-north-east. The 
area surrounding the school, including much land to the east of Nudgee Road, was settled largely by German farmers 
and soon became known for its vineyards and dairies. 
In 1882 the Sandgate Railway was opened and at the same time a new railway station known as Nudgee was opened 
25 kilometres north of the school. The first Nudgee post office opened at the railway station a few months later and 
remained there for many years. This and the suburban subdivision that began to take place near the railway station 
tended to attract the name to that vicinity and the original Nudgee area near the state school gradually became 
known as Lower Nudgee. 
Petrie (1904, p316) does not give a meaning for the name Nudgee but does state that it was known as 'Murgin 
Murgin', for which name he does not give a meaning either. Did Petrie perhaps mean that the area around the 
railway station had been known to the Aborigines as Murgin Murgin, as distinct from the area around the original 
state school, which should have remained as Nudgee. 
The title of Nudgee College from 1891, the year of its foundation, enlarged the area to which the name referred 
The college, which is today in the suburb of Boondall, used to receive its mail from Nudgee railway station, although 
it faces Sandgate Road. A private road, with a substantial bridge and gates at Nundah Creek, connected the college 
with the railway station 27 kilometres away. Until at least 1950 the college gardener used to ride a horse along this 
road to collect the mail at the station. 
Nudgee, like Nundah, Taigum, Toombul and other names, both Aboriginal and European has a history of migrating 
before finally assuming a fixed abode. This peripatetic tendency arises not from any intrinsic quality of the names 
but from the changing uses to which the names were put by a rapidly developing society - a society comprised 
especially of immigrants from an alien culture whose concepts of placenaming differed profoundly from those of the 
original inhabitants. 
Four local Aboriginal placenames continue in use in the northern part of the wider Nundah district, albeit in minor 
ways. The pocket of land between the South Pine River and Bald Hills was known to the Aborigines as Wyampa, 
the meaning of which has not been recorded. The name continued in use among local European settlers for many 
years although it was never officially adopted, and after the North Coast Railway was opened to Caboolture in 1888 
that part of Bald Hills north of the railway line was often described as Wyampa in local usage. Today the name 
survives only as that of the road running the length of the pocket. 
The names Warra and Moora are both recorded as being Aboriginal names for the site of Sandgate. Petrie (1904, 
p316) gives 'open sheet of water' or 'river' as the meaning of Warra, presumably in the Turrubul (Yugarabul) 
language. John Steele (1983, p.163), however, states that the Sandgate area was known as Moora in Turrubul and 
Warrah in Jandai, the language spoken on North Stradbroke Island and on the mainland opposite, between the 
Brisbane and Logan Rivers, as well as on the smaller islands in southern Moreton Bay. 
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The park overlooking the pier at Shomcliffe has long been known as Moora Park. About 1980 the Brisbane City 
Council gave the name Warra Municipal Pound to the pound at Telegraph Road, Bracken Ridge (near the Lemke 
Road bridge over Cabbage Tree Creek four kilometres west of the Sandgate business centre). 
The lagoon in the heart of Sandgate township was known to the Aborigines as Einbunpin and still keeps that name 
Watson gives the derivation as <yimbun', a reed with an edible rook (Typha angustifolia) and 'pin', place of. 
Petrie (1904, p318) gives the meaning of 'yimbun' as 'bulrush' and the same botanical name. F.M. Bailey 
(1909, p.576), colonial botanist for Queensland, states that 'yimbun' was the name given to this plant by the 
Brisbane River natives and that its spikes were gathered by the early colonists of South Australia and the down used 
for stuffing pillows, under the name of 'Murray Down'. 
The suburb of Ekibin on Brisbane's southside is named after a marshy spot on the upper waters of Norman Creek 
and has the same meaning as Einbunpin. 
Two well-known names of Aboriginal derivation, Pinkenba and Doomben, have been transposed by Europeans 
although both are of Yugarabul origin. The name Pinkenba formerly was given by the Aborigines to the New Farm 
area and derives from 'binkin', the river tortoise, and 'ba', freely translated as 'place of (Petrie 1940, p.316; 
Watson 1947, p.105). In 1897 the railway was extended from Ascot to the new deepwater wharf near the mouth of 
the Brisbane River and the Railways Department adopted the name Pinkenba for the new station at the terminus, 
although there is some evidence that a receiving office in the vicinity had had the name since 1892. Certainly the 
official use quickly led to its acceptance by the local community, the district previously having been known as Boggy 
Creek. 
Tom Petrie (1904, p316) states that the Aboriginal name for Boggy Creek at Eagle Farm was 'Tumkaiburr', but 
gives no meaning. The Boggy Creek referred to was a watercourse, mostly tidal, that used to wander from the 
neighbourhood of the present (1990) Brisbane Airport International Terminal to enter the Brisbane River about 100 
metres upstream of the Pinkenba wharf. It was shown by that name on official maps until well after the second 
world war and it is only in recent decades that, for reasons unknown, the name Boggy Creek has come to be shown 
as that of the tidal channel between Bulwer Island and Murtletown, previously un-named. 
Petrie also states that the Pinkenba area was known to the Aborigines as Doomben but gives no meaning. Watson 
gives 'doombeo' as the Yugarabul name for a species of tree-fern while the meaning 'staghom fern' is given 
elsewhere. The first section of the Pinkenba Railway from Ascot to Meeandah was opened in 1890 and Doomben 
railway station apparently was opened on the same date. This station and the suburb of Doombeo which grew 
around it are about five kilometres west of Pinkenba. 
Three other Aboriginal names have been recorded for the area, although they have not passed into general usage. 
They are Boorenoba (Luggage Point), Mooroo-mooroolbio (Hamilton sandbank), and Barrambin, (that portion of 
Breakfast Creek near the railway bridge between Bowen Hills and Albion). 
According to Archibald Mestoo (Steele 1983 p.106) Boorenoba means ·place of whiting', from the Jandai word 
'booreno' meaning 'whiting', and 'ba' meaning 'place of. 
Steele (1983, p.129) gives the name of the Hamilton sandbank as 'mooroo-mooroolbin', meaning 'long nose'. 
Until the Hamilton training wall was built between 1898 and 1900 the Brisbane River became wider immediately 
below the junction of Hamilton and Racecourse Roads, the old riverbank following closely the southern side of 
Hamilton Road. A short distance downstream lay the Hamilton sandbank, which dried at low water and extended 
for about a kilometre down river from a point opposite the end of Nudgee Road. Such an extensive sandbank no 
doubt would have been a favourite nesting and feeding place for many kinds of waterbirds. The Yugarabul word 
for nose, beak or bill was 'mooroo' and 'mooroo mooroo' meant 'many noses' or 'many bills'. With the 
addition of the locational suffix 'bin', could Mooroo-mooroolbin have meant ·place of many birds'? It would 
not be hard to imagine large flocks of pelicans or terns or gulls standing together on the sandbank at low water. 
Cognate names are 'Maroochy' from the Yugarabul term for black swans ('mooroo-kutchi' or ·red nose') and 
'Moorooka' (perhaps derived from ·mooroo' and 'nga' composed of - and possibly devised by the Railways 
Department in reference to the birdlife in Rocky Water Holes Creek). 
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No meaning can be found for 'Barrambin', which in the form Pabroombin was the name of the George 
Edmondstone home and estate at Mayne on the southern bank of Breakfast Creek, just outside the boundary of the 
old Nundah Division. A coal barge owned by the Riverside Coal Transport Co. Ltd also is named Barrambin. 
NAMES GIVEN BY EARLY EXPWRERS 
There are only three names in the wider Nundah district which were bestowed by the first European explorers. They 
are: 
Brisbane River, named on 4th December 1823 by John Oxley in honour of Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, 
governor of New South Wales (1821-1825) (Steele 1972, p.122). 
Pine River, at first described by Oxley as Deception River because he believed that the castaway John Finnegan had 
misled him into believing that this was the great river later to be named the Brisbane River. The first use of the 
name is not known, but on 1 December 1823 Oxley first observed the hoop pine (Araucaria cunninghamii) on the 
banks of this river near Petrie (Steele 1972, p.105). 
On 17 September 1824 Allan Cunningham recorded how his party had partaken of a hasty breakfast at a spot on 
the northern bank of the Brisbane River which may have been somewhere between the mouth of Breakfast Creek 
and Cameron Rocks. Major Edmund Lockyer in his chart of the river made in 1825 showed the place as Breakfast 
Point (Steele 1972, p.152). 
Bramble Bay, a shallow bight between Shorncliffe and Woody Point, is named after HM Bramble, under Lieutenant 
C.B. Yule, which undertook surveys of northern Moreton Bay in 1846. 
NAMES RECALLING GERMAN MISSIONARIES AND SETILERS 
Sad to say, Zions Hill the name given by the German missionaries in 1838 to their station at Toombul, ceased to 
be used after the mission was abandoned about 1848. The name Kedroo Brook, also given by the missionaries, still 
describes the stream which rises near Camp Mountain above Ferny Grove and flows through Brisbane's northern 
suburbs to reach Moreton Bay through a canal near Nudgee Beach. The missionaries named this watercourse after 
the Brook of Kedron which flows past the southern slopes of Jerusalem (the Hill of Zion). 
It is disappointing that the German missionaries are not remembered in the major placenames of the area, with the 
exception of Zillmere. Originally this was known as Zillmans Waterholes, taking its name from a small tributary 
of Nundah Creek which is crossed by Sandgate Road on the city side of Nudgee College. This swampy watercourse 
in turn was named after Johann Leopold Zillman, one of the first band of missionaries. When the railway line to 
Caboolture was opened in 1888 the Railways Department decided that Zillman's Waterholes was too long a name 
for a railway station sign board and created instead the name Zillmere. This comprises the first syllable of Zillmann 
and the Old English word 'mere', a marsh, swamp or fen, a sheet of standing water. 
Other missionaries are recalled by the names of roads and streets in the area, such as Franz, Gerler, Rode, 
Schneider and Wagner. Peter Niquet was remembered by two insignificant surveyed streets on land which he had 
selected at Clayfield. Neither was a made street. Peter Street and Niquet Street are now lost under the East-West 
Arterial Road. 
Two other names, Walker's Way and Downfall Creek, also have connections with the German missionaries. In due 
course the original roadway running in front of their slab cottages became a surveyed road, known today as Walker's 
Way. George Edward Walker, an Englishman, came to Brisbane in 1850 and in 1853 became tutor to the children 
at German Station whose fathers had by then abandoned missionary work and taken up farming (Sparks 1938, p49; 
Nundah HCPA 1989, p.73). 
In 1843 the missionaries established an out-station at a place called Nordga by the Aborigines but now known as 
Burpeogary. On one occasion Carl Gerler and Ambrose Hartenstein were taking a dray load of com from Zion's 
Hill to Burpengary when the vehicle stuck fast at a creek crossing. In their efforts to extricate it, the missionaries 
merely succeeded in breaking the pole. Gerler went on to the out -station for help, leaving Hartenstein to guard the 
corn. The following morning Hartenstein was found about a kilometre from the dray, hiding behind a log for fear 
of the Aborigines. The latter on the other hand had camped a similar distance from the dray in the opposite 
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direction, being too frightened of Hartenstein to venture closer. The spot from then on was known as Hartenstein's 
Downfall and the creek as Downfall Creek (Nundah HCPA 1989, pp.60-1). 
Although it is not known exactly where this incident took place, it is not too fanciful to suggest that the most likely 
spot would have been where the later track to Bald Hills and Sandgate crossed Downfall Creek about 700 metres 
upstream from the present Sandgate Road bridge. As this track almost certainly would have followed the old 
Aboriginal coastal route, it is probable that it was also used by the missionaries to communicate with their out-station 
at Burpengary. The site of the crossing place is in an old water reserve under the control of the Brisbane City 
Council and known as the Downfall Creek Reserve. Perhaps it could be re-named Hartenstein park. 
Other missionaries such as Rev. Eipper and Rev. Schmidt and Messrs Doege, Haussmann and Olbrecht are not 
remembered in the district placenames. 
Later German settlers fared slightly better, generally having roads named after them. Blinzinger Road (Banyo), 
Feuerriegel Road (Bald Hills), Kreutzer Street (Toombul), Kunde Street (Nundah), Muller Road (Boondall), 
Raubers Road (Northgate) and Weyers Road (Nudgee) almost exhaust the list, although some others were eliminated 
by the extensions to Brisbane Airport. 
A well-known landmark in the district is the Schultz Canal, built as a flood control measure by the old Toombul 
Shire Council and named after a former chairman of that council. It was formed by canalising Kedron Brook 
downstream from the North Coast Railway. 
SUBURB NAMES 
Apart from the suburb names already discussed (Nudgee, Nundah, Taigum, Toombul, Zillmere ), there are other 
suburb names in the area with interesting histories. 
In 1882 a branch from the Sandgate Railway was opened to Racecourse. In 1897 the Railways Department re-named 
the terminus Ascot after the famous racecourse in Berkshire, England. The post office and suburb names were 
altered at the same time. 
In 1865 John Morris, an English immigrant, bought 782 hectares of land at a place called little Cabbage Tree Creek 
and named his property Aspley Grove after a locality near Nottingham, England where he had formerly lived. 
Confusion began to arise with mail deliveries intended for Cabbage Tree (now Boondall) on the Sandgate Railway, 
so the name of the Little Cabbage Tree Creek district, receiving office and state school was changed in 1897 to 
Aspley (Teague 1974, pp.5,14,17,44). 
The Sandgate Railway opened in 1882 but no railway station was provided between Toombul and Nudgee. A North 
Coast Railway was being proposed, however, and there was keen interest as to which location would be chosen for 
the junction with the Sandgate Railway. Apparently in anticipation that it would be the likely site, a Clapham 
Junction Estate was auctioned on 28 June 1884 at the St Vincent's Road level crossing. No doubt the vendor named 
the estate after the famous railway junction in England. In the event the new line, which was opened in 1888, 
branched off at Northgate Junction. Suburban development, however, did dictate the need for a railway station on 
the estate in 1912 and the estate name 'Clapham' was suggested for it. This was not acceptable to local residents 
who feared that it would be abbreviated to 'clap', a vernacular term for venereal disease. The Railways 
Department chose Banyo, a Yugarabul term meaning 'ridge', in reference to rising ground east of the railway line. 
Boondall was originally (1882) called Cabbage Tree with the opening of a railway station on the new Sandgate 
Railway. This was changed to Nudgee College in 1912, but in 1923 was changed again to Boondall. According to 
Watson, 'boondall' is the Yugarabul word for the cunjevoi plant, Alocasia macrorrhiza. 
Bridgeman Downs was named by the Queensland Place Names Board in 1975 after Henry St John Bridgeman, a 
customs locker of Brisbane and a large landholder in the area during the 1850s and 1860s. 
Brighton Estate was developed in 1861 by Joshua Jeays, builder, architect and one-time mayor of Brisbane. 
Presumably named after the well-known English seaside resort. 
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Carseldine was named in 1975 by the Queensland Place Names Board after a pioneering Bald Hills family of the 
1850s. 
From 1878 the Chennside district was known as Downfall Creek but at the request of local residents it was re-named 
in 1903 after the then governor of Queensland Sir Herbert Chermside (1902-1904). 
Clayfield was a railway station and post office name given in 1895. It was believed to refer to a brickpit that once 
existed near the intersection of Sandgate and Oriel Roads. 
Eagle Farm was established in 1829 to house female convicts and provide food for the Brisbane penal settlement. 
It was named after the large number of eagles there. 
Ambrose McDowall, an early settler, built a home on land he selected at South Pine Road on the northern bank 
of Kedron Brook. He named his property Everton, it is said after a suburb of Liverpool, England. In 1899 the name 
Everton Park was given to a receiving office which opened nearby. McDowall has done rather well in the local 
nomenclature, the nearby suburb of McDowall and McDowall's Bridge both being named after him. 
About 1867 a Gustavus Hamilton, solicitor, of Toowoomba, built a hotel on Hamilton Road (now Kingsford Smith 
Drive) a short distance west of the present intersection of Racecourse Road. The area was then regarded as being 
part of Eagle Farm. This accounts for the fact that the Eagle Farm racecourse is now situated in the suburb of 
Ascot, not Eagle Farm, as it was originally. The racecourse stayed in the same place but the suburb has moved away. 
The new hotel was named The Hamilton. Eventually that part of Eagle Farm around the hotel acquired the name 
Hamilton and a new suburb was born. 
Hendra railway station was named in 1882 by H Curnow, railways commissioner and a Cornishman, after 'a spot 
in Cornwall of hallowed association' possibly the place where he had been born. 
In the 1890s, the Railways Department built a new station at the junction of the Sandgate Railway and the North 
Coast Railway. It was named Northgate Junction, the name having been coined from North Coast and Sandgate. 
As the suburban area of Brisbane used to begin here, the name was also intended to convey this fact, Northgate 
being the northern entrance to the city. 
Settlers in the Pine Rivers district were complaining about 1850 of attacks by Aborigines and demanding protection. 
In 1852 two survivors of the wrecked vessel Thomas King arrived at the mouth of Cabbage Tree Creek after having 
suffered Aboriginal attack. These incidents led the New South Wales government to establish a village there. 
Surveyor J.C. Burnett began laying out the village of Sandgate in September 1852 and the first land sale took place 
on 9 November, 1853. It is presumed that Sandgate was named after the seaside resort of Sandgate in Kent, 
England. 
In Australian Pioneers and Reminiscences, colonial Brisbane identity and eccentric Neihemiah Bartley wrote: 'I first 
went to Sandgate in 1858 .... next morning we strolled to Shorncliffe'. The name does not appear to have been used 
officially until 1919 when the Shomclifle police station and state school were opened, presumably named after 
Shorncliffe, a locality in the western part of Folkestone in Kent, which is the site of military fortifications. The 
English Shorncliffe is only about three kilometres from Sandgate. 
In 1941 the Brisbane City Council, probably wishing to capitalise on anti-German feeling during the second world 
war, changed the name of Rode road to Wavell Road, after the British commander in North Africa, General Wavell. 
Strong local opposition, however, forced the Council to reverse its decision. A little later in 1943 residents of an area 
which had become known locally as West Nundah asked for a distinctive suburb name. Several names were 
considered including Inala meaning 'resting place' or ·camping ground', which seemed to be a particular favourite 
of the residents. The council however declined to accept any of the names and gave the suburb the name Wavell 
Heights instead. 
NAMES DERIVED FROM PRIVATE HOMES AND ESTATES 
Except for Everton Park and Whiostanes no suburbs in the wider Nundah district have been named after private 
homes of estates. Names of this type have survived only as the names of streets and it is interesting that these are 
confined almost exclusively to the area formerly comprising the town of Hamilton, that is the suburbs of Ascot, 
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Clayfield, Hamilton and Hendra. This reflects the history of the area, which quickly became occupied by the weU-t� 
do, who built grand homes on large areas of land. During the twentieth century, rising costs and changing lifestyle 
led to the gradual subdivision of these estates. Some of the street names which recall these estates are Carlin, 
Enderley, Highclere, Highlands, Mayfield, Tarranalma, Toorak, Whyenbah, Whytecliffe and Windermere. 
SUPERSEDED NAMES 
The best known superseded placename in the district is Uniacke Point. John Fitzgerald Uniacke was an assistant 
to John Oxley during the latter's journey of exploration to Port Curtis and Moreton Bay in November and December 
1823. On 5 December 1823 Oxley gave the name Uniacke Point to the low mangrove covered point on the northern 
side of the Brisbane River mouth (Steele 1972, p.118). This feature today is of course known as Luggage Point and 
is the main outfall for Brisbane's sewerage system. The original name is no longer used, which would have afforded 
great relief to John Uniacke had he been able to discern the future. Uniacke Point used to be shown on official 
maps as an alternative to Luggage Point until after the second world war. 
There was once a folk tale in the Myrtletown area that the name Luggage Point derived from the fact that, in the 
days of sail, immigrant ships dropped anchor at the mouth of the river and the immigrants came ashore there with 
their luggage. Why they would want to struggle through the mangroves with their goods and chattels is not 
explained. The problem with the story is that the feature was shown as Luggage Point on Dixon's plan of the 
Brisbane River made in 1839, weD before free immigrants began coming to Brisbane. 
Parker Island was an island in the Brisbane River about a kilometre downstream from the present site of the 
Gateway Bridge. It has now been joined to the mainland, but the name survives as that of the Parker Island Wall, 
a riverside embankment. The island no doubt was named after Mr Parker, superintendent of agriculture, who was 
sent to Eagle Farm in September 1829 to supervise the new agricultural establishment. On Dixon's 1839 plan of the 
Brisbane River, the name Parker's Island is shown as that of the feature now known as Bulwer Island (survey plan 
M1076.1). 
Coxen Point was at a bend in the riverbank about a kilometre south-west of the present location of the club house 
of the Royal Queensland Golf Club. Reclamation work has eliminated the point, which is now about 500 metres 
inland from the Hamilton WaD. It was no doubt named after Charles Coxen, a prominent Darling Downs pastoralist 
and businessman and MLA for Northern Downs (1860-1867). Coxen owned considerable land on the lower reaches 
of the Brisbane River, mostly on the southern bank opposite Coxen Point. 
INFORMAL NAMES 
There have been several of these unofficial names, some of which had currency for many decades, others of which 
faded from use after a short time. One of these is Dinah Island which is the name of an island between Shorncliffe 
and Nudgee Beach, once the site of a sheUgrit lease. In 1892, 'King Johnny', an elder of the Sandgate Aborigines, 
was buried on Dinah Island. Nobody knows the origin of the name. 
Bucks Hill at Nundah is named after the Buck family who for decades had a blacksmith shop and later a motor 
garage on the comer of Sandgate road and Northgate Road. Eduard Block ( anglicised as Buck) was a German 
immigrant who arrived in Brisbane in 1874. At different times, Buck's Hill (between Nundah and Virginia) was also 
known as 'The Long Hill' and 'The Red Hill' ,  from the colour of the soil in the road cutting. 
The Nundah Corner was the name given by the pineapple farmers of Nudgee to the intersection of Toombul Road 
and Melton Road at Northgate. To avoid having to take their drays over Buck's Hill, on their way to market, the 
farmers used to foUow the Oat land along Toombul Road and turn into Melton Road to reach Nundah. 
There were other informal placenames, including those given to various railway level crossing gates, but space 
precludes their being listed here. 
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CHAPTER 14 
PROCESS IN PLACENAMING SOUTHEAST BRISBANE 
by William Metcalf 
Most people seem interested in the origin of the name for their town, street and even of themselves. To know that 
I was named after my maternal grandfather forges a culturally significant link across generations. To know that my 
city is named after a nineteenth century British governor provokes more interest in Sir Thomas Brisbane than might 
otherwise be his due. 
There are various reasons why humans name their environment, convenience, no doubt, being one important factor. 
Customs play an important role, wherein most Anglo-Saxons expect streetnames to be a single noun. A street called 
'fragrantly, happily skipping' would seem unusual, for example. 
Far more important than convenience in placenaming, however, is the process which anthropologists call 'ordering 
the landscape' (Jones, 1985). By this it is meant that all humans, in order to make sense out of the complexities 
of their surroundings, attach labels to distinguish the important bits of their environment. The way we order our 
environment flows from and reflects our culture. To apply the name Fred to a dog removes that animal, in our 
consciousness, from the general non-human realm to a special almost human position. Similarly when we apply a 
name to a geographical feature such as a mound of rock and soil, calling it Toohey Mountain, it becomes culturally 
distinct from its surrounds - a major environmental or landscape marker. 
There are ten sources for the names which now apply to geographical features on the southeast of Brisbane: 
• Aboriginal and pseudo-Aboriginal 
• Past VIPs or political masters 
• Early landowners 
• Biophysical features 
• Culturally significant events 
• Old country connections 
• Destination 
• Early land use 
• Subdivision theme 
• Other 
ABORIGINAL AND PSEUDO-ABORIGINAL SOURCES 
Aboriginal sources apply to numerous placenames on Brisbane's southeast. Because the local Aborigines were either 
killed or driven away so early in the history of European settlement of this area, we know relatively little about them. 
We do know that the Aboriginal inhabitants of Brisbane's southside were known as Yagarabal or Jagara, and that 
they were of the Turrubul language group. Woolloongabba, originally known to Europeans as One Mile Swamp, 
is an obvious example of an Aboriginal word used as placename. According to Tom Petrie (1904), the Aboriginal 
word was really Wulonkoppa. Various meanings including 'fighting place' and 'whirling water' have been 
suggested. The hilltop site of the Anglican church on Hawthorn and Merton Street Woolloongabba was apparently 
an important ceremonial site or bora ring. 
Moorooka is said to derive from the word either for ironbark or 'like a nose', referring to Toohey Mountain. The 
first European name for Moorooka was Four Mile, referring to its distance from One Mile Swamp. 
Eldbiu was named by Thomas Blacket Stephens in 1863, from the Aboriginal word Y eekabin or Yekibin, meaning 
'good eating place'. The name refers to the area near the old Ridge Street Bridge on Norman Creek, where 
wildlife and roots abounded along the creek flats. 
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Yeerongpilly derives from Yerong-pilli, supposedly meaning 'rain coming', while Yeronga derives from either 
Yerongpa, meaning ·a sandy place', or Yerong, meaning 'initiation or bora ground'. The name was first 
anglicised by Hardie Buzacott, Queensland postmaster-general prior to federation, as the name of his home, 
Yerong-Lea. The nearby railway station was named Yeronga, in his honour. 
Coorparoo is a shortened form of Cooraparoo (or Kulpurum, according to Tom Petrie), the Aboriginal name for 
what we now call Norman Creek. It supposedly meant either 'place of the mosquito' or 'call of the dingo'. 
Norman Creek first appears on a map prepared by Major Lockyer in September 1825, but we do not know for sure 
after whom it was named. Norman Creek was surveyed as a prelude to free settlement in October 1839. 
Kuraby is said to derive from an Aboriginal word meaning 'a place of many springs'. There are other names such 
as Moolabin Creek, apparently derived from Aboriginal words, but no information could be found on original 
meanings. 
PAST VIPs AND POLmCAL MASTERS 
Places are named after YIPs in one of three ways. Some places are named after political leaders in the hope that 
a more personal interest and hence more resources will be forthcoming. In other cases some leaders assign their 
own name to a place to ensure their immortality. Finally VIP names are occasionally adopted by folk out of genuine 
respect and admiration. 
Mount Cotton and Mount Petrie were named after Commandant G. Cotton and Andrew Petrie. They became lost 
in the area in 1838 and climbed Mt Cotton to get their bearings. 
Mount Gravatt was known to Aborigines as Kaggur-Mabul, meaning ·place of porcupines'. Its first European 
designation was as part of Campbells Range. It was, when surveyed, named after Lieutenant George Gravatt who 
was in charge of the Moreton Bay penal colony during its winding down phase in 1839. 
Oxley Creek was named Canoe Creek by John Oxley, but the name was almost immediately changed in his honour. 
Edmund Lockyer's map of September 1825 already shows Oxley Creek as well as Edin Glassie, his preferred name 
for Brisbane. 
Coopers Plains was named after Dr Henry Cowper, the medical superintendent of the Moreton Bay convict 
settlement from 1826 to 1833. As Cowper often had to travel by foot and horse between Limestone (Ipswich) and 
Brisbane, he used what we now call Coopers Plains as a convenient half way campsite. A number of convicts were 
stationed at Cowpers Plain to work on a bullock track to connect Limestone to Emu Point (Cleveland). Cowper 
was described by his assistant, James Murray, as 'a most uncouth original An excessive grog drinker and smoker, 
and the most ill-tempered and quarrelsome man I ever saw, of which I have witnessed repeated proofs already, 
though I am not yet a week in the settlement. I really think he is half insane'. Cowper was court martialled and 
discharged in 1833, after a New Year's Eve of 'drunken debauchery' in the Female Factory (Steele 1975, 
pp.44,165). 
Kirkland Avenue, Coorparoo derives its name from Coorparoo shire councillor A.M. Kirkland who lived until 1913 
on land now bounded by Cornwall Street, Pembroke Road and Kirkland Avenue. 
Hipwood Avenue, Coorparoo is named after James Hipwood who was Brisbane mayor in 1886-87. His home was 
on the high ground at the top of the present Shakespeare Street. 
Brentnall Street, Norman Park derives from Frederick Thomas Brentnall, the first president of Coorparoo Shire 
Council which formed in 1888. Brentnall was born in Derbyshire, England in 1834, trained as a minister and came 
to Brisbane in 1873, becoming a journalist and chairman of board of directors of the Telegraph. He was appointed 
to the legislative council in 1886, retaining his position until he died in 1925. 
Cavendish Road, Coorparoo is apparently named after Lord Frederick Charles Cavendish, born in 1836, the second 
son of the Duke of Devonshire. He sat in the British parliament from 1865 until 1882 when he became secretary 
for Ireland. He achieved notoriety when he was assassinated, a crime for which twenty 'Irish lnvincibles' were tried 
amidst great anti-catholic hysteria and found guilty. The name Cavendish thus became a catchcry for anti (Irish) 
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catholic sentiment even in a remote colonial comer such as Coorparoo Shire. One wonders if assigning his name 
to a prominent road was a deliberate affront to important Irish catholic neighbours such as the O'Gormans and 
Tooheys? It must be noted here that there are several other possible explanations for Cavendish Road. 
Barnes Avenue, Coorparoo is named after Walter Henry Barnes, born in 1858, whose home was on Milsom Street. 
He was trained as a minister but worked as a produce merchant. He was a member of Coorparoo Shire Council 
and then became a member of the legislative assembly for 29 years. He held four cabinet portfolios between 1907 
and 1915. 
When legislation was passed in 1966 to create a second university, part of Toohey Forest on the south side of 
Brisbane, then held by Brisbane City Council as a cemetery reserve, was selected as the location. The new 
placenames for the area were nominated by senior staff and the senate of the University of Queensland. They were 
deliberately selected to provide a sense of academic tradition to what was otherwise being designed as an alternative 
university. Nathan is named after Sir Mathew Nathan, Queensland governor 1920-26 and chancellor of the 
University of Queensland 1922-25. MacGregor is named after Sir William MacGregor, Queensland governor 1909-
-14. He surrendered old Government House in 1909, which became the original home of the University of 
Queensland, and was its first chancellor. Robertson is named after Dr W.N. Robertson, who was vice-chancellor 
of the University of Queensland from 1925 until 1938. Griffith University is named after Sir Samuel Griffith, a 
previous Queensland premier and federal attorney-general. 
Donaldson Street, Greenslopes was named after 'Honest' John Donaldson, MIA for three rural electorates from 
1883 until his death in 1896. He was colonial postmaster-general and secretary for public instruction from 1888 to 
1889 and then colonial treasurer. In 1891 he was one of the six Queensland delegates to the negotiations in Sydney 
which led to federation (Endicott 1979, p.28). 
Many streets are also named after what might be called minor political masters. As Michael Endicott (1979, p.38) 
points out regarding forenames: 'All cities, towns and suburbs have streets that bear male and female first names, 
but whereas the busiest avenues of a city are named after royalty, the quieter streets of a suburb tend more to be 
named after the sons and daughters of chairmen of the shire council or of prominent citizens. Within the lower 
Coorparoo, Stones Comer and Greenslopes regions of the old Coorparoo Shire, about 30 streets are a Christian 
name; these following in italics are cases in point: one of Frederick Brentnall's grand-daughters was Noela, James 
Hipwoods's sixth, seventh and eighth daughters were Zillah, Beatrice, and Vera, and Shire Chairman Alexander 
McKinnon . who was born at Smeaton in Victoria had an eldest son, Kenneth'. 
EARLY LANDOWNERS 
There seem to be two ways in which early landholders' names are applied to places. In some cases there is a definite 
decision to honour an early settler and thus create a sense of history, of connection with the past. In other cases 
the names of early landholders are retained more through folk usage than because of any definite decision. Early 
landholders are by far the most common identifiable source of street and suburb names on Brisbane's southside. 
Holland Park was named after Julius Holland and his brother Alfred, who arrived in Queensland in 1859. He was 
an indomitable entrepreneur, operating a large sugar plantation at Bundall on the Gold Coast, and attempting to 
promote Southport as an early tourist centre (Dwyer 1987). Holland owned considerable property in the area to 
the east of Logan Road, along the road that now bears his name. He died only 39 years old, but his descendants 
still live in the area. 
Wellers Hill is named after Jacob Weller who was born in 1833 in Westphalia Germany, arrived in Queensland in 
1862 and died in 1890. He bought land from James Toohey in 1874, established a fruit farm and vineyard, and built 
his home where the present reservoir is located. Weller died in 1890 but his family continued to live in their rather 
grand home until 1912, when the land was purchased by the Water Supply and Sewerage Board. Weller's empty 
house burned down shortly thereafter. 
Whites Hill (Aboriginal name Boolimba) is named after Bob White who, at the time of the first world war, had a 
peculiarly shaped, rambling house with a camera obscura which projected the view from Moreton Island to Ipswich 
onto the wall of his circular living room. His home was widely used for weddings and receptions. In 1924 he 
declined an offer of £12 000, but five years later the Brisbane City Council resumed it for only £10 000 compensation. 
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Stones Comer is named after James Stone, a bridge carpenter, who arrived in Queensland in 1857. In 1875 he paid 
£100 to Mrs Klumpp (Gottlieb Klumpp's second wife) for 1 acre (0.4 hectares) at the intersection of Logan and Old 
Cleveland Roads. He built a two roomed slab hut and continued his trade. In the mid 1880s, Stone built a more 
substantial structure with the hope of becoming a publican at this vital junction. As he was not able to obtain 
permission to sell spirits and operate a bote� he produced ginger beer in what became widely known as 'the Ginger 
Beer Shop'. What was previously called Burnetts Swamp slowly became known by the name of the Stone family 
who lived for many years at this important intersection. 
Montague Street, Stones Comer was named by John Montague Black, a land developer who purchased from Mrs 
Klumpp the land not previously sold to John Stone. 
Archerfield is named after the Archer family on whose main paddock or level field early airplanes landed. The 
present centre of Archerfield Aerodrome, however, is on the adjoining Grenier's Farm. 
Stephens Mountain, on whose slopes the Greenslopes Repatriation Hospital is located, is named after Thomas 
Blacket Stephens of Cumbooquepa (now Somerville House). Stephens was born in 1819 in Rochedale England, 
coming to Brisbane in January 1853 (coincidentally the same time as James Toohey, his land speculating rival). In 
1857 Stephens bought 76 hectares of land along the creek to the south and west of the hill now bearing his name, 
and in 1862 established the first large scale industry in the area, a fellmongery and tannery employing up to 200 men. 
Stephens was Brisbane's second mayor in 1862, Ml.A for South Brisbane 1863-75, colonial treasurer 1867-70, and 
secretary for public lands 1874-75 (Endicott 1979, p.ll). For many years Stephens Mountain was known as Toohey 
Mountain, after the James Toohey family of nearby Mount Galway, but Tooheys never owned this land. 
Kessels Road is named after Marie-Christine Kessels who purchased land on the northeast comer of Mains and 
Kessels Roads in 1868. She and her son lived and farmed there for many years. During the second world war this 
land became one of the US military's largest equipment dumps. Several of the enormous army igloos are still used 
on site. 
Klumpp Road is named after Fred and Henry Klumpp and their sister Sophie (Anger) who were the first farmers 
in what is now Upper Mount Gravatt, taking up land in 1875. During the anti-German hysteria of the first world 
war the name was changed to Cemetery Road, but reverted soon afterwards. 
Troughton Road, on which the Queen Elizabeth II Hospital is located, is named after Edward Troughton who owned 
and farmed most of the area now comprising the suburb of Robertson. 
Evans Road, Salisbury was originally known as Compo Road, but the name was changed after Evans Deakins built 
extensive construction facilities there during the second world war. When the tramline was extended from Moorooka 
in 1942 it was not thought seemly to mark trams with 'Compo', hence Evans Road. The intersection of Evans and 
Orange Grove Road, however, was still known for some years as Compo Valley, with reference to the squatters in 
the Toohey Forest area. 
Toohey Road, Forest, Mountain and now Village, as well as five Toohey Streets and Avenues are all named after 
James Toohey, one of Brisbane's early land speculators. He arrived in 1853 and slowly built up extensive holdings 
of land stretching from Kangaroo Point to Kessels Road. Toohey Mountain was known for many years as Peggs 
Mountain, after George Pegg whose farm was on its west side along what is now Mayfield Road. Pegg, however, 
never owned this land which the Toohey family sold to Brisbane City Council in 1946. 
Marshall Road is named after W .H. Marshall who came from Buckioghamshire, England in 1880. With his two sons 
he operated vineyards in the area southeast of the road bearing his name. Their home, known as Rosedale, was 
where 20 Barmore Street Tarragiodi is today. He was the first Brisbane alderman from the area. 
Abdullah Kahn and his English wife came from Afghanistan in the late 1800s and settled in Mount Gravatt on 
Nursery Road. They were soon joined by other Islamic settlers, particularly the Howsan and Kauss families. In 1908 
a mosque was built on Nursery Road, although the present Mosque is more recent, a gift of the Kuwait government. 
Howsan Street, Mount Gravatt commemorates one of these families. 
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Glindemann Drive, Holland Park is named after Conrad Glindemann and his descendants, who ran a successful dairy 
until 1940 on land to the east of Logan Road. During the second world war the Holland Park Military Hospital, the 
largest hospital in Australia (with over 1000 beds), was operated by the Americans on this land. 
Fraser Street, Holland Park is named after Simon Fraser MIA, who owned land near Cavendish Road. Fraser lived 
at Mundoolan near Beaudesert, and was progenitor of Malcolm Fraser. 
Sexton Street, Ekibin is named after Captain R. Sexton who arrived in Queensland in 1861. His family were the first 
residents in the area. Their home was just to the south of and above Norman (Ekibin) Creek, on a site now 
occupied by Wellers Hill Bowls Club. 
CrackneU Road, Ekibin was named after W J. Cracknell, 'a gentleman' born in England in 1832 and arriving in 
Brisbane in the late 1850s, having graduated from Oxford. He purchased Hayselden's 51 acres of land between what 
is now Toohey, Weller and Fernvale Roads, and built a stately home, Arundel Lodge. This house burned in 1874, 
and the much grander home which was built in its place was named Fernvale, after which Fernvale Road is now 
known. Fernvale House was opposite 49 Vinray Street. In 1957 the land was subdivided and Fernvale Estate 
created. 
Harries Street, Coorparoo is named after Samuel V. Harries, born in Bath England in 1836. Harries purchased 52 
acres (20 hectares) on the northside of Old Cleveland Road in October 1864. He called this Avondale Farm, later 
subdividing to create Holdsworth Street (after his wife's maiden name), Bath Street (after his birthplace) and of 
course Harries Street. 
Nicklin Street, Cooparoo was named after Reuben Nicklin, born in Walsall England in 1848 and migrating to 
Queensland in the early 1860s. He was a land speculator and manager of 'Butler Brothers, Wholesale Saddlers and 
Coach Ironmongers', opposite the Customs House in Queen Street. In 1881 he built Langlands, still standing at 
the top of Dowar Street which was its original driveway from Old Cleveland Road. I.anglands Park is in what were 
the creekside grounds of this house. Reuben Nicklin and his wife were among those killed with the sinking of the 
Quetta in 1890. Their first son George was the father of Sir Frank Nicklin, Queensland premier 1957-68. 
Robinson Street, Coorparoo is named after William Robinson who purchased 54 acres (20 hectares) on the east of 
Cavendish Road in 1886. He maintained a large number of dairy cows. Coorparoo's first racecourse, where Joffre, 
Jellicoe and French Streets are now, opened on Robinson's Farm in 1891. 
Thompson Estate was a large housing estate straddling Juliette Street, between Cornwall Street and Victoria Street, 
Ipswich Road and Norman Creek. It was named after Joseph Thompson, who obtained all 117 acres as a crown 
grant in the 1860s. Thompson Estate, as a suburb, was largely destroyed by the Southeast Freeway, and is now only 
known in the name of a local park, Thompson Estate Reserve, a church and bus stop. Mt Thompson in Mt Gravatt 
is apparently also named after Joseph Thompson. 
Bennetts Road, Coorparoo is named after Isaac Bennett who in 1866 bought a farm known as Rose Farm, along the 
north side of Old Cleveland Road. He sold his farm for subdivision in 1882 but his name was retained. 
Edward Deshon was born at Bombay in 1836 and arrived in Brisbane in 1862. He worked for the Queensland 
government, rising to become auditor-general He lived in a stately home along the street in Woolloongabba which 
now bears his name. 
BIOPHYSICAL FEATURES 
In the early European settlement of any area, streets, ridges and hills were far more important to people than later, 
when covered by suburbia. Biophysical features often became placenames after starting as mere descriptors. This 
method of placenaming is generally the earliest stage of 'ordering the landscape'. 
Roclcy Water Holes Creek was first recorded by Alan Omningham in 1828, who even then commented on this 
'beautiful chain of ponds'. Prior to its siltation, after the adjacent forests were completely cleared, small barges 
were able to travel up this stream, and there is a report of a dog being taken by a shark. In spite of that it was a 
favoured recreation area, with the most popular swimming hole near the present Ipswich Road overpass, although 
nude swimming. for the more daring. was confined to the secluded waterhole close to Beaudesert Road. When the 
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Yeerongpilly to Loganlea railway was built in 1884, the railway commissioner was of the opinion that Rocky Water 
Holes was too long a name, hence coining Rocklea. 
Eight Mile Plains derived its name from its distance from One Mile Swamp (another biophysical title). 
Acacia Ridge was named because of the predominant vegetation along the ridge followed by Beaudesert Road. 
Broadwater Road apparently derives its name from the fact that it connected Logan Road to a broad stretch of water 
in Bulimba Creek. 
Sandy Creek, now largely contained underground in pipes, was the name for both the Tarragindi area and its 
drainage system. 
Mimosa Creek is named after the predominant vegetation of wattles, deriving from the family name Mimosaceae. 
Pine Mountain was named after the excellent hoop pine in the area. 
Ridge Street, Greenslopes was so named because it followed a ridge line to the north of Stephens Mountain. 
Crest Street, Mount Gravatt derives its name because it is near the crest of Nursery Road, as it climbs Mt 
Thompson. 
Bankside and EdgehiU Streets, Nathan are named after their position, clinging as they do to the edge of a sharp 
rocky ridge of Toohey Forest. 
Bracken Street, Moorooka was named after the predominant regrown vegetation, the bracken fern. 
Fred Wecker, born in 1827 in Germany, and his wife Katherine, a sister of Conrad and Andreas Glindemann of 
Mount Gravatt, took up considerable land along the east side of Logan Road in the early 1860s. Wecker farmed 
land between Logan and Chatsworth Road, and always grew lucerne on this north facing slope. Wecker's dark green 
lucerne paddock became known as 'the green slope'. The name had slipped into disuse when in 1912 James 
Toohey's family sold block 104, to the north of Ridge Street, to developers who marketed their subdivision under 
the pretentious name, 'The City View Estate Greenslopes'. When Tram lines were extended from Stones Comer 
in 1914, only the word Greenslopes was used on the hoarding. Previously this area had been known as Mount 
Pleasant to the east of Logan Road and Dunellen Estate to the west, although at times the whole area was also just 
included as part of Coorparoo. 
Creek Road, Mount Gravatt was named after a creek which ran down to Logan Road near the present Scurr's 
Hardware. 
CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 
To name a place after an important event is a way of personalising and localising cultural myths. We can for 
instance appreciate the cultural impact of the first world war by looking at the strongly expressed need to eulogise 
battles, leaders and fallen soldiers, and build statues and name places in their honour. This happened rarely after 
the second world war, and it would be very hard to imagine the Vietnam War being symbolically treated in this way. 
Messines Ridge, Bapaume and Pozieres Roads are all named after important first world war battles in which 
Australian soldiers took part. Monash Road and Birdwood Road are named after two reasonably popular generals 
in that war. These names were applied to the Mount Gravatt soldier settlement scheme which was established after 
1919 on land to the north of Toohey Forest. Some of this land had been willed to the Roman catholic church by 
James Toohey, as a site for a catholic church and cemetery. This area was put into approximately 4 hectare blocks, 
designated as 'poultry farms'. Like many other soldier settlement schemes, this was a rather dismal failure. The 
area now comprises parts of Tarragindi and Holland Park. 
Allied war leaders' names are also commemorated in Birdwood, Haig, French, JeUicoe, Joffre and Kitchener Streets 
Coorparoo. This subdivision was made by the Robinson family who shared the land with the family of Lachlan 
Wilson, a brigadier general in the war. 
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'OLD' COUNTRY CONNECfiON 
As already indicated, a sense of place is an important cultural aspect. For many early migrants to the alien 
environment of Australia, their sense of continuity of place could be enhanced by reproducing old placenames to 
serve as constant reminders of home. To attach a European name, for example, in some way tamed the Australian 
environment, making it seem less alien. 
Sunnybank was the Gloucester home of the Gillespie family, who arrived in Queensland in 1862 and took up land 
on the south of Toohey Forest They grew fruit and vegetables for the Brisbane market. When the South Coast 
railway was opened, the local station was named after their farm - Sunnybank. 
Runcom was named by Rev. J. McLaren, a local minister, after his birthplace in Cheshire. 
Salisbury was named after Salisbury Farm (later Estate) centred on what is now Rocldea Showgrounds. Salisbury 
was named by William Coote, one of Brisbane's early journalists and historians, after his English home district. 
German Bridge applied to an area along Logan Road, near the bridge at the bottom of a long hill to the south and 
a steep hill to the north (at the junction with Sterculia Street). It was so named because of the German settlers such 
as Crumps and Glindemanns in the area. Andreas Glindemann built the German Bridge Hotel in 1879, but in 1927 
it was closed and its licence transferred to Mountain View Hote� then at the end of the tramline. In 1930 the 
German Bridge Hotel was demolished and the materials used to erect three houses on the site (still remaining on 
Logan Road) and the name slipped into disuse. 
Mayfield Road, Moorooka derives from Mayfield Farm, the home of George Pegg, an early dairyman in the area. 
Mayfield was the name of Pegg's original home in Staffordshire. 
Chatsworth Road is named after Chatsworth House which was built in 1888, opposite what is now Henzell Terrace 
Greenslopes. This was the home of William Evans, and was apparently named after his favourite British MP. 
St Leonards Street, Coorparoo is named after the home of Nathaniel Lade, who was born in southwest Kent near 
St Leonards, England in 1835. In 1858 he came to Australia, opening a saddlery business in Queen Street in 1865. 
He purchased extensive land in Coorparoo between 1871 and 1874, and built St Leonards. Lade went bankrupt in 
the financial crash of 1893. Lade Street is also named after him. 
Galway Shopping Centre was named by the O'Neil family, developers of much of eastern Moorooka and southern 
Tarragindi, after the home county of their progenitor James Toohey. O'Neil Street, Tarragindi has the same origin, 
as does 1bnotby, Rachael, Sharon and Charmaine Streets, and Kerrianne Plaa; all first names of O'Neil family 
members. Desanne Place is construed from Desmond O'Neil, James Toohey's great grandson, and his wife Anne. 
DESTINATION 
Not all placenames are derived through esoteric culturally significant processes. Many roads become known to 
people, merely through common usage, by their destination. Thus Brisbane has Ipswich Road, while Ipswich has 
Brisbane Road. Even rationality has a role in placenaming. 
Cleveland Road (both Old and New), Beaudesert, Beenleigb, and Ipswich Roads are all named after their 
destination. Cleveland Road was first shown as a line of blazed trees on a sketch map prepared by Alan 
Cunningham in 1829. A plan dated 22 May 1850, entitled 'Survey of a practicable road from Brisbane in the County 
of Stanley to the proposed Town of Cleveland in the same county' marked out the present Old Cleveland Road and 
determined the line of survey for later subdivisions along its route. Norman Creek, at what is now known as Stones 
Comer, was first bridged by this road in 1856. This was still a very rough track in 1863, when George Wight wrote, 
'Cleveland is some two and twenty miles from the city of Brisbane, by a road on which it would puzzle even a 
London Jehu to drive a four-wheeled conveyance without depositing its contents in some rut or creek' (in Endicott 
1979, p.8). When Norman Creek was bridged near the Brisbane River in 1856, a shorter route to Cleveland was 
offered along what came to be known as New Cleveland Road (now Wynnum Road, also known by its destination). 
The previous more southerly route became Old Cleveland Road, also known as High Cleveland Road, because it 
avoided the low swampy land near the mouth of Norman Creek. 
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Logan Road is not named after Patrick Logan as is so often assumed. This route was originally known as Slack's 
Track, named after William Slack, a grazier along the creek south of Brisbane which still bears his name. Instead 
of driving his cattle to the west to Coopers Plains, to link up with the road between Brisbane and Ipswich, he started 
to use an old Aboriginal trail across the Campbell Range between Mt Gravatt and Mt Thompson. When this track 
was later pushed south to the Logan River it slowly became known by its destination as Logan Road. From 1864 
until the opening of the South Coast rail line in 1885, this was an important Cobb & Co. stage route, eventually 
linking to Southport and to the Richmond River District, through what is now The Lion's Road, over Logan Pass. 
EARLY LAND USE 
Folk descriptors of landuse, as well as landforms, can become placenames through frequent repetition over time. 
This still begs the question of why some early landuse is immortalised, while most is not. That Nathan Heights is 
not called The Killing Fields (after Barstow's slaughterhouse), while the adjacent road became Orange Grove Road 
no doubt reflects poetic sensitivity. Orange Grove Road, Coopers Plains is named after the orange growing farm 
of the Nalder family, while their neighbours, the Barstows, are forgotten. 
The suburb of Fruitgrove derives its name from the extensive orchards in the Sunnybank area. 
Camp Hill is named after the popular teamsters and bullockies' stop at the base of the hill along Old Cleveland 
Road. 
Stable Swamp Creek is named after the land impact of a large dairy operated by George Pegg, along the banks of 
a previously unnamed stream. 
Nursery Road, Holland Park was named after an early plant nursery in the area. 
Mains Road, Mt Gravatt and Sunnybank apparently derives its names from the water mains which are buried 
thereunder. 
Mount and Galway Streets, Greenslopes are named after Mount Galway House, the home of the James Toohey 
family. In 1927 this house was moved from between these two streets to the present site of Autumn Lodge Nursing 
home to allow subdivision of their 'calf paddock', the income from which was crucial to James Toohey's five 
surviving unmarried daughters. At this time Thomas Street and Brian Avenue were named after their nephews, 
Thomas and Brian O'Neil, and Ellena Avenue was named after Ellen Toohey, as was Toohey Avenue. 
SUBDMSION THEMES 
In an attempt to promote landsales, developers often adopt a theme which they then immortalise in a pattern of 
street and other placenames. The selected theme reflects contemporary culturally desirable notions, but these can 
change dramatically. Native tree names, for example, were popular at the time of federation (as was all Australiana), 
and then came back into vogue in the 1970s. 
When City View Estate Greenslopes was subdivided Garden, Pear, Peach, Bunya and Cedar Streets were selected 
to concur with the marketing image of Greenslopes as a desirable garden suburb. A generation later, the same logic 
dictated the naming of Palm, Waratah and Boronia Avenues in Holland Park. 
Following the second world war, the military area along Evans Road became an industrial subdivision. Assembly, 
Project, Bearing, Enterprise, Industries, Chrome, Precision and Commerce Streets, and Textile Crescent all reflect 
the hopeful aspirations of those planners. 
Longfellow, Tennyson, Milton, Wordsworth and Dickens Streets, Norman Park, were presumably chosen to reflect 
a cultured, refmed suburban development marketing strategy when Norman Park Estate was created in the 1880s. 
The Suburb of Norman Park is named after this estate which was based on Norman Creek. 
The subdivision of Thompson Estate (now Annerley and Greenslopes) saw a string of regal, heraldic placenames: 
Emperor, King, Prince, Regent, Duke, Marquis, Earl, Baron and Knight Streets. 
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More recently developers in Robertson adopted Eurydice, Parnassus, Romulus, Icarus, Orpheus and Bacchus as 
streetnames, hoping to reflect a refined appreciation for the classics. 
A small subdivision between Cavendish Road and Pine Mountain Reserve, Holland Park revels in precious names 
such as Diamond, Sapphire, Opal, Topaz, Amethyst and Crystal Streets. 
When the hilly area between Chatsworth, Boundary and Cavendish Roads in Coorparoo was subdivided, streetnames 
were selected to reflect a futuristic astral image, possibly associated with the camera obscura at Whites Hill. Thus 
we have Satellite, Perillelion, Octantis, Meridian, Mars, Meteor, Solar, Orion, Canopus and Sirius Streets, along 
with the more predictable Buena Vista Avenue, and two short, curved streets, Arc and Sector. 
Between Old Cleveland Road and Norman Creek, we find a subdivision with Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth 
and Tenth Avenues, presumably selected by the developer Reuben Nicklin in 1886 to reflect rationality. One cannot 
help but wonder what happened to Avenues One to Four. Perhaps this will remain one of life's great unsolved 
mysteries? 
OTHER SOURCES 
While most placenaming can be explained thought these nine, culturally significant mechanisms, occasionally 
serendipity plays a crucial part. 
Tarragindi was originally known as Sandy Creek. When the William Grimes (of Grimes & Petty) family were 
building their home on the site of the present reservoir in 1881, they had helping them Tarragindi Tassaroni, who 
was a servant of Alfred Foote (of Cribb & Foote). Prior to her marriage, Marie Grimes was Marie Cnob, whose 
mother gave her 76 acres (30 hectares) of land in Sandy Creek. Tarragindi was blackbirded from the Loyalty Islands, 
to work on the Queensland canefields. He ran away and was taken in by Alfred Foote when found hungry along 
Ipswich Road. When William Grimes was looking for a suitable name for his new home on what we now call 
Reservoir Hill, Tarragindi Tassaroni is reported to have said ·call it Tarragindi � it means 'camp on a hill" 
Tarragindi Road is named after this house. Tarragindi Tassaroni, a staunch Salvation Army member, died in 1913 
and is buried at Ipswich Cemetery. 
Uster, Turton, Young and Daw Streets, Sunnybank are all named after local men who were killed in the first world 
war. 
Bellissima Fo.ut was the original name for the area between Beaudesert and Orange Grove Roads, to the south 
of Evans Road, Salisbury. The name derives from the fertile imagination of one of the daughters of Francis Lahey, 
who farmed much of this area along what was then a pristine Rocky Water Holes Creek. The family later moved 
to establish Lahey's Sawmills in the Gold Coast hinterland. Bellissima Forest existed until covered with munitions 
and other military factories during the second world war. 
Eric, Hector, David and Oates Streets, Holland Park are named after the three sons of Oates, the developer of 
Oatland Estate in 1911. 
Tennyson was originally called Softstone, named after the shale which was encountered by John Williams, when 
trying to establish a coal mine in the area in 1843-44. Williams soon moved on to Redbank and then to Moggill 
where he established a successful coalmine. James Strong bought the land at the junction of Oxley Creek and 
Brisbane River in 1861, and called his farm Softstone. Between 1882 and 1888 he changed the name of his farm to 
Tennyson, after his favourite writer. He sold his land to the Queensland Deposit Bank and Building Society, which 
then subdivided the land but retained Tennyson as the area name. To be consistent, they named streets Merlin, 
Lancelot, Vivian, Camelot, Gerlee and Myla as well as Arthur Terrace (another example of 'Theme' naming, as 
outlined above). 
CONCLUSION 
'Ordering the Landscape' is a process common to all people. The naming of streets, creeks, hills and suburbs on 
the southeast of Brisbane has been shown to generally follow one of a number of paths. All naming reflects 
culturally significant processes, but these processes can be seen to be time specific in some ways. We can learn a 
great deal about social history, as well as the history of environmental interactions and landuse, by the careful 
insightful study of the labels which people attach to their environment. 
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CHAPTER 15 
TOOWONG, OR SHOULD IT BE BANERABA 
OR EVEN WEST MILTON? 
by Helen Gregory 
The names of streets, parks, houses and even bus stops can, at best, provide some of the clues which help in a local 
history investigation. At worst, however, too much reliance on the possible origin of placenames can provide serious 
hindrances which cloud accurate interpretation or even trap the historian in the fantasy of local legend. 
Instances of both 'best case' and 'worst case' scenarios can be found in the Brisbane suburb of Toowong. Like 
many older suburbs or localities, Toowong has acquired some of its nomenclature through decades of custom and 
usage. In this paper, Toowong has been defined according to its generally accepted suburban boundaries and the 
present postal district, although these do not conform exactly to the 1880 divisional board boundaries, the 1902 shire 
boundaries or the 1910 Toowong town boundaries. It is not possible to exclude parts of the neighbouring suburbs 
of Auchenflower and Taringa when discussing the origins of Toowong placenames, since Taringa and Auchenflower 
were then considered to be part of Toowong. 
Only a few Toowong placenames can be selected for discussion in this paper. Like names in most other urban or 
rural areas these fall conveniently into categories, with some overlap. The most useful categories are descriptive 
names (divided into location and function), commemorative names (divided into people and events), familiar terms 
from the home of the immigrant English settlers, names which have changed and Aboriginal nomenclature. 
Considerable attention is given to the Aboriginal category not only because those names obviously came first but also 
because indigenous nomenclature in the Toowong area poses two familiar problems which face most local historians. 
These difficulties are first, names which are apparently simple but actually are of obscure derivation and, secondly, 
names which have been misapplied and thus occur in inappropriate places 
DESCRIPTIVE NAMES 
Place or locality 
Many 'place descriptive' names in Australia originated in the era of first white exploration and settlement. In 
Toowong the names Crescent Reach and Long Reach, were used by John Oxley to describe the appearance of that 
part of the Brisbane River in the Toowong-Milton area (Steele 1983, pp.l11,147). These are examples of names 
which describe the shape or appearance of natural features. Although this part of the river is now officially known 
as the Milton-Toowong Reach, the names Crescent Reach and Long Reach persisted for many decades. 
The ftrst road between Brisbane Town and Moggill was surveyed along the north bank of the Brisbane River (Survey 
of road Brisbane to Bremer River 1849, Sunmap Centre). The convenience of Brisbane Valley and Darling Downs 
pastoralists was the major factor in the decision to build this road which was always referred to in official 
correspondence as the Moggill Road (Gregory 1981, p.46). It was considered to be a quicker route to Ipswich and 
the Brisbane Valley than the existing Ipswich Road on the south side of the river. Moggill Road remains a reminder 
of the 1840s and 1850s tussle between Brisbane and Ipswich for urban dominance in the Moreton region. 
Gailey Road, or Gailey's Road as it appeared on late nineteenth century plans, was named for the architect, Richard 
Gailey (McKellar plan 1895, Sheet 7, Sunmap Centre). This road is interesting not so much because it was close 
to Richard Gailey's riverbank estate Glen Olive, but because it was once part of one of the roads between Toowong 
and Indooroopilly. Until 1875 when the railway station was opened, the name Indooroopilly was used for the farming 
area which was eventually known as Long Pocket. Gailey's road appears to have been a well used route. In 1865 
road users, including the farmers of Six Mile Reach (the part of St Lucia between Toowong and the University of 
Queensland) petitioned the government to improve it (Petition 21 October 1865, LWO/A2b, QSA). 
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Auchenflower is a Scottish name applied originally to Sir Thomas Mcllwraith's estate. It was adopted for the railway 
station situated close to Mcllwraith's house and then for the subdivision of the property (Mcllwraith Estate Plan, 
JOL). Torwood, the name of another locality, was derived from the Torwood Estate marketed during the mid 1880s 
(Torwood Estate plan, JOL). 
Function 
The Union Athletic Club Sports Ground, part of which is now known as Oakman Park, appeared on maps and plans 
from the mid 1880s (McKellar plan, Sheet 7, DGI). The correct name of the sports ground explains the origin of 
Union Street which runs beside it. It was usually called simply the Toowong Sports Ground by local residents and 
by the visiting athletes and cyclists. The name Toowong Sports Ground was used, for instance, by J.B. Fewings in 
his Memoirs (Manuscript OM67-14, JOL) and by W .B. Carmichael and H. C. Perry in Athletic Queensland (Brisbane 
1900). By the early 1940s this simpler name appeared in official maps and documentation and has remained; 
although the name Oakman Park, which dates from the 1960s and applies only to half the park, has largely 
obliterated the old name from general usage (Brisbane and Suburbs map 1944). 
The proliferation of new names in Toowong reflects the burgeoning of subdivisions from the mid 1870s when the 
railway opened and commuting to the city became possible for people in all income groups. 
COMMEMORATIVE NAMES 
People 
This seems to have been a chancy way to earn immortality in Toowong. Many of the earliest European settlers and 
some of the later ones are commemorated by the naming of streets. But Richard L. Drew, the developer described 
by Fewings in 1892 as the 'father of Toowong' has no civic memorial. 
The settlers who have been immortalised in streetnames include: 
• A.M.G. Patrick, said to have been an officer in the Queensland native police force. 
• J.B. Fewings, headmaster of the Petrie-Terrace School and chronicler of life in early Toowong. 
• William Landsborough, explorer, who lived at Toowong in the 1870s in a house called Curragbawm. 
• W.H. Miskin, solicitor and owner of Dovercourt which survives on the comer of Sherwood Road and Miskin 
Street. 
• Randall MacDonnell, who established the colony's first government primary education system modelled on 
the Irish National School system. 
• F.D.G. Stanley, the architect well known for his government and private designs which include St Thomas' 
Church, Toowong. 
• Alexander Archer, banker and member of the Rockhampton pioneering family, who died in the Quetta 
shipwreck in the Torres Strait in 1890. 
Two of these warrant further attention. Francis Drummond Greville Stanley lived in what became Stanley Terrace 
for a while in a house called Ormlie which he built in about 1869 (Fewings, letter 9). Stanley later moved to the 
Kensington Terrace area. Ormlie became known as Easton Grey when it was owned by the squatter-politician Sir 
Arthur Hunter Palmer, premier of Queensland 1870-74. The Easton Grey estate was sub-divided in the late 1880s 
(Easton Grey Estate plan, JOL). It seems most likely that Stanley Terrace was named for F.D.G. Stanley and not 
for his brother, Henry Charles Stanley, the railways engineer, who lived further west in Toowong before moving to 
Tighnabruaich in Indooroopilly in the early 1890s. Stanley Terrace, however, illustrates a common problem in the 
assessment of placename origins. Is it possible that another Stanley was the intended recipient of the honour? 
Thomas Stanley, thrice British prime minister, was commemorated elsewhere in Australia. He died in 1869, the year 
in which F D.G. Stanley seems to have built his house. This coincidence of timing also arises when Stanley of darkest 
Africa fame is considered. He achieved glory for his rescue of Livingstone in 1871. 
Other people were commemorated in Toowong in an indirect way. John Dunmore Lang, through whom Toowong 
has a link with radicalism in early Australian immigration, settlement and educational policies is the most obvious. 
Robert Cribb, a Lang immigrant on the Fortitude in 1849 chose Dunmore as the name of the house he built and 
from it a street was named (Plan of 12 suburban allotments North Brisbane, 81234.14, Sunmap Centre). The 
remaining two ships from Lang's late 1840s immigration scheme are commemorated in Chaseley and Lima Streets. 
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Events 
Those which have been selected from Toowong to illustrate this category have military connotations, an appropriate 
reflection of the conservative patriotic Englishness of the early settler group, many of whom joined the Queensland 
Volunteer Defence Forces (Blue Books 1870-90; Fewings, letter 9). Soudan Street on the Ivy Estate (in the West 
Toowong area) which was first advertised for sale in 1884, is the old spelling of the Sudan in Africa (Ivy Estate plan, 
JOL). The war in the Sudan was the first widely commemorated military campaign which drew soldiers from the 
Australian colonies to fight overseas. Heussler Terrace, which began at the gates of the Stuartholme Estate on the 
slopes of the Herbert Taylor Range and meandered towards Milton Road, was renamed Birdwood Terrace to 
commemorate the commander of the Anzac forces at Gallipoli. Anzac Park, a small area near Dean Street in 
Toowong, is part of the original Mt Coot-tha Park reserve, now part of the Brisbane Forest Park. 
This basic Englishness of many of the Toowong founding group is reflected in other ways. High Street, that part 
of Moggill Road which runs through the commercial centre, acquired this English sobriquet in the late 1870s and 
is so marked on the 185 Middenbury Estate plan (Middenbury plan, JOL). The description of Toowong as a village 
persisted in common usage long after Drew first used it to describe his subdivision and nineteenth commentators 
popularised the idea. In view of this, it is appropriate that a major shopping complex was named Toowong ViUage 
in the 1980s. 
The sylvan imagery from the Grecian Arcadia, which was familiar terminology in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century English landscape movement, has been extensively used to describe Toowong, both in the nineteenth century 
and more recently. A newspaper article in 1930 described Toowong as a 'sylvan suburb'. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, there is a Sylvan Road in Toowong. J.W. Todd, a Brisbane auctioneer and businessman, lived near the 
present Jephson Street and Sylvan Road intersections. Todd was also the developer of the Sylvan Grove Estate. 
This subdivision, however, was on the other side of the hill and the railway line in the Burns Road, Curlew Street, 
Alpha Street area (Sylvan Grove Estate plan, JOL). It is likely, therefore, that the subdivision acquired the name 
of the street near Todd's home. The reverse also occurred. Sherwood Road and Grove Street, for instance, were 
named for the house Sherwood Grove, which is a reference to the legendary Sherwood Forest There are also the 
almost inevitable Kent, Sussex, Essex and Oxford Streets in Toowong. 
NAME CHANGES 
There are many altered names in Toowong apart from those mentioned elsewhere in this paper. MoggiU Road has 
been split into nomenclature chunks. The stretch from the city boundaries to the railway station was re-named River 
Road and then Coronation Drive. The next stretch became High Street. Another major thoroughfare, Church 
Street, was changed to Jephson Street presumably for Mrs Jephson who actually lived considerably further west. 
ABORIGINAL NAMES 
The most interesting and pertinent example of the difficulties in deciding the origin of a placename and the 
geographic extent of its application is the name Toowong itself. This is an Aboriginal word from the Turrubul 
language, apparently with an apocryphal derivation. There was wide currency of the idea that Toowong meant 'rich 
place'. The natural splendours of the area in the eyes of its early settlers and later devotees indicated, to them at 
least, that this interpretation was correct. Petrie, however, gives the translation of tu-wong as the name of a bird, 
the black goat sucker (Petrie 1904, p315). It seems however, that this is the bird more usually known as the koel 
cuckoo, Eudynamis scolopacea. There is considerable evidence that this is an onomatopoeic Aboriginal term as the 
call of the bird can be heard as 'tu'ong tu'ong'. 
The Aboriginal origin of the word raises another problem, as the Turrubul people used this word as a placename 
for the bend in the river now known as Long Pocket (Petrie 1904, p315; Steele 1983, p.129). Central Toowong, the 
area near the present railway station, was known to the Aborigines as Baneraba or Buneraba and the area near the 
Regatta Hotel as Jo ai Jo ai (Petrie 1904, p.315). The confusion, however, does not end there. Toowong appears 
to have been first used by Europeans to describe a very small part of the Toowong area that part which extends 
from the eastern end of Stanley Terrace down the hill through Oakman Park and the Toowong Sports Ground and 
part of the grounds of Brisbane Boys College across the railway line towards the Brisbane City Council depot in 
Alpha Street. This land comprised portions 293 and 256 of the Parish of Enoggera. One was originally purchased 
by Bennett Clay and the other by Richard Langler Drew. Drew then bought Clay's land and deliberately created 
a subdivision which he called Toowong. It has been alleged that this name acquired vice-regal recognition. The story 
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goes that Governor Bowen, when riding in the area in the mid 1860s, saw the sign 'The village of Toowong' 
attached to a tree and said, 'This is the village of Toowong, but where are the houses?' (Fewings, letter 1). 
If Toowong in its beginnings was merely a real estate subdivision, what then was the name of the area in which it 
was located? The area west of Brisbane town boundaries was known as Milton, after Milton House built by 
Ambrose Eldridge in 1855. The area from Moorlands (near Chasely Street) as far west as Indooroopilly was known 
as West Milton. During the mid 1860s, the residents of the area which came to be known as Toowong gave a variety 
of addresses when they enrolled on the Easton Moreton electoral roll. These included 'western suburbs', Milton, 
West Milton and Indooroopilly. Only John Collings, who lived on part of the original Drew subdivision included 
Toowong in his address, which he gave as Toowong Creek. W.C. Belbridge used Milton and W.L.G. Drew used 
West Milton (East Moreton roll, ELE/1/DZ566, QSA). In 1867 when the Dovercourt Estate was advertised for 
sale, it was described as situated in the 'Neighbourhood of Toowong' (Brisbane Courier 25 March 1867). 
The name Toowong became more generally used for a much wider area in the early 1870s. The 1871 census referred 
to Toowong, and the government used it for the railway station on the new southwestern railway in 1875. Toowong 
received further recognition as the name for a divisional board, shire, town and suburb of Greater Brisbane. 
CONCLUSION 
The writings of white explorers, early settlers, survey department correspondence and the remnants of authoritative 
transcription of the Turrubul language which remain are the most reliable sources of the emergence of placenames. 
Maps, survey plans and sewerage maps are particularly useful in the task of tracing name changes. The dates of 
maps and plans are generally more accurate than post office directories in determining the dates when names 
emerge, though directories are also invaluable. Popular collections of placenames such as Reed, Martin and 
Endacott should be treated cautiously and carefully checked as compilations of this kind tend to repeat each others' 
errors. 
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CHAPTER 16 
PWTTING THE PLACENAMES OF PETRIE-TERRACE 
by Rod Fisher 
Petrie Terrace is one of those odd places which is both a street and a suburb. Bounded by the Terrace, Musgrave 
Road, Hale Street and Milton Road, this inner city locality was first surveyed into large allotments for auction by 
the crown in 1861 (see IDustration 24). As happened throughout Brisbane, it was further subdivided by landowners 
and settled particularly during the immigration booms of the early 1860s and 1880s (Fisher & Woolcock 1988; BHG 
1989). How then did its placenames originate? 
The streetnames appearing on maps and signposts fall into four main categories (see Appendix 1). Of 41 names, 
those deriving from places and titles constitute 24.4 percent apiece, and persons 41.5, while local objects account for 
only 9.8. But 34.1 percent of these streets have changed name at some time, 9 of them once and 5 twice. As the 
nomenclature became settled by the 1880s, this suggests a rather fluid placename picture until then. Thus there are 
at least 60 past and present streetnames to consider altogether. This augments the persons category slightly to 43.3 
percent while decreasing the places somewhat to 21.7 and titles more so to 18.3. 
The major gain from the inclusion of past streetnames is made by the objects' category (see Appendix 2). This 
indicates that plain topographical names such as Terrace, Hill and Church streets were more significant markers in 
the nineteenth century. They also serve as clues to missing historical pieces. In the hollow opposite Cricket Street 
was the Green Hills' sportsground, Brisbane's early venue for fun and games, facilitated by the Cricketers Arms 
Hotel on the comer. The temperance hall built by the Baptists faced Church Street, which became Chapel Street 
after the former name (later Chippendall Street) was adopted for the road alongside Christ Church Milton. Though 
Clifton Street may look like a place rather than an object name, two large families, the seafaring Kemps and 
carpentering Millers, settled there from an immigrant ship of the same name - hence Kemp Street prior to Sexton, 
and Hill Street before Clifton since the Kemps resided previously at that street in Walford, Surrey, and the slope 
was obvious. Hale Street at the bottom ran north and south regardless of uneven topography (which explains the 
ringroad configuration today). Since this marked the western division between the old town and the burial grounds, 
its original name was Boundary Street and then Cemetery Street until the 1890s. 
Of 11 streetnames which fit into the titles category, 3 most likely derived from topographical features, Sheriff and 
Judge Streets from the Brisbane Gaol at their eastern end and Sexton Street from the burial grounds to the west 
Only the hangman is missing from this fearsome combination. Earl Street might have denoted a particular aristocrat, 
as did Countess Street which honoured Governor George Bowen's wife, the Countess Diamentina di Roma. Though 
unspecific, Princess, Regent and Crown Streets obviously relate to Queen Victoria. Since they were named in the 
early 1860s, when the Queen was deep in mourning and seclusion following the death of her husband Prince Albert 
(1861), these streets reflect the heartfelt sympathy and royalist fervour of the day. This new colony was, after all, 
the Queen's land. 
That overseas ties were particularly strong among the early settlers is reinforced by the slightly larger category of 
places. Most of these 13 streetnames were English in origin, with a smattering of Irish and Scottish, whether 
localities, streets or rivers. All were derived from the British Isles, even Milton Road which is the only name 
indicating a local destination. 
The lion's share of 26 names was taken by persons of various degrees. About a third were British greats, especially 
the first printer William Caxton, the Duke of Wellington, colonial secretary Lord Stanley and the aristocratic 
Ormonds, Mountjoys, Rutlands and Sackvilles. The governors Sir Samuel Blackall and Anthony Musgrave, who both 
died in office, were also commemorated, and the departed Bishop Matthew Hale who dedicated Christ Church in 
1876. Most candidates were eminent Brisbanites, particularly the pioneer builder Andrew Petrie and judge Alfred 
Lutwyche. The bootselling Gray family and surveyor George Pratten, who subdivided their allotments in the early 
1860s, no doubt influenced their own streetnames; but the builder Robert Menzies, engineer Robert Cathie and 
immigrant Kemp family were recognised as longstanding residents. Women were only represented by Roma Street, 
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which ran straight through to Milton before the railway line in 1875, and the deadend Jessie Street. Governor Bowen 
ensured that his wife's maiden name was perpetuated, while Jessie was evidently the Scottish synonym for Janet, the 
wife of Thomas Gray - the only forename among the lot. 
Now that the streetnames have been sorted by likely origin, it is possible to search more closely for significant 
ramifications. Of the places listed, Shannon, Avon and Auburn are not only adjacent streets but the only ones within 
a large allotment of over two acres which was subdivided in 1864 (A298). That two of these names are Irish is no 
coincidence, since the landowner was Mary Ahearn, licensee of the Sportsmans Arms in Queen Street, assisted by 
Daniel O'Neil, poSSibly her son-in-law. But their connection with the English river Avon remains a mystery. 
Amongst the titles category, Sheriff, Judge and Sexton Streets seem a rather deadly combination. The first two were 
certainly the only streets within a large area subdivided in 1863 by William J. Costin, a Queen Street chemist and 
property speculator in 1863, who lived at the old Gaol Hill in Queen Street (A287-88). However, Sexton Street, ran 
up the middle of the adjacent allotment owned by Archibald Ballantyne & John McNab, coachbuilders of Elizabeth 
Street (A286). Since this street ousted both the survey plan name of Stanley and resident name of Kemp, the 
association of Sexton Street with Judge and Sheriff, as well as topographical features, was evidently decisive. 
Likewise the batch of royal titles was no accident. When subdivided in 1863, allotments 302-3 known as the Regent 
Estate comprised Princess and Regent (later Melford) Street. In the same year Princess Street was extended to 
Petrie-Terrace and Crown Street added to the eastern allotments 300-1. Though registered by different owners, the 
survey plans for these estates were possibly drafted for the preceding owner of all four allotments, Joseph Baynes, 
a Queen Street clockmaker and property speculator, and not for contractor Godfrey F. White or banker Shepherd 
Smith. After the lane parallel to allotments 300-1 was also called Regent Street by 1865, the first road of this name 
became Bell Street (later Melford street) while the wide western continuation of the second, which had been 
surveyed as a government road, became the current Regent Street. Such are the vagaries of streetnames. 
By far the largest clump of names, comprising British places, persons and titles, is found throughout what was known 
as Petrie-Terrace North. Allotments 306 to 313 were purchased in 1861 by Bishop James Quinn, possibly for 
educational purposes, with the exception of 311 which was gained by his Anglican counterpart Edward Tufnell thus 
the former locality name of Bishops Hill (also Mt Pleasant). Quinn's property was subdivided and advertised for 
sale in 1864, followed by another burst in 1883, two years after his death. For the first auction the locality was styled 
as the Simla of Brisbane, having the salubrity and elevation of the Himalayan resort. But Quinn's streetnames may 
be located on the old map of Dublin, his hometown, rather than India. Since most of these names and others may 
also be found clustered in London, the estate name of West End is hardly surprising; nor the long-abandoned 
appellations of Crescent, Parade and Place. Why a nationalistic Irish Catholic bishop adopted such British, 
aristocratic and protestant names, including the oppressive Mountjoy generals, is difficult to explain. Was this simply 
a ploy by the wily bishop or his auctioneer John McCaig to attract diverse British immigrants to his West End 
Estate? That would also explain the stray name of Clyde Street, after the Scottish River. 
While streetnames provide many clues and questions to complete the historical jigsaw, housenames may be just as 
important. It is obviously no accident that Wellesley was sited on a block of land fronted by Wellington Street and 
backed by Arthur Street (now Wellington Lane), that the landlord of Albert Villa on the opposite side of the road 
was Peter Albert who lived around the comer in Albert Cottage, or that the gateposts of the semi-detached houses 
owned by contractor John Arthur Manis O'Keeffe were inscribed with Hibernia and Scotia. The same street also 
had a Hibernia Cottage and a Roma Cottage. But what about Casino, Fulbeck, Hayter and Sunderland Cottages, 
not to mention Perran Villa? Though a formidable job, housenames also need to be classified and analysed to reveal 
patterns in the Petrie-Terrace past. 
The same procedure may also be applied to locality names, most of which fall into the persons category in derivation, 
rather than places, titles or objects (see Appendix 3). Lang Park was named belatedly in honour of the Rev. Dr John 
Dunmore Lang, the stalwart of early New South Wales. Hardgrave Park, however, took its name from John 
Hardgrave, a former mayor and local resident, who led the fray in 1873 when the municipal council wished to 
subdivide that slither of land. Lady Bowen also came into her own with the naming of the Diamentina Orphanage, 
situated in Countess Street until 1883, one of her many charitable works. Queen Victoria was recognised by the 
barracks on Petrie Terrace in the 1870s, as was Governor Normanby at the Fiveways, while Prince Alfred's visit in 
1868 was commemorated by another hotel. Since the compositor William Warman called his competing hostelry 
after William Caxton in 1864, the main street, which had been surveyed as a government road, was so named. 
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illustration 25: Right Rev. Dr James Quinn, R.C. Bishop of Brisbane 
This leads us back to Petrie-Terrace itself, those once Green Hills where Aborigines, runaway convicts, gravediggers 
and cricketers disported themselves in rustic bliss. That was before 1858-60 when Andrew Petrie & Son John built 
the Brisbane Gaol on the ridge, followed by the auction of crown land in 1861 and the inrush of eager immigrants. 
And so Petrie's Terrace the street, became 'off Petrie Terrace' the address, and Petrie-Terrace the working class 
settlement, with so much of its history written in blue-blooded placenames. 
Category 
1 Places 
2 Persons 
3 Titles 
4 Objects 
Total 
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APPENDIX 1: PETRIE-TERRACE STREETNAMES TALLY 
(Source: Appendix 2 below) 
Present names Past names Total names 
10 (24.4) 3 13 (21.7) 
17 (41.5) 9 26 (43.3) 
10 (24.4) 1 11 (18.3) 
4 (9.8) 6 10 (16.7) 
41 (68.3) 19 (31.7) 60 (100%) 
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APPENDIX 2: PETRIE-TERRACE STREETNAMES LIST 
(Sources: Directories, plans, maps, etc.) 
Streetnames are listed in each category of origin from south to north of the map. Those which could be listed in 
more than one category have been assigned to the most probable category (e.g. St James), while dubious ones have 
been listed in each category (e.g. Rutland). The first entry is the present name, followed by known past names. 
Details relating to a bracketed name are given in a different category. Dates provided may be the earliest known 
or approximate only; S indicates a subdivision plan date. 
Streetname 
1 PLACES 
Milton Rd 
[Roma Street] 
Ayr St 
Shannon St 
Avon St 
Auburn St 
Melford St 
[Regent St] 
[Bell St] 
Rutland St 
[Regent La. north] 
Moore St 
Bond St 
St James St 
St James Cres. 
Belgrave St 
Belgrave Pl. 
Clyde St 
2 PERSONS 
Petrie Tee 
[Government Rd) 
[Milton Rd] 
Roma St 
[Sexton St] 
Stanley St 
Kemp St 
Date 
1875?-
1863c-
1863S-
1864S-
1864S-
1864S-
postwar 
1863S-
1872-
1865S-
post1927-
1865S-
pre1927-
1865S-
1865S-
1865S-
1861-
1861S-
1875?-
1863c-
1867-
1862S 
1860S 
Origin 
British localities 
see 2. Persons 
Scottish locality 
Irish river 
English river 
Irish locality 
English localities 
see 3. Titles 
see 2. Names 
British localities 
see 3. Titles 
British street 
English streets 
British localities 
English localities 
Scottish river 
Andrew Petrie, builder 
see 1. Places 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Countess Diamentina di R. 
see 4. Titles 
Edward Lord S., col.-sec. 
Kemp family, residents 
Note 
Allotment 298 
Mary Ahearne, 
publican 
also 2. Persons 
Allotments 306-10 
& 312-13 of 
Bp James Quinn 
(West End Estate) 
Gaol built 1858-60 
Gov. Bowen's wife 
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Weetman St post1927- not known ) 
Cathie La. 1890S- Robert C., res. engineer ) switched from 
) south side of 
Cathie St post1927 see Weetman St above ) Caxton St to Nth 
[Laneway] 1863S- ) 
Caxton St 1870S- William C., first printer see Hotel Appx 3 
[Government Rd] 1863S-
[Vic. Barracks dr.] postwar 
Blackall St 1870s- Gov. Samuel W .B., d.1870 resumed by army 
Menzies St 1863s- Robert M., contractor 
Jessie St 1876s- Janet (=Jessie) Gray husband T. Gray 
[Cricket St] 1870s- see 4. Objects 
Gray St 1862S- Thomas and Wm G., owners 
[Terrace St] 1864-
Secombe St postwar Maj.-gen. V. S., Vic. Bks cmding officer 1950s 
Swan St 1864S- James S?, early printer 
Pratten St 1872- Geo. L. P ., owner /surveyor 
[Private Rd) 1865S-
[Melford St] postwar see 1. Places 
Bell St 1872- Hugh B?, early doctor 
Ormonde St 1865S- Irish Butlers, Earls of 0. ) 
Ormond La. ) 
) 
Wellington St 1865S- Arthur Wellesley, ) 
Wellington Pde Duke of Wellington ) 
) 
Wellington La. postwar? ) Allotments 306-
Arthur St 1865S- ) 10 & 312-13 of 
) Bp James Quinn 
MountJoy St 1865S- Chas Blount, Viscount M.) (West End Estate) 
Mountjoy Pl. Wm Stewart, Viscount M.) 
) 
Rutland St 1865S- Manners family, ) 
Earls of R. ) 
) 
Sackville St west 1865S- S. family, Earls of Dorset ) 
) 
Sackville St east postwar? ) 
[Hill St) 1865S see 4. Objects ) 
Lutwycbe St 1875- Alfred L., 1st Old judge 
[Road] 1874S-
Musgrave Rd 1889- Gov. Anthony M., d.1888 
Petrie Terrace 1861- see above as far as Hale St 
Hale St 1890s- Bp Matthew Hale 
[Boundary St] 1850s- see 4. Objects 
[Cemetery St] 1880s- see 4. Objects 
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3 TI'l1.ES 
Countess St 1864- C. Diamentina di Roma Gov. Bowen's wife 
Sexton St 1867- N. Bne Cemetery?, Hale St see next streets 
(Stanley St] 1862S see 2. Persons 
(Kemp St] 1860s see 2. Persons 
Sheriff' St 1863S- Bne Gao� Petrie Tee ) Allotments 287-8 
) of Wm J. Costin 
Judge St 1863s- ) chemist 
Drury St 1860s-70s banker E. Drury ) 
or Cambs. ) 
[Melford St] postwar see 1. Places ) Allotments 302-3 
Regent St 1863S- Queen Victoria ) of Godfrey White, 
[Bell St] 1872- see 2. Persons ) contractor 
) 
Princess St 1863S- Queen Victoria ) Allotments 300-1 
) of Shepherd Smith, 
Crown St 1863S- Queen Victoria ) banker 
Regent St west 1870s- Queen Victoria see Regent St below 
(Government Rd] 1861S-
Regent La. south 1865S- Queen Victoria ) 
Regent St ) A306 & A312 of 
) Bp James Quinn 
Regent La. north post1927 see 1. Places ) (West End Estate) 
[Moore St) 1865S- see 2. Persons ) 
Earl St 1878S- not known John Bale, owner 
4 OBJECI'S 
Clifton St 1866- immigrant ship 1862 also 2. Places 
Hill St 1860s- topography & English st T shape until 1875 
Chapel St 1880s- Baptist/temperance hall faced C. St first 
Church St 1863S-
[Chippendall St] postwar not known 
Church St 1880s- Christ Church, Milton 
Cricket St 1870s- Green Hills c. ground am ODeters Arms H<tel 
(Gray St) 1862S- see 2. Persons 
Terrace St south 1864- topography? 
Ten-ace St north 1865? topography? 
[Sackville St east] postwar? see 2. Persons 
Hill St 1865S- topography 
[Hale St] 1890s see 2. Persons 
Boundary St 1850s-80s old town boundary 
Cemetery St 1880s-90s old N. Brisbane Cemetery 
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APPENDIX 3: PETRIE-TERRACE LOCALI1Y NAMES LIST 
(Sources: see Appendix 2) 
1 PLACES 
Paddington Barracks 1986- nearby barracks and suburb 
[Prince Alfred Hotel] 1868c- see 2. Persons 
West End Estate 1864 West End, London Bp James Quinn 
Mount Pleasant 1878 British localities 
2 PERSONS 
Petrie-Terrace area 1860s from the Terrace see Petrie Tee 
[Green Hills] 1850s see 4. Objects 
Caxton Hotel 1864- Wm Caxton, 1st printer Wm Warman, printer 
[Paddington Barracks) 1986- see 1. Places 
Prince Alfred Hotel 1868- royal visitor 1868 
Victoria Barracks 1875- Queen Victoria 
[Military /Police Barracks] 1864-
Hardgrave Park Jn Hardgrave, res., mayor, petitioner, trustee 
[Rec. Reserve] 1875-
Diamentina Orphanage 1860s-83 Countess D. di Roma Gov. Bowen's wife 
Norman by 1870s Gov. George Phipps, 
Nonnanby Hotel Marquis of Normanby 
Babbage Park 1890s to not known 
[Reserve] 1980s early quarry 
Lang Park 1910s Rev. Dr John Dunmore Lang 
[N. Bne Cemetery] 1840s-75 dismantled 1914 
3 TITLES 
Regent Estate 1863S Queen Victoria see Appendix 2 
Bishops Hill 1870s-80s Bp James Quinn's property see Appendix 2 
4 OBJECTS 
[Petrie-Terrace] 1860s- see 1. Places 
Green Hills 1890s-70s topography wooded slope west 
[Roma St railyards] 1880s-
G. Hills cricket ground 1850s-70s sport 
Cricketers Arms 1864- Green Hills Cricket Gd comer Petrie 
Tee Railway Hotel 1870s-80s Roma St railway lines & Cricket St 
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CHAPfER 17 
PLACENAMES AND IDSTORICAL MAPS 
by Paul Wilson 
PLACENAMES 
The Queensland parliament passed the first placenames legislation in 1958. Before the Queensland Place Names 
Ad came into effect, various colonial and state government agencies had some input into placenaming on an official 
basis. The main participants were the Surveyor-General's Office and the Postmaster-General's Department, until 
federation in the latter case. 
The 1958 ad created the first Queensland Place Names Board and the associated committee, as well as setting out 
various responsibilities for the surveyor-general The ad vested approval power for placenames in the minister for 
lands. 
In the early 1920s the state governor, Sir Matthew Nathan, set up a small committee of interested people to collect, 
research and record the . origins and meanings of Queensland placenames. The committee's fortunes waxed and 
waned, but mainly waned after Nathan's departure. However, the committee did gather sufficient information to 
create a substantial card index, which we still use, relating to the location and origin <>f Queensland placenames. 
Under the 1958 act, the Place Names Committee comprised representatives of various interested bodies, from which 
were chosen four board members two nominated by the committee and two appointed by the minister. The 
legislation set out the functions and powers of the board, defined the term 'place' and set out procedures to 
advertise placenames proposals and allow for public comment in the form of objections by members of the public. 
It also allowed the board to create and keep a gazetteer of placenames for Queensland. 
In 1981 the act was replaced by a new act, which abolished the committee but enlarged the board to six members. 
F"mal decision-power on placenames was removed from the minister and transferred to the governor in council (in 
effect requiring pre-consideration by state cabinet). The 1988 act (another new act) provided for the abolition of 
the board and the transfer of the former board powers to the surveyor-general, who continues to advise the minister, 
who controlled the input of placenames matters to the governor in council. The 1958 act created the position of 
secretary to the board, but this was a part-time position occupied by senior drafting officers until 1976 when Denis 
Oeary was appointed full time secretary. Following the 1988 act the position of secretary was changed to Place 
Names Officer. During the committee and board periods the surveyor-general served as chairman of each body. 
Currently the responsibility for advising the minister for land management on placenames matters lies with the 
surveyor-general. The functions controlled by the surveyor-general are carried out within the Place Names and 
Historical Services Sub-Program within the Division of Information, Department of Lands. Day to day work involves 
two main aspects. The first is the administration of the act, that is the processing of proposals for new names, names 
for omission and alterations in names, plus the advertising provisions of the act and the handling of public objections. 
This aspect also involves extensive consultations with members of parliament and with local authorities and interested 
citizens. The second aspect is involved with maintenance of the Place Names Data Base from which the published 
gazetteer can be produced, as well as responding to a wide range of enquiries from a wide range of clients about 
the location, meaning and origin of placenames. Simple queries are done at no charge, but current government 
policy requires that extensive research (one hour or more) has to be paid for at a rate of $45 per hour. 
Queensland is currently a founding member of the Committee for Geographic Names in Australia, which is the 
national consultative body on Australian placenames. The committee conference was held in Brisbane in 1988 and 
Paul W"tlson is currently secretary of the committee and editor of Place Names News (an occasional publication). 
Placenames in Queensland have approved status if they have been approved by the relevant authority since 1958 
(minister or governor in council) or if they appeared on a cadastral map produced by the S�)W-general before 
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that date. I should mention that street and road names are not included in the provisions of the act. Neither are 
the names of private freehold or leasehold properties or human-made objects such as monuments, dam walls and 
other minor features like bridges. 
Other state agencies such as Railways, Education, National Parks and Forestry control the naming of facilities and 
areas over which they have control, but there is provision for consultation on any names proposed by these bodies. 
A set of principles exists, which reflects national and international placenaming practice, and which is used in the 
processing of placename applications. 
Probably the largest operation so far undertaken was the setting of boundaries and names for all the suburbs and 
neighbourhoods within the City of Brisbane, which was carried out in 1974 to 1976. Other local authorities which 
have co-operated with the state government in setting suburb boundaries are the cities of the Gold Coast, Redcliffe, 
Gladstone, Cairns, Toowoomba, Mount Isa, Caloundra, Hervey Bay (part), and Thuringowa (part). Negotiations 
are well advanced for the completion of Thuringowa, the finalisation of Ipswich and the revision of boundaries in 
the City of Logan. 
Denis Cleary (896-3041) and Paul Wilson (896-3039) are available during working hours to answer queries. 
HISTORICAL MAPS 
The Sunmap Historical Maps coUection is based on the purchase of the Noel Hodge Collection in Sydney in 1980. 
It consists mainly of maps illustrating both the development of the profession of cartography from the fifteenth 
century and the progressive illustration of European knowledge of the Australian and Southwest Pacific areas. It 
is a closed collection kept in secure storage and is not available for public inspection. It is used to provide exhibition 
items from time to time, for illustrative material and to provide masters for a number of saleable packages marketed 
by the department. 
It also includes some material which illustrates the two main themes referred to above, in relation to the history of 
European settlement of Queensland. However, the main component of the department's retrospective collection of 
maps has been progressively transferred to the Queensland State Archives over the last thirty years. If you have 
research to do which will benefit from the use of cadastral maps, I commend you to visit the archives and use the 
map collection there. 
You may not have encountered the term cadastral before, so a word of explanation might be useful. Cadastral maps 
have their origin in ancient civilisations which very early in human history developed the practice of taxing 
landholders. To tax properly it was necessary to know who owned what land where. A cadastre or survey was done 
and from this was produced a map of property boundaries, indications of taxable land and who was the taxable 
owner. Modem cadastral maps have tended to drop the ownership aspects, but still concentrate on the subdividing 
boundaries and the extent of land holdings. Usually linedrawn in black and white, cadastral maps in modem practice 
are being replaced by computer produced dynamic map content which is purchased as and when required. 
Topographic maps, on the other hand, show the contours of a given tract of land, with indications of height and clear 
portrayal of drainage patterns, roads, railways, etc. Topographic and cadastral are on occasions combined to give 
a unified display for a special purpose. Both types of maps are complemented by the availability of aerial 
photographs, and ortho maps, which are illustrations of the combination of aerial photography, cadastral data and 
sometimes superimposed topographic data. 
From the department's point of view, it is important that you do not confuse maps with plans. Plans are those 
special 'mini' components of maps, which represent the result of the careful work of a surveyor in the field. Many 
plans can be combined to make up a whole map. Land legislation of various kinds requires that a copy of a plan, 
once produced and authorised by a surveyor, has to be retained for record purposes by the state. Such plans in 
Queensland are partly controlled by the surveyor-general and are available for viewing free of charge and for copying 
(at a charge) from the Cadastral Search Centre in the Sunmap Centre (level 2 or ground floor). Also located on 
this level is the Sunmap Sales Centre, which is well worth a visit during business hours, if only to see the wide range 
of mapping products available in 1990 (cf. BHG 1983, ch.2, 1988, ch.7). 
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CHAPTER 18 
THE POTENTIAL OF PLACENAME RESEARCH 
by Rod Fisher 
'What's in a name?', quoth the Bard, 'That which we call a rose, By any other name would smell as sweet' 
(Romeo and Juliet, ll.ii.43). Yet the immortal name of William Shakespeare is inscribed on four Brisbane streets 
including the literary comers of Bulimba, Coorparoo and Strathpine. For names not only identify items, whether 
individual or corporate, but people also identify with names. While walking along Wickham Terrace in 1894, ten 
year old Anna Harper promised her impetuous father that she wo�d become a poet. Thereafter she signed all of 
her voluminous works as Anna Wickham (Courier-Mail 8 December 1984). For that matter very few people would 
be ferreting out their family history or participating in this placenames symposium if they adhered to the words of 
the Bard. 
As far as placenames are concerned there are various levels of inquiry which may be adopted, especially: 
• Individual (single name) e.g. Shakespeare Street 
• Corporate (class of names) e.g. all literary streets 
• Area (small) e.g. literary streets, Bulimba 
• Area (medium) e.g. all Bulimba streets 
• Area (large, etc.) e.g. all Brisbane streets 
The motivation for this inquiry might range between basic curiosity and academic analysis. Either way the focus 
could be upon: 
• Place (information about place/s); or 
• Name (information about name/s) 
Though place is generally thought to be the prime focus, there are many inquiries which could be conducted into 
names themselves. These include concepts, themes, fashions, phases and processes, comparing different classes, areas 
and periods perhaps. Did an early unsettled stage for streetnames give way to a staid period? Was there a rise and 
decline in the popularity of housenames? Why are few sporting heroes recognised compared with politicians? Were 
plain descriptive words progressively replaced by more cultured nomenclature? When Gilchrist Road was put 
through Victoria Park in 1930, a member of the North-western Suburbs Progress Association suggested this should 
by called Relief Road, as it was both a relief to the traffic and to the unemployed. Needless to say the head of the 
City Council Engineer's Department was honoured, and not those who built the road (Brisbane Courier 20 September 
1930). 
Whatever the focus of inquiry, placenames themselves may be treated according to a two part classification, the first 
being the type of place: 
• Locality (small to global e.g. estate, block, suburb, region) 
• Feature (esp. geography e.g. hill, hollow, river, park) 
• Street (all kinds e.g. lane, road, place, square) 
• Structure (all kinds e.g. houses, institutions, bridges) 
The second part of the classification is the type of name: 
• Place (derivation e.g. London; destination e.g. Ipswich Rd) 
• Person (forename/surname; individual/duo/group) 
• Title (general e.g. Crown; specific e.g. Countess [Diamentina]) 
• Object (structures e.g. Bridge; buildings e.g. Church; artefacts e.g. Cannon Hill) 
• Function (industry e.g. Manilla St, Rope Walk) 
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• Role (e.g. Main, Boundary, Government, Private) 
• Geography (features e.g. River; directions e.g. East; flora e.g. Wattle; fauna e.g. Eagle Farm; resources e.g. 
Diamond) 
• History (events e.g. Federation, Coronation; actions e.g. Breakfast Creek) 
• Language (Aboriginal e.g. Miegunyah; non-English e.g. Casa Mia) 
• Other (including humour e.g. Bartleys Folly, Eldemell) 
Two of my favourites fit into the last category. In the early 1860s Nehemiah Bartley, the pioneer businessman and 
raconteur, built an unusual four-storeyed and balconeyed tower on the top of one of the highest hills of Albion­
Hamilton Heights. As his wife refused to live there because of the isolation and Aborigines, this site has been known 
to this day as Bartleys Folly, even though Bartley claimed to have made a killing on the land. On another hill to the 
east, William Hemmant, the Queen Street draper, built a Gothic Style house in 1869. As he wished to honour his 
wife rather than his daughter, both of whom were called Nell, he named it Eldemell, better known today as (new) 
Bishopsbourne. 
As usual there are some tricky names that fit into more than one category of the classification. The inquirer may 
be aware of Clifton the British place and Clifton the person name, but not Clifton the ship (object). Hill Street 
might seem to apply to a geographical feature rather than a person, yet tum out to be imported from Surrey. 
Further research might actually increase the number of possible meanings. All that can be done initially is to classify 
placenames in all relevant categories, and then to eliminate the unlikely meanings as further evidence comes to hand, 
keeping an open mind wherever the evidence is inconclusive. 
While placenames may be a fascinating and sometimes frustrating pursuit, their historical value is enormous. For 
anyone studying the lives of individuals and families, whether eminent or otherwise, the relevance is obvious; each 
placename, past or present, which might bear on those concerned should be followed up, whatever its classification. 
For those interested in attitudes and values - the culture of people in the past - placenames offer examples if not 
insights into change regarding the family, ethnicity, imperialism and national identity. However, the greatest reward 
awaits the local historian, to whom every shred of evidence may be pertinent. The corpus of past and present 
placenames reflects the historical evolution of local communities, their hopes and fears, features and personalities, 
especially where large estates have been subdivided into small blocks of land over the years. More important, 
perhaps, than the answers provided are the clues obtained along the way. Mill Road is a signpost to the sugar farms 
of St Lucia and Long Pocket in the 1860s, just as Ferry Road is to cross-river transport from West End to Toowong 
before the great flood in 1974. In addition to historical clues, there are the questions which placenames often raise. 
If Heath Street, Hanworth House and Heath Park related to a single landowner at East Brisbane, who was Walter? 
That clues and questions like this cannot be answered by placenames alone puts this kind of evidence in perspective. 
Rarely does a single record offer historical salvation only a multiplicity of sources. In the study of placenames, the 
most illuminating records are often difficult of access and hard to interpret. They include: 
• Reference books in libraries (esp. refidex, atlas, gazetteer, handbook of British chronology, dictionary of 
biography) 
• Survey plans at Sunmap Centre (see BHG papers for details) 
• Subdivision plans at Queensland Titles Office (see BHG papers) 
• Estate plans at John Oxley Library 
• Post office directories at JOL and other libraries (see BHG papers) 
• Observation (signposts, nameplates, features) 
• Picture files, especially John Oxley Library 
• Oral sources 
• Place files especially JOL, RHSQ, BHG 
• Placenames files especially Sunmap Centre 
Only by consulting a wide range of sources can the questions about placenames be answered. These include: 
• Location (map reference?) 
• Derivation (where from?) 
• Content (what meaning?) 
• Chronology (when used? including span) 
• Change (who, when, why?) 
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• Process (what procedure?) 
• Agency (who responsible?) 
• Motivation (what reason?) 
The location and derivation might be clear, but the meaning still be complex or obscure. Everyone thinks that 
Breakfast Creek was named after John Oxley's party stopped there one morning in 1824 - yet Andrew Petrie jr once 
stated that the name derived from convict days when inhabitants, including himself as a boy, stopped there en route 
to the Eagle Farm female factory with the family washing (Brisbane Courier 5 March 1921). While the Oxley 
attribution is no doubt correct, the Petrie rendition indicates that the original meaning of a placename, or people's 
perception, may change over time. More frequent, however, is the replacement of one placename by another. Even 
if the previous names can be discovered from maps and plans in particular, the problematic questions of when, who, 
why and by what process may prove insoluble. 
Since the questions asked and evidence consulted may be quite diverse, it is not possible to prescribe a single method 
of analysis. However, once some of the basic questions have been answered concerning individual names, it is often 
necessary to consider them in context and combination, including: 
• Classification (see classes above) 
• Quantification (the lie of the land) 
• Clustering (by class and location) 
• Aberration (idiosyncrasy or name change) 
• Denominator (person e.g. Bishop Quinn; group e.g. bank; name e.g. Cannon Hill; place e.g. West End Estate 
(cluster) 
• Assessment (significance of the last three items) 
To determine whether an individual placename is common or rare, it is essential to consider its relation to other 
placenames, including general classes and geographical clusters. Sexton Street may seem unusual on first 
acquaintance. Nevertheless it relates to Judge and Sheriff Streets in class (titles with topographical connection) and 
lies adjacent to the other two. Though located in a different estate, naming by association evidently occurred in this 
instance. For inquiries involving many names, basic classification and quantification are essential for the analysis to 
proceed in an orderly, comprehensive and purposeful manner. Once this initial sorting has been carried out, some 
alternate meanings may be discounted on the grounds of association between names. Though Rutland, Sackville and 
Ormond are aristocratic families, the clustering of West End names in Quinn's estate puts them more in the place 
category. Once placenames have been classified, clusters may be identified and aberrations discerned. Some of the 
latter may turn out to be name changes rather than idiosyncrasies, such as Melford Street in the Regent Estate. This 
step may be followed by the search for the common denominator of a cluster or the reason for an aberration, and 
finally an assessment of the significance of these findings. 
To take a recent example, in 1986 the new Collingwood Park Estate on the outskirts of Redbank was blessed with 
the streetnames of Hayden Drive, Gibbs Avenue, Warburton Court and Tully Avenue. Though the christening 
ceremony was light-hearted, the clustering, common denominator and significance of these placenames is quite 
blatant without anyone necessarily being aware of the statement made by Alderman Paul Tully of the local council: 
these streets, he said, had been named after prominent Labor leaders because of the party's predominance in Ipswich 
(Courier-Mail 3 May 1986). This might be stating the obvious now, but not to someone taking an interest in the 
origin of Tully Street in the year 2000. 
This example also reveals the kind of interference which has affected the naming and renaming of placenames for 
many years. In 1862-63 Governor George Bowen not only suggested to Surveyor-General A.C. Gregory that 
unnamed South Brisbane's streets should be called after Cordelia the warship and Newcastle the statesman, but that 
the road past the old reservoir be named Roma after his wife (JOL MS OM n-78/1&2). Looking at the mixed bag 
of Brisbane streetnames by 1867, 'Nomenclature' claimed in a letter to the editor that these should commemorate 
some really historic event or prominent colonial, and not lesser persons (BC 29 August 1867). His plea fell on deaf 
ears, since the newspaper noted in analysing the 1878 street directory that so many of the 200 Brisbane streets were 
named after 'enterprising speculators' (BC 24 April 1878). Around the turn of the century some boosters of 
Fortitude Valley proposed changing various local names including Petrie Bight and Wickham Street for more 
euphonious counterparts (BC 22 November 1919). Despite these demands, the naming of streets was left largely 
to the many municipal authorities formed in the Brisbane region from the 1880s onwards, and they were normally 
subject to local rather than external pressures. 
1.20 
The first real threat to the natural evolution of streetnames was the first world war. One of the many local 
authorities to display its patriotism was the Toombul Shire Council, whose changes included turning German Street 
into Eton Road, after the name of the early school conducted by AJ. Boyd (BC 15 July 1922). In plain old Dairy 
Street, Annerley residents campaigned for the change to Anzac Street, since their six households sent the full 
complement of six males to the front (BC 19 February 1917). When peace returned, the Brisbane Municipal Council 
also established a special committee to consider alterations in the names of city streets to commemorate those 
prominent during the war (BC 29 July 1919). 
The next threat loomed in the mid to late 1920s after the municipal councils were amalgamated into Greater 
Brisbane in 1924-25. In a Sunday address, Archbishop James Duhig appealed to the city fathers to change such 
meaningless names as Spring Hill, Red Hill, Breakfast Creek, Fortitude Valley and Indooroopilly. Billy Mahoney's 
vaudeville song had evidently got on his goat '1-N-D double 0-R double 0-P-1 double L-Y. It drives the strangers 
silly'. Duhig believed that those places suffered from their names, which conveyed little idea of their importance 
(BC 4 May 1925). With the new municipal broom sweeping clean, it was the duplication of Brisbane streetnames 
had already become a public issue amongst individuals, associations and the post office (BC 17 April, 5 May, 17 
September 1925). The same desire for greater orderliness, centralisation and progress throughout Brisbane was 
expressed in the municipal campaign for street signs and house numbers, one South Brisbane woman stating that 
she only knew her streetname because she had heard her parents mention it in her infancy thirty years before (BC 
26 December 1930). 
During the 1930s the issue of confusing duplication was kept alive, one writer claiming that Brisbane had 31 Williams, 
22 Queens and 14 Florences, without counting Florrie Street (BC 14 July 1934). Though some alterations were 
made, not until 1938 did the Brisbane City Council launch a fullscale offensive against a total of 11 000 duplicated 
names. Under the personal direction of town clerk S.E. Travill, a list comprising thousands of suitable names was 
drawn up and a map which divided the city into five sections or zones. Henceforth all new and renamed streets were 
to be titled in accordance with designated themes: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Central: 
Northern: 
Western: 
Southern: 
Eastern: 
British monarchs and Empire cities and towns 
Australian public men, past and present 
Australian pioneers 
Empire leaders 
Aboriginal 
The number of duplicated streetnames to be changed was now estimated as 'several hundred' {BC 17 September 
1938). Nevertheless some 555 streets were renamed by 1941 and another 1500 were scheduled for similar treatment. 
As the works committee had difficulty in implementating the zoning, only three districts were now recommended 
(BC 17 May 1941): 
• Central: Cities within the British Empire 
• Northern: Australian pioneer and Aboriginal names 
• Southern: Public men of the Empire 
Despite the ominous crumbling of the British Empire during the second world war, Brisbane streets were renamed 
along these lines. As 10 of the 11 Bell Streets were eliminated in 1938, Petrie-Terrace in the central zone gained 
a Melford Street, presumably from Suffolk. Rosalie streets to the west were mostly renamed after personalities and 
former aldermen, including Agars for George, Bass for William, Beck for Mary, Berry for Annie, Boys for Charlotte, 
McNab for Robert, Nash for George and Stevenson for Charlotte (north). Though the war ultimately stopped play, 
this kind of rationalisation continued thereafter, so that 880 streets were named or renamed by the planning and 
building department by 1951. By that date the old lists of suitable names were almost exhausted, one comprising 
Aboriginal names and the other of former governors, premiers, mayors, parliamentarians, aldermen, leaders of 
industry and commerce, and pioneers. One of the main aims at the time was to reduce confusing duplications, while 
approving directional signs such as Station roads and groupings including poets, pioneers and flowers (BC 30 
December 1951). To this postwar effort may be added the community campaigns to change uncongenial names, one 
of the latest being the Keperra estate agents and residents of the mineral-based Kings Park Estate who petitioned 
the council to change Asbestos Street to Malachite (Courier-Mai/ 10 August 1989). Perhaps Diamond and Amethyst 
Streets in the old Kingston goldmine area will also be dropped after their toxic waste has been sealed beneath the 
bitumen. 
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On the other hand there has also been public opposition to such tampering with the historic record. When the 
Fortitude Valley promoters at the turn of the century campaigned for more progressive nomenclature, the 
newspaperman J J. Knight and others argued successfully that streetnames were inherent to the history of the locality. 
At Annerley in 1915-17 the Stephens Shire Council was reluctant to ratify the renaming of Dairy Street as Anzac 
Street or remove all of the German streetnames, possibly because of good German ancestry in the area. When 
Archbishop Duhig made his suggestions, the Brisbane Courier sprang to the defence of such historic names (BC 5 
May 1925). During the later 1930s Clayfield residents objected on the grounds of tradition to their street being 
changed from Old Sandgate Road to Bonney Avenue, even if the road no longer went further than the local railway 
station (BC 7 January 1939). At the same time the Queensland placenames committee, formed in 1923 and revived 
in 1938 was busily collecting locality information and publicising the historical value of placenames (BC 21 March 
1923, 16 April 1938). Further opposition to the official renaming of streets stemmed from more practical grounds, 
including the irate inhabitant of Eton Stree�in Nundah vyho was charged in 1922 with having moved from German 
Street without notifying the commonwealth electoral office. In 1939 a South Brisbane resident outlined the 
unnecessary cost and inconvenience of the renaming �cheme, since duplicate streets were quite adequately 
distinguishdd by postal sub-district numbers anyway. At the same time he claimed that residents had vested rights 
in the names of theit streets (BC 25 February 1939). 
Altogether this evidence of interference, political or otherwise, has important implications for the researcher of 
placenames. ·First, as many placenames have altered· over the years, it is essential to plot those changes historically 
before making any conclusions. Secondly, that since the period before the first world war was comparatively free 
from regulation, except by local authorities, that period is likely to be more significant for local and family history. 
Thirdly, that understanding of the process involved in naming and renaming is necessary for placenames to be 
accurately assessed. 
The final issue concerns the role of those who value the past and its relics. This symposium was organised by the 
BHG to put placenames on the map. Despite the potential of placenames for historical research, little has been done 
in an organised way since the work of Jock H.C. McClurg (1975) and the Queensland Placenames Board. H 
placenames are important signposts to the past, should they be preserved just as any other form of historical artefact? 
For their protection, should there be a placenames register with documentation concerning their history and 
significance? And who should act as the self-appointed custodians of our placename heritage? 
In this regard, the words of William Shakespeare might be immortal, but hardly infallible. 
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PART 4 
LOCAL IDSTORY ARCHIVES 
illustration Z'/: From Brooke Nichols, Jacko, the broadcasting Kookaburra, 
Sydney, 1933 
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CHAPTER 19 
YOU TOO HAVE ARCHIVES 
by Roslyn McCormack 
I have an aunt who, when faced with a problem, would sigh and say, 'Well I think I'll have a Bex, a cup of tea and 
a good lie down!'. I think that when we consider the problems we face when we look at a box of documents, my 
aunt's coping mechanism may even be a rational and sensible solution, if only in the short term. This paper will 
introduce concepts and methods which will enable you to organise, preserve and make available documents so that 
they are a valuable resource for local history. 
A document has been defined as 'Any discrete item, whether printed or manuscript, whether a report, letter or 
photograph, whether produced by a government agency, business or individual' (Gracy 19Tl, p.vii) and -which is 
or has been kept by reason of any information that it contains or can be obtained from it or by reasons of its 
connexion with any event, person, circumstance or thing' (Crush 1988, p3). However, so that I do not confuse 
myself or you by entering into a discussion of photos, microfiche, magnetic tapes, or machine readable records, I will . 
confine myself to documents on paper. 
I must stress that the documents which might be collected by a local history organisation were produced by private 
firms, organisations, societies or individuals. The documents created by the Queensland government, other statutory 
authorities, the courts and local government bodies are the responsibility of the Queensland State Archives. These 
documents must not be disposed of without the written permission of the state archivist. The records of 
commonwealth departments and statutory authorities are the responsibility of the Australian Archives and may not 
be disposed of without their permission. The types of documents which may be collected include the board minutes 
of the dairy cooperative, the account ledgers of a small store, the letters of a soldier in the second world war, the 
recipe book of a woman which records all the domestic wisdom she learnt from her pioneer mother and the best 
sponge recipe in the district, the miscellaneous sugar bag of accounts which have hung in the back shed for twenty 
years, the minutes of the local debating society - the list is endless (Crush 1988, p.4). 
What all these documents have in common is that they record information as it happened in the context of the 
period. They have not been edited with the intent that they be published and while they may contain printed 
material, such as in a scrapbook, it is the way this material has been selected and retained which makes that 
particular document unique. To sum up, they are unpublished items which record past events or actions and which 
have been retained for the value of the information they contain. They have many of the characteristics of archives, 
defined as those documents which have been selected for permanent preservation, are usually unpublished, can be 
in any format, and are unique. The fundamental reason for retaining them is that they act as a memory. Just as 
individuals cannot function without a memory, so an individual or organisation without a recorded memory cannot 
function. This recorded memory provides information on which to base plans, an aid to help prevent mistakes, a 
record of knowledge and expertise, a way of proving ownership or entitlement and an accounting for actions. If this 
recorded knowledge did not exist it would mean extra energy and money being spent to reconstruct information, if 
indeed it is possible to do so (Pederson 1987, pp.4-7). 
The goal of archives administration is to collect, preserve and make available those documents of continuing value, 
both to the organisation which created them and for broader cultural reasons. Archives become the memory of the 
society and thus they provide evidence of what happened in the past. The work of the archivist is not restricted to 
the documents produced by organisations, companies or governments; it includes all sorts of unpublished unique 
documents. The methods used by archivists are available to the wider audience and provide simple and efficient ways 
to meet the needs of all types of researchers. 
This work of collection, preservation and the making available of documents to users is based on two principles the 
principles of provenance and the sanctity of original order. The term provenance refers to the place of origin of the 
documents i.e. the organisation or individual that created, received or accumulated and used the documents in the 
conduct of business or personal life (Pederson 1987, p.132). All archives are the product of work or life activities 
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and they can only be fully understood through a knowledge of why and how they were created (Pederson 1987, 
p.116). For example, there is a diary from which you deduce that it was written by a woman living in Brisbane 
sometime when the trams were still running, but that is all you can work out. You have no idea who she was, how 
old she was, how she supported herself, who the Jack who never chops the wood is and why she never shopped at 
Finneys. H you know the origin and therefore the provenance, you can place the diary as to the suburb where the 
woman lived, you can link the diary to a year, and thus have enough information to understand the events it records. 
The diary is more useful because it has context, you do not read it in isolation and therefore it is a more valuable 
resource (Pederson 1987, pp.132-3). 
The principle of provenance states that the documents of an individual or organisation should not be mixed with 
those originating from another individual or organisation (Pederson 1987, p.364). To mix the provenance of 
documents destroys the origin and thus the context. For example, you may have the records of an individual who 
was apparently interested in koalas. These documents consist of letters, scrapbooks and a manuscript of a book. 
If these are filed under the type of document, say the letters with all the other letters, the scrapbook in the garbage 
bin, and the manuscript of the book on a shelf with the printed books, with no record of their origin, large chunks 
of information are lost. The context in which each individual document was created is missing, and it is impossible 
to work out the inter-relationship between the documents. When the documents are kept together in a group it is 
obvious that the individual concerned was interested in and had written to a lot of people about the distribution of 
koalas in Queensland in the 1890s because of his letters. H the replies are held with his outgoing letters the 
questions the koala expert raised can provide information to a new researcher. By putting all his documents together 
a full picture of his life's work is obvious. To summarise, the principle of provenance states that the documents 
originating from an organisation or individual should be kept together (Pederson 1987, p.132). 
The second principle is that of the sanctity of original order. This principle states that records should be kept in 
the order in which they were originally kept while in active use (Pederson 1987, p.133). Take our researcher of 
koalas. He had a filing system which reflected the way he worked. He had developed his work concerning koalas 
over many years and had gathered a great deal of information which he used to write his books. It was kept in his 
study in neat piles, apart from the odd eucalyptus leaf left by his research subjects. This recorded who he had 
written to and when, the books he had read and taken notes from and the areas he had researched in depth. He 
had filed his letters from other researchers in a particular way, which reflected their interests and his use of their 
information. He donated them to a collection in the same order, and the papers were retained in this order. It is 
possible to trace the development of his research and follow his work. It is the relationship of the material he 
gathered to his work which is of vital importance. 
For another example, take the letters of a girl who lived in Brisbane in the 1920s. She wrote to some of the people 
she had known from the local tennis club when she had lived in her home town and their letters told her much about 
life in the town at the time. There was one special person who wrote to her quite often and after a while she began 
to keep his letters separate. They eventually married and she returned to live in the town. From the order of the 
letters you can work out what was happening in the town and date the letters because she kept them in order in the 
envelopes. By keeping the letters and the envelopes together it is possible to date the letters where her 
correspondent had not, because of the order they were in and the postmark on the envelope. Her special 
correspondent wrote from a number of different farms as he was working his own farm but also worked for other 
properties in the district as a wool classer. He would write from the farms and just put the name of the farm at the 
top of the letter. By keeping them in order, and with the envelopes which had the postmark of the nearest town, 
his movements can be traced and a picture of these farms may be created. These chunks of information which may 
have been lost are preserved because the letters are kept in the original order. 
Having explained these principles, why are they used? They are used because they preserve the meaning of the 
documents through keeping them as a group. 'Classification of a book does not, nor is it intended to, provide the 
patron with a context for understanding or appreciating the contents of a volume, it merely serves to aggregate books 
on similar subjects as a convenience for locating them. Archival methods clarify the arrangement and 
interrelationships between documents within a group of documents, a single letter may be complete within itself but 
its meaning is amplified when the item is in relation to the letters it answers, the answer it evokes and the entire file 
of which it is a part' (Gracy 1m, pp2-3). 
Any attempt to place documents into subject order involves a great deal of work, as information on the context of 
the records and their relationship to each other would be lost; it is very difficult to assign subjects and file each 
document under the subject, as very few documents contain only one subject; and it is also very hard to predict the 
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uses to which a document would be put in the future and therefore to which subject classification they should be 
assigned (Pederson 1987, p.132). Many documents come into existence with the sole aim of recording an event and 
because they act as a memory to record an event, 'They are therefore capable of being seen and understood within 
that particular context, any other secondary value that can be derived from them is likely to be all the more reliable 
because it was merely the vehicle for achieving the original objective. In short, these records are as close as any 
information humans produce which is likely to hold the seeds of truth. If these documents are preserved in their 
original order and can be unequivocally authenticated in terms of their provenance they are the ultimate resource 
to which any researcher may return again and again for the most authoritative aid in interpreting the past' (Crush 
1988, p.4). 
I have spent so much time on these principles because they affect all the actions and procedures involved in the 
collection, preservation and making available of documents. All these functions are inter-related, especially in a 
small society, as usually one person gets lumbered with the job of looking after the documents. 
F"IJ'St, coUection. Collection of documents involves both acquisition and accessioning. Acquisition involves deciding 
which type of documents you will collect, and how you will collect them. Accessioning provides the first level of 
control over documents (Pederson 1987, pp.74,115). 
When you first seek to acquire documents it is a good idea to decide the scope and policy of your collection. Decide 
at this point what sort of documents you will keep. Are you going to keep materials which reflect just the local area 
or only the papers of particular people or, as is more usual, anything you are given or can beg. borrow or 
misappropriate? 
Decide too if you are going to concentrate on keeping the originals of the documents or if you will keep copies and 
lodge the originals somewhere else. These are important issues as it will affect the amount of money you must 
spend, how much time you must spend organising the materials and where you are going to put them. When dealing 
with an existing collection it is often best to continue the themes which have already been established, and build on 
your strengths, rather than spread your energies too thin. 
Then decide how you are going to collect materials. Will you wait for them to be donated or will you set up an 
active programme of soliciting records (yes, that is a technical term) by means of publicity in the paper or in your 
newsletter? You may have to decide now if a particularly useful collection comes up whether your society will buy 
it or refer it to another institution which may have funding. Your powers of persuasion will have to be finely tuned 
to convince people that lodging the material with you or another institution is a good idea. Also consider at this 
point the users. Will you have any (i.e. is there a demand for the materials)? Is there space for the users to use 
the materials or will you have to do the research for them? 
Once· these sorts of decisions have been made it is vital that you have them recorded somewhere. This acts as a 
means of providing a base for future planning, to work out required resources, ways of getting things done and, if 
it is updated, shows how the collection has progressed over time (Pederson 1987, pp.73-80). 
Once you have formulated a policy then you can take materials into the collection. This, as I have stated, may be 
by donation or purchase, but it is vital when you are physically handling the material at the collection stage that you 
keep it as much as poss1ble in the original order. By this I mean packing it carefully and taking note of the 
provenance and the original order. Do what we call a survey which desat"bes the material accurately, noting the 
major types of materials, the sort of information they contain, the date range of the material and quantity, the order 
in which they are arranged. 
Also document the material. Who gave it to you, when, how much, on what terms (i.e. do you possess the copyright 
or does the original owner), is it available to researchers now or are certain parts to be restricted? This should be 
documented in a deed of gift. This has two advantqes it documents the provenance (i.e. the creator of the 
records) and it sets out ways in which the material will be cared for (Pederson 1987, pp.104-7). Each collection of 
documents is different and each donor is different, so you need to have it in writing because donors and people in 
societies forget the terms on which material was given. Try as far as is humanly possible to document this 
information for the material you already have. I realise that this may be impossible without having direct 
communication via the spirit world, but try to document as much as you can as it will be useful when organising the 
documents and it does assist users. Something is always better than nothing in this case. 
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Once you have collected the material and documented the terms on which you have received it, then is the time to 
begin to control the collection. 'This initial process is called accessioning, it records information about origins, 
creator, contents, format and extent in such a way that documents cannot become intermingled with other material. 
This refines the information you have gained at the time of collection' (Pederson 1987, p.115). The first step is to 
prove the provenance i.e. who created the records. This may be very straight forward as all the records were created 
by one person or one organisation. However, you may find that there are two distinct sets of records with different 
provenances. For example, take our lady correspondent. As well as writing lots of letters she was also, after her 
marriage, secretary of the local tennis club and her husband was at times president and treasurer. Because they had 
a big house they kept all the records so, when her papers were given to a society, there are her letters and also the 
minute book, the membership records and the financial records of the tennis club. They were created by different 
people for different reasons, so they very clearly do not have the same provenance. 
At the time of accessioning you can do one of two things. You can carefully separate the two distinct types and 
record that they were donated by Mrs Jenkinson, one as her personal material, one as the Thargomindah Tennis 
Club materials and store them separately, or you can keep them together at this point and record that there are two 
different provenances. In the case of our koala expert, he had collected all his materials from different sources for 
a specific purpose so, while the material may have come from other people, it was the way he collected and organised 
it that is important and all his papers would be accessioned under his provenance. However, it must be stressed that 
you should leave the collections as one unless it is quite obvious that they are different provenances. If the exact 
provenance of some of the documents is not immediately obvious, accession them as one unit according to the 
provenance of the majority of the material, noting the possibility of a mixed provenance (Pederson 1987, pp.116-117). 
It is vital that some thought be given to the accessioning procedures so that they are simple, flexible and understood 
by more than one person. It may seem very tedious to record information that is as dear as day to you, but do not 
forget that what is clear to you because you know the person, picked up the records, transported them in the back 
of the car and then placed them on a shelf, is not clear to anyone else because it is in your head. If you leave the 
organisation or fall under a bus or go on holidays, no one else can find the stuff. This causes no end of frustration, 
especially when the donor's long lost nephew comes in looking for material relating to his family and it can't be 
found. 
The next step is to create an accession register. This should contain the identifying number of the accession. One 
way is just to make it an annual number (i.e. 1989/1) so you know it was the first accession in 1989. If you do not 
have an accession register then start one now. You can then just give it a number starting at 1. If you know the 
date you received the records you can record this, otherwise put the date you started the register as this can be 
amended later. Then put down a brief description of the records i.e. their provenance, how much there is, how old 
they are (date range) and also its physical form, its condition and if it is restricted from public access. For example: 
Mrs Jenkinson, correspondence, 1920 to 1960, letters in bundles tied with string, 4 fruit boxes, some cockroach 
damage, restricted from the public until 1995. Number each carton or bundle with the accession number and how 
many there are. For example, accession no. 1, box two of four (Lytle 1975, p.13; Pederson 1987, pp.121-7). 
Accessioning allows you to have control of all the documents of a particular person or organisation, so that when 
further materials come you can link them together and through this linking gain a greater understanding of the 
content of the documents and their creator. The overall aim is to have some control and means of locating all of 
your collection, as some control of all the materials is much better than detailed control of only a small part 
(Pederson 1987, p.128). 
Once you have this control you can now decide where to put it physical control. The easiest method is a location 
guide which, in its simplest form, is a list of the accessions and which shelf, cupboard or spot on the floor they are 
to be found. I recommend putting this information on the accession register as it is all very well knowing you have 
the stuff, but also vital to be able to find it when needed or when you want to work on it Keep a separate location 
register by each shelf. This helps with stocktaking and when you run out of space it helps to convince the committee 
you need more shelves, and works better than a tantrum. Do not forget to invest in some tools of the trade. These 
are very sophisticated, high-tech items - a feather duster, a pencil a pad and some paper-weights. 
At this stage, if you have the time or the energy, you can prepare a box list. A box list is just that it records the 
content of the boxes. Each individual item, whether it be a scrapbook, a bundle of letters or a minute book, should 
be listed under the accession number, its box number and a brief description. These numbers should also be placed 
on the item in pencil so that you can identify them and where they came from (Pederson 1987, pp.l27-8). It is often 
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very worthwhile to do this as soon as you can to give control, record the scope and range of the material and allow 
it to be used by researchers. There is nothing more frustrating than having bits and pieces floating around which 
you have a very good idea belong together but you can't prove it. It also helps when you have taken something from 
its box for someone and you get distracted, forget to write down where it came from and it's left on a desk and 
forgotten about. When you do a clean up at least you know where to replace it. 
Unfortunately this is as far as you might actually get in listing your material, but at least you know what you have 
and can retrieve it. As I said before, it is always better to have some control and thus access to your materials, than 
complete control of only one part of it. Once you have this basic control you can then develop more systems, but 
these systems cannot be developed unless you know what you are dealing with. 
Having dealt with collection, I will now move on to preservation. This involves not only the physical safeguarding 
of the documents, but also maintenance of their original order and provenance. When thinking about preservation, 
the following considerations must come into play. Everything you do in preservation must safeguard order and 
provenance as there is no point in having a beautifully preserved collection if no one knows what is in it or who 
created it. There are two aspects of preservation of documents - the physical environment in which they are stored 
and their conservation (Pederson 1987, pp.219-20). 
I will deal first with the physical aspects which are known as preventative conservation. Put simply, to preserve 
documents they must be in a clean, secure, temperature-controlled environment (Pederson 1987, p358). 
Documents are one of a kind and they require more stringent protection than published materials as many cannot 
be replaced if they are lost or damaged. Keep as much control as you can over access to the storage areas. It is 
fatal to let researchers or people who do not understand what you are trying to do into the storage areas 
unsupervised (Pederson 1987, p.43). The temptation to change this because you know it is right, or even worse just 
to borrow something for a little while, is almost irresistible for some people. The well meaning rearrangement or 
the borrowing will inevitably result in the loss of some information, and give you the custodian at the very least a 
sick feeling in the stomach, which will over time result in ulcers. 
Try to keep the materials at a stable temperature and humidity. Mould thrives in high humidity and temperatures. 
If you cannot afford air conditioning. make sure there is sufficient ventilation and keep the air moving by the 
purchase of fans, as this stops pockets of humidity developing. Ensure your storage and work areas are as clean as 
possible. Dust is very dangerous because it carries mould spores and bacteria which will damage paper. 
Cockroaches, other creepy crawlies and mice just love scraps of food, bits of rubbish and dust as they provide food 
and also good hiding places (Pederson 1987, pp33-6; Price 1988, pp.2-5). It is also easier on your nerves as you don't 
have to look out for them sneaking up on you and checking on your work. 
Light should be controlled because it encourages chemical reaction between the paper and the ink. Documents 
should never be stored or displayed in direct sunlight, as this causes fading and the heat will cause the paper to 
become brittle. Damp is also a major hazard as it encourages mould and fungi, and also insects like cockroaches. 
Mould is not aware that documents are unique, it only cares that they are a food source, and it does not discriminate 
between the tenth copy of the local paper and that set of valuable letters. Check your storage areas regularly for 
leaks and pockets of damp and ensure your gutters are clear, otherwise that flash flood might just be inside your 
storage area, as well as outside it (Pederson 1987, pp.231,233-300; Price 1988, pp.2,5). 
Lastly fire. As an archivist I have literally had nightmares about fires, which my flatmates find a touch disconcerting. 
F"1re causes damage in two ways by destroying the records and by the damage due to smoke and water. Store your 
records in the best building you can, brick if possible. H this is not possible, check constantly for rubbish, electrical 
faults and smokers, and keep a very strict eye on heaters and fans. Wherever possible box your records so that they 
cannot fall into a fire and add extra fuel The standard archive box and steel shelving or cupboards do a great deal 
to retard fires. Lastly be on very close terms with your local fire brigade so that they are aware of your special needs 
(Pederson 1987, pp.42-7; Price 1988, pp.27-8). 
Once you have dealt with the physical preservation you can look at conservation. The first thing is, do not and I 
repeat do not, attempt repairs unless you know what you are doing. Do not use sticky tape, insoluble glues, brown 
paper, rubber bands, string or metal paper clips. All these materials, by their very nature, further damage records. 
Metal clips rust and the rust eats into the paper, sticky tape eventually degrades and stains the documents, string cuts 
into the documents while rubber bands degrade and become a sticky mess. Do not use commercial products like 
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contact as the glues damage the paper and will lift writing off it. Sticky photo albums get very possessive and the 
document can not be separated without lots of time and trouble and a very real risk of losing information. Stay well 
away from PVC based products as these also have detrimental effects (Price 1988, pp.8-9; Pederson 1987, pp.241-4). 
Anything that is done to any document must be reversible, must be obvious, and must not obscure any information 
or weaken the document (Pederson 1987, p.243). What you can do is to spend as much as possible on good quality 
storage materials such as acid-free boxes and wrapping paper. One of the greatest enemies of paper is acid. As the 
acid breaks down the cellulose bonds, the paper gets brittle and weak and will eventually shatter. Acid-free materials 
are treated to have an alkaline ph so they buffer the materials from acid in the air and also help to draw acid out 
of the materials. Copying of frequently used originals so that only the copies are used, appropriate handling 
techniques and good housekeeping will do much to help preserve the collection (Price 1988, pp.S-11). 
Now to making the documents available. By having appropriate accessioning procedures and also conserving the 
material, you have already done much to make the material available. The process of ensuring the availability of 
records to all researchers is known as arrangement and description. The basis of this work consists of the principles 
of original order and provenance, but you must also decide what collections to do first, what level of detail is 
required and how much time to spend on each collection. Some collections have high priority because of the demand 
by researchers for them, while others can be interpreted with just the aid of the accession register, at least in the 
short term. 
Arrangement involves the identification and organisation of the collection's various parts in a way which allows the 
materials to be used, but which does not obscure the information they contain. This is not as easy as it sounds, 
especially when the original order was to stuff it in a sugar bag and put it in the roof, but with a little forethought 
and effort and only a few Bex, it can be done. Where do you start with arrangement? The first step is to know the 
provenance. Once this is determined you then have a context for the records and you have some knowledge of how 
they might have been used, what sorts of things they contain or do not contain and what order they may or may not 
be in. Once the provenance is known, see if you can get some sources from books and newspapers which may give 
you extra clues. For an organisation . when it started, who was in it, where it was and its functions. For individuals -
when and where they lived, types of work, their family and their interests. 
Then begin to examine the materials without disturbing their order so that you get a feel for the records. Not a 
great technical term, but what I mean is that you are aware of their content and scope. Make notes as you go, as 
invariably you will find information that will help you out. Remember that what seems a hopeless mess to you at 
the start, might have an order. Someone else's muddle is someone's ordered system, as a survey of the desks in any 
office will tell you. The sorts of information you will be looking for include: who created, used or accumulated the 
material; what is the type of material - diary, letter, scrapbook; what type of information it is minutes, personal 
information, financial information; is there an order, is it by date or alphabetical; was a volume always used for the 
same purpose are the farm finances written in a diary or does one volume contain a ledger and a journal? 
(Pederson 1987, pp.129-38). 
Once this sort of information is gathered, you can begin to put the material into series. 'A series consists of records 
which have been brought together in the course of their active life to form a sequence' (Pederson 1987, p.138). This 
may be as in a filing system, or it may be in a grouping because they have similar content, function or format. For 
example, a filing system, where all the letters written to or by the firm or individual are organised in separate files, 
classified by the content and given separate numbers: grouped by function (e.g. cash books, minutes, members' 
records); grouped because of similar content (e.g. a particular business transaction); or grouped because of form (e.g. 
all the account books are kept together or a group of letters kept together by date or by the name of the writer). 
The principle of original order must prevail; it must be determined what records have been brought together during 
their active life. Examine each document carefully to work out where it belongs; do not start re-ordering until you 
have examined all the materials and listed them as an order may become apparent. Once the series have been 
brought together you can then describe the material (Pederson 1987, pp.136-43). 
'Description is defined as the process of establishing intellectual control of the material through finding aids' 
(Pederson 1987, p.143). In short it means you know what information is where, and can find it again, and so can 
the researchers. The most used descriptive tool is the series description. This lists the provenance, the series 
number, series title, date range, quantity, physical form, content description, arrangement, related series, access 
conditions, notes and location. What it actually is a summary of the content and form of the series so that 
researchers can judge for themselves if the material is useful It is vital at this time that you, as the compiler, do not 
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judge the record. The series description must be clear, concise and quite impersonal, as your judgeme11;t may not 
be the judgement of the user. By clearly laying out the information you have discovered, you allow the researcher 
to judge (Pederson 1987, pp.148-9). 
Once the series has been described you can prepare an overall note which covers the scope of the whole collection. 
Who created it, when, how much there is, a history of the organisation or person who created it. This brings the 
series together and places them in the context of the organisation or person's life and shows how important each 
series may be. When these are done you can then file them together so that the researcher has an overall idea of 
what sort of material is available. By copying the series description and the administrative biographical note, you 
can form a basic index by subject, area, name, anything you like, by extracting the broad areas of interest (Pederson 
1987, pp.l43-6). 
Once all this has been done you can then index the material in great detail. Subject indexing is only effective once 
the material is ordered and controlled, as any index must relate to the material and have reference points to be 
useable (Pederson 1987, pp,179-86). You may like to put this on cards by referring to the subject, such as 
Thargomindah Social Life see Thargomindah Tennis Club, or Mrs Jenkinson Collection, or by creating an index of 
names to the minutes of the tennis club. 
This has been a very brief introduction to the methods for organising documents. The principles of archives 
administration are to maintain the context and order of the records. They work from the broad to the specific, from 
the provenance and original order of the whole collection down to the individual item. At each point you must have 
documentation and control because what you are working with is irreplaceable. 
I can only recommend strongly that you continue to read and learn about these methods. There are some excellent 
books available which are listed in the reference section below. While it may all seem totally confusing and strange, 
I can assure you that it does come clear once you have worked with documents and can understand how they fit 
together and why. H you apply the principles, are reasonably organised and above all careful, they provide the best 
means of collecting, preserving and documenting our past without risking an addiction to Bex. 
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CHAPTER 20 
PHOTOGRAPHS AS IflSTORICAL SOURCES 
by Robert Longhurst 
Photography as a medium for documentation dates from Fox Talbot's first experimental images of 1839. Prior to 
that time those impressions of life left to posterity had relied upon the artist's skill or the writer's powers of literary 
description. Both were essentially unreliable as an historical record. An artist would alter a scene to suit his view 
of perspective, add a tree or two for aesthetic purposes, remove the wrinkles of age, the hare lip, the greying hair 
of a client's portrait A writer would describe a scene, much as many a journalist does today, coloured by his 
particular perception of events: Brisbane could be described in 1868 as a thriving metropolis equal to many a 
contemporary British city; Dickens would have described the latter in terms of a wretched hell-hole of open sewers 
and filth. 
The photograph, of course, changed people's perception of history for all time. I often sit and look in wonder at 
the first scene of Australian life, frozen by the camera. It is 1848 and top-hatted gentlemen stand in deep 
conversation outside the Court House in Hobart whilst horse cabs wait at the rank. The scene is one of total 
Victorian propriety and suggests a sophisticated urban life not vastly different from that of many a British city in 
1848. One's preconceptions of a wretched convict society are very shaken by this scene. Rather than some 
temporary prison society, here is a growing city with imposing buildings and an obvious faith in the future - vastly 
different from contemporary descriptions of Van Diemen's Land as the Sodom and Gomorrah of the southern 
hemisphere. 
I can then look at the earliest photograph of Brisbane known to exist, a view of Queen Street in the early months 
of 1860. A thriving metropolis not unlike many a British provincial town? The photograph quickly tells the truth - a 
generally tumble-down assortment of shacks, unmade streets, lack of guttering and banana plots in the backyard. 
As late as 1873 the streets remained quagmires of loose soil and horse manure, through which women trailed the 
full frame crinolines of the day, and besides which butchers hung their kill of the day to attract both customers and 
flies. Photographs, with few exceptions, are reality in black and white. We see Lady Bowen's pinched features, the 
perspiration-sodden uniforms of government house staff, the wretched conditions of the surviving Aborigines. We 
also see a society trying to retain the standards of home and a developing demoaacy of spirit so uniquely Australian. 
It is probably unnecessary to stress the importance of the photograph upon the wider historical scene. The glory 
of battle, defined as late as 1855 by the Charge of the Light Brigade, is shown in its most gruesome reality in 
Matthew Brady's photographs of the aftermath of Gettysburg, and photographs ever since have captured the essence 
of historic and social change. The impact of their worth for mass understanding of our past truly confirms the adage 
that 'a picture is worth a thousand words'. 
To move from this broad sphere to that of the role of photographs in a local history collection may seem too great 
a leap, but believe me, after working for many years with the John Oxley Library collection, I can confidently state 
that many photographs now regarded as being of national significance have been found in Queensland family 
albums the product of the box brownie and a chemist's back room developing kit They can range from the 
obvious · photographs of local buildings, streets, events, to the seemingly insignificant I shall give some examples 
of the latter: 
• A photograph of two young children, being taught to box at an early age in approximately 1915, can be of 
great importance to a social historian stressing contemporary male/female role values. 
• A photograph of a Brisbane society party, c.1940 at the Bellevue Hote� will show contemporary drinking and 
eating habits - women drinking beer and a comparative lack of wines - mainly hocks and sauternes. Tomato 
sauce dispensers are on the tables. 
• A farm scene can reveal long-forgotten agricultural methods and machinery. 
• A school photograph here a Cooktown convent scene in 1906 - can suggest the discomfort of European 
northern hemisphere clothing worn in a tropical climate. 
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• A moment caught in time in 1895 suggests that nineteenth century morality was not as stringent as we have 
been led to believe. 
• A station scene may suggest that the lines of race were not as tightly drawn as many have suggested. 
• A wartime photograph may suggest the extent of feeling between Australians and their American allies. 
All of these have been found in seemingly insignificant family collections and all reveal aspects of an Australia of 
the past which has generally been long-forgotten or ignored. It is here that local societies can, in my opinion, play 
an important role. In assessing collections of photographs, attention is necessarily called to local scenes and portraits 
of early identities. But the other photographs should be assessed in terms of two factors: 
• Clarity of image. Could the photograph be reproduced? 
• Subject. What does the photograph say about contemporary society? 
Possibly the photograph may show the only car of a particular model brought to Queensland; women knitting socks 
for the troops in the first world war; a photograph of an elderly woman in bed (not regarded as a polite subject for 
the camera); or the joys of courtship. Even if your society regards such material as ephemeral, I would request that 
we be informed of its existence. 
PRESERVATION 
Photographs, by their very nature, will not last forever. The materials used, whatever the format since 1840, are 
chemically-based and can only be preserved item by item, at enormous expense. For this photographic librarian, the 
information contained within an image is by necessity more important than the medium upon which it was originally 
preserved. I am not a curator of a collection of photographic technology and whilst acknowledging the need to 
preserve examples of the various stages of advancement in the art, without limitless funding I would always opt to 
preserve the image by economic copying rather than by spending a fortune in conserving a single 1890s glass negative 
or paper print. Copying is essential, as images gradually deteriorate or are attacked by the acidic materials upon 
which they are mounted. The John Oxley Library regards as paramount the creation of a modem negative stock, 
preserved where possible in fire-proof conditions away from print stocks. Prints should be preserved in acid-free 
polyester sleeves and all accompanying documentation should be upon acid free writing materials. By no means 
should photographs be stored in glue-backed photographic albums, with stick down polyvinyl sheets. H they are to 
be housed in albums, they should be stored using correct acid-free materials such as mylar polyester. And most 
importantly, black and white photographs should be taken of today's life and scenes, otherwise little will survive into 
the next century. A record of colours should, however, be preserved (e.g. ochre roof, green walls, cream blinds). 
It is very difficult for us to know accurately the colour scheme of nineteenth century houses, solely because no such 
record was kept. 
IDENTIFICATION 
The next major priority is correct identification. I never totally rely upon an identification written on a photograph, 
nor do I depend upon a person's memory of a scene or event. Such sources have been proven wrong so often that 
I always attempt to check further. There are clues to dating and identification in most photographs and I shall take 
this opportunity to give away a few trade secrets. 
Dating 
Look for any signs on buildings - trade signs may show (e.g. the name of a hotel licencee whose licence was only 
held for two years). A poster may actually announce a sports meeting on Wednesday 21 May - if approximate dating 
is known, we can check lists to find when 21 May fell on a Wednesday. A newspaper headline may be seen on a 
billboard (e.g. 'Earl Haig dies') - a check of biographical dictionary will give the date of his death. A cinema may 
actually be advertising a coming feature. A check of the Library of Congress motion picture index will give the date 
of filming A desk or wall calendar may be visible. Shop signs can be checked in almanacs or post office directories 
for approximate dating (e.g. H. Creeth was a Southport newsagent from 1889 to 1893). 
Clothing 
Clothing is an easy means of identifying photographs; and a guide book to changes in popular fashion for both 
women and men is essential. Skirt lengths, use of lace, shape of bustle, hats, sleeves, jewellery, and especially 
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hairstyles are all important guides - especially where younger people are photographed. I always assume that one's 
best clothing was worn to the studio and that in a group photograph of the most poorly dressed crowd in a 
backblocks town, at least one girl will aspire to a semblance of the fashion of the day. A ready recognition of fashion 
changes is therefore essential to photographic dating and can quickly put the lie to a school photograph with an 
inscription of 1918 when the clothing is obviously that of 1928. There are always some complications, for example 
with the clothing of elderly people. Women in their seventies photographed in 1895 may well be wearing clothing 
reminiscent of the 1870s. Their hairstyles may also reflect an earlier age. Bathing costumes also may be another 
area of confusion, owing to different regulations on different beaches (e.g. men's tops could be discarded at 
Southport as early as 1934, but only after 1937 at Coolangatta). 
Vegetation 
Vegetation shown in photographs can help suggest the region in which the photograph was taken (e.g. bottle trees, 
palm trees, Mitchell grass) and, in views of town gardens, can suggest season. For example, jacaranda trees, sweet 
peas and stocks in bloom. This is obviously a much easier exercise in a more seasonal and deciduous climate, but 
I find it can be of some help here as well. 
A series of photographs can show various stages of growth of the same tree of shrub, which when compared with 
accepted growth rates can help to establish dating. Remember, some trees grow much faster than others! 
Shade 
Shading can indicate the time of day when photographs were taken - which can be useful in a series of views taken 
on the same day. For example a series of photographs of the Roma Street markets may show varying aspects of one 
day's activities. Another interesting feature with respect to shade can be shown in early photographs of street scenes. 
Queen Street for example had permanent verandas always on the eastern face to protect shoppers (and window 
goods) from the heat of the midday and afternoon sun, whilst a morning view of the western face shows fewer 
verandas but window blinds drawn down to protect goods from the sun. 
Technology 
Aspects of technology are important guides for photographic dating. For example the existence of telegraph lines, 
telephone lines, gas and electric standards, tram lines and macadamised street surfacing, all point to specific dates 
when such technology was introduced to a specific area. It is very important to know when various services were 
introduced to your local town or district. 
Transportation 
Quite obviously a photograph showing motor vehicles in a Queensland Street will date from after 1900. However, 
for more specific dating a knowledge of motor vehicle design changes is extremely important for correct dating. A 
Brisbane street scene with one isolated car and numerous horsedrawn vehicles and more manure than oil stains on 
the street surface, will generally suggest a date prior to 1920; whereas a street full of cars and trucks and only one 
horsedrawn cart is more likely to be after 1925. In any photograph of a large number of vehicles, the law of averages 
allows for one to be fairly new with the exception of the years 1941-46 when few new vehicles were purchased. 
Airplane and vehicle registration numbers are also handy guides for dating. Transportation can also suggest a date 
by relation to the growing lines of communication, for example a scene showing a large number of motor vehicles 
at Coolangatta will suggest a date after 1925 (when the coastal road was opened); a train in the distance in a 
photograph of the Y arraman district must be in or after 1912, when the line opened. 
Building 
A knowledge of building dates - when the building was erected, destroyed by fire or cyclone, renovated or 
demolished is another essential for dating. 
A Brisbane view of the 1920s may show a building under construction a very accurate guide. If not, it may show 
4QR's radio towers in the distance; it must then be in or after 1925; it may not show another building which one 
knows was demolished in 1926. It then may not show the tower of the City Hall which was visible above other 
buildings by early 1928. So by basic elimination we could date the photograph to an approximate eighteen months 
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period. Hopefully signs, vehicles and clothing styles would then allow more specific dating - even to season and time 
of day. 
Aspect 
I often find this to be the least understood means of dating views. Obviously most aerial photographs have to be 
after 1919 when Thiel boasted the first photographs of Brisbane taken from the air, but views of town scenes from 
buildings help pinpoint dating. It is not only what is seen that is important, but also the location from where the 
photograph was taken. No one could take a high view of the Victoria Bridge until the Treasury Building's top floor 
was completed in 1889 - hence any view from this aspect must be after that date. Too often I have found 
photographs dated inaccurately, suggesting the photographer was in mid-air as the building from which the picture 
had to be taken simply did not exist at that date, or had been demolished by that time. 
Colour Postcards 
I 
Do not be confused by colour postcards. The vogue for mailing and collecting postcards reached its height in the 
years 1905-14, although some Queensland postcards can be dated to 1895. The earlier cards are rather poor in 
quality. However, after 1906 high quality hand-coloured postcards manufactured in Germany swamped the market. 
Their. quality in many cases is such that they can be confused with quality colour photography of a standard attained 
only after 1950. It is also important not to confuse postage date (e.g. Redcliffe 3.5.1918) with actual date of scene. 
In many cases newsagents kept old stock, or ordered popular views over and over again. The John Oxley Library 
has, by continuous processing of postcards, a good idea of original date by series and number and can advise if 
details are given. I can, however, give a few hints. Any German (which includes Saxony and Bavaria) manufactured 
postcard posted in Queensland after mid 1914 relates to much older stock. The next German cards (black and white) 
to be on the market here were of 1929 scenes. Both Japanese and English hand-coloured cards were on the 
Queensland market during the first world war, but their quality is very inferior to the German product. Locally 
produced black and white cards (e.g. Murray's and White's) entered the market by 1914 and by 1931 Murray's 
dominated the postcard industry. It is important to remember that the colours of hand-coloured postcards are those 
imagined by foreign artists. 
These are only some of the more basic aspects of what I would like to think is a developing science. H you wish 
further information or advice, please do not hesitate to contact us at the Photographic Collection of the John Oxley 
Library. 
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CHAPTER 21 
PRESENTATION AND PRESERVATION OF ARTEFACTS 
by Daniel Robinson 
Based on my experience with local museums and our own museum, I would argue for the inversion of the title. 
Certainly many museums and collectors consider presentation before they take account of the preservation problems 
resulting from the display of fragile material. In an ideal situation preservation, particularly of collections if they are 
really of historical significance, should always take precedence over display. 
This paper will deal in general terms with some of the more obvious preservation problems facing history collections 
in Queensland and will relate these problems to restrictions on presenting history collections in displays. 
Should you face specific preservation problems it is advisable for you to seek expert advice from a conservator, 
perhaps at the Queensland Museum, State Library, State Archives, Art Gallery or the Fryer Library. Specific 
presentation and display advice may be available through the Queensland Museum or Art Gallery. 
WCAL HISTORY COLLECI'IONS 
One of the problems faced by local historians is the breadth of material that may come under their care as part of 
a local history collection, whether a private or family collection or a local historical society museum. 
The private individual and the historical society without responsibility for operating a museum is likely to hold 
collections largely of documentary material such as correspondence, manusaipts, publications, photographs, maps, 
prints, drawings and paintings. This fragile material presents many problems regarding its preservation in the long 
term. 
For some private researchers and certainly for historical societies operating museums, the range of material that 
might constitute a local history collection will expand dramatically to include ephemera of all sorts, personal effects 
and possessions of historical figures, and perhaps, in the broadest interpretation, the whole range of man-made 
goods, equipment and structures. 
For the sake of this discussion I will confine most remarks to the more limited area of documentary material, 
personal effects and possessions. While some of this collection may be durable it is likely to include many fragile 
items such as clothing and fabrics. 
PROBLEMS OF PRESERVATION 
Some of the main problems facing all fragile organic materials are: 
Ught 
This will cause a gradual breakdown of organic material, most obvious on thin paper and fabric. Light damage is 
cumulative, irreversible and increases with increases in the energy of the light. 
Relative humidity 
The moisture in the air measured as relative humidity has several direct or indirect damaging effects on organic 
materials. All organics will absorb or lose moisture depending on the relative humidity of the surrounding air and 
will change dimensions with the change in moisture content. Continued humidity changes result in continued 
expansion and contraction which can lead to eventual loss of mechanical strength. This is most obvious in composite 
items such as inlaid furniture. 
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Very low relative humidity can cause some materials, particularly leather such as book bindings, to become very 
brittle and susceptil>le to mechanical damage. High relative humidity above about 65% provides ideal conditions 
for mould growth thus resulting indirectly in damage to fragile material. 
Major daily temperature fluctuations do not themselves cause damage, but in an uncontrolled environment they are 
directly linked to wide humidity fluctuations, which are harmful 
Pests 
This can include insects that attack organic material, rodents and other animals that can cause damage, and moulds 
that will grow on all organics and some inorganic materials. Perhaps humans should be included here as well. 
Mechanical damage 
This can be caused through careless storage and packing, careless handling, accidents during cleaning, damage due 
to abrasion from dust and dirt, and vandalism or theft. Frre, tempest and other natural catastrophes also result in 
mechanical damage or loss of historic collections. 
Internal breakdown 
Most paper produced during the last 1.30 years has its own decay built into it, because of the woodpulp material on 
which it is based and the chemicals used in its production. The combination gradually breaks down to yield acids 
which turn the paper yellow, then brown, and cause it to become brittle and eventually crumble away. 
PRESENTATION 
The organisation and production of an effective display requires careful determination of the basic aim. This may 
be to convey effectively a message or story about a particular person, event or locality, or it may be to present and 
interpret in an entertaining and educational way, a group of related items of domestic equipment. 
After deciding on the aim, then careful research is needed to determine the extent and accuracy of the story to be 
told and the appropriateness of the items selected from the historic collection to support the story. 
At this stage a decision might be made to go ahead or to modify the aim, or to collect further material before 
proceeding. 
Based on the aim, the information and the items, a display design has to be developed to fit the display effectively 
to the space and the funds available. Colours, background props, display cases, labelling style, size and production 
method must all be integrated to yield a visually interesting, yet clear and informative display. 
At about this stage the conservation advisors might be called in to identify any preservation problems. Ideally, as 
I indicated at the start of the talk, this should occur as soon as real items of historic significance are being considered 
for display. The preservation or conservation problems differ, dependent on the duration of the display. 
Ugbt 
If it is a short term temporary display, say for about one month, the fragile original photographs, documents and 
clothing might be used in the display, because their exposure to damaging light will only be of short duration. 
Needless to say, such material should normally be stored in the dark. 
To further reduce cumulative light damage, light containing a high energy UV component should be eliminated or 
effectively filtered. Daylight from the sky or direct sunlight is high in harmful UV and should have no place in 
display areas housing fragile material. 
Fluorescent tubes should be low UV emitting, or should be surrounded by UV filtering plastic. The safest display 
lighting is tungsten bulb lighting, either spots or floods. This emits no UV and can readily be controlled in intensity. 
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The light level on very fragile photos, paper and fabrics should be, in the lighting engineers' terms, 50 lux. More 
durable oil paintings and coloured timbers etc. can be lit at 1.50 lux. To prevent too high a lighting, contrast items 
such as metal, glass and ceramic, unaffected by light, should be lit at no more than about 500 lux. 
For long term or ·permanent' displays, fragile historical material should not be included. Copies of photos and 
documents, and replicas of clothing should be used, as expendable display items. 
Relative humidity 
In Queensland, short of installing an environmental control system with the ability to hold relative humidity at about 
55%± 3%, there are no other fully effective measures that can be taken. 
Humidity fluctuations will be lowest in an inner room, in a building with solid brick or stone walls and with an 
insulated roof area. The worst areas for humidity fluctuations will be against outer non-insulating walls heated by 
direct sun. 
Plan to put the most vulnerable items, whether in storage or display, in the best locations, and put only stable durable 
items such as metals, glass and ceramics in the worst areas. 
Problems of mould growth due to high humidity can be reduced by providing a free flow of air through the display 
or storage area, with fans to move air in restricted spaces. In periods of major difficulty, an alternative but less 
desirable method is to maintain a fungicidal chemical such as Thymol in a closed case containing particularly 
vulnerable material such as leather. 'Glen 20' can also be used to kill mould in cases, but it should not be used 
directly on collection items. 
In Queensland coastal areas the over-drying of items is not a problem, though in the west humidifiers might be 
needed during dry periods to prevent vulnerable leather and furniture from drying too much. 
Pests 
The prevention of attack by insect or other pests depends on good housekeeping in display and storage areas to 
prevent the accumulation of rubbish or potential food materials. Regular treatment of buildings by professional pest 
exterminators is of value in Queensland. 
Recognise materials such as wool and fur that are particularly vulnerable, and keep these in closed storage or display 
cases with an insect repellent such as naphthalene. 
Insect infestation on a small scale can be treated by closing the infested material in a container with a shelltox pest 
strip for a few weeks. Always follow directions and exercise care in handling chemical treatments. A major 
infestation may require professional fumigation. Check to make sure the fumigant to be used will not react with any 
collection materials present. 
Mechanical damage 
The risk of this can be reduced by keeping fragile items out of reach of visitors and by protecting difficult to clean 
items in well sealed display or storage containers, in order to prevent dust accumulation and the risks associated with 
frequent cleaning. 
In the design of the display, items that require protection in closed cases because of the potential for insect attack, 
or ease of damage, or because they are valuable, must be allowed for in the display planning and design. 
Insurance of historic collections poses major problems. What value can be placed on an item that is historically 
unique? Of what use is money when the collection is gone? It will purchase a different collection, but it will not 
bring back lost material. Loan items are the one group that must always be insured comprehensively for a value 
agreed in writing by the lender. 
Storage and display areas that hold valuable items need to be secured with appropriate security and locking systems 
and alarms, if rapid response to their triggering can be guaranteed. 
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A sprinkler system with individual heat activated sprinkler heads, and an automatic shut-off system appears to afford 
the least damaging means of protection from fire, at a reasonable price. Gas systems are less damaging but are far 
more expensive to install and maintain. 
An alarm system to a nearby fire brigade is the next option, though high pressure fire hoses do considerable damage. 
Buildings should exceed local structural requirements for storm or cyclone resistance and valuable collections should 
not be located in areas that are known to flood. 
Internal breakdown 
This is perhaps the most overpowering problem facing our written history. Individual sheets of paper can be 
neutralised and protected. Very valuable books can be dismantled and each page treated separately, but no bulk 
de-acidification treatment has yet been perfected. 
Copying of vulnerable material by microfilming or photography or even photocopying provides one answer. Because 
of the intense light used in photocopying, repeated copying of old documents should be avoided. Make one copy 
then copy that. 
Because the acid in poor quality paper and card can migrate into better material, individual valuable records should 
be protected in inert sleeves of mylar, or interleaved with acid free tissue or paper. Fragile books can be protected 
in individual acid free book boxes. 
CONCLUSION 
The emphasis with important local history collections should be on the continued survival of the information they 
contain, rather than on their presentation and display at any cost. 
Use of temporary displays of fragile original material and use of copies in long term displays can go a long way to 
achieving survival, provided the major threats are recognised and dealt with in accordance with advice from 
experienced conservators. 
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CHAPTER 22 
CREATING A LOCAL IDSTORY COLLECTION AND CENTRE 
by Rod Fisher 
All historical bodies, whatever their size and shape, generate records of various kinds. At first these might be in­
house papers only - working rules, agendas, minutes, reports, accounts, correspondence in/out, membership lists, 
publicity brochures, news items, photographs, newsletters and publications. Any society worth its historical salt 
should ensure that top copies of these papers are systematically filed away by the secretary or some other appointee, 
preferably in a capacious cabinet with separate hanging files for each category per year Is. Otherwise there is no 
complete record of society activity, either for reference whenever the need arises or for the requirements of posterity. 
Though major items should by law be deposited with the Queensland State Library, the minutiae of society life can 
only be maintained internally. If history and heritage societies are unable to preserve their own records, what hope 
is there for anyone else? 
Though this might be the only archive maintained by a society, the possibility of collecting other resource material 
will no doubt arise at some stage, including books, journals, documents, maps, photographs, tapes, artefacts and 
memorabilia. In theory, every society could collect a mountain of material relating to its area of specialty; but 
whether that would be advisable, because of the costs involved, needs careful consideration. Who will provide 
materials and maintenance, as well as the labour, equipment and venue required? Most of the society's scarce 
resources might very well be expended upon facilities which few people are likely to use or other institutions already 
supply. 
This means that instead of assuming their role to be the collection of resource material, societies should ftrst assess 
their aims and take stock of their resources. Perhaps participation, education and publication should take precedence 
over accumulation. What is important is to decide how limited resources may be deployed to best effect ( cf. LHCP 
1988, p.211). 
That having been said, it should be recognised that history for most people is not merely a matter of seeking 'the 
truth', but principally of establishing direct contact with some fleeting but tangible past. If central repositories are 
somewhat distant, as in most of the country, geography alone might warrant the provision of a local or regional 
resource collection, for educational and cultural life as well as personal enrichment. Even within the well endowed 
city, a collection which caters for the specific needs of some interest group - one which consolidates within a single 
space a wide range of material extracted from scattered repositories - might be justified. If public institutions have 
somewhat restricted access, complicated procedures and officious staff, the experience of newcomers to historical 
study is likely to be either off-putting or put off indefinitely. Central repositories like the State/ Australian Archives, 
State/Oxley /University /Fryer Libraries, Queensland Museum/ Art Gallery and government departments are providing 
excellent service considering present staffmg, funding and usage levels; but such institutions are generally handicapped 
by their size, status, scope, access, atmosphere, operation and location for ordinary people. Efficiency, expertise, 
comprehensiveness and amenity is on the increase, but this might be at the expense of personal enthusiasm, guidance, 
understanding and dedication in local historical studies. And so the direct relationship between history and society 
may be inhibited by the complex nature of central repositories. 
The simple remedy, as different groups have discovered, is to establish some kind of a resource collection of their 
own. Many gather memorabilia, artefacts and even whole buildings, such as the Caboolture Historical Society. Some 
file away every possible record relating to their subject, like the Windsor /Grange Association. Others build up 
reference libraries for their particular pursuit, especially the family historians, who were once poorly catered for by 
public repositories. While many collections are sponsored by amateur bodies, others originate in schools as at 
Sunnybank State High, local libraries like Nundah and history/social studies departments at colleges or universities. 
Some start from scratch and grow like Topsy, but others derive from personal interest like the Welsby Library of 
the Royal Historical Society, or from more specialised research in progress such as the files of the National Trust 
of Queensland. 
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Since collections and researchers need to be accommodated somewhere, resource centres appear in a variety of 
guises. Some of these concentrate on family history, as implemented at Kiama and contemplated at Maryborough 
or on oral history like Narrabeen and Gulgong. However, the advantages of a multi-purpose history and heritage 
centre should be considered first, as this could: house all manner of historical materials; broaden the focus to the 
social, political, economic, cultural and heritage history of the whole community; attract a greater volume of gifts, 
grants and resources; draw larger numbers of people, rangiDg from school groups to research scholars; satisfy more 
interests from family history to architectural analysis; engage more of the local societies; offer insurance against 
future shifts in historical interest; provide a greater degree of community cohesion; and advance any broader heritage 
and tourism developments of the community concerned. Whatever their ultimate form, the existing centres by and 
large use the premises of history /heritage groups or of public institutions other than major repositories. By 
attaching themselves to educational, municipal or library establishments, they might lose some autonomy and custom, 
but gain better facilities at a lesser cost to participants. On the whole, they spring up wherever anybody perceives 
a need, an opportunity and the means of support As a result collections are often limited, staff are generally 
volunteers with varied training and premises are either hard to come by or somewhat deficient But what might be 
lacking in professionalism and completeness may be compensated for by these centres being subject focussed, group 
oriented, user friendly and quite accessible. Mutual support services including workshops are commonly provided 
from beginners upwards, and most of the basic tools are within arms reach. Consequently these centres act as a 
familiar base for periodic sorties to more formidable repositories. As such they constitute an essential interface 
between history and society. 
H some group decides that a resource centre will further its aims and is within its means, a detailed plan covering 
purpose, policy, procedure and action should be drafted. For example, an eighteen page proposal for establishing 
a resource centre at Maryborough, Queensland's 'Heritage City', includes the following items: significance and 
concept; title, subtitle, acronym, and logo; focus and need; advisory, coordinating, educational, resource, information 
and research role; projects; venue, structure, staffing and equipment; cost and funding; membership and management; 
formation; and progress to date (Ftsher 1989). Once the main outline is clear, a more specific collections 
management policy may be added, including subject areas, classes of material, acquisitions procedure, finance, duties 
and disposal schedule. Instead of relying on intuition or ad hoc-ery in getting a resource centre off the ground, 
advice may be sought from professionals connected with the group, from persons involved in other resource centres 
and from staff of hbraries, museums and tertiary institutions. 
At the same time, manuals may be consulted, especially works cited in the reference list below - not to mention 
other chapters in this volume on organising archives, preserving photographs and dealing with artefacts. John Flint 
and Anne Berry's book Local studies collections (1985) offers practical advice on the organisation, indexing and 
housing of materials, supplemented by Wmston Maike and Leo Ansell on The smaJl archive (1984). Helen Price's 
Stopping the rot (1988) highlights the importance of preventive conservation of historical materials. For detail on 
all subjects, including computing. Ann Pederson's Keeping archives (1981) is good value. These references are held 
in central libraries and the Brisbane History Centre. 
Unfortunately there is no blueprint for reproducing resource centres across the countryside, such is the great variety 
of circumstance and practice. Each centre needs to be planned with specific needs and participants in mind if it is 
to succeed. Some will have lean, task-oriented collections of resources in temporary premises, while others will be 
more replete, wide-ranging and permanent Nevertheless some general guidance is provided by working papers of 
the recent Committee to Review Australian Studies in Tertiary Education (CRASTE) on Resource centres and 
Archives and museums {1987), both of which are available at the Fryer Library and Brisbane History Centre. 
In theory a fully-ftedged resource centre with a geographical focus could function like the model depicted in the 
CRASTE working paper. 
A regional resource centre is an institution or agency which collects, indexes and stores teaching and 
research resources which pertain to a particular geographic locale. The centre might interpret, display 
or disseminate such resources too. These resources exist in a variety of media (published, manuscript, 
archival, oral, art, artefact, site) and although they are characteristic of a region, they are often not 
exclusive to it. Regional resource centres hold material which, if made access1ble, can form the basis 
for comparative studies of Australian society. The focus of studies range through liberal and fine arts, 
social sciences, earth sciences. Such centres have an additional function they can contnbute to �e 
awareness, potential and techniques of teaching with primary resources (CRASTE 1987a, p.29). 
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Thus a centre might deal with the material of cognate disciplines rather than history alone, and welcome all comers, 
whether students, teachers, researchers, societies or the general public. 
In practice, however, the functions of resource centres may be much more limited or varied according to their 
locale, aim, origin, funding and clientele. These include some of the following possibilities: 
• Ubrary resources, including finding aids, basic references, published books, relevant serials, vertical files of 
clippings, extracts, transcriptions, and photocopies 
• Archival resources, including selected public, association and private records, in hardcopy, microform, 
audiovisual or electronic media 
• Cultural resources, including sites, artefacts, photographs, maps and plans 
• Teaching resources, including guides to the use of materials 
• Database compilations, including bibliographies/catalogues/indexes of resources available in the centre and 
elsewhere, preferably computerised 
• Audiovisual representations, including excursions, fieldstudies, displays, oral history, audiovisual media. 
• Instruction/education, including lectures, seminars, workshops and publications as part of formal or further 
education, covering use of the above resources and practical subjects not adequately handled by other 
institutions e.g. sources and methods; researching a person, family, site, building or locality; running a heritage 
tour; writing history; publishing one's work 
• Advice/information regarding sources, sites, methods and policies to inquirers, including students, researchers, 
teachers, family historians, associations, authorities, property owners, etc. 
• Referrals to other appropriate repositories, authorities and resource . persons or organisations 
• Research conducted, contracted or coordinated for more complex inquiries or requests, as well as selected 
projects and publications 
• Uaison with local, regional, state and national authorities, societies and institutions of all kinds to further these 
interests 
• Coordination/publicity of history and heritage activities by individuals, groups and authorities by means of 
a current diary of events, newsletter and information answering service 
• Publication of databases, source collections, specialised studies, audiovisual media, handbooks, tour booklets, 
brochures, etc. 
• Social and fundraising activities which bring together people of like interest, whether professional or amateur, 
and whatever their walk of life. 
What may be achieved along these lines is indicated by the operation of resource centres which have been established 
for some time. Several of these are described below as examples to assist other bodies which might be interested 
in organising their own resource collections. Though larger, more ambitious and better funded than most centres 
in Queensland, they illustrate the concept and practice involved. 
THE WCAL HISTORY CO-ORDINATION PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF NSW 
(Australian Historical Association Bulletin, no.53, Dec.1987, p.21} 
The Local History Co-ordination Project was established in the School of History, University of NSW, to assist and 
facilitate the writing of local history in New South Wales . ... the Project has been in operation since May, 1986. It 
is funded jointly by the Australian Bicentennial Authority and the University of New South Wales and ... [two 
persons) are employed as its full-time workers. 
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The broad aims of the Project are to co-ordinate the writing of local history throughout New South Wales, to provide 
help where required in historical method, and to lobby for long-term support of history-related activities. The Project 
has no plans to write any local history but aims to provide a central point of reference and information for those who 
are writing local history. As a university outreach program, its main impetus is to narrow the gap between university 
history and local historians. ·-
The Project's monthly news bulletin, LocaJity, acts as a means of reporting and exchanging information. It contains 
information about relevant events, activities and projects as well as substantial articles, and readers are encouraged 
to contnbute to the bulletin. Given the extent and range of local history activities in New South Wales, the Project's 
role of coordination - via Locality - is vital Two other important publishing projects the UICP have embarked upon 
include a Style I1Ul1IUilJ for local historians ... [UICP leaflet 1987]. The second ... will contain approximately thirty 
chapters detailing many of the most important sources of evidence, how to compile information, where to go for 
publishing advice, analysis of the importance of local history, and other elements which have formed the basis of 
enquiries to the LHCP over the last eighteen months [UICP 1988]. 
A motivating force behind the Project is that its activities should be determined by those at whom they are aimed. 
The Project has held a series of conferences and workshops with papers on themes such as using evidence to write 
local history, turning nostalgia into history, preparing a manuscript for publication and the importance of preserving 
local records. But the workshop/conference program is not static. It changes to suit the different needs of city and 
country communities. ... 
[Since bicentennial funding finished, only one officer has been employed and the project has been retitled the 
Community History Program.] 
NEW ENGLAND HISrORICAL RESOURCES CENTRE, ARMIDALE COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
(CRASTE 1987a, pp.39-40) 
The Centre was established with a seeding grant from the Schools Commission in 1975 and largely due to the 
enthusiasm of its two directors, and the support of the College, has developed to be an invaluable regional history 
archive. It is used by schools, tertiary students, local researchers and genealogists. The collection is not fully or 
professionally catalogued. ... 
The Centre has parish registers, family and local government records, photographs, Aboriginal artefacts, local 
newspapers, electoral rolls, .microfilm copies of New South Wales Births, Marriages and Deaths records, business 
papers and assorted realia collected in the district. Copies are made of many items to prevent deterioration from 
heavy use. Lack of finance has prevented the conservation of some deposits in poor condition. ... 
The Centre is an impressive example of a nexus between a tertiary institution and the community. It is used 
effectively at all levels of scholarship, from primary school excursions to tertiary research. .... 
The Museum of Education, also within the province of the Armidale CAE, is a fascinating display of three 
schoolrooms from different periods. They were transported from towns in New England to the site. The Museum 
is used by an MEd class, and is a useful method of tracing developments in pedagogy. ... However, the secondment 
of an expert in the field of material culture, as an historian-in-residence spending a period at each centre, would 
contribute to the dissemination of knowledge of this specialised area. 
Armidale has a diversity of historical and cultural resources - an active history and folk museum, the archives of the 
University of New England and the New England regional art gallery. 
MELBOURNE'S LIVING MUSEUM OF THE WEST, FOOTSCRAY 
(CRASTE 1987a, pp.52-53) 
LMW is based on the Scandinavian concept of the 'ecomuseum' which interprets and presents the living cultural 
heritage and the built environment rather than building a central museum collection and hbrary. The concept is one 
where the total community, environment and heritage are considered part of the museum, and displays and 
presentations involve participation by the community. Theatre, travelling extubitions, community celebrations and 
reunions all come within the definition of display. The ecomuseum has a central administntion and research staff. 
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and its effective operation relies upon building a data base of bibliographical resources, sites and artefacts within 
and/or about the region. 
LMW was established by a planning committee comprised of members of the Western Region Commission, Ministry 
of Planning and Environment, local councillors and community members. LMW had its genesis in acceptance that 
the west of Melbourne was disadvantaged in educational resources, yet had a unique heritage and a strong sense of 
community. LMW identified two predominant characteristics of the region industry and migration and developed 
these as the twin themes of the museum. Projects and displays have concentrated on the industrial development and 
decline and the experience of migrants. 
LMW contends that not having premises or a large collection of artefacts gives it a breadth of scope and flexibility 
of research. Bequests or benefactions of an earlier age cannot dictate collection or research politics. However the 
absence of secure research funds makes corporate planning difficult. Initial funding was from Victoria's 150th 
Anniversary and the Community Employment Program. Funding from the Ministry of the Arts has been project-tied 
to heritage studies of the region concentrating on the development of transport networks, community facilities and 
so on. 
The earliest projects of LMW were the recording of oral histories of residents and the collection and indexing of 
photographs. LMW sought to record people who could talk shop, not simply reminisce about their lives. There has 
since been a move away from oral history to a broader program of historical research. A number of projects have 
had a multi-media format photograph, video, map, document. There have also been some bi- or multi-lingual 
projects. LMW has a vigorous publication program . ... 
Most of the LMW photograph, tape and video collection has been catalogued and placed on WESTDOC, a data base 
of information sources on the Western region. Artefacts and buildings assessed and indexed by LMW have also been 
described on WESTDOC [computer file] . ... 
AUSTRALIAN GENEAWGICAL EDUCATION CENTRE INCORPORATING KIAMA FAMILY HISTORY 
CENTRE, NSW (information brochure) 
Open 7 days 9.30 a.m. - 4.30 p.m. 
This unique Family History centre is located at Kiama, NSW, in the heart of the Leisure Coast, just 126km south 
of Sydney. Easy access is provided by the F6 Freeway or via the excellent passenger rail service. The Family History 
Centre housing its search room, exlubition area and auditorium, complements the valuable work being carried out 
by family history societies and research groups everywhere. 
It combines the features of a Resource Centre for South East Australia (with much more Australian and Overseas 
material as well, the Irish Convict Transportation Records are also on hand), a Genealogical Research and Advisory 
Centre and an Educational Centre with social history programs specially prepared for schools. 
An exciting new centre for use by all with an in-house microform and date inventory both extensive and 
comprehensive, including access to AGEMICS the International Database of Archive References. 
The search room, with modem equipment, provides records and advice in a friendly atmosphere to all engaged in 
that exciting and sometimes elusive pastime family and social history research. 
Genealogy - an educational tool 
The Family History Centre has developed an exciting program of education which will help in: 
• Creating a vivid, tangible picture of society in a historical context; and 
• Revealing and highlighting a hidden history the text book barely skims. 
This important educational component focuses on the use of genealogy as a social history tool. 
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With professionally compiled program kits for school children in years 4-6 (primary) and 7-10 (secondary), the pupils 
are led into an exciting investigative social history experience. The kits provide resource material to assist both 
teachers and pupils. 
Excursions of up to three days can be catered for using our programs, with hostel accommodation readily available 
within the Municipality. 
Kiama is one of the major leisure resorts on the South Coast, and has many fine beaches, coastal walks, scenic views 
and historic and heritage buildings to interest all the family. The Town has a wide range of accommodation facilities 
and modem tourist amenities. 
The Family History Centre developed from the strong historical activity by residents in the area and from the 
development of links between Kiama and Ireland through the early Irish immigrants who made the town the most 
Irish in the colony in the 1860s. The K.iama Council formed a local committee which was successful in obtaining 
a Steel Industries Assistance Programme Grant from the Commonwealth to develop the Centre, and the building 
in which it is located includes a new Municipal Ltbrary [but to become self-sufficient). 
NARRABEEN COMMUNI'IY LEARNING CENTRE AND WCAL HISTORY RESOURCE UNIT, (Locality 3/2, 
April-May 1989, p.1) 
The Narrabeen Community Learning Centre and Local History Resource Unit began when Nan Bosler, the Centre's 
Coordinator, decided to involve local children in interviewing the area's older residents as a Heritage Week project. 
The resulting book is a great example of what can be done with oral history, and formed the basis of the archival 
resources now deposited at the Centre. In 1984 an assistant was obtained with a government grant and Nan put out 
a call for old photographs and memories to create an exhibition about the history of the area. The response from 
residents was terrific. And this too resulted in a book, the first of the series, Peoples, Places, Pastimes, a set of four 
covering various aspects of the area's history. Nan was always aware of the importance of ensuring that the records 
were freely available to residents and researchers, and this is the basis of the Local History Resource Unit. The 
Learning Centre has been a great success, and, with many young people utilising the records, it is a wonderful way 
of introducing students to historical records use. 
The foundation of most well-established resource centres obviously depends upon government support of some kind, 
as well as personal and local initiative. Consequently the next step, after defining one's purpose and planning the 
centre, should be to draft submissions and to lobby for financiaJ support, for a seeding grant if nothing else. 
If all attempts fail, the enterprise needs to be reduced in scale and cost, as the final example shows. This includes 
my attempt to establish a Brisbane History Centre based on principles already mentioned. The first document, 
written in 1988 and now revised, describes the concept which was put to the Brisbane City Council, University of 
Queensland and Australian Research Grants Council in 1987-88. After this plea feU upon deaf ears, the scaled down 
version outlined in the second document was implemented, with some practical support from the Department of 
History and Brisbane History Group. This is at least a leg in the door. You are welcome to visit the Brisbane 
History Centre and see if it suits your purposes as it does various researchers including myself. 
THE BRISBANE HISTORY CENTRE CONCEPT 
This paper outlines the possible functions and facilities of a Brisbane History Centre which could be developed over 
several years depending on available resources. 
Background 
For some years there has been an incredible growth in the numbers of people interested in the history and heritage 
of the Brisbane region and in awareness that this city and its people has an interesting history. Some have formed 
mutual assistance groups for specific purposes, especially family and local history associations. Others are taking 
local history courses offered by tertiary institutions. Many including students, teachers, business people and the 
media are contacting libraries, educational establishments and historical associations for information and guidance. 
Much of this interest centres on non-documentary history, including pictures, houses, furnishings, public buildings, 
historic sites and other artefacts, as well as oral history and source collections. 
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Need 
Central institutions such as the State/Oxley Library, State Archives, Fryer Library and Queensland Museum provide 
an excellent service in their specialties. Many of the municipal and school libraries are establishing local collections 
of material. Amateur associations do what they can with limited means. But there is no professional and public 
institution, with an advisory, coordinating, educational, resource, information and research role, specialising in the 
history of Brisbane as a whole. 
Policy 
The need for tertiary institutions to relate better to community needs is the crux of the federal government's white 
paper on higher education (1988). In particular the Committee for Review of Australian Studies in Tertiary 
Education has delineated the benefit of regional resource centres for collecting, indexing, storing and disseminating 
teaching and research materials as well as maintaining a close relationship with the physical and human environment 
of the locality concerned (CRASTE 1987a & b). 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper is to outline the possible role of a Brisbane History Centre, and how this might become 
self-funding to some extent, as a fitting project for either the Brisbane City Council or the University of Queensland. 
Such a centre could serve educational programmes, individual research, official agencies, libraries and the general 
public. The overall aim would be to advise, coordinate, educate and inform on the history, heritage and development 
of the Brisbane region rather than duplicating research collections and services already available. 
Advisory role 
To provide expert advice to individuals, groups and authorities regarding historical and heritage items, sources, 
methods and policies, and to refer inquirers to relevant authorities or repositories as necessary e.g. student projects, 
educational courses, family histories, local history research, conservation sites and historical publicity or interpretation 
generally. 
Coordinating role 
To coordinate and publicise the history and heritage activities of individuals, groups and authorities, including a 
current calendar of events, a regular bulletin and an information answering service, as well as other functions 
described herein. 
Educational role 
To offer lectures, seminars and workshops, and course components at the centre and other appropriate venues on 
subjects not adequately covered by other means. Also to maintain informative and attractive displays, and to organise 
group/community visits to the centre. 
Resource role 
To establish a research collection of material focussed principally on the Brisbane region and capable of supporting 
the services mentioned. Resources should include basic references, finding aids, documents, maps, pictures, published 
works, society publications, periodicals, newspapers and flies of information extracted from scattered sources on 
hardcopy, microform, computer diskette, compact disk and audiovisual media, as well as historical and 
methodological items for comparative or contextual purposes. To this might be added the oversight of other cultural 
resources including artefacts and the compilation of a computerised database of all materials. 
Informative role 
To provide up to date information on each of the areas listed above, when requested by individuals, associations and 
authorities, or to advise where information may be obtained. In particular to compile printed, card and computer 
indexes to history material held, as well as the calendar of heritage events, news bulletin and information service 
mentioned already. 
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Research role 
To conduct, coordinate or contract research for the answering of inquiries and requests, for the greater availability 
of source material or of transcribed records and for other selected projects in accordance with the aims and means 
of the centre, and to arrange publication of the same as appropriate. These might include applied history projects, 
involving oral, audiovisual, artefactual and heritage sources. 
Venue 
If sponsored by the Brisbane City Council the centre could be located in one of the restored municipal offices in a 
convenient suburb; if by the University, its aims would probably be better achieved by being within the new 
Department of History building than in the proposed cultural centre which would be more of a central repository 
and display case kind of environment. The optimum accommodation requirement is a search/reading room seating 
several persons, at least one resource/work room and two offices, as well as shared access to lecture/conference, 
seminar/workshop, tea and wash rooms. Much of the resource material has already been collected but is not 
professionally organised or adequately accommodated in the History Department. These premises might also be 
used by affiliated or homeless societies such as the Brisbane History Group. Though it should be professionally 
organised and operated, such a centre needs a user friendly atmosphere, where people from all walks of life and 
levels of achievement feel welcome. 
Stafrmg 
To operate effectively in the main roles mentioned above, the centre would ultimately need a full-time director with 
a postgraduate degree in history, as well as experience/ability in education, administration, research and publication, 
and connections with historical associations; a fulltime research librarian qualified in local history and library or 
archival management; and a full-time secretary interested in the work of the centre, who can also act as receptionist, 
clerk and data assistant. 
Equipment 
For the search/reading room: desks, chairs, display boards, shelving, finding aids, computer terminals, 
microfilm/fiche readers/copiers, clock. For the resource/work room: filing cabinets, map cabinet, computer 
programs and printer, photocopier, shelving, compactus, cupboards, tables, chairs, stationery and supplies, etc. For 
the offices: desks, chairs, filing cabinets, computer terminals, phones. In the shared meeting rooms: chairs, tables, 
lectern, display board, chalk/white boards, overhead projector, slide projector, computer projector, screens, blinds, 
clock. A microcomputer network should also be available. 
If Brisbane City Council or University of Queensland could meet property, staffing and equipment costs, 
supplemented by external funding (especially a seeding grant), running costs could be recouped by a user-pays scale 
of charges. History and community associations using the centre for meetings could pay a reasonable fee as well 
as subscribing on a per capita membership basis for research access, calendar listings, bulletins and phone answering 
service. Individuals could pay a reasonable sum per half day for access and workshops. Inquiries of some duration 
could incur consultancy fees, or be contracted out on a commission basis. 
Implementation 
The details above constitute a concept plan rather than an instant recipe. Development of such a centre would need 
to proceed in accordance with available funding and accommodation e.g.: 
• Organisation and continuation of the existing collection for restricted access, if limited accommodation and/ or 
part -time assistance were provided. 
• Limited operation of the centre if suitable accommodation and part-time assistance were provided (additional 
to services above). 
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• Generation of finding aids including computer indexes of person, place, subject, event, picture and newspaper 
files, and an online Brisbane bibliography, if full-time assistance were provided (additional to services above). 
• Full operation of the centre if adequate staffing and facilities were provided as outlined in this paper. 
Significance 
The main ways in which a Brisbane History Centre would be beneficial have been outlined above, and the reasons 
for locating this within a Brisbane City Council or University of Queensland building. Such a project would bring 
credit to the sponsoring body and benefit to the community as a whole. Successful resource centres have already 
been established at Armidale CAE, Gippsland IAE, Riverina-Murray IHE, the University of NSW LHCP /CHP and 
Kiama, and plans are being laid at Maryborough under city council and local society auspices. Since the time is right 
and much of the groundwork done, it would be unfortunate if the opportunity were not grasped at this stage. 
BRISBANE HISTORY CENTRE INFORMATION 
Location 
Coordinators 
Address 
Phone 
Facilities 
Room 534 General Purpose/Gordon Greenwood Building, University of Queensland 
Dr Rod Fisher (Brisbane History Centre), Dr Jennifer Harrison (Brisbane History Group) 
c/- Department of History 
The University of Queensland 
Old 4072 
(07) 3TI-3981 (work); 369-1242 home); 377-2761 (message) 
The Brisbane History Centre provides a small reading room and source collection especially for persons researching 
the history of the Brisbane region. As major runs of manuscript and printed sources are held in Brisbane 
repositories, the main purpose of this centre is not to duplicate these unnecessarily, but to provide a convenient 
collection of finding aids as well as files of person, place and subject information which has been extracted from those 
sources. Descriptive material on the holdings of repositories is also available, together with details of opening hours, 
copying facilities and service charges. Also included are printed works on local, applied and public history which 
practitioners may need for assistance in research and writing. 
This is not a publicly funded centre, but principally a personal research collection, supplemented with items deposited 
by the Brisbane History Group and private individuals. Consequently the collection is not professionally organised 
according to library or archival principles. Room 534 in the Gordon Greenwood Building off Circular Drive at the 
University of Queensland (between the Abel Smith Lecture Theatre, Union Building and Gymnasium) has been 
provided for this purpose by the Department of History. 
Users 
As a result users of the Centre should be associated with the Department of History, Brisbane History Group, 
tertiary institutions or other cultural organisations; others may become users by contributing in some way to the work 
of the Centre. 
Acknowledgments 
In any writing or publication deriving from use of this collection, users are requested to acknowledge the assistance 
of the Brisbane History Centre (and address). More extended usage needs permission from the coordinator. 
Procedures 
Being a working collection, research files may not be accessed by users themselves. Only specific items or runs of 
interest will be produced by arrangement. However, the reference and other printed works on open shelves are 
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immediately accesst"ble. No material may be borrowed without special permission, and photocopying facilities are 
limited. All material used should be left on the desk and not returned to any other location. Wmdows must be 
closed, the power turned off and the door locked on departure or when leaving the centre for any length of time (or 
costs may be incurred). Users are asked to enter their name, address or phone number and purpose in the visitors 
book. 
As there are no permanent staff nor set hours, anyone wishing to use the centre during or after business hours 
should phone the coordinator (Dr Rod F'J.Sher, room 525) on 377-3981 (work), 369-1242 (home) or 377-Z761 (History 
Department office). 
• Books (open access) 
Australia 
Australia 
Brisbane 
Brisbane 
Australia 
Brisbane 
Applied history 
Place 
Person 
Brisbane 
Australia 
General (documents plus texts) 
Specific (specialised studies) 
General (documents plus texts) 
Specific (Specialised studies) 
· Ecology (visual studies) 
Ecology (visual studies) 
(including manuals, RAHS booklets, BHG papers) 
Australia (mostly Brisbane region) 
· Australia (mostly Brisbane region) 
Miscellaneous sources (ind chronologies & extracts) 
Miscellaneous sources 
• Card Indexes (access by ammgement only) 
Chronology 
Persons 
Persons 
Subjects 
Subjects 
Localities 
Sites 
Somces 
Archives 
Pictures 
Maps 
(events, etc. from almanacs and newspapers) 
Early (from newspapers to 1860} 
All (miscellaneous references to any persons) 
Early (from newspapers to 1860) 
- All (miscellaneous references to any subjects) 
Early & All (esp. suburbs and other localities) 
Early & All (esp. buildings and structures) 
(by type e.g. Directories) 
(repository information) 
(person, subject, place, collections) 
(including plans) 
• Files (access by arrangement only) 
Repositories 
Sources 
Subjects 
Scene 
Experience 
Person 
Person 
Locality 
Site 
Place 
Applied history 
(information on holding, access, etc.) 
(by type) 
(by topic/theme) 
(selected sources on developments and desaiptions) 
(selected sources on personal experience) 
Secondary (and lesser primary) sources 
Primary sources (selected) 
Secondary sources ( esp. suburbs and other localities) 
Secondary sources ( esp. buildings and structures) 
Primary sources (locality and site) 
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• Maps (access by arrangement only) 
Early survey maps (Sunmap) 
Late cadastral and other maps (Sunmap) 
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Sewerage plans (BCC) for FV, KP, PT and part of TW suburbs 
Miscellaneous maps, plans and large pictures 
• microform (access by arrangement only) 
Queensland post office directories 
Queensland Registrar-General's indexes (birth, marriage, death) 
Miscellaneous indexes, records and publications 
• Newspapers (access by arrangement only) 
Sydney Morning Herald 1840-60 (select indexing and photocopying) 
Moreton Bay Courier 1846-60 (select indexing and photocopying) 
Miscellaneous Moreton Bay newspapers to 1860 (more selective copying) 
Brisbane Courier (var. titles) 1860 to date (more selective copying) 
• Pictures (access by arrangement only) 
Chronological series 
Subjects 
Persons 
Places 
• Serials (open access) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
(very selective, mostly copies from 
collections and publications) 
Historical Studies/ Australian Historical Studies 
Australia 1888 Bulletin 
Australian Historical Association Bulletin 
Australian ICOMOS /Historical Environment 
Australian Studies Centre 
Brisbane History Group 
Genealogical Society of Queensland 
Heritage Australia (Australian Council of National Trusts) 
History and Computing Association 
John Oxley Library 
Local History Co-ordination Project/Community History Program, NSW 
National Trust of Queensland 
Public Historian 
Queensland Family History Society 
Queensland History Teachers Association 
Redcliffe History Society 
Royal Australian Historical Society, NSW 
Royal Historical Society of Queensland 
Sydney History Group 
Your Computer 
Miscellaneous (ephemeral items) 
• Other 
Queensland parliamentary papers (incomplete History Department series) 
Theses (Honours, MA & PhD, History Department collection, Level 4) 
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